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PREFACE

One of the main fields of interest of the Flight Mechanics Panel is:

"Operational problems including such subjects as operational experience, safety, take off and landing, all weather
operation and low altitude flight".

The Flight Mechanics Panel plays a unique role among the Technical Panels of AGARD by addressing the overall
design of aircraft. This explains a continuous activity of this panel devoted to the lessons from operational experience on
flight mechanics and design of aircraft and systems. This subject is covered by symposia at regular intervals, the first of
which took place in 1970 in Baden-Baden, Federal Republic of Germany. It was entitled: "Lessons with emphasis on
Flight Mechanics, from operating experience, incidents and accidents" (CP 70).

The following subjects were covered:

- use of recordings for routine flight operations
- rough field operations
- safety margins for take off and landing, high speed and low level flying
- accident surveys, including V/STOL and general aviation.

The second symposium was arranged in 1976 in Sardefjord, Norway, with the following title: "Aircraft
operational experience and its impact on safety and survivability".

Again a first session was devoted to methods for accident statistics and analysis. The others were strongly oriented
toward design (a subject which was not covered by the 1970 symposium):

- design practices for aircraft safety
- design for aircraft vulnerability and survivability.

Then a small session was devoted to aircrew considerations.

It can be seen from the description of the above two meetings that the second one put strong emphasis on the design
aspect with little consideration of the man-machine interface.

From 1976 the major change which has occurred in the design of aircraft is the general use of electrical controls in
combat aircraft (fly-by-wire) together with sophisticated systems used to provide man-machine interfaces, enabling an
increase of efficiency of the crew, together with an increase of safety. Thus the periodic review of the lessons from
experience which it was decided would be the subject for the spring 1983 meeting of the Flight Mechanics Panel was
arranged in order to put some emphasis on these two major subjects.

The first session, usually devoted to the progress made in recording techniques, was reoriented toward the reporting
systems used in various countries which exert influence on operations and design; the second session to adverse
environment including rotorcraft icing, operation from high altitude airfields, windshear, atmospheric electricity. The
third session was devoted to survivability after failure. Examples were given of new electrical control systems. The last
session, the largest one with seven papers, was devoted to the man-machine interface.

Much has been learned from the discussions held after each presentation; it is hardly possible to sum up in a few
words what could be the conclusions and recommendations about such a broad area covered by this symposium.

Nevertheless the following remarks can be made:

(I) detection of incidents, even minor ones, is a means of preventing accidents; accident prevention relies on a closed
loop information system which must be usable by any crew (civil or military) and be anonymous in order to collect the
right information without prejudice to any crew member. This is well shown by Session I with a special mention of the
papers on incident reporting systems by NASA, and Air France which illustrate this point quite well.

(2) progress has yet to be made on knowledge of adverse conditions, weather conditions (sandstorms, windshears, icing)
and definition of specific regulations for flying in difficult operational conditions (rough airfields, high altitude, high-slope
runways etc...).
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(3) the mast controversial subject is that of the man-machine interface; great advances have been made in that area with
the new head-up and head-down display and new control systems. But crews are always discussing the best means to use,
the training needed to make proper use of new systems, the proving of new information systems.

On this subject the reader could begin with the stimulating paper by Farley entitled "Modem Flight Instrument
Displays as a Major Military Aviation Flight Safety Weakness" followed by the entire session IV.

In conclusion, it can be said that such symposia are very useful as they provide a unique opportunity for discussion
between aircraft designers and users. Thus, it is appropriate that another meeting of this type be arranged in a few years,
when the emphasis could be on the subject of man-machine interface and the increasing use of digital computers and
associated controls and displays, as they could influence the design of aircraft from an operational viewpoint.

L'un des principaux domaines d'int&r& de la Commission de M6canique du Vol est d~fini comme suit:

4 "Probl~mes op~rationnels, incluant 1'exp~rience op~rationnelle, ]a s6curit6, le d~collage et l'atterrissage, les operations
tous-temps, et le vol i basse altitude".

En outre. Ia Commission de M~canique du Vol joue un r6le unique parmi les Commissions Techniques d'AGARD en
traitant de la conception d'ensemble de l'a~ronef.

Ceci explique que Ia Commission exerce une activit6 continue dans le domaine des leqons de 1'exp~rience
op~rationnelle sur Ia m~canique du vol et Ia conception de I'a~ronef et de ses syst~mes.

Cc sujet est donc trait par des symposiums tenus i intervalles r~guliers.

Le premier eut lieu en 1970 A Baden-Baden, Allemagne Ftdfrale, sous le titre: "Les leqons de Mdcanique du Vol
tir~es de l'exp&ience op~rationnelle des incidents, des accidents" (CP 70).

Les sujets suivants furent traites:

-utilisation des enregistremients pour les operations afriennes quotidiennes
-ernploi des terrains irr~guliers
- iarges de st~curit6 i l'envol et i l'atterrissage. en vol i grande vitesse et basse altitude
-revue des accidents, incluant les V/STOL et l'Aviation G~n~rale.

Le second fut organiss en 1976 ia SandefJord, Norv~ge; son titre 6tait: "L'exp~rience operationnelle sur aeronefs etI son impact sur Ia s&uritC".

Anouveau une premiere session fut consacr~e aux m~tliodes d'analyse des accidents et aux statistiques

correspondantes. Les autres furent principalement onient~es vers ]a conception (sujet non trait6 au symposium de 1970):

- m~thodes pratiques pour assurer la st~curit6 &~s la conception

- conception orientde vers la s~curitd et la survie.

Une petite session fut consacr~e au probl~nie de 1'6quipage.

On peut voir d'apr~s la description du sujet des ces deux r6unions que Ia seconde insiste plus sur Ia conception que
sur I'interface homme-machine.

A partir de 1976, une revolution transforma la conception de l'adronef: l'emploi g~ndralisd de commandes dlectriques
sur les avions de combat (commandes par fil) et en mime temps, I'emploi de syst~mes sophistiquds d'interface homme-
machine. permettant d'accroitre 1'efficacit6 de N'quipage en meme temps que sa s~curit6.

C'est ainsi qu'il fut d~cid6 de choisir la revue des leqons de 1'exp~rience comme suJet de la reunion de 1983 de la
Commission de M~canique du Vol, arin d'insister sur ces deux sujets d'importance primordiale.

La premiere session consacrde dans les pr~c~dents symposiums aux progrds des techniques d'enregistrement, est
r~orient~e vers les syst~mes de comptes rendus utilis~s dans divers pays pour exercer une influence sur les operations et la
conception.

La seconde session est consacrde i I'environnement adverse, incluant le givrage h6licopt~res, les opdrations sur
altiports, les gradients de vent, I'lectricitd atmosph6rique.

La troisiime session est consacrde A la survie apris panne et illustr6e par des exemples des nouveaux syst~mes de
commandes tlectriques.
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La derni~re session, la plus longue. avec sept communications, est consacree i l'interface homnme-machine.

Les discussions apres chaque presentation ont W riches d'enseignements; it est difficile de resumer en quelques
mots ce que peuvent Wte les conclusions et recommandations concernant le vaste sujet de cc symposium.

Cependant. on peut faire les remarques suivantes:

(1) la detect ion d'incidents. nerne ceux consider~s comMe mineurs, est un moyen de pr~venir les accidents: la
prtdvention des accidents repose stir un systme d'informaions dot6 d'une "boucle de retour". pouvant dire utilisd par
ni'import; quel 6quipage (civil ou militaire) et dtre anonyme afin de collecter l'information sans porter prdjudice a aucun
membre d '6quipage. Ceci est bien ddmontr6 par la Session I et en particulier par les communications stir le NASA
Reporting System et sur le systeme employd par Air France, qui illustrent bien ce point de vue.

(2) Des progr~s doivent encore tre faits pour connaitre les conditions m6t~orologiques adverses (tempktes de sable,
L gradients de vent, givrage) et pour d~finir des r~gles op~rationnelles sp~cifiques pour voter dans des conditions

op~rationnelles difficiles (pistes irr~guli~res, pistes en altitude, i forte pente, etc...)

(3) Le sujet le plus controvers6 est celui de l'interface homme-machine; de grands progr~s ont W faits A cet 6gard avec
les nouveaux systdmes de presentation Mae haute ou tdte basse et les nouveaux systmes de commande. Mais les
6quipages discutent tovjours du mneilleur systdme, de l'entrinement souhaitable pour ]'employer, de la m~thode pour en
ddmontrer la validite.

Sur ce sujet, le lecteur du compte rendu du symposium pourra commencer par Ia communication de Farlcy intitul&e
"La presentation moderne des Instruments de Vol, faiblesse majeure de la Skcurit6 Adrienne des opdrations militaires"

Apres lecture de cc texte, le lecteur ne pourra faire autrement que de lire enti~rement la Session IV.

k En conclusion finale, on peut dire que de tels symposiums sont Wrs utiles en donnant au constructeur tine occasion
unique de discuter avec les utilisateurs.

J.E.Cayot J.Renaudie
Federal Aviation Administration Centre d'Essais en Vol (France)

(USA) Membre de la Commission
Membre de la Commission de MWcanique du Vol
de MWcanique du Vol
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INVESTIGATION, REPORTING AND ANALYSIS
OF US ARMY AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

N. J. Reeder
G. D. Lindsey

D. S. Ricketson, Jr.
US Army Safety Center

Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

SUMMRY

Each year aircraft accidents result in large losses of US Army equipment and personnel resources.
This paper describes these losses in terms of aircraft and cause factors involved. Also presented is a

Ssystem-oriented approach used in the investigation, reporting and analysis of these accidents. The
results include identification of lessons learned with respect to cost, type aircraft, flight tasks,O cause factors and system inadequacies which produced the cause factors..

INTRODUCTION

Problem. From fiscal year (FY) 78-82 the Army has experienced an average of 91 major' aircraft
accidents per year. These accidents have produced an average of 27 fatal and 65 non-fatal injuries and~$36.8i in costs per year. Figure I shows the cause factors of these accidents and it can be seen that

dl: human error is by far the largest. The problem for the safety community is to identify sources of these
cause factors in the Army system, take corrective action and thereby make the system more efficient and
effective.

Figure I - Percentage of human error and materiel failure
causes of major Army aircraft accidents from FY 78-82

1Class A,B, and C accidents costing more than $10,000 in injuries and property damage.
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1-2

Approach. In the accident model presented in Figure 2 there are 12 items outlined which are basic

elements of the Army system. When one or more of these elements is out of tolerance, an overload (item
13) is placed on the system role of personnel, materiel or the environment (item 14). When personnel or
materiel in the system cannot cope with the overload, then personnel make errors, materiel fails/
malfunctions or the environment is allowed to have a negative influence on the performance of personnel
or equipment (item 15). Host human errors, materiel failures and environmental factors do not lead to
accidents (item 16). However, when circumstances operate unfavorably sccidents occur (item 17).

123 Design and. 4 ' Faclie
School Unit supyof Facntlinies

training training equipment Maneac and services Eniom t

7 fProcdures m re 9 UnP d evel Higher 1r2 Transitory s o
for normal f psychological physologcel
conditions f cond ! ion L supupervi on [tates

16 15 unc13rSected Imos edel1

This accident model was used to develop an approach to accident investigation, analysis and preven-
tion. Table 1 shows this 3W approach. It requires each investigator to answer what happened, wht
caused it to happen, and what to do about it with respect to an, machine and environmental cause

: factors. It can be seen tat accident cause factors originate from inadequacies in the systm. When

remedies are applied which correct these system inadequacies, then humn errors, materiel failures and

the environent's affect on man and machine are reduced. As a result, fewer accidents occur and a more

efficient and effective system is produced.

Taile 1 - 3W approach to accident investigation

analysis and prevention

WHAT HAPPENED WHAT CAUSED IT WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

Human Errors

steriel Failures jh System inadequacies, Remedial Measures

It Ae env romen ot's daffect n i n in e t a in and machrine aren red ced As appsu t f w r acche t cc an d a oeen b

Environmental Factors

coparing the accident reports an Tbles 2 nd 3. Both reports re based on an O1-58 accident. Table 2

represents the typf of informsr on reported before implemntation of the 3W approach. As can be seen, the

investigation sto ad with r' .dentification of pilot error. The key question, "Why didn't the pilot
use the lending I '-" wa. t answered.
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TABLE 2 - Example of information received on an OH-58 accident
before the 3W approach was implemented

WHAT HAPPENED WHAT TO DO
(Cause Factor) (Remedy)

Pilot erred in that he did Unit safety meetings should

not use the landing light include a discussion of facts
and allowed the tail rotor surrounding this mishap.
to strike tree branches Particular attention should
during night landing. be focused on the proper use

of the landing light.

Unit should also examine the
adequacy of their night
flying policy/training.

Table 3 shows the type of information reported using the 3W approach. It can be seen that the
critical question of why the pilot did not use the landing light is answered through the identification
of system inadequacies. Consequently, remedial measures in the third column address system inadequacies
which are the root causes of the pilot error. When these system inadequacies are corrected, the over-

load is relieved, pilot errors are reduced and accidents from these errors become less likely.

Table 3 - Example of information received on the
same )11-58 accident using the 3W approach

WHAT HAPPENED WHAT CAUSED IT WHAT TO DO
(Cause Factor) (System Inadequacy) (Remedy)

OH-58A pilot... failed ... 6ecause required equip- DARCOM redesign
to perform a course o. ment is improperly designed, existing equipment to
action required byTC The landing light produced reduce unacceptable
1-28, par. 5-28. He glare and obstructed vision glare from OH-58A
failed to use landing of the pilot, fixed landing light
light to determine
suitability of area ...Because of inadequate Unit Command up-
for precautionary unit training. Pilot had grade unit training
landing... not received sufficient to maintain aviator

training in execution of night flight pro-
emergency procedures at ficiency...
night due to the unit being
without an OH-58 IP for 3
months.

METHOD

The 3W approach was used to investigate 96 major accidents in FY 82. These accidents produced 45
fatal and 107 non-fatal injuries and a cost of $632. The Army Safety Center investigated all class
A's and selected class B's and C's totaling 74 accidents. The remaining 22 accidents were investigated
by field accident boards. The 3W information from reports of these accidents was then formatted into
lessons learned and grouped by Aircrew Training Manual Tasks.

RESULTS

Table 4 shows the number and cost of lessons learned by type flight task and aircraft. Utility,
observation and attack helicopters accounted for 82% of the lessons learned and 762 the cost. Human
error accounted for 85% of the lessons learned and 74% of the cost while materiel failure accounted for
only 15% of the lessons and 26% of the cost.

2
This represents the worst annual record for Army aviation safety since FY 73.

I I I . 'II
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TABLE 4 - Number and cost of lessons learned by aircrew
training manual tasks and aircraft type

Aircraft Tvpes

Aircrew Training Observation Utility Attack Training Cargo Fixed Wing Totals
Manual Tasks OR-58 OR-6A UH-I 1UR-60 AlM-IS TH-55 CH-47 OV-1D T-42

Flight Planning 1* 2 3
J** 4 5
$60*** $3,946 $4,006

Before-Flight I 1 2
Inspection 1 1 2

$648 $38 $686

Hovering 4 1 2 1 8
5 4 2 1 12
$380 $3,513 $105 $122 $4,120

.Take off 2 1 1 1 5
2 1 1 1 5
$1,065 $1,444 $205 $34 $2,748

Basic Flight 1 1 2
1 1 2
$194 $3,190 $3,384

Approach and 1 6 2 1 1 3 14
Landing 1 9 2 1 1 3 17

$248 $3,535 $2,480 $50 $43 $4,798 $11,154

Emergency 6 2 5 1 1 15
16 5 6 1 1 29
$2,223 $2,707 $5,154 $12 $36 $10,152

Tactical and 1 3 4
Special 1 6 7

$483 $5,761 $6,244

Ground Taxiing 2 1 3
2 1 3

$122 $48 $170

Materiel 2 8 1 1 2 14
Failures 2 8 1 1 2 14

$174 $6,794 $2,235 $26 $5,395 $14,598

Lessons Learned 18 24 11 4 6 7 70
Number of

Aircraft Involved 29 38 12 4 6 7 96
Total Cost $4,827 $28,348 $10,179 $123 $5,682 $8,109 $57,262

*Number of lessons learned
**Number of aircraft involved

***Cost multiplied by $1,000

Human error in two types of tasks accounted for almost half of all lessons learned; i.e., emergency
tasks (21%) and approach and landing tasks (2O). These two tasks were also responsible for 37% of all
costs.



Table 5 shows the distribution of the system inadequacies causing human error and materiel
failure across flight tasks. It can be seen that inadequate supervision and inadequate self-discipline
account for most of the system inadequacies. Examples of lessons learned are appended.

Table 5 - Number of lessons learned by aircrew training
manual tasks and system inadequacies

System Inadequacies

Aircrew Training Written Self Unit School rI-
Manual Tasks Procedure Discipline Supervision TrainingDesi&n TrainingKFR Maint Other Total

Flight
Planning 4 1 5

Before Flight
Inspection 2 2

Tactical and
Special 4 3 7

Hovering 1 8 1 1 1 12

Take Off 3 11 5

Basic Flight 2 2

Approach and
Landings 11 3 2 16

Emergency 4 7 9 1 7 1 29

Ground Taxiing 2 1 3

Materiel

Failures 1 4 2 2 6 15

Total 5 43 18 3 11 2 2 2 10 96

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Aviation accidents from FY 82 were investigated and analyzed using the 3W approach. This enabled

the identification of lessons learned with respect to cost, type aircraft, flight tasks, cause factors
and system inadequacies that produced the human error and materiel failure cause factors.

The lessons learned identified human error as the primary cause factor, regardless of type aircraft.

and these errors showed up mainly in emergency or landing and approach tasks. The most frequent system
inadequacies leading to human error were inadequate self-discipline and inadequate supervision. The

unit commander is in the best position to take actions that will correct these inadequacies within the
unit. Therefore, all lessons learned from FY 82 have been compiled in a single report and distributed
to commanders of aviation units. Additionally, the lessons learned report has been provided to major

commands and higher staff levels for actions to correct system problems that are beyond the purview of
unit coumanders.

UI



APPENDIX: EXAMPLES OF LESSONS LEARNED

TOPIC: TACTICAL AND SPECIAL TASKS

Lesson Learned #16: Aviators who intentionally violate written guidelines and verbal orders governing

requirements of low level flight increase the probability of wire strikes.

Lesson Cost: Class A accidents: UH-1(3); OH-58
Fatal Injuries: 4
Non-Fatal Injuries: 15
Cost: $3,817,739

Problem: Because of excessive self-motivation or improper motivation, aviators intentionally fly their

aircraft at low level altitudes and airspeeds that violate oral and written guidelines. As a result,
aviators encounter flight problems from which they cannot recover, e.g., wires.

Corrective Action(s): Unit Commander take positive command action to insure aviators understand and
comply with oral and written guidelines governing low-level flight altitudes and airspeeds and that

these guidelines are not violated to enhance mission accomplishment.

TOPIC: NORMAL APPROACHES

Lesson Learned #37: Inadequate self-discipline of aviators adversely affects their ability to make
sound decisions regarding by-the-book flight and safe aircraft operations during approach.

Lesson Cost: Class A accident: AN-IS
Class C accident: TH-55A
Non-Fatal Injuries: 1
Cost: $1,600,990

Problem #1: PiC's inadequate self-discipline (improper attitude) encouraged pilot to fly unautorized

maneuvers which exceeded the pilot's and aircraft's abilities.

Corrective Action(s): Unit Commander take positive command action to inform personnel of problems
encountered, monitor flight activity to identify improper attitudes/behaviors regarding by-the-book safe
performance, and take effective enforcement actions to control problems identified.

Problem #2: Pilot was in a hurry to return to the heliport because of deteriorating weather conditions. In
his haste the pilot reduced the throttle below necessary RPM (in contravention of TM 55-1520-238-10,
pars 8-43) causing him to land tail low.

Corrective Action(s): Recommend Unit Coimmander inform personnel of problems and remedies associated

with these accidents. Include a discussion of the adverse affect "haste" can have on job performance.

TOPIC: FLIGHT PLANNING TASKS

Lesson Learned #13: A Unit Commander who failsto establish a crew rest policy in accordance with Table
5-1, AR 95-1 increasesthe probability of having fatigued aviators making critical errors.

Lesson Cost: Class A accident: Utl-I
Non-Fatal Injuries: 2
Cost: $927,634

Problem: The lack of unit guidance regarding crew rest requirements for aviators promotes abuses in the
assignment of work tasks for aviators, e.g., aviator continuing flight duties after having only nine
hours of interrupted sleep in forty-eight hours.

Corrective Action(s): Unit Commander take positive command action to insure crew rest polices are
established. K 95-1, Table 5-1, may be used as a guide in this effort.

TOPIC: E4ERGENCY TASKS

Lesson Learned #2: Failure to insure TN 55-1520-228-10 (OH-58) provides adequate instructions for
describing tail rotor malfunctions and the correct emergency procedures for coping with them increases the
probability of an aviator improperly handling this type of emergency.

Lesson Cost: Class A accidents: 0H-58(2)
Fatal Injuries: 1
Non-Fatal Injuries: 3
Cost: $631,595

Problem: Tail rotor malfunctions and lose of tail rotor effectiveness has become a concern in OH-58
aircraft. However, about two pages of TM 55-1510-228-10 are delegated to a description of tail rotor
malfunctions and emergency procedures. The terminology used is vague and the procedures described
conflict from one paragraph to the next such that the reader is confused as to the required corrective

action(s).

Corrective Action(s): DARCOM revise procedures in TH 55-1520-228-10B, Chapter 9, concerning tail rotor
malfunctions such that corrective actions for each set of circumstances are expressed explicitly and
without conflict.

-
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THE USE OF FLIGHT RECORDERS
IN THE INVESTIGATION OF AIRCRAFT MISHAPS

BERNARD CAIGER
Senior Research Officer

Flight Research Laboratory
National Aeronautical Establishment

National Research Council
Ottawa, Canada, KIA CR6

SUMMARY\

Some problems that have been encountered in the recovery of information from
flight recorders for the investigation of aircraft mishaps are described. Techniques
for rapid dissemination of the information to investigators are illustrated. Future
developments in the design of voice and data recorders are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

rFlight data recorders and cockpit voice recorders are now well established in
the scenario of aircraft incident and accident investigation. Their unparalleled
ability to provide detailed information on the events leading up to a mishap can rapidly
indicate the areas in which the investigators should focus their activities.

In Canada, our experience with flight recorders has been confined mainly to
transport aircraft. Ten years ago, we set up a Flight Recorder Playback Centre at the
Flight Research Laboratory of the National Aeronautical Establishment to recover infor-mation from all voice and data recorders fitted to Canadian civil and military aircraft.
The Centre is funded jointly by the National Research Council, Transport Canada, and the
Department of National Defence.

The Centre is responsible for playback and analysis of information from all
accidents and incidents as requested by the investigating authorities. Routine service-
ability checks are also made of all the military recorder systems. Incident investiga-
tions have also been undertaken upon request from Canadian manufacturers, air carriers
and the Canadian Air Line Pilots Association.

The centre is required to process fourteqn different basic recorders and a
number of minor variants. The civil systems involve separate voice and data recorders
armoured and insulated to protect them in the crash environment. The voice recorders
are designed to retain the last 30 minutes of information and the data recorders the
last 15 to 25 hours. The majority of the military systems utilise a light-weight com-
bined voice and data recorder housed in a deployable radio beacon otherwise known as a
crash position indicator. The recorder retains the last 30 minutes of both voice and
data.

A description of some of the capabilities and activities of the Centre was
given at the Symposium on "Aircraft Operational Experience and its Impact on Safety &
Survivability", held by the Flight Mechanics Panel at Sandefjord, Norway in 1976 (Ref.1).
In this paper, I will attempt to summarise some of our subsequent efforts and comment on
the future development of recording systems.

2. DATA RECOVERY

As described in Reference 1, from the outset our playback facilities were de-
signed with emphasis on the recovery of information from damaged tapes and poor quality
recordings. Our subsequent experiences, particularly with the first generation of
digital recording systems, proved this decision to be a wise one.

Failure monitoring in these systems has a very limited capability indicating
only whether the recorder itself is operational as opposed to checking the contents of
the serial digital signal being recorded. Major defects in the signal have often re-
mained undetected until a mishap has occurred. Such defects have included incorrect
synchronisation codes, frozen bits in the analog-to-digital conversion, incorrect multi-
plexing of the parameters, and erroneous values due to erratic D.C. power supplies.
Fortunately, in many cases, detailed study of the serial digital signal has permitted
recovery of some, if not all, of the important information, though the task has sometimes
been formidable.

The accident environment can involve abnormal levels of vibration and shock
loading that affect the quality of the recorded signal through the mechanical limitations
of the tape transport mechanism.

To assist in recovering information under these difficult conditions, we have
developed hardware to cope with variable data rates. We also have an editing routine
that allows us to examine the recovered serial digital signal for loss in bit synchroni-
nation. We can then shift the bit sequence to re-.ynchronise the data. By examining
high speed oscillograph records of the signal, we are also able to retrieve short periods
of data that are too badly distorted for the playback system to decode them. These also
may be edited into the data stream.

r? . . .. i n!1 -iiiAi



In our limited experience with catastrophic accidents, we have had to contend
with recorders that have been immersed in sea-water, tapes that have been broken upon
impact and last, but not least, fire damage.

Sea-water presents no major difficulty provided that the recording tape can be
rinsed in fresh water immediately on removal from the sea-water to prevent salt deposits.
we have had one case involving a metal tape where this was not done and experienced con-
siderable loss of data until we finally managed to remove the resulting deposits.

We have not encountered any armoured recorders in which the tape transport has
suffered impact damage, apart from one metal tape that fractured in two places. On the
other hand, none of the accidents involved a high speed ground impact. The metal tape
fractures were probably attributable to large angular accelerations associated with high
rotary inertia of the tape on the reels.

We have lost three armoured and insulated recorders due to fire damage in two
separate accidents. These units are required to be installed near the tail of the air-
craft to minimise impact damage and are most frequently placed in the rear of the pres-
sure cabin for ease of access. Whilst fireproofing specifications ensure that the units
can withstand the temperatures of ensuing fires, prolonged immersion in the hot debris
can result in over-heating of the recording medium, though there have been surprisingly
few cases in which this has happened.

One of these accidents occurred to a twin engined jet transport when control
was lost during an overshoot necessitated by the presence of a snowclearing vehicle on
the runway. Although the crash site was within the confines of the airfield, deep snow
prevented the only available fire vehicle from reaching the site promptly. The damaged
flight recorders were not identified and removed from the wreckage until 20 hours later.
When the charred remains arrived at the Playback Centre, we initially declared them both
to be totally destroyed.

Figure 1 illustrates the condition of the flight data recorder. Aside from the
metal components, only the remnants of the tape itself are evident, most of them being
bonded to the metal cover. Figure 2 shows a close-up of the most important segments still
on the tape transport with the recording heads and capstan on the right.

In the laboratory, we frequently use Soundcraft Magnasee to check on tape
alignment. This consists of fine magnetic particles in suspension in alcohol. When we
carefully applied this product to the charred tape, we found that the magnetic pattern
was still there. We estimated that the tape transport had reached a temperature of 450 C.

With a packing density of only 151 bits/cm (384 bits/inch), the bit pattern
made visible by the Magnasee (Fig. 3) could be read with a conventional microscope,
though the fragility of the tape and numerous deposits on it made this a difficult and
challenging task. We found that data on four of the eight tracks could not be deciphered
due to an unidentified recording fault but that the accident information was fortunately
on the good track that was nearest to the centre of the tape. This allowed us to read
the data in spite of severe curling of the tape edges. Over a period of three weeks, we
finally recovered 5000 bits of critical information covering three important 6 second
periods immediately prior to the accident.

From a study of the wreckage, it was evident that, if the recorders had been
installed in the tail-cone aft of the pressure bulkhead, very little damage would have
ensued and the speed of the data recovery would have been measured in seconds rather than
weeks.

Analysis of the recovered data also revealed a major fault in a synchro con-
verter that affected seven of the parameters being monitored, but a detailed study per-
mitted reasonable corrections to be made to most of the measurements. The information
that we finally obtained proved invaluable to the investigation and more than justified
the efforts expended.

Subsequent research has indicated that, with care, the Magnasee technique
might be used to recover data from damaged tapes with packing densities up to 400 bits/cm
(1000 bits/in). Unfortunately, more recent designs utilise packing densities as high as
817 bits/cm (2076 bits/in). For these tapes, we decided to investigate the use of a
scanning electron microscope. Preliminary experiments have indicated that the data can
be made visible with this technique (Fig. 4). For conventional magnetic tapes, excessive
heating of the organic material by the electron beam can be avoided by use of low beam
voltages and gold coating of the specimen that also prevents charge build-up on the tape
surface. The one metal tape currently in use does not, of course, suffer from this
problem.

In the case of our military deployable systems, the light weight beacon that
contains the recorder has been designed to fly in a curved path after release to land
outside the area of severe fire damage. There still remains a slight possibility that
the tape may be damaged mechanically or by fire. Again, in this case, the packing
density of the data on the tape in extremely low, partly as a result of the relatively
high tape speed necessitated by the audio channels, and the Magnasee technique should be
adequate.
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3. DATA PRESENTATION

The other area in which we have made considerable progress is in the rapid

presentation of the information in a meaningful form. The techniques that we have
developed include plotting time histories of selected parameters in engineering units
against appropriate time scales, reconstruction of perspective views of the aircraft as
it moves along the flight path both in stored and real-time formats, and simulation of
the aircraft instrument display and pilot's control inputs utilising the recorded data.
These techniques are demonstrated in a short movie to be shown during the presentation.

We endeavour to maintain accurate directories specifying the parameters being
monitored, their location in the appropriate serial digital format, and the calibrations
required to convert the recorded digital numbers into engineering units for all Canadian
civil and military aircraft equipped with recorders.

In any particular investigation, the calibrations may need modification
depending on the availability of suitable corrections. When we convert the data into
engineering units, we therefore store the directory used for the conversion ahead of the
data stream. Selected parameters may then be printed out using a high speed line printer
or plotted as time histories over the required time interval using a Tektronix 4014
computer graphics terminal. The parameter titles and units are picked up from the
directory preceding the data. A Tektronix Hard Copy Unit is used to rapidly produce
page-sized hard copies of the time histories (Fig. 5).

As far as the aircraft motion is concerned, print outs or plotted time
histories of the altitude, airspeed, pitch, roll and yaw angles are not a very effective
means of conveying a mental picture of the gyrations of the aircraft. We therefore
utilise the recorded data to determine true air speed and, with the addition of the best
estimates of the wind variations, compute the flight path coordinates. These are then
combined with the recorded attitudes to generate the perspective views of symbolic
aircraft drawn along the flight path as illustrated in Figure 6. The motion may be
viewed from any fixed position in space. The one approximation that we normally have to
make is to assume zero sideslip as this is not directly monitored by any of the data
recorders. If sideslip could be estimated, it could of course be incorporated into the
display.

On aircraft equipped with inertial navigation systems, accurate flight path
information is directly available. In Canada, until the recent introduction of the
Boeing 767 into service with Air Canada, the required parameters have not been recorded.
We have not yet utilised this source of information.

An alternative presentation that we have developed has the symbolic aircraft
flying across the screen of the computer graphics display in real time. We draw the
reference grid in a horizontal plane (usually the ground plane) as in Figure 6 and have
found it advantageous to include a shadow of the centre of gravity on the plane vertical-
ly below the aircraft. Where appropriate, cockpit voice recordings may be replayed in
synchronism with the display.

This presentation can be generated on the Tektronix 4014 that is basically a
storage CRT by using a "write-thru" mode. However, the display needs to be viewed in a
darkened room. we have therefore acquired a Hewlett Packard 1351A Graphics Generator
with a vector refresh display that produces a brighter image. The real time motion can
then be recorded on film or video-tape together with the synchronised audio for dispatch
to the investigators.

In search for more meaningful ways of presenting the wide range of recorded
data, we originated the CRT re-creation of the flight instruments and controls as a poor
man's substitute for feeding the recorder data into a flight simulator. One of our early
efforts was presented in Reference 1 back in 1976.

We originally used the Tektronix 4014 displays with instrument scales and
titles being written in the normal storage mode and the pointers or digital displays
using the "write-thru" mode. More recently, the Hewlett-Packard display has been used to
produce the brighter images for film or video-tape. Sample displays are illustrated in
Figures 7 and 8.

As with the real-time display of the aircraft motion, the cockpit voice record-
ings can be replayed in synchronism with the display to provide a more realistic recon-
struction of the situation on the flight deck. The display can be generated using either
the original serial digital signal from the flight recorder or the subsequent computer
tape format of the same information.

In the case of our military deployable systems, the recorder may be plugged
directly into the playback system to immediately generate the combined audio-visual dis-
play. In a recent fatal accident that occurred to a CC-130 aircraft during a LAPES
exercise, we delivered the preliminary information to the investigators in the field in
the form of a video-cassette of this display within hours of receiving the recorder at
the Playback Centre. It is an understatement to say that this was greatly appreciated.

with the civil systems, we normally re-record the serial digital signal onto
one track of an audio tape and then record the carefully synchronised audio information
onto the remaining tracks as on the military tapes. In the event that the recovered data
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requires editing, we have a computer interface that allows us to re-generate the serial
digital format from the edited data for synchronisation with the audio recordings.

The software required to generate these displays has been prepared for eighteendifferent aircraft/recording system combinations. It is flexible enough for rapid
changes to be made to the display if this is desirable.

The displays use the sampled digital data directly and therefore show step
changes in value at the sampling rate of the parameter involved. Although this feature
is unrealistic, it does reflect the limitations of the information. It may also partial-
ly account for the one criticism of the displays that we have received from pilots,
notably the lack of vertical speed indication. Until the introduction of the Boeing 767,
this has not been monitored as a separate data parameter on Canadian aircraft.

It is gratifying to know that this display technique has since been adopted by
other agencies and manufacturers.

4. VOICE RECORDING SYSTEMS

Current civil cockpit voice recorders retain the last 30 minutes of four audio
channels including pilot, co-pilot, and third crew member channels and one for a cockpit
area microphone. When there are only two crew members, the remaining channel may be used
for recording passenger announcements. The crews' channels include all signals from both
their microphones and headphones.

On many aircraft with a relatively quiet cockpit, conversation between the
pilots does not necessitate use of their intercommunication system. In the event of a
mishap, this conversation is only recorded on the cockpit area microphone channel. The
level of background noise is, in many cases, sufficiently high to make the detection of
some conversation difficult or impossible in spite of the use of advanced filtering
techniques.

In the United Kingdom, where boom microphones are standard equipment, thisproblem has been largely overcome by requiring these microphones to be live to the cor-
responding pilot's channel at all times. As long as the crew members wear their head
sets, high quality recordings of their speech are ensured and their seating positions
are clearly indicated.

Unfortunately, on many civil transports in North America, hand-held microphones
are still standard equipment. The live microphone technique is obviously irrelevant when
they are in use. However, the aircraft normally have provision for the use of boom
microphones as a crew option. With our limited experience, we would strongly recommend
that these inputs be designed to ensure that they are live to the recorder at all times.

The use of the hot boom microphones does not eliminate the requirement for the
cockpit area microphone as we are often interested in the background noises themselves.

With only the last 30 minutes of recording being retained, there have been many
incidents or minor accidents following which the recorder has continued to operate for
long enough to erase all useful information. To alleviate this problem, proposed changes
to the ICAO flight recorder requirements include extension of the retention time to 60
minutes for transport aircraft over 27,000 kg. Such an extension has been technically
feasible for a long time, but has been opposed by many pilots' associations who are con-
cerned over mis-use of the information so obtained.

In some countries, these concerns have been well justified. From experience in
Canada, it has been evident that protection from mis-use can only be guaranteed if appro-
priate legislation is enacted by the national government. The current trend towards
freedom of public access to government retained information makes this imperative. Con-
tinuous detailed recording of the audio environment on the flight deck during accidents
is a unique form of monitoring of human behaviour under extreme stress and certainly
justifies some special consideration. It should be noted that, in the present day envi-
ronment, even military aircraft operations are not necessarily isolated from these
problems.

Some pilots associations have objected to the use of cockpit voice recordings
for the investigation of incidents as opposed to accidents, though the information can
still be of great value. It is hoped that these objections will be withdrawn if suitable
legislation is enacted to avoid its mis-use.

The advantages of accurate voice/data synchronisation particularly iA genera-
ting combined audio-visual presentations of the recorded information have already been
discussed. The current civil requirement to include keying of all radio transmissions on
the data recorder is not considered adequate as there may be no transmissions close to
the time of the incident or accident. We have had the benefit of combined voice/data re-
cording in accident investigations on both military and civil aircraft transports and
recommend that the serial digital data signal should be recorded on one channel of the
voice recorder as well as on the longer duration data recorder.

5. DATA RECORDING SYSTEMS

The design of the data recording systems for incident and accident investigation



involves a multitude of compromises that cannot possibly be covered in one short review,
but there are a few aspects on which I would like to comment.

Due to the need to monitor many facets of the aircraft operation, the number of
parameters being recorded is increasing as the aircraft become more complex. With the
generally accepted requirement to retain the last 25 hours of data, the sampling rates
that result are substantially lower than those normally used in flight test work and are
often inadequate particularly in high speed mishaps. It has been frustrating to encoun-
ter many recording systems in which the recording capacity has not been fully utilised,
and where, for the cost of a few extra wiring connections, the sampling rates of the more
critical parameters could have been increased. The fact that the requirements specify
only the minimum acceptable sampling rate has obviously not been adequately emphasised.

By the same token, in early designs in which special transducers have been in-
stalled for the recorder system, the impracticability of frequent calibrations of para-
meters in routine operations has resulted in the acceptance of much lower accuracies than
would normally be specified for flight test work. Fortunately, the resolution of many of
the parameters has been substantially better than the accuracy and, in the cases where
post-incident calibration has been possible, acceptable data has been derived.

In later designs, greater use has been made of existing information sources in
the aircraft such as the digital data bus. The accuracy and reliability of these sources
are normally much higher than those of specially installed transducers as they are essen-
tial for operation of the aircraft. The use of these sources is therefore preferred pro-
vided that connection to the recorder system does not significantly degrade the reliabil-
ity of the source.

Investigators have justified retention of the last 25 hours of data as a means
of ensuring that data from at least one flight preceding a mishap is available for compar-
ison with that obtained during the mishap as a check on erroneous data. This was certain-
ly the case in an aborted take-off accident for which we were able to demonstrate from
previous take-offs and landings that the special airspeed transducer for the recording
system was in error by about 20 knots. When the recorder system is coupled to the more
reliable and more accurate aircraft digital data bus, one wonders whether this argument
for such a long recording period is still justified. The current Canadian civil require-
ment of 110% of the maximum flight duration might be more appropriate and would permit,
for example, a doubling of the sample rate of all parameters for the same recorder memory
capacity.

As mentioned earlier, over the years we have encountered a number of problems
, with the recovery of information from data recorders. These are mostly associated with

mechanical imperfections e.g. tape mis-alignment, wow and flutter, particularly under
abnormal conditions involving high levels of vibration. These imperfections are being
reduced with improved design.

soid An alternative approach now being offered is the replacement of these units with
solid state memories. These have the potential to provide substantial increases in reli-
ability and an associated reduction in maintenance costs that look extremely attractive.
Crash survivable modules have been demonstrated.

The major limitation of the units proposed so far is the restriction in memory
size to only a small proportion of that currently provided by tape recorders. This is
necessitated by economic constraints that hopefully will be eased as the technology devel-
ops. To minimise the effect of this limitation, it is proposed that data compression be
used.

In routine flights, there are long periods when most of the parameters being
monitored are almost constant. Data compression can be achieved by recording samples only
when there is a significant change in value. This can greatly reduce the amount of infor-
mation to be recorded. The reduction is, of course, tempered by the necessity of label-
ling each measurement with its associated time.

Various algorithms have been proposed in order to decide when values should be
recorded. My one concern is that they will all reduce the resolution of the measurements,
sometimes to an undesirable extent, in order to achieve worthwhile compression.

Unfortunately, most recorder requirements do not specify any required resolu-
tion, and it has been assumed to be synonymous with the specified accuracy. Again, only
the U.K. civil requirements have covered this aspect, specifying that the resolution shall
be five times better than the long-term accuracy. This will seriously restrict the degree
of data compression that they can accept.

The solid state memory does have the advantage that it is more amenable to the
storage of pre-selected sequences and events as opposed to continuous data. The last few
minutes of data may be stored in uncompressed form or earlier events such as take-off,
landings, or in-flight incidents retained. This capability can also partially offset the
restrictions resulting from the limited memory size.

As regards the crash survivability, if the same level of protection is provided
as for current recorders, we can anticipate that a few units will be damaged or destroyed.
One would like to know whether slight damage is likely to cause total loss of all infor-
mation or whether partial data recovery might still be possible as in the case of our
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fire-damaged tape.

At present, it would appear that the solid state memory is best suited to air-
craft with relatively low endurance such as helicopters and smaller military aircraft,
though as the technology progresses it is conceivable that they may eventually replace
all tape recorder systems.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The major contribution that flight recorders can make to the promotion of avia-
tion safety has been well established. We would therefore like to see appropriate de-
signs installed in a much wider range of aircraft types.

Apart from the immeasurable life-saving aspect of this contribution, the high
replacement costs of modern aircraft can easily justify the expenditure necessary to
install and maintain the recorder systems. This is particularly true on aircraft that
have a digital data bus containing much of the required information.

We would also like to see a greater input from flight mechanics specialists
into the detailed design of these systems to ensure that the information that they pro-
vide is adequate for the investigation of a wide spectrum of possible incidents Or
accidents.
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Figure 1. Fire Damaged Data Recorder
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Figure 2. Charred Remnants of Data Tape

Figure 3. Digital Magnetic Patterns on Charred Tape



Figure 4. Digital Data from Scanning Electron Microscope
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Figure 5. Typical Time History of Selected Parameters

Figure 6. Presentation of Aircraft Notion



Figure 7. Lockheed C-130 Instrument and Control Display

Figure 8. Lockheed L-1101 Instrument and Control Display
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SUMMARY

toThe idea; of operational flight data recording started with the continuous recording of just
two parameters velocity V and normal acceleration q. The value of information gained from
these simple recorders encouraqed improved recorders and their development is traced up to
the high capacity digital recorders available today. The data recording programme operatedQ jointly by the CAA and the participating airlines has grown considerably over the 20 years
of its existence. Its present orqanisation and activities are described, and a number ofOexamples of the analyses performed on the data are given to illustrate the wide range of
areas in which the data is useful.

1. Introduction

__ The safety of an aeroplane depends, amongst other things, on its being operated within a
prescribed set of limitations. There are speeds above which it should not be flown and
speeds below which it should not be flown, there are strength limitations which impose on
the pilot a maximum manoeuvre 'q', and which define the maximum velocity of gust through
which the aeroplane can fly without structural damage. To exceed any of these limitations
represents a hazard. A hazard can also exist in other situations such as the achievement
of excessive bank angle or descent rate close to the ground. We need to know at what
level of probability these hazardous situations exist, and at what level of probability
they may become extreme and cause, or contribute to an accident. It is a little
surprising, therefore, that the practise of making measurements of the operational
performance and behaviour of aeroplanes took so long to arrive, and that it is even now
so limited in application. It is surprising because the design considerations which
determine the strength and handling characteristics of an aeroplane are in many cases
based on assumption, and if the aeroplane is to attain an acceptable level of safety and
yet retain overall economy then these assumptions need to be verified. If they are too
severe then the aeroplanes economy suffers, and if they are not severe enough then safety
may suffer. It is true that many yearb of experience and satisfactory safety records
have tended to justify some of these assumptions, at least to the extent that safety has
not suffered.

This paper describes a programme of operational fliqht recording on civil aeroplanes
which has been running in the UK for over 20 years, and is currently collecting data from
about 170,000 hours of flying per annum on 7 different types of aeroplane. We call it
the Civil Aircraft Airworthiness Data Recording Programme (CAADRP).

The principal objective, in a word, is safety. It is common experience that in nearly
all accidents the investigation reveals that there were a number of contributory causes
which individually would not have led to the accident. A poet who had never seen an
aeroplane once said:

Large streams from little fountains flow
Tall oaks from little acorns grow.

It is the little acorns we are looking for to try to ensure that they do not grow into
tall oaks.

2. Origins and History of CAADRP

The military aeroplanes which were in service at the beginning of the war in 1939 had been
designed to relatively low manoeuvre envelopes, and it was the recognition of the fact
that pilots under pressure in battle situations were quite likely to exceed the design
manoeuvre envelope which led to the first application of operational recording with the
V g recorder. This was a simple device which recorded the speed V and the normal
acceleration 'g' continuously throughout the flight. These recorders, which could be
left indefinitely in an aeroplane, scribed on a glass slide a continuous trace in the
V q plane (Fig I). If left in the aeroplane long enough, the total operational flight
envelope would be drawn. By comparing the actual operational envelope with the design
envelope it was possible to see the degree to which they were consistent. Data from a
more recent report on some general aviation aeroplanes serves to illustrate the
variations which can arise depending on the manner in which the aeroplane is flown, and
the purpose for which it is flown. Figure 2 shows the V q record for an executive
aeroplane flown by a professional pilot. The operation is contained well within the
design envelope, the small area outside the envelope at the low speed end comes from the
landing normal accelerations. Figure 3 shows a personal aeroplane, and here we see that
the design diving speed VD is often reached, and even slightly exceeded. Given that the
maximum permitted speed VNE is at least I0 below V0,we see that the private operator
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frequently exceeds the maximum permitted speed. He also produces higher landing loads
than the professional pilot. In Figure 4 the envelope is handsomely exceeded with the
aeroplane being used in the pilot instruction role, and one wonders why the aeroplane did
not break, and in Figure 5 there is no boundary of the envelope which is not exceeded when
the aeroplane is used for aerobatics. It can be seen that extremely valuable information
was obtained from this simple recorder.

After the war the V g recorder was followed by the V g h recorder. This recorder also
ran continuously and produced analogue traces of speed, normal acceleration and height
on a paper band (Figure 6), and when the Boeing 707 came to England they were used to
monitor the early operations of the first aircraft on the British register. An additional
use of the data from V g h recorders on American civil aeroplanes was to provide a
statistical picture of the atmosphere which formed the basis of the design gust
requirements in both British and American airworthiness requirements, which still apply
today.

The real beginning of CAADRP came in 1962 when Lhe ARB (now the Airworthiness Division
of the CAA) in conjunction with the Ministry of Aviation, and the Royal Aircraft
Establishment set up a programme to install and operate special 12 channel recorders in
a small number of aeroplanes of BOAC and BEA (now united as British Airways). These
recorders used a light beam to produce a continuous analogue trace of each parameter on
photographic paper. The output from these recorders were examined by CAA personnel
looking for any occurrences which were out of the ordinary and wou.d represent some
erosion of safety margins. No specific rules were set out for this search, reliance being
placed on the knowledge and imagination of the scrutineers. Occurrences detected in this
way were called Special Events, and their safety implications were discussed with the
operating airline.

The next major step came in 1966 when the carriage of crash recorders became mandatory
in the UK. To comply with this requirement British Airways elected to fit digital
recorders, but in addition, having been sufficiently encouraged by the results of the
earlier programme, they decided to complement the crash recorder with a second recorder
running in parallel but having a quick access cassette. The first aeroplanes to be
equipped in this way were the Trident, but now nearly all British Airways aeroplanes
have recorders with quick access cassettes. The change from 12 channel analogue
recorders on only 5 aeroplanes to digital recorders having much larger capacity, on
every aeroplane, magnified the data flow by an enormous factor, and made it quite
impractical to search manually for Special Events. Fortunately one advantage of data in
digital form is that it lends itself readily to handling by computer. The system which
evolved has been operating since that time, and although there have been improvements
both in the airborne recording equipment and the ground replay equipment, and in methods
of handling the data, the essential features of the system have not changed and these
are described later. Both British Airtours, and Gulf Air have similarly equippped
aeroplanes and operate through British Airways. British Caledonian Airways have
similarly equipped some of their aeroplanes and operate an independent programme, but all
participating airlines cooperate on the discussion analysis and uses of the data.

3. Aims and Objectives

It is not sufficient to say, as I did earlier, that the objective is safety, it is
necessary to indicate the means by which safety, i.e. the maintenance or reduction of
the accident rate can be achieved. More specifically then the objectives are:

(i) Statistical validation of certification assumptions, suggesting remedial action
where necessary (e.g. take-off and landing performances, adherence to operational speeds
and limitations).

(ii) To detect unusual behaviour or situations which could be hazardous (e.g. large
amplitude oscillation with Flight Management Systems engaged, effect of building induced
turbulence).

(iii) To identify potential problem areas where safety margins may be eroded (e.g.
probability of a tail or pod scrape as a result of cross wind landing techniques.
Effect of changed procedures. Problems at particular airfields).

(iv) To provide back up data for specific investigations of incidents.

(v) To support research programmes (e.g. re-evaluation of gust statistics, low level
wind shear, en-route vertical separation, vortex wakes).

(vi) To support work on development of airworthiness requirements.

4. Organisation and Administration

Since its inception CAADRP has been a cooperative venture, and although there have been
many changes both in the way in which the system is operated and financed, and the roles
performed by the various participants, we all still work toqether towards the same broad
objective of safety. At present CAADRP is managed operated and financed by the airlines
involved and the CAA, and this means agreement on the contents of the programme, its
conduct and its cost. Another essential party to the agreement is BALPA (British Airline
Pilots Association) whose interests are carefully safeguarded.
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The largest contributor to the programme is British Airways with nearly all their
aeroplanes: -

4 Trident 1
9 Trident 2

25 Trident 3
18 1-11 Type 510
3 1-li Type 539
9 Tristar - I
8 Tristar 200
6 Tristar 500 Active Controls
19 737
16 747-136
10 747-236S6 Concorde
2 7c 7

British Airways also handle data from 7 Tristar 200's of Gulf Air and 9 Boeing 737's of
Br itish Airtours.

British Caledonian Airways have 4 DC10's equipped, and data from these aeroplanes is
handled separately through a computer bureau.

Although the recording equipment used is not the same on all types of aeroplanes handled
by British Airways, they all perform similar tasks and are dealt with in the same way.
The aim is to record and replay every flight, but 100% coverage is not achieved for a
variety of reasons. The durat ion o' the cassettes varies with the type of operation.
For the short haul operat ions the cassette durat ion is 14 hours, and for the long haul
-o hours. The cassettes are inserted into the recotder by ground engineers except in
the case of the Tristar where the cassette is carried onto the aeroplane and inserted
into the recorder by the crew. Additional cassettes are available to provide cover for
all flying when the aeroplane is away from base for a long time. All cassettes are
returned to the British Airways Flight Data Recording Section at Heathrow for replay.
In the case of British Caledonian Airways the number of cassettes handled is limited,
and the replay is performed by a commercial bureau.

Altogether, about 170,000 hours of flying is recorded annually and processed in CAADRP.

5. Technical Description

The 12 channel analogue records with which CAADRP started in 1962 were examined manually
for undefined Special Events. With the change to digital recorders the number of parmeters
recorded was greatly increased, and in addition to flight parameters which vary
continuously such as speed, height, bank angle, heading, pitch altitude etc, it was
possible to include discrete signals, such as gear up, gear in transit, gear down, which
auto pilot or auto throttle was engaged and in which mode. A typical list is given in
Appendix 1. The change to digital recorders also made essential the examination of the
data by computer,and it was therefore necessary to define very precisely those Special
Events which the computer was required to detect. lere the experience gained with the
earlier analogue records was very useful. A .orkinq croup with members from the airlines
and CAA was set up to define an appropriate S

t
t of Special Events and these were written

into a computer program SESMA (Spocial Event Search and Master Analysisl. A typical list
of Special Events is qgi:e in Appendix 2. The use of digital data introduced some
difficulties, particularly where precise timing was necessary andthe loss of resolution
due to a low sampling rate led to greater complexity in the program. The working group
then met, and continues to meet, as required to resolve problems with the search program,
to improve event detection methods, to introduce new events and to up-date the program
in the light of experience. The program currently in operation is the 12th Version of
SESMA. Data from various transducers on the aeroplane fed continuously, usually in the
form of varying voltage, into a data management unit. Data from this unit was sampled
n a fixed sequence and then converted into digital form before being fed onto the

recorder. Not all parameters were sampled at the same rate, those that change slowly
were sampled less frequently than those that changed quickly, the extremes being engine
parameters which were sampled once every four seconds, on one aeroplane, and normal
acceleration which was sampled at 8 times per second on all aeroplanes. Each cassette
is subjected to a search by SESMA and when the computer detects a Special Event it
automatically printed out an analogue trace of the most important parameters and
discrete signals, about 20 in all, for a period from two minutes before the event till
two minutes after the event. This print out included the scales for all the parameters
shown, and additional information relevant to the flight, such as take-off and landing
weights, weight at the time of the event, location of event etc. A typical output is
shown in Figure 7. It is evident that the print out does not contain all the information
present on the recorder, but this does not mean that any of the data is lost. It is
always possible to replay a cassette and produce listings in engineering units, of all
the data which has been recorded, in cases where the additional information is required
for the study of a particular event. For this reason cassettes are not recycled
immediately but held in store for about one month, and then recycled. It is the Special
Events and the frequency with which they occur which forms the main basis of the analysis
work.
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The Special Event analogue, when it is first printed, contains enough information to
identify the flight, so that additional information such as entries in the aeroplane
Technical Log, records of the prevailing meteorological conditions, runway condition etc.
can be made available in such cases where a detailed study of the event is necessary.
All Special Events found are entered into a data bank which is held on disc. This data
bank can be interrogated in a variety of ways so that statistics relevant to a particular
type of event, or a particular type of aeroplane or even a particular airfield can be
extracted. The information about each Special Event which is entered into the data base
is deliberately made insufficient to identify the flight on which it occurred and hence
identify the pilot. Similarly, those items of information which would enable the flight
to be identified are eliminated from the analogue print out after a fixed time lapse.
These actions ensure that none of the stored data can be associated with a particular
pilot, and it can never be used to comment on any pilots performance.

A Flight Operation Working Panel in British Airways meets regularly to discuss event
rates and trends revealed by the statistics, and where necessary it will discuss
individual events of potentially special interest. Although the pilots anonymity is
always strictly preserved he may at this stage be contacted for information by the
BALPA representative on the Working Panel. It is emphasised that the intention of these
enquiries is to seek a better understanding of an event which occurred, and in no way
reflects on or comments on or accuses the pilot. Additionally the data is used within
the airline in a number of other areas such as engine health monitoring, collection of
data in support of autoland clearance, monitoring of data sources for the mandatory
'crash' recorder, etc. Detailed analysis of Special Events which forms the main part
of the CAA activity is illustrated by some examples in the next paragraph.

6. Illustrative Examples

6.1 Turbulence:

One particular Special Event, airborne normal acceleration, has attracted much of our
analysis effort recently, and has provided data which has been useful in a number of ways.
Flight through turbulence is detected by the behaviour of the normal acceleration measured
at, or close to, the centre of gravity of the aeroplane. Turbulence severe enough to
produce large structural loadings was detected as a Special Event at an arbitrarily
chosen excursion of ± 0.7 g. The detection method could not distinguish between g due
to gust and g due to manoeuvre. Hcwever, since the printed analogue output for each
event included other parameters, in particular, heading, bank angle, pitch attitude and
some control surface positions, it was possible to say, from manual examination of the
data, whether any manreeuvring took place and estimate its contribution to the normal
acceleration excursion.

6.1.2 Corroined Turbulence and Manoeuvre:

Although encounters detected at this level were relatively small in number snw- unexpec- -
features were revealed. It was found that the percentage of occasions when ",. ulence .u
manoeuvre combined to accentuate the 'g' excursion was much higher than h.d! *-En assumed.
This fact was of particular importance for studies on active control aerop.-nes where
load alleviation and manoeuvre use the same control surface. Figure 8 illustrat's a
coincidence of the two 'g' sources.

6.1.3 Vortex Wake:

The second type of occurrence, Figure 9 was a very sharp excursion or series of excursion,
of very short duration, whilst cruising in completely calm conditions at high altitude.
The most probable explanation of such events was the encounter of the vortex wake of a
leading aeroplane. Attention was drawn particularly to the event shown in Figure 9
because of its magnitude. An analysis of the event carried out by W. Pinsker at R.A.E.
Bedford was able to deduce the intercept path with the vortex wake and explained the
pattern of the 'g' and bank angle histories. Estimates of the asymmetric spanwise wing
loading then indicated that very high wing root bending moments may have been reached.
Another outcome of the R.A.E. analysis was the apparently very slow decay rate of
vortices at high altitude. We have since been trying to collect data on similar incidents
combined with radar records from which the flight paths of the two aeroplanes involved
can be obtained. When a sufficient body of data has been collected it may be possible
to make some estimate of the effect of altitude on the rate of decay of trailing
vortices, and also on the probability of a severe encounter.

6.1.4 Distribution of Atmospheric Turbulence:

For the purpose of a special study undertaken by ONERA a much larger body of data was
required, and to achieve this the detection level for the airborne normal acceleration
Special Event was reduced to t 0.5 g, which produced about 60 events per month. The
ONERA work on the distribution of turbulence patches in the atmosphere is still continuing
and will be reported elsewhere. One ilteresting feature revealed by the analysis so far
was the very large difference between the gust probability deduced from the Boeing 747
data and that from the Lockheed Tristar. Since there was no reason to suppose that the
atmosphere through which the 747 flew was any different from that flown by the Tristar,
and since the recorded data was not suspect, an explanation had to be found in the
analysis. In practice there is relatively little variation in the cruise speeds flown
by the two aeroplanes, so for each aeroplane the g produced by a given gust will vary
with aeroplane weight. If the weight at which a gust of given magnitude produces
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0.5 q is high relative to the average weight then that gust will be seen more frequently
than if the weight is low relative to the average. The difference in the 0.5 g cut off
weights of the two aeroplanes explained the difference seen in the rate of encountering
gusts.

The data also revealed that flight on some routes were more prone to turbulence than
others, the extreme example being the Berlin corridor where aeroplanes were flying at
10,000 feet and inhibited from taking vertical or horizontal storm avoidance action.
Here the frequency of gust encounter was very much greater than average, and individual
aeroplanes which were used frequently on that route were subject to a much higher rate
of fatigue damage.

6.1.5 Height Excursions:

Using the same set of recordings, data on height excursions in cruise has been extracted
to provide a statistical picture of the probability of deviating from an assigned flight
level. This data was prepared for a study on vertical separation standards. Figure 10
shows the probabilities, for one aeroplane type, of exceeding various height deviations
derived from the turbulence data. It must be pointed out, however, that these probabilities
must be an under estimate, as it is possible for quite large height excursions from the
assigned height to occur without g exceeding t 0.5. An example of such an excursion is
shown in Figure 11.

6.1.6 Wind Shear on Approach:

This aspect of turbulence in which the headwind component, derived from the difference
between calibrated airspeed CAS and inertia ground speed IGS, is examined for the presence
of windshear is the subject of Mr. Woodfield's paper later in this symposium.

6.1.7 Monitoring of Lockheed Tristar with Active Controls:

The certification of the active control aeroplane required that certain assumptions
regarding the behaviour and reliability of the active control system be verified in
service by agreed analyses of recorded data supplied by British Airways to Lockheed. That
verification work is not covered in this paper, but a direct measure of the effectiveness
of the active control system was possible by comparing the behaviour of the aircraft in
turbulence before and after active controls were fitted. Figure 11 shows the frequency
of 'g' excursions for the two cases, from which it seems that a significant reduction in
the aeroplanes response to turbulence has been achieved. However, the sample size is too
small to allow firm conclusions to be drawn.

6.2 Abandoned Take-off:

The scheduled accelerate-stop distances which appear in the aeroplane Flight Manual, are
based on measurements made during certification. In making these measurements a standard
delay of one second is used between successive pilot actions following the decision to
abort. This arbitrary delay time was chosen as being representative of pilot behaviour
in an emergency stop, but has frequently been questioned and criticised for being too
short. In order to get a measure of real operational delay times a study of high speed
aborted take-offs was made. The study included only those take-offs which were aborted
above 100 kts, since in low speed aborts with no great urgency to stop, the delays would
not be representative. Fortunately aborts from high speed are relatively rare occurrences
so that collection of data has gone fairly slowly. Data from 16 take-offs have been
analysed so far, although in many cases the data is incomplete, so no clear picture is
yet emerging, but it does seem that delay times as short as one second are not common.
An interesting, although expected outcome from this work is the relationship between
decision speed VA and the probability of aborting a take-off above 100 kts. Figure 12
shows the aborted take-off probability for a number of aeroplane types, and it can be
seen that there is a large increase in probability as V1 increases. This must be due, in
part at least, to the longer time spent above 100 kts on the aeroplanes with the higher
VIS.

6.3 Scheduled Take-off Speeds:

Scheduled take-off speeds cater for the possibility of losing one engine and are governed
by performance and handling considerations, and are further complicated by noise abatement
procedures. Significant departure from these scheduled speeds erode the safety margins
and represent a hazard, particularly in the case of speeds below the scheduled speed. In
the case of the 747 it was found that there was a high frequency of 'speed high' events
on the -136 and a high frequency of 'speed low' events on the -236. Apart from the engines
the aeroplanes are identical except for the higher maximum weight to which the -236 is
certificated. Investigation of these events revealed that because the stick forces at
take-off were modified by the trim setting the heavier -236 had lighter stick forces for
rotation with a consequent tendency to over rotate and hence become airborne with
excessive pitch altitude resulting in a fall in speed. Once the source of the problem
was recognised it was remedied by appropriate advice to the crews.
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6.4 Speed Losses on Approach:

A significant loss of speed from the steady approach speed is detected as a Special Event,
and it was noted that there was a large difference between the frequencies of occurrence
of this event on the 747-136 and the 747-236. Since the same crews fly both aeroplanes
the cause was looked for elsewhere. A probable explanation was found in the fact that the
flight idle thrust of the RB 211 engines was much lower than that of the JT9, so that the
747-236 with RB 211s suffered a greater deceleration than the 747-136 when the throttles
were closed. When the pilots attention was drawn to this difference, the problem
disappeared.

6.5 High Altitude Buffet Margin:

At high altitude the measurement of maximum lift coefficient is determined by the maximum
intensity of Mach buffet which the manufacturer is prepared to demonstrate. In normal
operations the altitude is limited to ensure an adequate margin to the maximum demonstrated
lift coefficient. Any diminution of this margin is detected as a Special Event. Our
experience has been that this is a rare event, so when its frequency increased markedly
on the Ll011 there was a need to investigate the cause. The increase in frequency was
found to coincide with the introduction of the Flight Management System, and on
investigation it was found that this system had been incorrectly programmed and was
flying the aeroplanes too high.

7. Limitations of Flight Recording

The flight recorder programme produced useful data in many areas, and a few examples have
been quoted above, however, it must be admitted that quite exciting, and potentially
dangerous events can occur without triggering any of the SESMA limits. To illustrate this
point Figuie 13 shows an upset to a Tristar in which an initial height gain was followed
by a 4,000 feet height loss, and a descent rate of 6,000 feet per minute was reached.

This occurrence was brought to our attention by the Mandatory Occurrence Reporting System
which operates in the UK and requires all personnel to report situations which have
hazarded the aeroplane. It is quite rare to find any coincidence between Occurrence
Reports and Special Events due to the difference between the two systems. The Special
Event levels are generally set at a relatively low hazard level that would not justify
raising an O.R. although sometimes the recorder does see situations which the crew may
miss. On the other hand the Occurrence Reports, by definition, cover such a wide range
of situations often involving a combination of factors that could not be defined in terms
of a Special Event.

8. Future Work

8.1 Structural Loads:

In our present programme the only parameter giving an indication of structural load is
the accelerometer at the centre of gravity. From work which has been conducted by the
R.A.E. Farnborough on strain gauge measurements on a number of aeroplanes there are
indications that large loads can arise in the structure during manoeuvres which are not
accounted for in the design requirements. It would therefore be useful to record
additional data to assess the magnitude of this problem in civil aeroplanes operations.

8.2 Flight Recording on Helicopters:

The increase in numbers and passenger carrying capacity of helicopters, and the fact that
their accident rate appears to be higher than that of fixed wing aeroplanes all point
to the need for a better understanding of helicopter operations. To this end the
possibilities of recording operational data on some civil helicopters is being actively
pursued.
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APPENDIX I

Aircraft Type: B737-2326

System Type: PVS1940

Recorder Type: QAR/DFDR

VARIABLES

ACRONYM PARAMETER UNITS

ALT Pressure altitude (combined coarse and fine) feet
ALTC Pressure altitude - coarse feet
ALTF Pressure altitude - fine feet
CALl System calibration word units
CPP Control column position - pitch degrees
CPR Control wheel position - roll degrees
DOC Data management entry panel data (AIDS panel) octal
EPR Engine pressure ratio Engine Nrs. 1, 2 units
FF Fuel flow rate Engine Nrs. 1,2 kgs/hr
FLAP Flap - trailing edge position degrees
GMT Greenwich mean time hrs/mins
GS Glideslope deviation 7SpA - I dot pA += above G/S (fly down)
GW Gross weight kgs
HDGM Heading - Magnetic degrees
IAS Indicated airspeed knots
LATA Lateral acceleration g units
LNGA Longitudinal acceleration g units
LOC Localiser deviation 75pA - I dot pA *= left (fly right)
N2 N2 spool RPM Engine Nrs. 1,2 % RPM
NMLA Normal acceleration (not corrected for g units

datum errors)
PITCH Pitch attitude degrees -=nose up
RALIH Radio height Nr. I (high range) feet AGL
RODB Rate of descent, barometric (AIDS computed feet/min

value)
RODR Rate of descent, radio (AIDS computed value) feet/min
ROLL Roll attitude degrees -=right wing low
RUDP Rudder pedal position degrees
SBLP Speed brake lever position degrees

In armed detct 4.0 deq) nomin l
In flight det2ct 40.5 deg) Values
Full up 51.0 deg)

STAB Stabiliser position units of trim 0 = 3 deg

L.E. up 17 units 14 deg
L.E. up

SUBFRM Subframe number and position of second in
4 second data frame

TAT Total air temperature degrees C

DISCRETES

ACRONYM PARAMETERS STATUS

AACQ Alt itude Acquire I -acquire
AFW APU fire warninq I=warning
AHLD Altitude hold 1-hold
APAM A/P engaqe A CMD 1=selected
APBM A/P engage B CMD 1-selected
APAW A/P engage A CWS I selected
APBW A/P engage B CWS 1=selected
APPR Approach 1=selected
AOW APU overheat warning I-warning
ATE Autothrottle engage I :engaqe
ATME Autothrottle mode EPR 1'selected
ATMP Autothrott le mode - PDC ;peed I-selected
ATMS Autothrottle mode - IAS l=selected
DFDR DFDR status flag 1-fail
EF Engine fire warning Engine Nrs. 1,2 1-warning
Fe0 Engine overheat warning Engine Nrs. 1,2 Lwarning
FA Flare armed 1 armed
FE Flare engage I=engaqed
GA Go around I pressed
GDW Glideslope deviation warning lwarning
GLD Gear lever down I-down selected
GPWS Ground proximity warninq I-warning

GSE 'lideslope engage I enqaged
FDAU FDAU unit status flap I fail

HE.A Hydraulic system A Enqines Nrs. 1,2 V~warning
HP.B Hydraulic system B P'ump Nrs. 1,_ 1Vwarninq
HP.O Hydraulic system pump overheat Engine Nrs. 1,2 loverheat
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ACRONYM PARAMETER STATUS

HQB Hydraulic system B - quantity 1=iow
HQS Hydraulic system - stand-by quantity i=low
LCHG Level change l=selected
LDW Localiser deviation warning I=warning
LF.E Leading edge flap - extended Section Nrs. 1, l=full extend

2,3 and 4
LF.T Leading edge flap - in transit Section Nrs. 1, I=intransit

2, 3 and 4 0locked in
PDCE P.D.C. engage 1=engaged
PEV Pilot event marker 1=pressed
PW Pressurisation warning I=auto-fail
RT.E Reverse thrust extend Engine Nrs. 1 l=extend
RT.U Reverse thrust unlock Engine Nrs. 1, 2 I=unlock
SL.E Slat - full extend Positions 1-6 l=full extend position
SL.M Slat - mid extend Positions 1-6 1=mid extend position
SL.T Slat - in transit Positions 1-6 l=in transit
SQSW Squat switch 1 =made
STD Stabiliser trim - DOWN ]=activated
STO Stabiliser trim - UP l=activated
VHF VHF keyed Nrs. 1,2 1=press to transmit
VLA VOR/LOC arm 1=armed
VLE VOR/LOC engage 1=engaged
WWF Wheel well fire I=warning

I iI ..
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
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Figure 7
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Figure 10
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Figure I1
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Figure 12
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TWO DECADES OF AIR CARRIER JET OPERATION

by
Edward C. Wood, Director, Engineering & Maintenance

George P. Bates (Consultant)
Flight Safety Foundation, Inc.

5510 Columbia Pike
Arlington, Virginia

22204
USA

q SUMMARY

AGARD and the Flight Mechanics Panel, in holding this third conference on aircraft
accidents, operations and safety have recognized the close relationship between civilo and military aviation safety problems. This presentation examines the accident record
of the world fleet of air carrier jet aircraft from 1960 to 1981. Comparisons of total
accidents, fatal accidents, and hull losses for this time period are reviewed against
numbers of departures and hours flown. It is shown that there is a close correlation
between fatal accidents and hull losses and that there has been a general stabilizing
of the accident rate in the past decade of two to four accidents (hull losses) per

11=1 million departures with the probability that, if no changes are introduced, this rate
p will remain essentially unchanged.

Since hull losses reflect fatal accidents, a geographic comparison is made of these
losses for 1975 and 1981 showing that, although significant improvements have been made
in these countries, Asia, Africa and Central and South America remain the areas with

the highest accident rates.

Costs of accidents are also presented from 1975 to 1981. Although the rates of acci-
dents have remained essentially constant, the associated costs of those accidents has
increased dramatically.

Phases of operations where accidents have occurred are also examined, showing that
over 50 percent of the fatal accidents have occurred during 14 percent of the operational
exposure time spent in initial approach, final approach, and landing. Of this 50 percent,
nearly 40 percent have occurred in the initial and final approach phases.

The data tells us that our airframes systems and powerplants, as well as maintenance
air traffic control and weather factors have reached a high level of reliability and
that the human factor is still the prevalent factor in the existing accident rates.
Operator error has remained at over 70 percent.

Since it is reasonably predictable that future accidents will occur in or near a
major airport and will probably involve post crash fire, safety measures in this area
are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In order to discuss accident and hull loss statistics, it is appropriate to review
the definition of these terms. Figure 1 shows the U.S. National Transportation Safety
Board terms which have been used in this presentation.

ACCIDENT DEFINITIONS

U. S. NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD

"AIRCRAFT ACCIDLNT IANS A OCCURRENCE ASSOCIATED WITH THE OPERATION OF AN

AIRCRAFT THAT TAKES PLACE BETWEEN THE TIE ANY PERSON BOARDS HE AIRCRAFT

WITH THE INTENTION OF FLIGHT UNTIL SUCH TIM AS ALL SUCH PERSONS HOVE

DISEIBARKED, IN WHICH ANY PERSON SUFFERS REATH OR SLRIOUS INJORY AS k RESULT
OF BEING IN OR UPON THE AIRCRAFT OR 8Y DIRECT CONTACT WITH THE AIRCRAFT OR

A4YTHIf6 ATTACHED THERETO, OR THE AIRCRAFT RECEIVES SUBSTANTIAL OAMAE.

'FATAL INJURY' MEA S ANY INJURY THAT RESULTS IN DEATH WITHIN 50 DAYS.

"HULL LOSS" MEANS DAMAGE DOE TO AN ACCIDENT THAT WAS TOO EXTENSIVE TO REPAIR,

uR THAT, FOR ECO N+TIC REASONS, THE AIRCRAFT WAS NOT REPAIRED AND RETURNED

TO SERVICE.

Flauftf I
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The air carrier jet fleet has grown to a figure of over 6500 aircraft and has amassed
nearly 189 million flight hours involving some 136 million departures. The accident
rate has steadily decreased until the early 70's when a leveling of the rate began and
has remained essentially the same since that time (Reference 1). A careful examination
of the last decade is necessary to determine where the concentration of efforts must be
applied in order to further reduce the present rate.

DISCUSSION

The world air carrier jet fleet total accident rates and fatal accident rates are
shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2

This figure illustrates the significant improvement of accident rates since the early
days of air carrier jet operation until the early 1970's when a lessening of this
decreasing rate began and continues at the present time. For comparative purposes, plots
of all accidents are shown along with those of fatal accidents. As would be expected,
the trends are similar.

Hull losses for the same time period are shown in Figure 3.
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The similarity between fatal accident rates and hull loss rates is illustrated in
Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4

It is clearly shown that in today's air carrier jet fleet, a hull loss accident will
probably be a fatal accident. The flattening of these rate curves could lead one to
conclude that we are at a point where further significant gains will not be made and that
continued expenditure of funds for safety improvement will produce little effect. To
dispel this theory, we will examine the costs of accidents.

Hull losses can amount to 50 or 60 millions of U.S. dollars for a modern jet transport
and, when combined with the expenses of damaged parts and liability costs, become an im-
portant consideration for an operator. In Figure 5 we see that in spite of the fatal
accident/hull loss rate being stabilized at a fairly low level, the cost of an accident
has continued to rise at an alarming rate, emphasizing the need for better safety manage-
ment of today's sophisticated equipment (Reference 2).
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FIGURE 5.

Continuing our overview of the air carrier jet accident history, Figure 6 is a geo-
graphic depiction of hull losses. The years 1975 and 1980 were chosen since they fall
within the past ten year period of fairly constant accident rates. In general, all
areas of operation reflect improvement with significant rate reductions in Asia, Africa
and Central and South America although these three geographic areas continue to experi-
ence the highest hull loss rates.
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To complete our statistical review, we will consider the phases of operation where
these losses are occurring and the associated cause factors. In Figure 7 we see that
for the 22 year time period over half the accidents have occurred in about 14 percent
of the operational exposure time which is made up of initial approach, final approach
and landing. It further shows that, of these accidents, nearly 40 percent occur in
the final approach and landing phases which account for only 4 percent of the exposure
time. This means that when the next accident occurs, it is probable that it will
happen on or near a major airport and, according to U. S. National Transportation Safety
Board statistics on U. S. jet air carriers, the probability of a post crash fire in
what would otherwise be a survivable accident is also likely.
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FIX MARKER
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12% 
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EXPOSURE

HULL LOSS ACCIDENTS 1960-1981

FIGURE 7.

Figure 7 also suggests that if further improvements are achieved in the latter Dbases
of a flight, these same improvements are likely to affect the initial phases of flight
(takeoff), initial climb and climb) which could improve the rates of these phases which
account for about 30 percent of the accidents in 12 percent of the exposure time.
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The final statistical chart, Figure 8, shows the causal factors involved in the 22
years of accident statistics. The percentages are approximate however they too have
remained essentially the same for the past decade.

WORLD JET AIR CARRIER FLEET
1960- 1981

CAUSE FACTORS IN FATAL ACCIDENTS

COCKPIT CREW 70 - 75%

AIRFRAMEPOWERPLANTS.SY STEMS 13%

MAINTENANCE 3%

WEATHER 5%

AIRPORTATC 4%

FIGURE 0

The human element, presented here as cockpit crew, has continued to be the predomi-
nant causal factor. The airframe, powerplants, systems and maintenance aspects have
reached a much higher degree of reliability but of course must not be ignored where
safety improvements are considered.

WHERE DO WL GO FROM HERE?

One of the difficulties in reviewing the voluminous data regarding the jet fleet
accidents for over 20 years is synthesizing this information into a form on which posi-
tive actions can be taken. Analyzing the details of each accident, although important
from the standpoint of providing an immediate remedial action for what went wrong, is
not treated in this presentation. Rather, a search for a commonality in these accidents
is attempted.

The stabilization of the accident rates and causal factors in the last ten years
have shown that there is really nothing new in commercial jet accidents (Reference 3).
In 1972 the U.S. NTSB conducted a special forum on approach and landing accident pre-
vention at which some 35 papers were presented on this subject (Reference 4). In 1976
the Flight Safety Foundation devoted their entire conference to the subject at their
29th Annual International Air Safety Seminar in Anaheim, California. The problems were
recognized early in the development of these trends therefore this presentation can
only re-emphasize and discuss what has been done and what remains to be done.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT

The role of the manager in safety improvement cannot be overstressed. The cost of
equipment and the related liabilities make it imperative that the aircraft and its
operating environment be treated as a system with emphasis on maintaining high skill
levels in every aspect which affects safe handling and operation. The designer also
must assure that all equipment involved in this system reflect considerations of the
human factor to prevent misuse and subsequent failure to produce the desired level of
safety.

The need for safety management at all levels has been demonstrated vividly in recent
years when, in Pakistan, a DC-10 which was receiving hangar maintenance, was destroyed
by fire when cleaning solvent which was being used in the proximity of a titanium bolt
grinding operation was ignited by sparks. Fire extinguishers were not immediately
available and the hangar deluge system did not work. A DC-8 and a DC-9 were also con-
sumed in separate occurrences by oxygen system fires during maintenance. These occurred
in Europe and Canada respectively. Although hangar and ramp fires do not usually result
in fatalities, the cost to the operator can be significant.

At the other end of the spectrum was the Turkish DC-10 which crashed in France in
1974 due to the improper latching of a cargo door. Three hundred forty-five occupants
were killed making this one of the worst disasters in commercial aviation history.

gA
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COMMUNICATION

There are many accidents in which a causal factor was the lack of communication
(Reference 5). Air New Zealand's Flight 901 is a classic example. This was the DC-10
which crashed on the slopes of Mt. Erebus in November 1979 killing all 257 occupants.
Although the investigating board cited many factors which led to the catastrophe, the
airline had changed the computerized flight track of the aircraft and had not notified
the flight crew of this action.

The Trans World Airlines Boeing 727 which crashed on approach to Dulles Airport out-
side Washington D.C. involved as a causal factor the lack of proper communication between
the cockpit and air traffic control, resulting in a premature descent. The 92 occupants
were killed.

The prompt and accurate transfer of information extends beyond the cockpit. It
involves all aspects associated with the operation of aircraft including maintenance,
air traffic control and training of both flight crews and cabin attendants.

Communication within an aviation organization is certainly important but it is only
one part oO the effort. Information must be constantly transferred between organizations
and betweer: countries. This is particularly important to countries which have not yet
amassed tha experience which has been acquired by other operators. They should not have
to learn by L*,. ir own accidents what is already known to other operators.

This transfer of experience can be accomplished in many ways. The Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) is one system utilized in the U.S. which accommodates the anony-
mous reporting of unsafe practices or occurrences. It is a system by which trend analyses
can be conducted so that remedial actions can be taken and the system includes monthly
newsletters in which selected reports are published for the information of those who are
interested.

Seminars and conferences are another means of information transfer. This Flight
Mechanics Panel of AGARD is a prime example as are the annual Safety Seminars sponsored
by the Flight Safety Foundation. In order to continue, these types of meetings must
receive domestic and international support.

WEATHER

Weather continues to be a causal factor in many of our accidents and in recent years
considerable emphasis has been placed on the effects of wind shear. A three-year program
has been initiated which will attempt to determine the efforts of low-level wind shear
performance, test and evaluate wind shear detection and warning systems and will extend
the usefulness of Doppler radars for detecting conditions of which pilots and the public
need to be warned. This program is the Joint Airport Weather Studies Project (JAWS). It
is a cooperative effort between the United States and Great Britain.

Also the Australian Department of Defence has recently completed a survey of 652
military and civilian Australian pilots and air traffic controllers to gather specific
information on operational aspects of windshear (Reference 6). Information gathered
through efforts such as these should assist in reducing accidents involving this phenome-
non.

The importance of ground deicing was dramatically demonstrated in the 1982 Air Florida
accident in the Potomac River in Washington D.C. Although many causal factors were in-
volved, resulting in 11 reccommendations by the National Transportation Safety Board to
the Federal Aviation Administration, the lack of standards for ground airframe deicing
was of primary interest. This was another instance of an old problem not receiving ade-
quate attention until after a major disaster.

GROUND PROXIMITY WARNING SYSTEMS (GPWS)

The extensive use of GPWS has been a major safety improvement in commercial aviation.
Since 1975, when GPWS began to be extensively used, there has been approximately a 45%
reduction in accidents involving controlled flight into terrain.

Presently, 21% or about 1300 of the world's commercial turboprop and jet aircraft
have not been equipped with GPWS. Several countries including Canada, Finland, Greece
and Spain do not require the use of these systems. Continued emphasis is necessary to
encourage the installation and use of these systems.

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

After the fact information which is developed from accident/incident investigations
is an absolute necessity to prevent future similar occurrences. The need for accuracy
and thoroughness in these activities cannot be overemphasized and, again, the information
gained must be promptly disseminated on a world-wide basis as promptly as possible.

The increased sophistication of the modern jet transport makes the investigation of
these accidents more and more difficult without some previously recorded data such as
that provided by Flight Data Recorders (FDR) and Cockpit Voice Recorders (CVR). Increas-
ing the amount of data recorded could serve not only as an improved record of crash
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information but could be used for maintenance trends and proficiency evaluations which
provide operational cost savings and could be used to detect trends which could be
useful in accident prevention.

TERMINAL AREA CLEANUP

Many of today's airports are still in need of improved runway approaches, overruns
and shoulders which provide freedom from obstructions.

Accidents which have involved these factors might well have been incidents or minor
accidents had major structural damage not been done by ditches, roadways or abrupt terrain
elevations adjacent to the landing surface.

TRAINING AND CREW QUALIFICATIONS

Large quantities of information have been developed on this subject over the years,
however, it must be continuously emphasized. Periodic review and updating of pilot
rating requirements must be conducted. Psychological examinations for screening crew
applicants must be put into effct as more information is gathered in this area. New
techniques for training also must be put into use in the form of simulators and other
computer techniques.

ANTI-MISTING KEROSENE (AMK)

Many landing accidents have resulted in fatalities when post-crash fires occur, pre-
venting the rapid egress of the occupants. When there is no fire there is unlimited
time for orderly egress when no injuries due to the crash itself have occurred (Refer-
ence 7).

The AMK program, whioh is being jointly pursued-by the United States and Great Britain
could provide a major break-through in preventing post-crash fires and fatalities. A full
scale remotely controlled crash test involving a Boeing 707 is planned for this year in
the Mojave Desert. The aviation community is anxiously awaiting the results of this test.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the jet air carrier accident rate has appeared to stabilize at a low level
for the past decade, it must not be interpreted that there is nothing more to be done
in safety in the operation of these aircraft.

* Even if the accident rate remains the same for the coming decade, the costs
of these accidents will probably continue to increase dramatically.

* Techniques which have proven successful in achieving the present low accident
must be continually emphasized and improved as technology permits. In addi-
tion, new safety technology must be applied as it is developed.

* Human factors, in all facets of aviation, continues to be a predominant
aspect in accident prevention and in this regard, the prompt and accurate
transfer of information is continually important.
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Incident Reporting--Its Role in Aviation Safety

and the Acquisition of Human Error Data
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0EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

0The rationale for aviation incident reporting systems is presented and contrasted
to some of the shortcomings of accident investigation procedures. The history of the
United State's Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) is outlined and the program's
character explained. The planning elements that resulted in the URS program's

. voluntaey, coafidgntial, and non-punitive design are discussed. Immunity, from
S enforcement action and misuse of the volunteered data, is explained and evaluated.

, Report generation techniques and the ASRS data analysis process are described; in
addition, examples of the ASRS program's output and accomplishments are detailed.
Finally, the value of incident reporting for the acquisition of safety information,
particularly human error .ata, is explored.,.

BACKGROUND

Man's intelligence and technology have worked toward a goal of greater system
safety. As a consequence, the aviation industry has witnessed vastly improved
aircraft, avionics, air traffic control equipment, and ground-based facilities. As
the hazard profile of these "hardware" elements has diminished, the reality of the
presence and magnitude of human error as a causal factor in accidents has been
indelibly impressed on those agencies, organizations, and individuals vested with the
responsibility for minimizing the risks associated with aviation operations.

Aircraft accidents are frequently caused or severely aggravated by human error.
In tracing the chain of causation of these accidents, safety investiqators and
researchers have been generally effective in determining the "what" of the event, but
they are not as effective in addressing the "why" of the event. The "why" of an event
very often involves the human factors associated with that mishap. Unfortunately, the
nature of accidents results in several significant problems in the investigation of
human performance issues.

First, and fortunately, accidents are rare events; consequently, the investigator
or researcher is provided with relatively few data points to study and from which to
draw insight.

Second, it is an unfortunate truism that pilots are usually the first at the
scene of aircraft accidents; they are often unable to be of much help after the smoke
clears.

Third, in a litigious society, concepts of legal and financial liability
effectively distort or hinder the investigation process. Even if a crewmember
survives the accident, the potentially staggering consequences of an admission of
error frequently thwart timely and accurate fact-finding.

Because of these problems the investigation of aircraft accidents is
characterized by a "post hoc" reasoning process, often using incomplete facts, in an
effort to determine a plausible chain of causation. The factual findings and
determination of probable causes resulting from this reasoning process are subject to
inaccuracies and may or may not yield reliable data useable in pursuit of enhanced
system safety; this is particularly true with regard to human error data.

The three problems cited above are not present in a confidential, incident
reporting system. Compared to accidents, incidents occur frequently. Pilots and
crewmembers survive incidents, albeit sometimes with difficulty, and are
characteristically willing to share the experience in the presence of assurances of
protection. Finally, since the vast majority of incidents do not result in any
liability the threat of adverse legal or ffnancial consequences is usually not
present.



Safety investigators have long been aware of, and concerned about, the
monotonously repetitive pattern of human failure characteristic of accident
statistics. This awareness and concern has been particularly well-developed within
the aviation community. Many attempts have taken place over the past decades to
obtain comprehensive information concerning operational problems in aviation,
particularly in the case of those events that fortunately fell short of being
accidents. One of the responses to this need for more and better information
concerning operational and human error problems has been the implementation of
incident reporting systems. The history of aviation incident reporting systems can be
traced back to the early 1940's; the idea is not a new one. However, despite the
anticipated potential of incident reporting programs, the desired productivity has not
materialized; this is primarily due to the fact that many contributors were, and are,
hesitant to describe their own errors and misconceptions, especially to an authority
which has the power to discipline or economically penalize the reporter.

In recognition of the need for more and better information concerning operational
and human problems in the United State's National Aviation System, the Federal
Aviation Administration in May, 1975, implemented an Aviation Safety Reporting Program
(ASRP), whose purpose was to improve the flow of information of possible significance
to air safety investigations and research. To encourage the submission of reports,
the agency offered a limited waiver of disciplinary action to those who provided
timely information concerning incidents, and to others involved in those incidents,
unless the occurrences involved a criminal offense, an aircraft accident, reckless
operation, willful misconduct or gross negligence.

Notwithstanding the FAA's promise that information reported under the ASRP
program would not be used against the provider of the data, it soon became obvious
that there were misgivings in the aviation community reqarding the regulatory and
onforcement agency's rple in the collection and use of the often sensitive incident
data. For that reason, the FAA asked 'the' Nartioral Aeronautics and . Space_
Administration (NASA), an independent research organization without regulatory or
enforc-ment authority, to act as a "third party" in the program. NASA was requested
to design a modified incident reporting program and to take over responsibility for
the receipt, processing, analysis and deidentification of those aviation incident
reports. In addition to its ability to fulfill the role of a disinterested
intermediary, NASA saw a unique benefit to its research capability deriving from
ongoing access to the human factors data generated by an incident reportinq system.
NASA accepted the FAA's proposal; the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) beqan
operations on April 15, 1976.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SYSTEM

The designers of the ASRS had as their objective an incident reporting system
that would have the characteristics of utilization, utility, and effectiveness.
Essentially, the mission was to design and operate a system that the community trusted
and with whom it would communicate; in addition that system had to be capable of
constructively using the data received, and the program's product had to be reflected
in effective applications within the aviation system.

The objectives of NASA's ASRS program are as follows:

- To make available a confidential reporting system which can be used by any
person in the national aviation system.

- To operate a computer-based system for storage and retrieval of processed
data.

- To provide an interactive analytical system for routine and special
studies of the data.

- To maintain a responsive system for communication of data and analyses to
those responsible for aviation safety.

The basic statement of purpose of the program can be found in the ASRS Memorandum
of Agreement between NASA and the FAA ... "This system will be designed primarily to
provide information to the FAA and the aviation community to assist the FAA in
reaching its goal of eliminating unsafe conditions and preventing avoidable
accidents". More specifically, the purpose of the ASRS program has been defined as:

Identifying deficiencies and discrepancies in the national iviation system
to provide a knowledgeable basis for improving the current aviation system;
and providing data for planning and improvements to future systems.

In an age of information and communication, the acquisition of safety Oata
regarding aviation incidents should not present a significant challenqe to program
planners and managers; and in fact, most members of the aviation community have
historically exhibited a willingness to share information, especially about accidents,

hi, A .. .
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hardware, and other partys' actions. However, the mission of the Aviation Safety

Reporting System is to obtain incident data provided by the participants in those
events; more specifically, the ASRS database is designed to reflect the participant's
assessment of the situation or occurrence and his or her role in that condition.
Other information systems exist to assemble descriptive, statistical, or second and
third-party data; but the ASRS mandate involves the task of gathering analytical
first-party data, especially information that addresses the "why" of an event as
reflected in the behavior exhibited by the participants.

The first step toward satisfaction of the ASRS mandate was to design a system in
which the aviation community, both individually and collectively, could place a high
degree of trust; furthermore, that trust from the community needed to be matched by
consistent credibility on the part of the ASRS program and the program's management.
It was decided that the elements of trust and credibility could be best served by an
incident reporting system that was voluntary and promised total confidentiality.

While mandatory reporting systems may produce greater quantities of data, the
quality of data from such systems may suffer from superficiality and doubt on the part
of the report source as to its ultimate use. Voluntary information systems, on the
other hand, have usually been characterized by higher quality reporting from
individuals motivated by a genuine desire to see an issue pursued beyond the
"filling-in-the-blanks" phase of safety investigation. Ry providing the motivated
volunteer with the equally important assurance of absolute confidentiality, the ASRS
design accommodates both the researcher's need for quality, comprehensive data and the
reporter's desire for selectivity and anonymity.

One of the major attributes of the ASRS program is its cooperative nature. Since
the inception of the ASRS, a vital degree of oversight and guidance has been provided
by virtually every segment of the aviation community. The result of this cooperation
is the existence of an incident reporting system that is viewed as a safety
information resource to be utilized by all elements of the aviation sommunity.. . .

Of equal importance to the elements of voluntariness and confidentiality is the
lack of an enforcement mandate in the charter of the organization vested with the
responsibility for the incident reporting program administration, data analysis and
information management. This consideration made the selection of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration a logical one in the search for a disinterested
third-party. NASA's role as third-party intermediary between the members of the
aviation community and the Federal Aviation Administration has often been
characterized as that of an "honest broker" attending to the best interests of both
sides.

A collateral issue to the design of a system which encouraged voluntary incident
reporting was that of immunity for those individuals electing to report to the ASRS.
The issue of immunity is bifurcated. Immunity protection can apply to the use of the
data obtained, in which case the issue is termed "use immunity"; by the same token,
immunity protection can refer to the shielding that the individual obtains from
disciplinary action in exchange for his or her information; this is referred to as
"transactional immunity". In conjunction with the NASA pledge of confidentiality for
report sources, the FAA offered both forms of immunity to contributors to the ASRS
program. The first, use immunity, was established in the form of promises contained
in the FAA Advisory Circular and the FAA/NASA Memorandum of Agreement which set forth
that "... FAA will not seek and NASA will not release to the FAA any information that
might reveal the identity of [persons filing reports and persons named in those
reports]". The concept of use immunity was further strengthened in 1979 with the
implementation of Federal Aviation Regulation #91.57 which states:

The Administrator of the FAA will not use reports submitted to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under the Aviation Safety Reporting
Program (or information derived therefrom) in any enforcement action, except
information concerning criminal offenses or accidents which are wholly
excluded from the Program.

To a large degree use immunity and confidentiality are intertwined; in the
context of the ASRS program neither of these two basic elements has been altered or
even challenged by any party to the system.

From the beginning of the ASRS program in April of 1976, the issue of reporter
protection from enforcement actions, transactional immunity or the "waiver of
disciplinary action", has been a point of contention. Although not specifically
requested by the aviation community in the 1975-1976 period, the waiver of
disciplinary action was offered by the FAA as an element of the ASRS concept.

It should be noted at this point that the waiver of disciplinary action
associated with ASRS incident reporting has always been viewed by NASA as an issue
between the FAA and the aviation community. While recognizing it as an element of the
overall ASRS concept, NASA, which has no authority to pursue enforcement actions or
grant any immunity from them, has essentially taken an observer position on the issue
of transactional immunity.

W m . .n..,,. mnim m nl| i b . .. ........... . ..
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The original waiver of disciplinary action that accompanied the ASRS in April of
1976 remained in force until July 1, 1979. Following a period of controversy over the
need for the existence of transactional immunity for ASRS reporters, the waiver of
disciplinary action was modified to reflect the current provisions as set forth in FAA
Advisory Circular 00-46B:

The filing of a report with NASA concerning an incident or occurrence
involving a violation of the Act or the Federal Aviation Regulations is
considered by the FAA to be indicative of a constructive attitude. Such an
attitude will tend to prevent future violations. Accordingly, although a

finding of a violation may be made, neither a civil penalty nor certificate
suspension will be imposed if:

(1) The violation was inadvertent and not deliberate;

(2) The violation did not involve a criminal offense, or accident, or action
under Section 609 of the Act which discloses a lack of qualification or
competency, which are wholly excluded from this policy;

(3) The person has not been found in any prior FAA enforcement action to
have committed a violation since the initiation of the ASRP of the Federal
Aviation Act or of any regulation promulgated under that Act; and

(4) The person proves that, within 10 days after the violation, he or she
completed and delivered or mailed a written report of the incident or
occurrence to NASA under ASRS.

Transactional and use immunities have become a primary consideration in the ASRS
concept. It is conceivable that a successful incident reporting system could be
launched without transactional immunity, but use immunity is essential.

Reports containing information relating to aviation accidents (as defined by
National Transportation Safety Board Regulation 830.2) and criminal activities (as
codified in Title 18 of the U.S. Code, Annotated) are exempt from both the immunity
and confidentiality provisions of the ASRS program. Because the ASRS and its staff
members can not be above the law in the sense of withholding accident or criminal
information, all such information is forwarded to the appropriate investiqatory bodies
and not retained in the ASRS database. It should be noted that the individuals who
have submitted the reports of accidents or criminal activity are notified after the
data's receipt of the requirement placed on the ASRS to forward the information to the
proper federal agency; this courtesy is extended primarily to let the person know what
happened to the data; it is also done to explain the loss of immunity and
confidentiality.

Two coincidental, but different categories of motivation prompt contributors to
the ASRS program to report their experience. The first itegory, direct personal
advantage through confidentiality and immunity, has already been discussed. The
second, enhanced system safety, is a product of what the ASRS staff does with the data
that has been volunteered. In essence this issue simply requires ASRS to recoqnizp
that it must achieve and feed-back program results, otherwise the majority of data
submitters will stop seeing value in program participation and not report theiL
experiences.

Feedback to the aviation community can be both direct and indirect. The most
immediate response to the reporter community is the direct feed-back nrovided to the
reporter following submission of an ASRS report. Few frustrations match that of
voluntarily submitting data derived from personal experience to a oovernmental body
which has been requesting such data, and then not having that contribution
acknowledged. Immediately upon deidentification of each ASRS report form the
individual who submitted that report is provided, by return mail, with the followinq:

- The Identification Strip section of the ASRS report form, date-stamped and
bearing the internal tracking number for that I.D. strip; in addition,
where possible, ASRS analysts are encouraged to add a short, personal note
to each I.D. strip from reports they have worked;

- Two blank ASRS Reporting Forms to replace the one submitted to ASRS7

- A letter of appreciation to the reporter for his or her
contribution to the ASRS program;

- A copy of the current issue of Callback, the ASRS's informal safety
publication. This enclosure not only passes on safety information, it
also exhibits the ASRS's capability for constructive data usage and timely
dissemination of contributed data.

*1



This direct return response is accomplished within days, usually no more than
four or five, of the date of receipt of the report at the ASRS offices. Not only has
the reporter received the I.D. strip for immunity purposes, he or she is also made
immediately aware of the report's receipt, data usage, and acknowledgement of the
government's appreciation for his or her efforts and concern in pursuit of enhanced
aviation safety.

The indirect feed-back to the reporter community takes the form of evidence of
data usage through Alert Bulletins, periodic technical reports, the ASRS's monthly
safety publication Callback, and awareness of the community's ability to access the
ASRS database for legitimate safety investigations and research. In other words, the
individual reporters, and their professional organizations or trade associations, are
made aware of the fact that useful information is coming out the production end of the
ASRS process in a timely fashion.

THE REPORT ANALYSIS PROCESS

In the seven years of its existence, the ASRS has received more than 34,00
reports; human errors can he found, and confessed to, in more than 7@ percent of these
reports. Most reporters are frank to admit to their own mistakes, and will qo into
detail in describing the circumstances, character, and outcome of the incident.
Contributors to the ASRS seem to genuinely care about their role in an event and take
pains to report actions, emotions, and perceptions accurately in the face of often
critical circumstances. We have been impressed with the care and effort put into the
writing of most of the reports while at the same time we have lamented the lack of
detail in a few others, some of which described possibly serious potential problems.
We have thought that many reports were probably trivial in terms of any impact on
safety - until later, when it became clear that reports which appear trivial in
isolation can help to point to an underlying factor of real importance. The ASRS
staff is frank to admit'that we are unable to characterize a "trivial" report, for in
concert with other reports, it may assist in understanding a genuine problem. Many
reports stand as monuments to the dedication of their authors to aviation safety; some
of the best are reprinted in full, after deidentification, in ASRS program reports.

ASRS reports are received and processed daily by members of the ASRS staff. The
reports are read by an attorney who has a background in aviation law and aviation
safety. If they involve criminal acts, they are transmitted in identified form to the
U.S. Department of Justice for investigation. If they refer to an aircraft accident,
they are forwarded, identified, to the National Transportation Safety Board. If, in
the NASA reviewer's opinion, they contain time-critical safety data, they are singled
out for priority handling. The reports are then forwarded by bonded courier to the
ASRS program contractor's office for analysis.

The ASRS program managers made an early decision to use the services of a
civilian contractor to assist in the design and management of the ASRS program.
Following the usual competitive procurement process, Battelle Memorial Institute's
Columbus Laboratories was selected as the ASRS program contractor. Battelle has
established a base of operations for ASRS activity adjacent to NASA's Ames Research
Center, thereby allowing for quick and easy communications between NASA's ASRS
management and the program's contractor, who is now responsible for the majority of
ASRS report processing and database research.

The reports are given to analysts, each of whom is an expert in the area of air
traffic control, general aviation or air carrier operations. The analysts study the
reports, and decide whether further direct contact with the reporters is necessary or
desirable. If so, they initiate such "callbacks" by telephone. Callbacks have the
unique advantage of increasing the rapport between reporter and analyst, while at the
same time enhancing the post-event learning and analysis process for both parties.
Thereafter, or if further contact is not desired, they remove the identification
strips; the strips are logged out by serial number and returned to reporters with a
new report form.

By the time the reports have passed through the initial analysis phase, all
identifying information contained in the original report has been removed. This
deidentificat~on process includes the removal and return of the reporter's
identification strip; in addition, any individual or company name, as well as any
aircraft names or numbers, are deleted from the report and appropriate substitutions
entered in their place.

Analysts study the information provided by reporters either in their reports or
in subsequent contacts. If they believe that a report contains time-critical safety
data, it becomes the basis for dissemination of an Alert Bulletin. They may augment
the information provided in the report by constructinq or adding charts or other
graphic material. They are not permitted to verify or refute the information provided
by a reporter through contact with other persons; the ASRS mandate prohibits this, and
the System's resources do not permit investigation of reported incidents.



Analysts then add to the reporter's narrative a synopsis, their analytic comments
and informal notes. It should be noted that when ASRS reports are analyzed and
evaluated an attempt is made to discern both human and system factors associated with
the reported event or situation. It is often impossible to attribute cause and effect
relationships to such factors; although it is usually possible to categorize various
factors as having an "enabling" or "associated" relationship to the chain of
causation. In addition to coding these enabling and associated factors, the analysts
also determine and code the "recovery" factors involved in the event, thereby
recording their analysis of the reasons this event was an incident and not an
accident. The analysts code the report to incorporate data describing the attributes
of the occurrence; descriptive and diagnostic terms are added as a final step. The
entire package is then checked by a second reviewer-analyst for completeness and
prepared for computer entry.

Typists transfer each report package to magnetic tape; the tapes are copied and
sent to a computer facility where they are read onto disk files for storaqe. The
information management system which houses the ASRS data is Battelle's Automated
Search Information System (BASIS). BASIS is a very effective, flexible analytic tool
for large bodies of free text and coded data. Report narratives, synopses and
analyses are entered in the computer in free text format. A substantial number of
coded entries describing each report is also available; these entries, along with the
descriptors and diagnostic terms, are indexed and are therefore readily available as
search terms.

SYSTEM OUTPUT AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The ASRS program's output has two basic functions. The first is to notify the
FAA and the aviation community of the existence of alleged hazards in the system. The..
second function is-to attempt"ro-providearf xplanati6n for the presence of hazare.
conditions; essentially an attempt to achieve an understanding of the "why" of certain
conditions or situations.

The ASRS is capable of disseminating data in several ways. The output of the
program to date consists of:

- More than 770 Alert Bulletins - time-critical notices from the ASRS to
persons or organizations in a position to effectively investigate, and
possibly cure, an alleged hazard reported to the ASRS.

- 464 special data requests - responsive database searches requested of the
ASRS by the FAA, NTSB, and other members of the aviation community.
Requested studies vary from the simple to the extremely complex;
responsive searches have ranged from a few database statistics to lengthy
studies.

- 14 Program Reports - periodic publications containing samples of
constructive deidentified reports received by the ASRS, selected Alert
Bulletins and the responses to them, and one or more reports on research
studies performed by the project staff. The fifteenth program report is
currently in preparation.

- 11 Research Reports and Technical Papers - single topic research reports
dealing with aviation safety problems; addressing primarily human factors
issues, these reports have dealt with subjects such as fatique,
information transfer problems, controlled flight toward terrain, cockoit
distraction, and altitude deviations.

- 47 monthly safety publications - Callback, an easy-to-read one-paqe
newsletter designed for the light, but timely, expression of safety issues
relevant to the entire aviation community.

The products of ASRS data usage are distributed to the aviation community by
several means order to publicize the uses and value of the incident reportinq
system. ASRS Proc. .m Reports are supplied to over 40,00 individuals through company
or organizational distribution channels, direct mailings from a list maintained by the
ASRS staff, and through the National Technical Information Service. Technical and
Contractor Reports are distributed by direct mail from a recipient list created and
maintained by the ASRS staff. The Callback publication is provided to any member of
the aviation community who has expressed to the ASRS office a desire to be placed on
the mailing list for that publication. Finally, special requests for deidentified
information from the ASRS database are available to the aviation community for
legitimate safety investigations, research, and training activities.
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In addition to the ASRS products cited above, the incident reportinq system has
been a key source of data for several aviation safety review bodies which have
assisted in the formulation of national aviation policy. Extensive incident
information was supplied from the ASRS database for:

- The President's Task Force on Aircraft Crew Complement

- The National Institutes of Health Select Panel on Mandatory Pilot
Retirement

- The Flight Safety Foundation's Air Traffic Control Evaluation Task Force

- The Air Traffic Control Association Review and Analysis of Air Traffic
Control Terminal Area Operations

- The National Transportation Safety Board's Review of the U.S. Air Traffic
Control System

Non-documentable and intangible contributions to safety constitute a second class
of program accomplishments from the ASRS. ASRS has significantly improved
communication among the various segments of the aviation community, including FAA,
DOD, NTSB, and NASA. All elements of the community have worked together on the
system; all have used its data in the pursuit of solutions to safety problems. The
common database has made it possible to reach consensus on some issues; in other
cases, it has pervitted more rational and focussed advocacy by the proponents o1
differing pcints of view. In several cases involving national aviation policy, ASRS
has been virtually the only source of incident, as opposed to accident, data. There
is no other similar database, and there is considerable doubt whether one could be
accumulated under different ground rules.

While there appears to be no effective means of measuring the impact of ASRS data
in the field of aviation education and training, it is known that there has been
widespread use of ASRS material by flight instructors, flight schools and air carrier
training facilities, as well as military training and safety organizations. The
contents of the ASRS program's research publications and Callback, the monthly safety
bulletin, are frequently reproduced in airline, flightcrew, and military safety
education publications.

Among the subtleties of the impact of ASRS activities on system safety is that of
moral suasion for the purpose of leverage. It is not an uncommon occurrence for a
request to be made of the ASRS staff to provide data or a publication to support a

legitimate safety improvement that is on the verge of acceptance but needs a lit-le
extra push. Because of the depth of information in the ASRS database, particularly
human error data, and because of the program's credibility within the aviation
community, ASRS alert bulletins and research data have been used to achieve safety
objectives in need of impartial support. This use of ASRS product has been evident in
actions and communications instituted by elements of the community, the military, and
governmental agencies.

One of the important benefits of incident reporting to a program like ASRS takes
place before the report ever reaches the program office. Program participants have
expressed the notion that the act of having to organize and express the relevant facts

and issues associated with a given event or situation has proven to be an extremely
valuable learning experience for the reporter. Because of the program's assurances of
confidentiality, reporters have often gone beyond a basic recitation of the facts to
probe their own motivations, misconceptions, proficiency, and other considerations
that may have contributed to the the factors that made up the incident. The event
analysis and performance critique that takes place at both ends of the reportinq
process is clearly a significant, but unmeasureable, benefit of the ASRS program.

The most obvious, as well as the most undocumentable, category of ASRS
achievements is the element of accidents avoided and deaths prevented. It is
impossible to document a non-event. However, given the array of research, alert
bulletins, publications and assistance offered and utilized as a result of ASRS
operations, it seems reasonable to assert that the presence and products of the ASRS
have prevented accidents and saved lives.

j Summara

When you want to know more about an occurrence, or why a person did what they did
in the course of events, the best approach seems to be to simply ask the participants.
First-hand experiental input is not a foolproof method of data acquisition. It is
subject to the biases and fears of the reporter; but it is usually better than
interrogation of witnesses and non-participants, or second-quessing. It is our
experience that a voluntary, confidential, non-punitive incident reportinq system is a
logical and effective means of acquiring unique data, as well as supplementing data
generated by conventional accident investigation techniques and other system
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monitoring programs. A properly-structured incident reporting system's great
advantage is that it has the strength and the means to ask, and frequently answer, the
question "why?" whenever one is confronted with a "what". There is no substitute for
knowing why a system failed or a human erred. If we understand why things happen, we
may be able to prevent them from happening again or at least protect the participants,
or the system, from the consequences of subsequent events. The potential for
constructive uses of incident data seems to be especially promising in the field of
human behavior; incident reporting is a tool which permits the cooperative examination
of human behavior in complex systems, using data supplied directly by the participants
in that system. ASRS activities and research have been oriented toward issues
associated with the role of the human in the operational aspects of aviation. The
program's structure and principles have permitted the ASRS to compile an extensive
body of incident data; more specifically, the assurances of confidentiality and the
availability of transactional immunity have resulted in the creation of a larqe and
comprehensive human factors database for use by aviation investigators, researchers,
planners and policy-makers throughout the world.

The success of the Aviation Safety Reporting System in the United States, and the
international emergence of programs similar to ASRS, support the position that
incident reporting in other nations and other disciplines can be effective in
achieving a better understanding of system deficiencies and human error.

~~|
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1I. POLITIGUE DE PREVENTION DES ACCIDENTS - CONCEPTS FONDAMENTAUX

2. 1. - interactions liommo 'Machine Envirnoment

ii Ls incidents ira anomal ies do vol stint .;6ndalesont coustis 'ar tine drifa il1lance do licmmo,
do la Ma ch ine eti 'at an factour ddfavorai'le do Il'Env ironnement .

toj L'accident est raresont le r6saltat daune simple cause. IL est je6n,,raloment le r6sultat doe
Lo conjonctien do factours appurtenant a 1plusicurs, voire ar lonsestlo, do ces principaux
domaines qtii constituent uric chatne d'evdnements.

c)i far suite do l'tvorlationr rapide doe la techniolooie, 1 interface liomme,Machmne mdrite uric at-
tent ion patticilinto.

2.2. -Nature des accidents

a) thacun des facteurs ayant contribid a tin accident a q6n~ralemont ddja 6t6 identifi6 dans dies,
incidents precedents, isol6ment ou dons uric cosiiison differente.

br) Chatqae facteur pout avoir, dons la chatne des 6venesonts, an rille determinant dons la gravitei
du r6saltat final. Il maffit, en oftet, de la presence d'un seal d'entre otis pour faire la dii-
C6ronce entre l'incident et l'accident.

2.3.- Relation entre nombre dincidents et prohahilite6 d'accident

11 y a relation entre le nombre dincidents et Ia Irohabilite6 d'accident, ainsi tju'entre Ia frd-
'quence des diff6rents types d'6v6nesents et Lout qraviv:6.

2.4. - ntujrgt doe chercher Zr dirinuer le nombre d'incidents mrre minears et d'6tendre le domatne d'inves-
ti'jation a toute anoralie.

Coin relations entre nombre d'incidents et jrohahilit6 d'accadent peuvent 6tte illustt6es schc~sa-
tiiruesent par tine 'yraside dont Ia base serait crrnstitidr' jar r05 incidents mineurm et lo mommet
par l'accilent.
Si on admet 'iar exomplo, jue 'toat 31) incidents iL y a tine trortahiliteL de 30 incidents sajeurs
piruvant eurc-s~mes conduire Zr un risque s6rieux d'accidont, le fait de diminuor le nomitre des inci-
dents t~duita la prolabilit6 d'nccurrence des incidents sojourn et, do I6, le risque potentieL
d 'accident.

ILe principe fnndasrental do la Pr6vention des Accidents reprose donc nut l'investitgation approfondie
de tout incident main 6qalement nut 1Pdlarqiserent du domaine d'investiqation a touto anomralie
survenue en vol pour pouvoir r6duiro la base do la "tyramide".



2.5. lioucle de prevention des accidents

L~e premier stade de I. 1r6venticon des Accidents est le6tablissement de normes de certification des
ivions, Ia dot inition d'une r45'Iementation de lexi'loitation et du niveau des licences 6quipage.

'Coci est eftectue on tonictin de certaines hypotbv ses, donc a priori. 11 convient decertifier ces
hypoth--ses dant; le:- conditions (to r6ilisation des VOIs, c'est-a-dire en fonction de lenvironne-
.ent WchnoI,;iqiue, opier.tionnel et humain et, surtout, en fonction de l'6volution de celui-ci.

"est l'objectif du ContrC~le et de li Surveillance de l'exploitation qui permet de d~tecter et
dP6valuer tout incident, inomnilie ou difficult6 et4 par son action a posteriori, de fermer la boucle
de r'rvont ion des accidents tont I int6r ieur de la Comjpaqnio elle-m~me qAue Lien en amont, aupres

du coo!;tructour, voire des admini;;trutions charqoes detailir les normes de certification ou de

Nsigs verrons qu 'en ce domalne, I ailyse systimti-iue des enrejistrements dle parametres de vol peut
jouer un r,^le( fondlimental.

I I I. COMPARAISON DES DEUX PRINCIPALES SOURCES D' INFORMATION

3.1. Rapport 6
quipage

L~e principal moyen d'avoir connaissance des incidents ou anomalies en vol 6tait, jusqu'alors, le
rapport des 6,uipaqes.

Les incidents li6s a une panne ou anomalie de fonctionnement du materiel mont bien connus car faisant
l'oL)et de comptes rendus des m6caniciens naviqants 6tablis apr~.s chaque vol et exploit~s par lea
services d'entretien. Ce systeme tonctionne Lien.

Par contre, on constate que les incidents de caractere op~rationnel qui impliquent davantage des hommes
facilement identifiihleo - 6,uipajes ou contr~leurs de la circulation a6rienne - ne sont pam toujours
connus.

Les raisons en mont multiples

- Tout d'abord, l'equipaj3e peut avoir iq3nor6 t'incident ;par exemple mui
survole le relief avec des moyens insuffisants en vol aux instruments,
ou s'il est victime d'une illusion d'optique en vol a vue.

- 11 pout 6eqalement arriver quill sous-estime l'importance de j'anomalie
ou l'int6rkt de Ia rapporter parce quitl la considere comme un cam isole.

- 11 peat aussi consid~rer quo son rapport risque de ne pas 6tre exploit6.

- 11 pout craindre de se trouver impliqu6, voir ma reputation enrjag~e.
Bien des jens pensent lulil est difficile de reconnattre des erreurm,
meme vim-a-vim de moi.
1I leur est donc encore plus difficile de rapporter des erreurs a la
co)mpanie qui les emploie, ou ladmilistration qjUi leur d~livre ia licence.

- 11 pout craindre. enfin, de mettre en cause d'autrps professionnels de
1 aviation.

11 existe un moyen susceptible de procurer des informations extr~mement interessantem il1 s'aqit des
enreqistreurs de parametres de vol install6s a bord des avions pour faciliter les enqu~tes en cam
d 'accident.

3.2. Enregistrements de parametres

Ceux qui 6quipent les avions modernes permettent de reconstituer les trajectoires, de connattre la
confiqjuration avion, le d~roulement du vol. ainmi que les principaux parametres de fonctionnement des
moteurs.

Leur utilisation systesatique par les compaqinies me heurte a deux obstacles :le coi~t de l'opc~ra.tion
et les reticences des equipages.

or, certains resultats de cette utilisation interessent lentretien des avions et de leurs c6quipements,
et ceci peat contribuer rentabiliser les investissements necessaires en materiel et en personnel. En
effet, la possibilit6 de connattre de nombreux parametres, en particulier ceux concernant lea stoteurs,
et le fait que les releves de vol 6tablis par les m~canicienm navigants peuvent manquer de precision en
cam de variations rapides oa 6tre incomplets car it est difficile de noter plusieurs parametres en m~me
temps, a suscit6 an tres qrand int,;r~t de la part des services dlentretien pour l'utilisation des enre-
(listrours de vol.

Reste la reticence des 6quipaqes. Celle-ci. qui repose principalement mar la crainte de sanctions, se
maniteste dans toutem lea compaqnies de tous lea pays, ce qai expliquc qu'A cc jour l'analyse des vols"
a l'aide des enreqistrements est assez peu pratiquc;e. tine ygrande compaqnie aerienne a tent6, ii y a
quelques anri~es, de faire adrnettre par l'administration de son pays et par ses eqaipages la creation
dun tel systi-me, ce qai aurait permis en particulier la suppression d'un des deux contr~les annuels en
vol r~qlesientaires pour lea pilotes, mais l'entreprise a bat6 mar la difficult6 de determiner les to16-
ranceq de pilotaqe accept~es piar toas et a dG $tre abandonn~e.
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Dans quelques compafles europeennes il est cependant possible de pratiquer officiellement lanalyse des
vols. C'est le cas de l~a compaqnie AIR FRANCE qui utilise syst~!satiquement depuis pr~s de dix ans, avec
le pl ein accord des repr6sentants des Organisations Professionnelles du Personnel Naviqant Technique, les
enreqistreurs de vol pour obtenir des informations sur les conditions dans lesquelles se deroule l'ex-
ploitatien, dans le cadre d'un protocole qui en d6finit les modalites de fonctionnement.

IV. PROTOCOLE ENREGISTREUR

Les principes fondamentaux de ce protocole, signe le 24 avril 1974, sont les suivants

1. - l'jnalyse syst6matique des enregistrements doit se faire de fagon'strictement anonyme

2. - elle ne doit pas ktre utilis6e pour 1'6valuation des performances individuelles

V 3. - elle ne peat conduire a la prise de sanctions i lencontre des 6quipages (si l'anornalie n'a
pus Pntratn6 d'incident ca na pas 6t rLdvelee par une autre source)

4. - participation des reprdsentants des Organisations Professionnelles aux travaux d'analyse
des vols au sein d *une Commission.

Les anomolies wcam d'analyse des vols) ne mont plus examin~es par an Chef Pilote, maim par une Commis-
sion regroupant un grand nombre de cadres PNT et dont nous examinerons l~a composition plus loin.

V. HISTORIQUE DE "L'ANALYSE DES VOLS" ET MOYENS MIS EN PLACE

Jusqu'en 1974, les enregistreurm des parametrem de vol utilisajent, pour la plupart, des supports
photographiques permettant l'enregistrement d'un nombre r6duit de param~tres (10 parametrem).
L'analyse des enreqistrements me limitait alorm aux incidents et me faisait, en ce qui concerne le
domaine op~rationnel, directement par l~a Division de Vol par examen visuel.
Ce type d'analyse me trouvait forc6ment lir~t6. 11 a 6t6 exploite6 pour lem Caravelle, B3.727 et B.707.

L'importance du reseau AIR FRANCE (300 400 etapem de vol par jour) et la d~cision de proceder a
L'analyse syst6matique de tous les vels nt necessit6 la mime en place de meyens relativement impor-
tants en materiel et en personnel.

11 fat precede, en 1974, la cr~ation d'un Service centralis6, inddpendant des Divisions de Vol, rat-
tach~i directement au Directeur des Operations Aeriennes, et pl1ace soas lautorit6 de l'Officier de
Securite des Vols.
Cet organisme, appeI6 service Securite et Analyse des Vols, est charge de promeuvoir une politique de
prevention des accidents, l'analyse symt6matique des informations enregistr~es etant an des principaux
meyenm mis a ma disposition.

L'ohliqation faite par l'Arr~t6 diu 28 mnai 1975 d'6quiper les avions certifi~s apres le 30 novembre 1969
d'an enregistrear magnetique d'accident, capable dlenregistrer an nombre beaucoup plus 61ev46 de para-
metres, a permis d'envisager une utilisation beauceup plus 61argie.

Outre ma capacit6 plus importante (60 a 90 parametrem) l'interkt dun enregistrement magnetique digital
est quail peat 6tre moumis directement a an traitement par ordinateur apres lecture. Il a 6t decid6 de
proceder a l'installation d'un deuxieme enregistreur a cassette daune autonomie d'enregistrement de
50) heureg appele ('MR (Performance Maintenance Recorder), l'enregistreur daccident nltant pas adapt6
de par son autonomie et les difficultes d'acces a l'enregistrement )incorpor6 et a boucle fermie).
11 a donc 6t6 conqa an mysteme capable de d6tecter automatiguement certains 6carts par rapport an
profil de vol standard, oa d'alerter Ilexploitant mar l~a possibilitL& d'une anomalie quelconque.

tUn premier systemse appele SYDAS a cit mis en place en 1976. Sa capacjt6 est maintenant inmuffisante.
CGr~ce h 1'exp~rience acquise par lautilisation de ce premier mysteme, il a 6te possible de rialiser an
systeme plus complet, plus 6lab~or6 et plus nerformant :I1 syqto'me CARINE "Chatne d'Analyse et de
Restitution des Informations Enregimtrcem"qai sera mis en exploitation courant 1983.
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& VI.STRUCTURE DE LA CHAtNE DE TRAITEMENT DES ENREGISTREURS

Le syst~me CARINE cornprend, essentiellement

-une unjt6 centrale compos6e
*d'un mini-ordinateur CII Honeywell Bull - modele 92 de la gamme Mini 6
d'ane capacit6 memoire de I Mo,
*d'une m6moire tambour de 512 Ma,
*d'une unit6 de mini-disques de 8 Mo,
*d'une console do commande,

-un ensemble d'entree permettant
l a lecture des cassettes PMR (Performance Maintenance Recorder) et

*la lecture des enregistreurs d'accident DFDR (Digital Flight Data Recorder)
au travers d'un synchronisateur,
l a saisie des donn~es d'identification des 6tapes par liaison IBM

-un ensemble de sortie cum('renant
*une unit6 d'enrejistrement sur bande maqn~tique pour los statistiques,
*une imprimanto,
t rOLs 6crans ]raphiques,
u ne table tragante.

V1I. DtROULEMENT DU TRAITEMENT

L'Onqu cusste Lin )Ut11 d'aide aux oer -n.rnel charq~s de l'analyse des vols (exploitants), le systeme
CARINE effectue an traitenent que I: sch6matiquement d6composer en quatre phases

- une phase automatique,
- -ine phase manuelle,
- une phase dite "conversationnelle",
- une phsse finale de constitution du dossier d6nomm6 "Cas d'analyse des Vuls",

et lux permet d'accurer les principales functions suivantes

1. En PHASE AIITOMATIQUE

*lecture et traduction des informat ions enregistrees (cassette PiE),
*identification des 6tapes,
*classement des 6tapes selon la classification

1 etap~ssans anursalie,
2 6tapesavec anomal ie(.q) probable (sI
3 6tapes avec anomalie(s) certaine(s),

*stockadle sar mini-disque des etapes de classe2et classe 3 pour traitement
alter jeur,
*releve Pt ntocka~le des donn~es pour traitements StatIStiqlues,
e dition dun etat dlit "Etat d'anomalies".

2. En PHASE MAMUELLE, l'expluitant intorvient pour

*examiner l'Ptat l'anomalies,
6 valuor ler; anomalies en function de leonvironnement up~ratinnnel afin
do ]ualor de la nature et de l'imlportance des anomalies.

A ce stade, l'expluitant juqto de la ;wiarsaite ou non de l'analyse de chaque cas detecte; en
phase autumatique.
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3. En PHASE CONVERSATIONNELLE, l'exploitant procc-de t une analy'se plus approfondie l2aide de 11&ran
qraphjque qui lui permet de visualiser lensemble de la phase de vol concernee (parametres, trajec-
toires) pour determiner

- le deqr6 de gravite de l'anomalie,

- le choix, la disposition, 1Pechelle des courbes de parametres, des tra)ectoires et des
irofils destines a la constitution du dossier.

Cet 6cran permet 6galement d'apporter des renseiqnements suppl6mentaires et d'4liminer des 61--ments
super flus.

4. En PHASE F*INALE de constituti~n du dossier d'ANALYSE DES VOLS

1Pexploitant procede 6 l'impression sur papier de IVensemble des informations qulil a selectees sur
1'ecran )raphique et constitue le dossier dit "Cas d',nalyse des vols" qui comprend

- le dossier des donn~es op6rationnelles,

- des extraits des manuels d'Exploitation et d'Utilisation rappelant les procedures et
les consiqnes concernees.

- un 6tat de param4ctres,

- eventuellement, une trajectoire et un profil de vol.

Vill. EXPLOITATION DU DOSSIER "CAS D'ANALYSE DES VOLS"

8.1. Examen par l'Officier de Securite des Vols

Les dossiers de cas d'Analyse des vols sont soumis r~gulierment Il'Officier de Securite des
Vols qui les examine et retient ceux qui feront l'objet d'une presentation en Commission d'Ana-
lyse des Vols - les autres 6tant conserv~s a des fins statistiques 00 adress6s directement, pour
information, a 1' 6quipage concern6.
11 peut, en vue de compl~ter certains dossiers, decider dinterroger les 6quipages concernes
par le systi~me do Communication Anonyme afi d'obtenir des renseignements compl~mentaires sur
les circonstances et 6ventuellement, les causes auxquelles les 6quipages attrihuent les anoma-
lies relevees par ('analyse des vols.

8.2. La Communication Anonyme

Dettinee a compliter un dossier d'analyse des vols, la demande de renseignements aupr~s de 1'equi-
page concerne se doit de respecter le principe d'anonymat du Protocole.

Dans ce but, le dossier, dont les parametres d'identitication du vol non necessaires a la comprihension
du cas sont supprimes, est reproduit en trois exemplaires (1 exemplaire pour chacun des membres de
16(4uipaoe technique) inser~s dans une enveloppe cachet'4e adressee ak

Monsieur le Commandant
du vol....(l du vol)
do................. (date)

Cette enveloppe est transmise au Chef do Service Technique do Centre de Vol concerne qoi, apros consul-
tation du planning, la placera danm le casier du Commandant ayant effeCtU6 le Vol.
Cette procedure respecte donc strictement l'anonymat ;en effet -

- l'Officier de S6curit6 des Vols connalt les faits, mais ne connatt pam lIidentite de
1 equipage,

- le Chef du Service Technique connatt le nom du Commandant, maim ignore le contenu de

I 'enveloppe.

11 appartient au Commandant, s'il le joqe utile, de faire parvenir un exemplaire do dossier a chacun
des autres membres de 1 equipaqe pour information demande de renseiqnement 00 d'avis. 11 pourra faire
parvenir ma r~ponse, verhale 00 ecrite, moos forme anonyme oo non, a l'Offirier de S~curit6 des Vols,
a son Chef Pilote, ou aox representants mandat~s des organisations Professionnelles.
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8.3. La Commission d'Analyse des Vols

Les dossiers de Cas d'Analyse des Vols - eventuellement complet6s par les reponses aux communications
anonymes - sont periodiquement (tous les 2 mois) examines par la Commission d'Analyse des Vols.

a) Composition de la Commission

Pr~sid~e par l'officier de S6curit6 des Vols, la Commission regroupe des representants

-des Divisions de vol,
-des Services Techniques,
-des Divisions d'Instruction,
-du Service Niveau Protessionnel,
-des Organisations Professionnelles Pilotes et
N16caniciens Navigants.

b) Travaux de la Commission

Chaque dossier - prdc6demment transmis aux participants - fait l'objet d&un expose suivi d'une
discussion o6J chacun des membres de la Commission d'Analyse des Vols apporte son point do vue
sur les causes possibles de l'anomalie, son importance, les enseignements a en tirer, les ac-
tions correctives a envisaqer.
11 peut 6tre d6cid6 do demander des renseiqnements complementaires aux equipaqes ou d'entre-
prendre des 6tudos particuli~res en vue d'analyses ulterieures plus approfondies.

En fin de travaux, la Commission d'Analyse des Vols, pour chacun des cas 6tudi6s, d~pose
des conclusions, tormule des recommandations et propose des mesures correctives.

IX. LES RESULTATS DE L'ANALYSE DES VOLS PRATIQUEfE A AIR FRANCE

Telle que pratiqu~e depuis pr~s de 10 ans dans le cadre du Protocole. l'Analyse des Vols a
permis, outre de nombroux r6sultats dans le domaine de la s6curit6 des vols, de creer un climat
de contiance parmi la Personnel Navigant Technique :on a constat6, dune part, une augmenta-
tion du nombre do rapports 6quipages sijnalant des anomalies ou incidents de vol et, d'autre
part, une demande de rlus en plus tr~quente des Commandants de Bord pour prendre connaissance
du depouillement do 1'enregistrement do Iaun de leurs vols atmn d'appr~cier le d6roulement de
telle ou telle manoeuvre ou proc6dure-

Nous citerons, enfin, certains ruisultats notables de l'Analyse des Vols

9.1. Principales difficultes ou anomalies mises en 6vidence

-risques resultant d'approches Sur torte pente ou en forte r~gression de vitesme,
assorties parfois d'atterrissages durs avec rebonds

- ditficult~s d'accrochage a haute altitude au voisinaqe du plafond (Boeing 747)

- risques resultant du non respect des minima (ditficultes de stabilisation en
conditions marginales);

-risques r~sultant do linobservation des proc4dures ou des regles relatives des
t~ches ak bord (calage des altimetres, lecture de la radio-sonde, surveillance des
parametres de vol piar le pilote non aux commandes, etc ...)

- reduction de sarqes de survol des obstacles

- vitesses en dessous des vitesses roquises en approche intermediaire, pilote

automatique, ou svste automanettes enoaqe.

9.2. Principales actions correctives menees:

-cr
6
ation d'approchos-types a ottectuer en vol WIC (Conditions meteoroloqiques de Vol

avue) Sur certaines ))istes d'acces ditticile. telles quo la piste 32 A Marseille et la
p'iste 21 a A)accio

-creation ou Simplification de procedures d'approches aux instruments, par exemple
Pointe-a-Pitre (piste 29) et 6 Tanqor;

- am~lioration de la documentation concornant notamment la presentation des intorma-
tions sur les feuilles de procedure. Par exemple, figuration d'a6rodromes ayant donne
lieu i contusion tels quo los terrains civils ou militaires voimins de ceux de Porto
ou d'llanovre ;mentions concernant les procedures particuli~res de r~glage dem alti-
-6tres sur los a~rodromes des Pays de l'Est a la suite d'erreurs de calage altim6trique

- mise au point et rappel de roqles a appliquer on cas d'incapacit6, compl~te ou Sub-
tile, du pilote aux commandos;

- r6examen des conditions doexcution, sous los aspects r~glementaires, organisation et
repartition des tiches a bord, des perc~es radio-dirig~es et des approches indirectes

-diffusion dun livi ' sur l@ vol en haute altitude.
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X. BULLETIN D' ANALYSE DES VOLS RESERVE AU PUT

Los cas Hianalyse des vols, los* plu s cijnilt ict il t cc nt I-c-e dlae Hli t f oi'O1, c ricdi pie tosetvoe
a 'NT :c le1ullutin d'Anajlyse Hes Vois.

Re';roaucs par families (Ap'rtc-hes precil'itees, Er rears He 11;; it ion en pf-jrche, N',o resi oct der
prot-edures et minima, . . .1 i-es cis soot presente? 00e reprefnmt , [tur Ccjflu, 1 'esseflt le dle., e-

ments dua dossier (expose(, traj)ectoiro, prof i I, j'drdmttres j ,I -l1roulement des trivaux de l.
Pcomm iss ion, ses conclusions, recommandaitions et r-t':it iocns do mosares: correctives.

XI. STATISTIQUES

Deo 197H i 1 9i2, ''las -do 32s1 oM vcti; saf SE 21(), k.727, 1.707", 'tnt 6t6 analyses
4772 f iches W ntcmtl ies (sot 1, 45 t)nt Ctt ci lies.

Ces aomal ies ot ''to classeos par types do' r)intl icc, typesi davion, jour ou nait , etc.

11 jip'arAit -jue coest en cccars d ',j'jroctie ,uae la lr6;,jaeoco des anomalies est la plus (4,vee,
notammeot dua fait do vitesse ua de pente Ae descente elev6e en aj'j-coche interm6diairo,

Une autre classi ficat ion par ro'jion ('U aeroport a e6 6'jalemeot of fectade. ('ello-ci Sco)ti.-
jue mar certains adroports tols qjae Ajaccio ou Mtrse, lie la 1r6-jaence des noomtl ies est

Iteauc'u talculs 6lov6e jac ia mccenne.

XII, CONCLUSIONS

L' analyse des vols ost devenue la lame He li pol itiqac de -ro-vent ion I-.-ti' lntr: c Air Ir.~oc'

Pros He dix ans d'exj'6r ionce tnt permis do ddf i- des methctdes et 'Se 'level' ''j'r dIers; en 'p
Lies do coavrir les lesoins fmtar I analyse systeflltiiae doItoa; lo!; v-,i;;

La participation effective ties 6tjaij'a'es. jrace ua respect Au wri-'cle*et an ti's actjai ts Ion
pclus importants do l'Analyse des Vols.

Celle-ci, en foarnissant ane qraode cjaantit6 ci informations, * aernis do dt'ca~icr des ten~lincoS
et den identifier les cauases. Des actions correctives ont etc rnes duos Yes niicnj'aix dtmaincen
d action suivants :liostraction, les itroc6durem op6ratmcnnelles, 1,4 rveent.,tion, Ij 1,camen-
t ation, 1linformation et la sensitbilisation des 6,jaipactes. Elle condait ejalement i don interven-
tions aupri's des a6ropcorts et des Centre-. do Cootr lc Ac cireculat ion wricine.

L'Analyse des Vols est donc an maillon essentici do la Icoucle do jr6ventiocn ties accident!;.
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FLIGHT PARAMETERS RECORDING FOR SAFETY MONITORING
AND INVESTIGATIONS

by
F.. Bertolina
AERITALIA

Gruppo Velivoli fla Combattimento
Corso Marche, 41 - 10146 Torino

ITALY

SSUMMARY

0 p to now the in service usage monitoring of the military aircrafts has been conducted main-
ly relying or g-counters installed or each aircraft, but the extreme complexity of the present com0 bat aircrafts, the variety of their tasks and usage in service, suggest now the opportunity to have
a cortinous monitoring of the structure and engine usage for checking the integrity and the life con

~ sumption.

An accurate and complete monitoring system, which is considered cost effective, presents,
_ among the many advantages, those of allowing a greater flight safety. The system in development
m adopts, as basic philosophy, an on board recording facility on each individual aircraft of all rele-

vant flight and aircraft parameters and a ground equipment performing two levels of analyis:
(a) trouble shooting for structure, engine and systems limits exceedances or malfunctions after each
flight during the normal turn around time giving a GO/NO GO indication for the next flight and (b)
a detailed calculation of fatigue loading experienced during each flight and the consequent residual
life evaluation for the critical items, thus allowing the detailed monitoring of the usage of each air
craft.

This system is based on the experience gained on the operations of the Italian combat aircraft
and represents a new approoch to the problem to guarantee the airframe and engine safety.

The effectiveness and the configuration of this Maintenance Recording system has been studied
with the Italian Airforce which is going to implement the system in their Tornado operational line.

I. NECESSITY OF A MONITORING SYSTEM

The extreme complexity of a modern multi role aircraft as the TORNADO, the great variety
of tasks, it has to performe with the consequent very high number of stores and store combinations
to te fnwn, the different in service usage of the aircraft,have led to consider highly desirable a
continous monitoring of the aircraft operations to check the structural integrity and the life con-
sumption.

The main advantages of such a monitoring, if performed accurately and extensively, can be
identified as:

- greater flight safety

- optimization of aircrafts' usage

- proper planning of aircrafts' inspections.

In fact, the consideration of the theoretical and then very severe fatigue spectra used to de-
sign the structure (including the engine structures), drastically controls the in service life of the

aircraft and requires, for each component of the fleet, a very heavy schedule of inspections rela-
ted to flown hours and not to really experienced damage; on the contrary, the knowledge of the
service usage of the aircraft, in peace time surely lighter, can lead to a relaxation of the inspec
tions schedule with the same safety degree and high effectiveness.

To meet the above target, two main requirements have been put for the study of a monitoring
system:

- fatigue life consumption calculation

- facility to check the possible exceedances of the most significant flight parameters (during

each flight) in order to give a GO/NO GO indication for the next one.



Airframe, engine and some among the most important aircraft systems, are subject tc the mo

nitor to guarantee a complete coverage of the whole aircraft.

2. MAINTENANCE RECORDER SYSTEM

To fulfill the requirements, different solutions have been considered and the final choice has

led to a system (see fig. 1) whose basic philosophy is to have an on board recording facility on
each individual aircraft of all relevant parameters and an on ground equipment performing two le-

vels of analysis:

- a quick look cbeck to detect the exceedances of design limits for airframe and engine, and
the possible malfunction in the aircraft systems, to be performed during the turn around time

- a detailed calculation of the fatigue loading experienced during the last flight or small number
of flights and the residual life evaluation to be performed, due to the complexity of the calcu
lating routines, on a remote computer facility located in the airbase.

In detail, and in particular for the airframe, the reasons for the choice and the identified mo
nitoring procedures are presented.

2.1 AIRFRAME

2.1.1 Method selection

To find the to.. suitable solution to satisfy the requirements from the airframe side,
the possible applicable methods have been compared:

- "g" counters installation

- strain gauges installation

- indirect method.

A brief analysis of each possible solution shows the reasons for the final choice:

a) the normal practice to check the structural life of the combat aircrafts, has been, un
til now, to rely on g-counters installed on each airplane; these g-counters, record just
the number of times when established levels of normal acceleration are exceeded and
are practically of no use for an aircraft as TORNADO with a variable wing sweep, lar
ge range of masses, extended flight envelope, big variety of external stores and aero-
dynamic configurations, wide range of different missions, because, the same level of
normal load factor causes very different loads on the same component being at the same
time function of mass, sweep, mach number, altitude, stores configuration, flap-slat p2
sitior etc.
As an indication, two self explaining examples can be taken:

- considering a steady manoeuvre giving 5g measured at the aircraft centre of gravity
for the same: mass, wing fuel status and altitude, the bending moment at a wing sta-
tion close to the pivot point (wing root) shows, depending on wing position and Mach
number, differences from a minimum of 11% up to a maximum of 33%, these data being
derived from in flight measurements.

- considering a steady manoeuvre giving the 70% of the design vertical bending moment
at the front fuselage transport joint, this value is related to load factors which dif-
fer for more than 30% just according to wing sweeps and Mach number changes.

The differences are very remarkable and due to the fact that the fatigue endurance
of a structure is extremely sensitive to the average loads level, it is therefore clear
that the g-counter indication cannot be related with acceptable accuracy to the loads ac
ting on the main structure.

b) the ideal case, would be to record directly the stresses experienced in all the major
components, through a direct reading of strain gauges; on this bases, in fact, a direct
calculation of damage and residual life is possible with high rel*ability. But, against
this solution a series of problems difficult to resolve in an operational environment rat
ses:

- great number of strain gauges requirement with consequent installation problems



- necessity to perform strain gauges calibration on each aircraft and a series of check
calibration during the operational life of the aircraft

- necessity to perform a pro-flight check to establish the datum line and to check the
correct working of each strain gauge

necessity of high accuracy in the strain gauges positioning: in fact their extreme sei

sitivity can cause, on different aircrafts, subtantially different answers under fl-e sa
me load and in the same nominal position

- the relative low life of the strain gauges, compared to the operatior.al life of the air

craft, implies a heavy maintenance activity

- a very high sampling rate is required for the strain gauges readings than effecting
the recording capabilities in term of nun ber of parameters.

The strain gauges use, is a typical experimental technique for prototype and de\vclop-

-nent flying but, for the above reasons they cannot be practically used in an operational

fleet.

c) the indirect method is based on the recording on each aircraft of the fleet of a certain
number of significant flight parameters and on the subsequent elaboration of the data ir
order to obtain the loads in the most significant parts of airframe main components then

allowing for the proper fatigue considerations.
Such a method can fully satisfy the requirements because:

- allows the quick look check based on the recorded parameters

- allows for the fatigue calculation with the necessary accuracv and reliability

- avoids the use of a model investigating statistically the occurrence and the distribution
of damage for the fleet during the operative life, being this method not sufficicntly

accurate and sometime very misleading in the results.

2.1.2 Parameters recordini

The parameters proved to be necessary for the required analysis on the airframe and

therefore recorded in flight, are subdivided into four grovps:

- Aircraft configuration parameters: all those allowing to identify the mass ane the cen-

tre of gravity position as fuel weight, stores type and location, wing sweep angle or
the aerodynamic configuration as wing sweep angle, high lift devices position, etc.

- Air data and aircraft attitude parameters: Mach number, altitude, speed, incidence,
sideslip, etc.

- Control surfaces deflections: spoilers, tailerons, rudder, airbrakes, etc.

- Aircraft response parameters as linear and angular accelerations and angular velocities.

A sampling rate of 8.$sec, as a minimum, is required for all the aircraft response pa
rameters, air data and aircraft attitude, primary control surfaces deflection; this because

such a sampling is suitable for the representation of the rigid body motion of the aircraft;
for other parameters IS/sec or 0.5S/sec is enough.

The data compression procedure is adopted to increase sensibly the recording time ca-

pability. Fig.2 shows in detail the parameters required for the structure monitoring.

2.1.3 First analysis

The purpose of the first analysis is to supply clear and complete informations about the
aircraft use during last flight, to enable a quick evaluation of the experienced loading levels

and their comparison with the allovable structural limitations, to detect the possible exceedan
ces of the above limitations and to finalize the decision to go for next flight with the required
safety.

The analysis is performed during the turn around time (average duration of 15 minutes),

near the aircraft, with a proper equipment identified as Mobile Quick Look Facility (it is hand
carried and reasonably light weight), able to read the cassette from the recording unit and to
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process the data according to the criteria established for check. It is intended to base the

GO/NO GO decision on the check of: vertical load factor, roll rate, Macb number, calibra-

ted airspeed, sinking speed.

A limited number of parameters (fig.3) is selected from the complete structural list to

identify the characteristics ruling the limitations, these being function of the wing sweep, the

high lift devices position, the mass of the aircraft, the fuel status in the wing, the external

stores configuration and, of course the Mach number and the speed. A credi~ility check is

performed on the selected parameters to detect the possible spikes and/or uncorrect values;
each parameter is compared with its possible range and max rate of change to escertain its

validity. Afterward, the procedure for the analysis is slightly different depending on the air-

craft configuration: clean or with external stores.

2.1.3.1 Clean aircraft

al) Vertical load factor
The vertical load factor is recorded in flight and is compared with the allowable only

when it is higher than a minimum imposed value, for speeding up the check.
To identify the allowable load factor it is necessary to know:

- wing sweep angle : directly recorded (four positions are considered:

fully open, two intermediate, fully swept)

- flap and slat position directly recorded (fovr positions are considered:
cruise, manoeuvre, intermediate, high lift)

- aircraft mass derived by calculation from recorded data (fuel con-
tent directly recorded and the mass of the empty air
craft, input data, are used)

- fuel status in the wing derived by calculation from recorded data (fuel con-
tent directly recorded and the fuel transfer sequen-

ce, input data, are used)

- roll rate : directly recorded.

Each combination of wing sweep angle, flap and slat position and fuel status in the

wing, identifies the allowable symmetric load factor as function of the aircraft mass;
the structural capabilities of main components are imposing this allowable which will
then protect the whole aircraft. Important role is played by the roll rate: in fact a
reduction of the allowable symmetric load factor is applied according to the value as
sumed by this parameter during the in flight manoeuvering; 90% or 80% of the maxi-
mum are related to intermediate or high values of roll rate. To cover the gap bet-

ween the different load factor functions when the wing sweep angle or the flap and
slat position are changing and when fuel is being transferred from wing to the fuse-
lage, the assumption to compare the measured load factors with the most critical ca
se between the startirg or the final position has been. made to consider the change

of loading conditions de to the varying aerodynamic and/or inertia characteristics.

bl) Roll rate

The maximum value of the roll rate is a design case for the wet wing ovtboard struc

ture, then the check is required for each asymmetric/rolling manoeuvre performed
with fuel in the wing. The roll rate is recorded in flight and is compared with the
allowable which, being function of the wing sweep only, can be identified with:

- wing sweep angle: directly recorded

the fully open and the first intermediate positions only can be critical and are then

checked.

c1) Mach number
The Mach number is recorded in flight and is compared with the allowable, function
of wing sweep and flap/slat position; the parameters required are both directly re-

corded:

- wing sweep angle

- flap and slat position
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Each relevant flight cC,,elope \ 0ach /aitilc in I e ei'ix ci ecked.

di) Calil,rated airspeed CAS
he ill portance of the Calibrated iirspood for tLe d,,si ni of tile ,tructure requires

a check for this parameter; it is dicpc'ellI eln te wil1 , -weep and flap/slat rosition,
then the comparing proceOurc i sin ilir to that at point CO).

cl) Sinkintg specd
The sinking spted i the Ioll cjiificint piidiltt'r to Laie tic indication of the loa
ding level orn the undercarriagc; for thi- rtci 'on it i derived Iv calculation using:

- x-crtical vclocity : directly rocri edo

- ground velocity deri\ ci 1w c.:]clation fron North and East vliocities
anci heading angle (Iir ectlv recordd)

- derotation rate : directIy recorded

- runway slope input data

- aircraft mass derived hr cc'iculatior (sec point al))

- undercarriage oll grol:nd : directl recorded

- thrust reverser onl : directhr recorded.

To have the final allowable, corrections are made prportional to the bank angle tc
consider the asx', iiitric landings. Verr impor-tant, for the nose un'ercarriage are

tie derotation speed and the thrust reverser effects. HIg.4 shows tile check proce-
dure for the clean aircraft.

2.1.3.2 Aircraft with stores

The presence of the external underving or und:erfusela,4ce stores implies some additional
limitations to those of the clean aircraft; they are peculiar of the store type and Status (e.g.
fuel tanks) and sometime of the store position. A verr big effort has been spent to be able to
record the initial stores coT figuration and to have, dur-ing the flight, the continous updating

of such cotfiguration.

a2) Vertical load factor
The same procedure as for clean circraft except that:

- the aircraft weight is derived ccrsider-ing the pylons an( stores weights in addii-
tion to the empty mass and the fuel content

* - the alloy able load factor is dependent on the single stores and their combination

-' and is suliject to changes during flight together witi the configluration evolution.The limitations are supetiin'posed to the clean airc:aft ones and tile mininmui bet-

ween the two is tie final allewable

- tie fuel content is now the sum of internal and externcl tanks; the fuel transfer

sequence ,gives the informations about the loci:tion

- when a store is released/jettisoned the flight load factor at the release/jettison ti
ine is ceecked with the relevant allowable.

1i2) Roll rate
Same proceidure as for clean aircraft.

c2) N'ach numler
Same procehire a, for clean aircraft ,ut usin. the Macl. limits relevant to the steres
configurali'n. A 1 ditionai cieck fcr Mach limits in relca selfettiso) cases, is prox-i-

i12) Calil rted lirp cd CAM

Stile proce:ur as fer cleI aircraft hut using, the CAS limits relevant to the stores
,to'i'Ztatiot,. Aiditioi.l chock for CAM limits in release/jettison coses, is provideil.

iA
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e2) Sinking speed
Same procedure as for clean aircraft with different procedure to define the aircraft
mass (see point a2)).

Fig.5 shows the check procedure for the aircraft with stores. When the analysis of the
flight is completed the results shown by the MQLF can be:

- GO indication

- NO GO indication

- WARNING indication

the GO indication is presented when no limit has been exceeded during the complete flight,
and the permission for the next one is automatically released.

The NO GO indication is presented when one or more limits have been exceeded during
the flight, at the same time or at different times; in this case the permission for the next
flight is subject to the analysis of the exceedence (all the relevant parameters necessary for
the analysis are shown bv the MQLF for the time of the exceedance) and, if necessary, dif-
ferent levels of check on the structure. The Warning indication is presented when:

- there is difference between operational and design limits and the measured parameter
belongs tc this gap

- the measured parameter belongs to a tolerance band on the design values applied to
cover the unaccuracy in the measurements of the parameter itself and of the parameters
used to establish the allowable.

In the case of the warning the release to next flight is subject to the judgement of the
technical authority of the airbase.

2.1.4 Detailed analysis

The purpose of the detailed analysis is to evaluate the damage experienced by the air-

frame during each flight and to establish the remaining life. The requirement is that the time
of the analysis must he one half of the flying time; the analysis is performed by a computer
facility named Automatic Ground Station whose main task is the fatigue consumption calculation;
additional utilities allow the AGS a series of data elaboratfon and presentation for additional

investigations and/or purposos.

The complete set of parameters recorded in flight, is used for the detailed analysis;
after the credibility check, the flight is fully analyzed selecting the time slices that can be

4significant for tfle fatigue calculation (mainly those with high rate of change of some reference
parameters). Ic loads are calculated in these time slices and then selected again to give the
significant points of each manoeuvre thus allowing the change of the loads time histories into
loads duty cycles to be added to the already cumulated ones.

The obtained spectra are directly compared with those tested in the fatigue test presen
tly performed on the complete aircraft or furtherly transformed into stress cycles, where the
test results are not available, and then compared with the design spectra. The damage calcu-
lation for each fatigue critical component and the residual life determination, is the final re-
sult of the analysis.

The monitored components (presently around 10 critical items are considered), are loca
ted on: wing, tailerons, fin and fuselage, thus covering the whole airframe. If the results of-
the above mentioned fatigue tests will show some unexpected critical item, it will be easily in
eluded in the monitored group replacing a less critical one.

The loads are derived from the flight loads measurements obtained from the Flight Loads
Survey program extensively performed on fully Instrumented TORNADO prototypes and covering
all the main structural components: data are available for wing, fin, taileron, front and rear
fuselage, external underwing and underfuselage stores, thus allowing the definition of the load
levels with the necessary accuracy. Due to the very high influence of the load levels accura
cy In the fatigue life determination, particular attention has been paid for this flight measured

data bank.

If the case of loss of recorded data will occur, the flight will be covered by data thee

retically derived with design spectra. With this analysis, the confirmation of the structural
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integrity is obtained and the fatigue endurance cf the airframe is defined, thus satisfying the

requirement of a long term safety and, at the same time, giving important infornations about
the usage of each aircraft to optimize its operational life. Fig.6 shows the check procedure
for the airframe.

2.2 ENGINE

The engine monitoring system is mainly aimed to evaluate the low cycle fatigue (L.C.F.)
life consumption of the group A parts, that is, components which have a finite life and whose
failure could result in a catastrofic damage to the aircraft. The basic parameters needed for
L.C.F. usage monitoring are grouped as follows:

- Aircraft parameters : pressure altitude, calibrated airspeed, total air
temperature directly recorded

- Engine (left and right) parameters : liP, IP, IP rotor speed, Turbine Blade tempe-
rature directly recorded

- Additional parameters : lIP, LP, IP Torques and Stator Outlet Tempera-
ture derived from the basic ones using perfornian
cc curves.

For the L.C. F. purposes, a sampling rate of t\%o per second is considered adeguatc.
After the credibility check, the flight recorded data, will be processed bv a computer pro-
gramme on the AGS which will perforre, for all critical areas of group A parts, the follo-
wing tasks:

a) calculation of stresses (centrifugal, thermal, torsional etc) an. temperature combina-
tion occured during the whole mission.

b) reductior of the flight profile by successivelv removing each complete minor cycle and
translation of sub-cycles into equivalent zero-max cycles.

c) relative damage factor evaluation bv using the material S-N curves.

In addition, the continous recording of engine parntmotcrs, will allow to performe on the
MQQI.F a check to provide GO/NO GO informations. The quick look analysis A-ill allo\k for:

a) check of engine starting

b) check of setting limit exccedences

c) time-temperature exceedences

d) vibrations, oil pressures warning.

The list of parameters required for L.C.F. and the quick look clock is shown it, fig.7.

2.3 AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

Selected parameters of aircraft systems are recorded in night, and, integ;'ated with tho-
so displayed on the Central Maintenance Panel (CMP) are interpreted on ground by the MQI:
for a rapid GO/NO GO indication. The recorded data -will be subsequently analhzed by the
AGS with the ain to generate an up dated situation of I.RUs and systems failures for each
aircraft to be used to plan repairs or replacementes and, when possible, to feed back to air
craft comporent manufacturers precise informations on product quality. The recorded parame-
ters are shown in fig.8. In addition 80 parameters (ON-OFF LIGHTS) are taken from CMIP.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed System will record during the flight some 75 parameters relevant to airfra
me, engine and systems monitoring. Considering the sampling rate required for each parameter
anl varring from 0.5 to SS/sec, a total number close to the Data Acquisition Unit capability
of 256 words/sec will be recorded; in addition, 80 parameters giving information from the
CMP will he added. The realization of the system is at its final stage, being now fitted on a
series aircraft to undertake the installation and EMC testing; the flight testing will follow in
84 and after the final clearances issue, it will start the in service activity beginning e5 or
the Italian TORNADO, representing a surely original and reliable contrihution to the control
of air-raft operational life for the flight safety aspects.
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ROTORCRAFT ICING TECHNOLOGY - AN UPDATE

by

LTC R. WARD, US ARMY
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Edwards AFB, California 93523 USA

and
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SUMMARY

C-'Flight testing of rotorcraft in natural icing conditions is essential to the US Army
. Airworthiness Qualification requirements and to the US Federal Aviation Administration

certification requirements as well as to support research and development efforts.
Complete qualification/certification under natural icing conditions only is very
expensive in terms of time due to the limited availability of the required test
conditions in the natural environment. Consequently, inflight icing facilities that
can duplicate the natural environment as well as extreme test conditions rarely found
in natural conditions but necessary to meet Airworthiness Qualification/Certification
requirements are essential to augment natural icing tests. It is essential that
such facilities accurately duplicate the natural environment so that test results can
be used for Airworthiness Qualification/ Certification with a high degree of confidence.

1. INTRODUCTION

The US Army has conducted artificial and natural icing tests on rotorcraft since
1973. Flight tests have included research and development efforts as well as airworth-
iness qualification testing of US Army aircraft for flight into icing conditions.
Artificial icing tests have been conducted using the Canadian National Research Council
(NRC) icing spray rig in Ottawa, Canada, and the US Army JCH-47C with an installed
Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS). The HISS has proven to be a very valuable test
facility, not just for the US Army but for other agencies such as the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
US Air Force (USAF), and United States aircraft manufacturers. A continuous development
effort has resulted in significant improvements in the HISS, and the US Army icing
flight test capability has expanded to improve qualification efforts. The improvements
have ultimately led to an artificial spray cloud which has characteristics approaching
those in the natural icing environment. Future efforts will ultimately result in a new
system which will significantly improve inflight artificial icing test capability.

Many of the US Army's efforts in rotorcraft icing technology coincide with Advisory
Group for Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD) efforts to influence technology.
Specifically, many of the AGARD recommended efforts contained in AGARD Advisory Report
No. 166, Rotorcraft Icing, Status and Prospects, August 1981, have been addressed by
the US Army and are reported on in this paper as an update of rotorcraft icing tech-
nology. While not all inclusive, the following selected programs provide an update of
some flight testing conducted to date relative to the "icing test facilities" and "ice
protection systems" discussions contained in AR 166:

a) Flight testing of pneumatic deice boots installed on a UH-1H helicopter in
artificial icing conditions behind the Canadian NRC Ottawa Spray Rig.

b) Artificial and natural icing tests of the unprotected CH-47C and UH-60A heli-
copter rotor systems.

c) Evaluation of ice shapes on a UH-IH rotor system and hover performance degra-
dation caused by rotor icing.

d) Current and Planned improvements to the US Army JCH-47C Helicopter Icing Spray
System (HISS).

The US Army currently qualifies aircraft for flight through the moderate icing
intensity, which is defined as 1 gm/m 3 liquid water content (LWC). Based on present
design criteria of protecting rotorcraft to 1 gm/m 3 there is less than a one percent
probability that more severe icing conditions will occur on a typical operational
mission in continuous maximum (strat form clouds) icing. The criteria is fully defined
in reference 1, and shown in figure 1. While the US Army qualifies to I gm/m 3 at the
current time, future plans are to increase the HISS capability to produce at least
2 gm/m 3 and, if possible, 3 gm/m 3 . This will allow a more thorough evaluation of
intermittent maximum icing conditions on the rotorcraft's capabilities as well as
provide an improved research and development capability.

. . . . . . . . .. .- | 1 | -! . . . ..



2. FLIGHT TESTING OF PNEUMATIC DEICE BOOTS

The NASA initiated a program in 1980 to evaluate the feasibility of pneumatic boot
deicing concepts for helicopter rotor systems. The B.F. Goodrich Company (BFG) proposed
a concept which used a polyurethane elastomeric material (trade name, Estane) for the
boot. Limited wind tunnel icing tests conducted by NASA's Lewis Research Center indi-
cated that it might be feasible to produce a pneumatically deiced rotor blade. NASA's
Ames Research Center requested the assistance of the US Army Aviation Research and
Development Command (AVRADCOM) in flight testing the concept. Subsequently, AVRADCOM
tasked the US Army Engineering Flight Activity (USAAEFA) to conduct feasibility testing
of the Pneumatic Boot Deicing System (PBDS) concept. Potential advantages of pneumati-
cally deiced rotor systems include a low power requirement, reduced system complexity,
reduced weight, and rapid deicing of the rotor blade.

BFG manufactured a set of pneumatic boots and installed them on a set of U.S
Army-owned UH-1H main rotor blades. Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT), under a NASA
contract, instrumented one blade, main rotor hub, mast, pitch change link, and the
three main rotor control actuator extension tubes for inflight measurement of structural
loads. BHT also designed and built an instrumentation and pneumatic slip ring assembly
to be installed at USAAEFA prior to testing.

The objective of this program was to determine an operational envelope and conduct
feasibility testing of the PBDS concept in both dry air and artificial icing conditions.
(Ref 2)

The test aircraft was a JUH-1H helicopter U.S. Army S/N 70-16318. It was modified
to incorporate a partial ice protection system, which included pneumatically deiced
main rotors, heated glass windshields and a Rosemount ice detector. The aircraft was
also instrumented to record structural load, performance, and handling qualities
parameters. A schematic of the pneumatic deice system and cross section of the deice
boot is presented in figures 2 and 3, respectively. Basically, bleed air from the
customer bleed air source on the engine is routed through a regulator valve then up
the main rotor mast to a pneumatic slip ring and then to the leading edge pneumatic
boots. The boots are deflated by forcing engine bleed air through an ejector pump to
apply continuous suction to the rotor blades except during the inflation cycle.

Flight testing to develop a flight envelope included ground runs, hover, climbs,
level flight, turns, descents, and autorotational flight. The boots were inflated,
deflated, and partially inflated as would be typical of the case if the air source for
the ejector pump was turned off, or the engine failed. All structural loads were well
within the prescribed limits for the limited envelope developed except for the main
rotor pitch link axial load which exceeded endurance limits during turns of 30 degrees
of bank with the boots inflated. The flight envelope for the pneumatic system was
opened up to 100 knots (185 km/hr) calibrated airspeed (KCAS) and a gross weight of
8600 pounds (3900 kg).

Investigation of handling qualities has shown that there has been no significant
difference between the standard UH-1H and the test JUH-1H with the pneumatic boot
deflated. Inflation of the pneumatic boot, however, resulted in a mild right yaw,
followed by a right roll and pitch down. All rates were easily compensated for by the
pilot.

Performance testing revealed substantial performance penalties associated with
the pneumatic boot both in the inflated and deflated mode. Nondimensional hover per-
formance at a five-foot (1.5 m) skid height is presented in figure 4. The data compares
a standard UH-1 to the test aircraft with the pneumatic system inflated, deflated
(normal), and with the system vented (partial inflation) such as would occur, if the
ejector pump air source was interrupted.

Level flight performance is shown in figure 5. At 90 knots (167 km/hr) true
airspeed (KTAS), the pneumatic boot system requires approximately 150 additional shaft
horsepower if the system is deflated and a 250 shp increase if the system is vented.

Icing tests were conducted in Ottawa, Canada at the NRC spray rig shown in figure 6.
The test conditions were 0.25 gm/m 3 at temperatures of -6 to -200 C; 0.4 gm/m 3 at -9 and
-11°C 0.5 gm/m 3 at -6, -11, and -15°C; and 0.75 gm/m 3 at -6, -10 and -11*C. Initial
evaluation of the pneumatic deice boots is encouraging. Except for small amounts of
residual ice, activation of the system cleaned the main rotor blades of accreted ice
as shown in the photos in figures 7 and 8. The pneumatic system shed ice successfully
with the rotors turning at a hover and also without the aid of centrifugal force and
vibration when the blades were stationary. The aircraft should be ready for forward
flight icing tests during the 1983/1984 icing season.

3. UNPROTECTED ROTOR SYSTEMS

The USAAEFA has conducted two flight test programs to evaluate the abilities of unpro-
tected rotor systems to operate in icing conditions. The CH-47 and UH-60 helicopters
were the test articles. In both programs, the aircraft were equipped with electro
thermal deice systems on the rotors, but the systems were not activated unless an
inflight situation arose which required deice of the rotor system. Both artificial
(to gain confidence in procedures and equipment) and natural icing tests were conducted.
Test conditions for the UH-60 test are presented in figure 9. The test conditions
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were documented by a U-21 fixed wing aircraft which recorded liquid water content,
outside air temperature, median volumetric diameter and relative humidity. The U-21
cloud measuring equipment is described in detail later.

Main rotor ice sheds occurred on the UH-60 in both artificial and natural icing
environments. The first ice shed during a flight typically occurred from 15 minutes
to an hour after entering the icing environment. Random and frequent sheds occurred
thereafter. The main rotor ice sheds resulted in light to moderate increases in air-
frame vibration which normally lasted less than a minute. This increased vibration
level was barely apparent to an experienced aircrew fully occupied by their tasks
and, on occasion, noticeable only if their attention was directed to it. One main
rotor ice shed occurred during artificial icing at 0.5 gm/m 3 LWC and -12.5'C, which
resulted in an airframe vibration immediately apparent to the aircrew but did not
significantly affect their work load over the length of time the vibration lasted
(approximately 10 minutes). The increase in airframe vibrations due to main rotor ice
shedding was not a problem.

Engine torque increased with ice accretion and decreased when ice was shed from
the rotor system. Accurate measurement of torque increase/decrease was not possible
while flying in the artificial icing environment due to constant collective control
changes required to fly formation and keep the main rotor positioned in the artificial
cloud; therefore, an estimate of the percentage of torque rise in the artificial icing
environment could not be made. A fixed collective setting was used while in the natural
icing environment permitting a more accurate correlation between torque increases/
decreases and rotor blade ice accretion/shedding. The largest torque rise was observed
in natural icing conditions at 0.5 gm/m 3 LWC and -4.0C; however, major engine damage
occurred during this flight due to ice ingestion from a rotor ice shed as discussed
later. Turbine gas temperature (TGT) remained within the normal continuous limits
during power increases at test gross weights and altitudes. However, at heavier gross
weights in similar icing conditions, the TGT might rise to the 30-minute limit range
or could reach the maximum TGT limit, resulting in loss of rotor speed.

The UH-60A unheated droop stops and flap restrainers were evaluated throughout
the icing tests for proper positioning during main rotor shutdown. Droop stops freezing
in the fly position allow excessive blade droop during engine shutdown. This occurred
on several natural icing flights where the droop stops were not heated. This reduced
airframe and blade clearance, and could cause the blades to strike the fuselage or
ground personnel especially while shutting down during gusty wind conditions.

The aircraft sustained damage during flights under both artificial and natural
icing conditions. During an artificial icing flight at 0.49 gm/m3 LWC and -6.0'C, a
tail rotor blade tip cap was damaged, requiring replacement. During another artificial
icing flight at 0.5 gm/m 3 LWC and -12.5C, the white strobe portion of the upper
anticollision light was broken by ice shed from the main rotor. The shattering glass
from the anticollision light was thrown into the tail rotor blades causing damage to
the leading edge of all four blades; and, the tail rotor gear box fiberglass cowling
was hit by ice shed from the main rotor causing a dent and split which required repair
of the cowling.

The final test flight was in natural icing conditions of 0.5 gm/m 3 LWC and -4.0C.
A 17 percent torque rise per engine occurred after the aircraft had been in the icing
environment 13 minutes. At 29 minutes, a main rotor ice shed occurred and torque
decreased to the preimmersion trim power required for cruise (collective fixed).
Within 5 minutes after this shed, the torque had increased 14 percent per engine with
random main rotor ice sheds occurring every 3 to 5 minutes, resulting in torque
decreases of 3 to 4 percent. No significant increase in vibration level was noted
during the ice sheds. After 43 minutes in the icing condition, torque was 18 percent
above trim preimmersion cruise power. At this time, ice was shed from the main rotor
and was ingested into the No. 2 engine, causing a rumble, similar to that of a compres-
sor stall, accompanied by a high pitched squeal and TGT increase of approximately
4 0 0C. The icing condition was exited immediately and the aircraft was landed at an
outlying airport. This flight produced the highest torque rise and most costly
aircraft damage of any icing condition tested. A borescope inspection revealed major
damage to the compressor section of the No. 2 engine requiring replacement.

The UH-60 apparently has some capability to operate in light icing conditions
without an ice protection system on the main rotor system. The rotor system accreted
ice and self shed. Power required for flight increased resulting in range degradation.
Vibration levels increased but were not excessive. The aircraft handling qualities
and vibration levels were acceptable throughout the limited artificial and natural
icing conditions tested. The UH-60A demonstrated safe operation in light icing condi-
tions up to and including 0.3 gmfm 3 LWC without operating the blade deice system.
However, without an ice protection system to control the time and size of ice sheds,
the amount of aircraft damage was increased. This translates into a higher operating
cost required to fly unprotected rotor systems in a light icing environment. (Ref 3)

4. ICE SHAPES AND PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION

The Applied Technology Laboratory (ATL), Research and Technology Laboratories,
US Army Aviation Research and Development Command (AVRADCOM), and NASA Lewis Research
Center (NASA) are jointly undertaking a program to predict the performance penalties
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associated with helicopter operations in icing conditions. The initial phases of the
ATL/NASA effort requires gathering hover performance data with both clean and iced
rotor blades, and documenting the topography of the ice accretion on the rotor blades.
AVRADCOM tasked the USAAEFA to conduct the hovering flight tests on a UH-1H at the NRC
Icing Spray Rig.

The objective of this test was to gather comparative hover performance and blade
surface topography data for the UH-1H helicopter with both clean and iced rotor blades.
Documentation of the ice accretion shapes is to be accomplished by NASA.

The test conditions were at temperatures ranging from-30 C to -21.5'C for a LWC of
0.4 gm/m 3 , -8.7 and -7.5 at 0.25 gm/m 3 , and -19°C for 0.7 gm/m 3 . The test technique
was to obtain hover data using free flight method prior to entering the cloud. The
free flight technique required variation of gross weight and rotor speed. Data was
obtained with the aircraft pointed into the wind, at a skid height of 50 ft (15.2 m).

The test aircraft was then hovered with the main rotor immersed in the cloud.
Initially, the advice of experienced spray rig operators was the primary method used
to determine the amount of ice accreted on the main rotor prior to spontaneous shedding.
As experience was gained test team members were able to identify the optimum immersion
time.

After the rotor was iced the aircraft exited the artificial cloud and free hover
performance data repeated. The aircraft was moved to the vicinity of the ice documen-
tation station which was within 300 ft (91.4 m) of the spray rig and shut down. The
rotor was stopped using a rotor brake applied so as to smoothly stop the rotor. Just
prior to the rotor stopping, the rotor brake was released so that backlash of the
rotor drive train would not cause ice to shed from the blades.

The Aeronautical and Astronautical Research Laboratory of the Ohio State University
(AARL-OSU) was responsible for all ice shape documentation. Main rotor ice accretion
was documented using the following techniques:

a) Molds of the entire rotor ice accretion.

b) Steroscopic photographs of the entire rotor ice accretion.

c) Tracings or photographs with the grid background of selected ice accretion
cuts. (Ref 4)

The documentation station consisted of a rented airline food service truck shown
in the photo in figure 10. The cargo area of the truck was modified with heaters,
lights, and electrical power outlets. The ability of the cargo section to be adjusted
in height allowed for one rotor blade to be almost completely inclosed in the cargo
section by backing the truck up to the side of the UH-1H. This procedure allowed
workers to get close to the iced rotor blade, moderated the working environment, and
protected personnel from flying ice if another )ray rig test was being conducted
while ice documentation was in progress.

The primary documentation technique was to mold the ice shape on the leading edge
of the rotor shown in the photo in figure 11. This allowed the most straight forward
method of reproducing the shapes for wind tunnel tests. The second most desirable
method was stero photography. Two cameras were used in conjunction with a grid super-
imposed on the ice contour. The final method was to cut the ice and then trace a
profile, obtain an impression, or photograph an inserted grid.

The flying and documentation phase of this program was conducted January 1983
through March 1983 and consisted of approximately 10 hours of artificial cloud time.
The wind tunnel testing, computer coding, and analysis is still in progress.

5. CURRENT STATUS OF THE HELICOPTER ICING SPRAY SYSTEM (HISS)

The US Army HISS is installed in a JCH-47C. It is designed to produce an artifi-
cial icing cloud for inflight evaluation of aircraft anti-ice and de-ice capabilities.
The HISS consists of an 1800 gallon (6.81 Kg) water tank, plumbing, pump, and spray
boom. A photo of the HISS is shown in figure 12. A schematic of the HISS is presented
in figure 13 (Ref 5). The water is pumped to manifolds on the boom, which distributes
water to nozzles where it is atomized by high pressure, bleed air. The JCH-47C is
equipped with a Rosemount sensitive outside air temperature system and a Cambridge dew
point hygrometer. A radar altimeter with rear facing antennas is used to position the
test aircraft at the proper standoff distance of 150 ft (45.7 m). The HISS has been
operational since 1974. It has continually been in a state of modification and
improvement. Starting in 1979 major modifications were initiated to improve the quality
of the artificial cloud, particularly with respect to the size of the water droplets.

For 1979/1980 icing season, the original All-American Engineering Company (AAE)
nozzles were replaced. The median volumetric diameter (MVD) of the droplets generated
by AAE nozzles ranged from 100 to 300 micron. The replacement nozzles were type 125-H
"Sonicore" designed by Sonic Development Corporation. These nozzles produced a cloud
with a MVD more nearly approximately the natural environment, Figure 14 (Ref 6) depicts
a comparison of MVD between the artificial and natural clouds. Cloud data was obtained



by mounting particle measuring spectrometers on a UH-1H and immersing them in the
artificial cloud. All measured cloud parameters were derived from drop number count,
diameter classification, and size of the air volume sampled. There were three probes
installed on the UH-IH; an axially scattering probe, a cloud particle spectrometer,
and a precipitation particle spectrometer. The data was analyzed by Meterorology
Research, Inc. and is presented in detail in reference 6.

Two HISS configurations were evaluated using Sonicore nozzles. Initially 160
nozzles were installed, filling all available center section locations and the inboard
three quarters of each outrigger. After three flights in this configuration, the
nozzles were removed from the outriggers, leaving 97 nozzles installed in the center
sections only. The outriggers were isolated from the boom air and water supply by
metal plates bolted between the boom flanges at the outrigger junctions. The boom
outriggers were left installed because of boom dynamics considerations. The remainder
of the flights used this arrangement. With 160 nozzles, the boom air pressure of
10 psig (0.703 kg/m

2
) was less than the minimum needed for satisfactory water atomiza-

tion. Reducing the number of nozzles to 97 increased air pressure to a nominal 20 psig
(1.406 kg/m 2 ) which was acceptable. The pressure difference is attributed to the
resulting change in total air orifice area.

Several other characteristics of the new system were observed during operation.
Flow blockage from residual water freezing in the nozzles was greatly reduced by routing

bleed air through both the air and water lines (purge) from takeoff until actual start
of water flow. This proved effective to temperatures as low as -20*C, provided all
residual water had first been eliminated from the boom.

For the 1981/1982 icing season, a solar T-62T-40C2 gas turbine auxiliary power

unit (APU) was added to increase air pressure available to the nozzles for improved
atomization. Previously the two main engines on the CH-47 were tapped at the engine
anti-ice port for compressor bleed air. For purposes of safety and noise reduction,
the unit was inclosed in a stainless steel box with fiberglass sound proofing. Bleed
air from the APU was ducted to a flow mixer which combined aircraft engine bleed air
with APU bleed air. The combined APU and engine bleed air enter the boom through
flexible tubing leading to the boom air intake pipes on either side of the cabin.
Electricajjy-operated valves actuated from a single control panel were installed in
the system to control both bleed air and water flow rates.

Two HISS nozzle configurations were evaluated after this installation. Initally
165 Sonicore nozzles were intalled to fill all usable locations. Because of air pres-
sure and water endurance considerations, the nozzles were removed from the outriggers
leaving 97 nozzles installed in the center nozzles only. The outriggers were isolated
from the boom air and water supply in the same manner as before. All artificial icing
tests were accomplished in this configuration. With 165 nozzles, the boom air pressure
was a nominal 20 psig (1.406 Kg/m

2
). This approximates the boom pressure reported

in previous years with only the center boom sections operational. Reducing the number
of nozzles to 97 increases boom air pressures to between 23 (1.62 Kg/m

2
) and 36 psig

(2.53 Kg/m
2
). This increased pressure permitted slightly better droplet atomization

and produced acceptable cloud characteristics at higher flow rates under high relative
humidity conditions.

A major problem encountered during these icing tests was the formation of ice
masses ("popsicles") on the boom. These ice masses would randomly fall from the boom
which posed a hazard to people and equipment on the ground. Leaking water may also
increase the MVD of the artificial cloud. Early nozzle configurations (prior to
1980) suffered from this problem, but it had nearly been eliminated during the past
two icing seasons. Leakage now occurred where the plastic hoses attach to the brass
fittings on the nozzles and the water manifolds. The leaks were probably caused by
increased bleed air pressure and temperature from the new APU during the purge cycle.
No suitable solution to this problem was found during the icing season and the spray
cloud was degraded because of it.

Another recurring problem with the HISS was a difference in spray output between
the upper and lower boom sections. Downward flow routing of water from common sources
and a difference in static head pressure due to 5 foot (1. m) vertical separation
resulted in a visible more dense spray emanating from the lower boom. This condition
was aggravated by installation of the bleed air APU. Increased bleed air pressure and
temperature caused breakdown of hoses and seals within the boom which allowed air to
leak into the water system. At low and moderate flow rates, the spray from the upper
boom would be intermittent.

Documentation of the cloud properties for 1981/1982 was conducted by a forward
scattering spectrometric probe (FSSP) and a optical array probe (OAP) mounted on a
U-21 fixed wing aircraft. The probes were immersed in the artificial cloud of 150 ft
(45.7 m) behind the spray boom. Vertical sweep measurements indicated higher values
of median volumetric diameter (MVD) in the bottom 1/4 of the cloud. This increase was
caused by an absence of small drops and not an increase in the number of large drops.
The reasons for this shift are probably related to gravitational sorting bouyancy
effects and differences in spray flow rate and atomization between the upper and lower
booms.

Figure 15 (Ref 7) shows spray cloud MVD as a function of water flow rate. The
MVD data at the lower flow rates fall between 25 and 40 microns. MVD increased as
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water flow rate increased. With the increased air supply available, MVD was not
expected to increase with flow rate. This MVD increase could be caused by the numerous
air and water leaks experienced since the installation of the APU.

Liquid water content (LWC) was obtained from the FSSP and OAP systems. It was
backed up by calculated LWC based on the true airspeed, cloud size, and water flow
rate. The spray cloud is not homogeneous. The thickest portion of the cloud is just
below cloud centerline as shown in figure 16 (Ref 7). The LWC of the cloud is measured
in the thickest region. Measured values of LWC as a function of water flow rate are
shown in figure 17 (Ref 7). These values are averages of 10 second sample times taken
over a one to two-minute immersion. Scatter in the data may be explained by I gal/min
resolution of the flow meter and measurement techniques (i.e., ability of the pilot to
maintain precise position). Test day relative humidity effects the LWC and MVD. In
particular, low relative humidity decreases the LWC for a given flow rate and increases
MVD by evaporating the smaller droplets.

For the 1982/1983 icing season several reliability and maintainability improve-
ments as well as corrections to the above mentioned problems were accomplished. Thewater jettison system was redesigned, insulation was added to improve crew comfort,

the water and air lines were rerouted to reduce freeze up, and a more reliable water
flow measurement system was incorporated. A new manifold system was designed for
water distribution in an attempt to reduce leaks and "popsicle" growth. The new mani-
fold consists of stainless steel tubing with solid fittings between the nozzles and
the boom as shown in figure 18 (Ref 8). This should cure the external water leak
problem of the spray boom. To equalize the flow in the top and bottom spray booms a
flow divider was installed. Water to the lower boom was routed down the left boom
support and water to the upper boom was routed down the right boom support.

The current US Army artificial icing capabilities using the HISS are:

a) test airspeeds 80 to 120 KTAS (148 to 222 km/hr)

b) liquid water content 0.25 to 1.0 gm/m
3

c) temperatures zero to -20°C

d) MVD 25 to 65 microns

e) Cloud size 8 by 36 ft (2.4 by 11 m)

The current system capabilities are limited by a variety of factors. Maximum
test airspeed is limited by engine power available. The minimum airspeed is limited
by rotor downwash impingement on the artificial cloud. Flow rates of less than
0.25 gm/m 3 do not fully charge the spray boom with water, and flow from individual
nozzles varies. The nozzles are also more likely to freeze at low flow rates. The
1 gm/m 3 limit comes from the fact the Army has no requirements for higher flow rates
because the Army only qualifies aircraft to fly into forecast conditions of moderate
intensity or less. Additionally, MVD increases significantly at higher LWCs degrading
cloud quality. Low humidity conditions cause small drops to evaporate rapidly increas-
ing the MVD of the cloud droplets reaching the test aircraft. At temperatures below
-20°C the water system becomes more susceptible to freezing, and crew comfort in the
open aft area of the JCH-47C becomes a problem. The current cloud size is approximately
8 by 36 ft (2.4 by 11 m). This normally dictates that only a portion of the test
aircraft can be immersed in the cloud at any one time such as rotor system, engine

* inlets, or fuselage. Gravitational sorting and other factors produce a nonuniform:4 cloud profile. Endurance of the HISS is dependent on both fuel and water expenditures
and becomes a factor if long immersion times at high LWC are required. There is approx-
imately 54 minutes of cloud time available at flow rate for one gram per cubic meter
The HISS limitation and problem areas have been adequately documented and where

J possible, corrected. However, many areas still remain which can only be corrected by
a complete HISS redesign through future improvements which are now being addressed.

1 6. FUTURE HELICOPTER ICING SPRAY SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

Since 1978, the US Army and the FAA have cooperated to improve the capability of
the HISS by executing Interagency Agreements. Through these cooperate efforts signifi-
cant improvements have been incorporated on the HISS as previously discussed. While
the common goal of an improved HISS exists, the current FAA certification requirements
and the US Army Airworthiness Qualification requiremennts for flight into icing condi-
tions differ mainly in the severity of LWC (currently the FAA is 3 gm/m 3 which may be
revised downward for altitudes below 10,000 ft and the US Army is I gm/m 3 ) for the
helicopter. Other parameters, which will be identified later, are in general agreement.
The US Army does recognize a need to flight test engine/engine inlets and cowls to
3 gm/m 3 LWC, consequently the requirement to have a HISS capability to produce 3 gm/m3
is necessary in this case. Additionally, it would allow testing to greater LWC levels
should the need arise for additional research and development work and for qualification
requirements greater than I gm/m 3 . Based on known requirements, the US Army negotiated
a contract with the Boeing Vertol company in 1982 to conduct a design analysis to
determine the design approach for an improved HISS in order to achieve the following
spray cloud design goals:
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a) Liquid Water Content (LWC) 0 to 3 gm/m 3

b) Droplet Size (medium volumetric) 20 to 50 microns
c) Test Temperature Range 0C to -30'C
d) Altitude Range (Density Altitude) 0-12,000 ft (3,658 m)
e) Airspeed Range 60 (97 Km/hr) to 150 KTAS

(241 Km/hr TAS)
f) Cloud Depth 25 ft (8 m)

g) Cloud Width 75 ft (23 m)
h) Cloud Spray Endurance at 1.0 gm/m

3  
1 hour (at 150 KTAS)

i) Aircraft Endurance for conditions above 2 hours

A review of the initial design analysis included air vehicle candidate assessments
for the HISS. The candidate assessments are shown in figure 19. Based on availability,
capability (including potential growth) and logistical support, the CH-47D was selected
as the candidate air vehicle for the new improved HISS. Other candidates were elimi-
nated because of inadequate useful load, airspeed limitation and/or availability/cost/
support considerations. In addition to selecting the CH-47D as the air vehicle for
carrying the HISS, the type of HISS was defined as a palletized system (a conceptual
design is shown in figure 20). The HISS could be installed in the cabin area with the
boom assembly actuated through the rear cabin window, for easy removal and reinstalla-
tion in another CH-47C/D (a conceptal design is shown in Fig. 21). The current JCH-47D
HISS configuration is one of a kind with extensive structural modifications and aircraft
hydraulic, pneumatic, and electrical interfacing. When the current JCH-47C is down
for any reason so is the HISS and the narrow window for icing qualification test
programs in the winter is jeopardized. A palletized HISS which can be removed and
installed in another CH-47D and ready for operation within two days eliminates the
potential for a lost icing qualification winter season. Unfortunately, achieving
all of of the design goals may not be technically feasible with the CH-47D, and
prioritizing design goals may be required.

Two major problems exist on the current JCH-47C HISS combination which require
resolution before proceeding to a final design. One is the nozzle design (the water
droplet MVD is dependent on water/flow rate) and the second is the distortion of the
cloud spray pattern due to vortex wake rollup as shown in figure 22. The current
nozzle design is not capable of varying water droplet size independent of LWC. A new
nozzle development effort may have to be undertaken if a nozzle with this capability
cannot be found. The vortex wake rollup problem will be investigated during flight
tests by trailing smoke from the current HISS boom at different heights in an effort
to determine where the vortex wake will not impinge the spray cloud. The vortex wake
rollup phenomenon effectively limits the spray cloud's usefulness to approximately
50 ft (15 m). Flight test data is being evaluated to determine the distance the HISS
boom must be extended from the JCH-47C to eliminate interference of the vortex wake
with the spray cloud.

During the 1980/1981 icing season artificial and natural icing tests were conducted
on the US Army's UH-60A helicopter (reference 9). Several shortcomings under icing
conditions were revealed and subsequently corrected. One shortcoming of significant
concern with respect to the adequacy of the HISS to duplicate the natural environment
was the large increase in power required with ice accumulation on the main rotor system.
Figure 23 shows a time history of the UH-60A increase in power required during a deice
cycle. An increase of approximately 30% in shaft horsepower required between main
rotor deice cycles for relatively benign natural icing conditions of approximately
0.2 to 0.4 gm/r

3 
and -11°C is depicted. These power variations in level flight

represent an adverse impact on range of 10% or greater. This type of increased power
requirement on the UH-60A is rather significant and was not exhibited behind the HISS
under artificial icing conditions. Artificial icing tests behind the HISS indicated
that for similiar conditions power required increases only half as much. Additionally,

• when flying the UH-1H under natural icing and artificial conditions such discrepancies
in the power required for similiar conditions were not evidenced.

It is suspected that the difference in the HISS water droplet MVD in conjuction
with the type rotor blade airfoil section being tested results in ice accretion shapes
significantly different between those shapes found in the natural and those seen in
artificial environments. The difference in ice shapes was observed by flight test per-
sonnel during icing tests. In the artificial icing environment, flight crews normally
observed a streamlined conformal ice coating on aircraft airfoil shapes under all LWC
and temperature conditions. While in the natural environment the ice form shape was
normally nonconforml and exhibited typical horn type protuberences as shown in
figure 24. The rotor blade section of the UH-60A is an SC 1095 while the UH-1H is a
N'ACA 0012. The SC 1095 represents an aerodynamically more efficient blade than the
NACA 0012 and may therefore be more adversely effected by icing conditions. If this
is the case then the validity of artificial icing tests under some conditions behind
the HISS may be reduced. The identification of such limitations relative to certifi-
cation icing tests is essential to the qualification process.

AVRADCOM is currently conducting flight research to identify and document the
differences in the ice accretion shapes in the HISS artificial environment and the
natural environment. A three phase program will be conducted to accomplish the
following:



a) Phase I. Verification and comparison of the cloud parameter measurements
between the LSAAEFA L-21A installed system and the US National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) similiarly equipped Beech King Air.

b) Phase 2. U-21A natural icing tests in which the airplane is equipped with the
cloud parameter data measurement system and installed airfoil sections.

c) Phase 3. U-21A artificial icing tests in which the airplane is equipped with
the cloud parameter data measurement system and installed airfoil sections.

Phase I will be conducted with the U-21A and Beech King Air being flown in forma-
tion or close proximity under natural icing conditions to verify that the cloud para-
meter measurements obtained in terms of LWC, water droplet MVD, and distribution
characteristics are comparable. This comparison would insure that the values derived
could be used in the same data base. Data compared will be obtained from the Forward
Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP), an Optical Array Cloud Droplet Spectrometer
Probe (OAP), Rosemount OAT sensor, Cambridge hygrometer, Leigh MK-10 ice detector and
the Small Intelligence Icing Data Systems (SIIDS). Photos of the equipment are
presented in figures 25 and 26.

Phases 2 and 3 will consist initially of identifying, designing and fabricating
full scale and partial scale models of the UIH-60A SC 1095 and UH-IH NACA 0012 blade
section (the span is yet to be determined). These sections will be mounted externally
on the U-21A in the free airstream and be adjustable for angle of attack. Heat will
be applied to remove ice periodically so that different test conditions can be evaluated
expeditiously. Photographic documentation of the ice shape during buildup will be
taken continuously. Figure 27 shows a conceptual design of the airfoil sections mounted
on the U-21A. The U-21A will be flown behind the HISS in artificial icing conditions
and then in natural icing conditions for an extensive matrix of liquid water content
and temperatures. Attempts will be made to correlate the ice shape obtained behind
the HISS on an airfoil section and in natural ice by scaling using the similitude laws
presented in reference 10. Some difficulty in perfect duplication of the ice shapes
is expected since the scaling will be based on several variables which must be obtained
simultaneously in the natural as well as artificial envrionment. The variables will
include LWC, water droplet size, ambient temperature, time in the icing enviroinent
and velocity.
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Fig. 6. UH-I in Artificial Icing Cloud Fig. 7. Ice on Unprotected Portion of Rotor Blade and
Ice Removed by Pneumatic Boot Protected
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Fig. 12. Helicopter Icing Spray System and Test Aircraft
in Artificial Ice Cloud
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Fig. 18. HISS Boom Woter Manifolds

IISEFUL AIRSPEED AITITUIE CABIN
AIRCRAFT LOAD - LBS RANCE - KTAS CAPABILITY L' F T SIZE - FT

CANDIDATE (Kg) (Km/Hr) (m) (m) COMM.NTS

CtI-4TC 24,162 0 - 10 15,OoO 3(I x 7.5 x 6.9 Current HISS
(FRB) (10,945) (0 - 278) (4,S72) (9.1 x 2.3 x 2.11)

CII-47D 26,873 0 - 10 I .S010 31) x 7.5 x b.9 Oualifted to
(12,173) (0 - 278) (4,572) (9.1 x 2.3 x ?.0) 50,000 lbs (22,650 kg)

CI-47D 30,873 0 - 140 12,(0 301 x 7.5 x 6.5 Assumes qualification
(13.275) (0 - 259) (3,6S8) (9.1 x 2.3 x 2.0) to 94,1(00 lbs (24,462 kg)

CL215 15,562 66 - 164 16,200 31 x 7.8 x 6.3 Pistoni Powered
(7,050) (122 - 3o4) (4,938) (9.4 X 2.4 x 1.9)

C-130 81.382 100 - 325 33,000 40 x 10 x 9 Air Force PAWSS
(36,866) (189 - 602) (10,098) (12.2 x 3 x 2.7)

KC-135 197,866 126 - 600 42,000 112 x i2 x 7.5 Speed Itmited
(89,633) (233 - ]111) (12,R I) (34 x 3.7 x 2.3)

CI1-53D 18,515 0 - 170 21,000 30 x 7.9 x 6.5 Availability limited
(8,387) (0 - 31I) (6,401) (9.1 x 2.3 x 2.0)

CII-53E 35.750 0 - 170 18,500 30 x 7.5 x 6.5 Availability limited
(16,195) (0 - 31S) (.639) (9.1 x 2.3 x 2.0)

Fig. 19. Candidate Aircraft Chart for HISS Air Vehicle
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AIRURAF [ OPERATIONS FROMt AI RFIE iLDS WITIH SPECIAL UNCONVEN IJONAL
('IIARACTLRISTICS

par

(EkRotert
Service I'ssais

Section Avions
Centre d'Iissais en Vol

13800 Isl res-Air
1) INTRODUCTION France

Devant le d~veloppernent do transport type "commuter" et is mise en service A la fin
des ann~es 60 dWavions de masse inf~rieure & 5700kg as d'one capacit&- allant jusqo'A
20 passagers lee autorit~s de diff~rents pays ont estim4 devoir modifier lee r4glements
de navigabilitA et lee r~glements opbrationnels poor assurer A ce type de transport un
niveso de s~curitA comparable A celui du transport s~rien classique (SFAR 23 et appendix
A de ia FAR 135 aux Etate-Unis, Arr~t4 du 25 Novembre 1974 en FRANCE par exemple).
Lessentiel de ces noovelles dispositions concerne l'exploitation des avions multimoteurs
de masse inf~rieure A 5700kg ambnag~s pour le transport de 10 passagers et plus pour
lesquels il faut couvrir la panne de noteur au d~collage. Ceci implique

*De tenir compte de la distance d'acc~l~ration-arr~t
*De limiter eventoellement Is masse maximale so d~collage afin d'assurer one trajectoire
ao 2e segment de pente minimale 2 p.cent avec on moteur hors de fonctionnenent.

Deux types d'exploitations envisages en FRANCE cur des pistes courtes d~pourvuee de prolon-
gement d'arr~t 4taient incompatibles avec la premi~tre exigence:

*L'exploitation cur certains terrains Outre mer situ~s en g6n~ral cur des flote
*L'exploitation cur altiports dbneigbs (cf figure 1) ou l'acc&1&ration srr~t est
impossible d~s qua l'avion se trouve engag4 dane la pente, qui peut atteindre -
20p.cent comma A COURCHEVEL.

Pour ces exploitations l'implantation de pietes sufisamment longues pour satisfaire les
exigences de l'srr~t& du 25 Novembre 1974 W~est pas possible, soit A cause do manque
d'espace sort parce quail eat pr~fkrabla de privil~gier d'autres facteors favorables
A las ecorit4 comme l'axe le piete par rapport sux vents dominants ou par rspport aux
obstacles. Ces pistes sont par contra poorvues d'excellents prolongements d~gag~s. Pour
continuer A exploiter cur ces terrains des d~rogstions &taient n~cessaires. Ellee devaient
&tre juetifi~es par des conditions techniques d'exploitation garantiseant on niveso de
s~corit4 satiefaisant. Pour qua ce niveao de s~coritA reste 6quivalent A caloi vis4 par
l'arrat4 do 25 Novembre 1974 il restait n~cessaire d'Atablir de noovelles r~glee coovrsnt
Is panne d'un moteur so dkcollage. Il fallait en outre d~finir de nouvelles proc~duree
et seeosrer que lee exploitants svaiant lee structures adegostes pour lee appliquer. Ce
travail, coordonA par ls UGAC (Direction G~n~rale de l'Aviation Civile), a 6t6 6ffectuk
en coop~ration avec le CEV (Centre d'essais en vol) I'OCV (Organisme do Contrale en vol
de la DOAC) et la compagnie AIR ALPES. La pr~sente communication rend cornpta des 4tapas
techniques qoi ont 6t6 n~cessaires pour 6laborer ces nouvallas r~gles.

2) HISTORIQUE

- 11 Aott 1962 :Arr -t& d~finiseant lea conditions techniques d'emploi des avione de
Li transport public.

- 25 Novembre 1974 :Ar&t6 d~finiseAnt lee nouvalles conditions techniques relatives sux
performances axig~as pour 1 exploitation des avions de transport public.

- 17 D~cambra 1975 :Autoristion d'exploitation par AIR ALPES des altiports de
COURCHEVEL, MEGEVE.

- 16 so 26 Octobre 1978 :Eseaie en vol cur pistee plates ou l6g~rement en pente
(MENDE = 4%) avec on DH-C6-300 :29h~ de vol.

- 17 au 27 Spetembre 1979 :Essaie en vol sot altiporte avec on DHC6-300 :19h de Vol
70 d~collages.

Nota :7 pilotee (3CEV. 200AC, 2 AIR ALPES) ont particip6 sux essais en vol ci-dessus.
- 78/79 Mice so point doun mod~le de calcul des performances de roolenient do DHC6-300

cur on calcolateor IRIS 80 de la DGAC.
- Juillet 1980 - Rapport d'aesie en vol.
- 18 Ao~it 1982 - Autoristion d'exploitation do DHC6-300 cur pietee courtee par AIR

CALEDONIE.
- 17 Novembre 1982 - Autorisation d'exploitation do DHC6-300 Sur pistee courtes par AIR

GUAD ELOU PE.
- 18 D~cembre 1982 - Autorisation d'exploitation du DHC6-300 Sur altiports,

conform~ment aux recommandations ci-deseous, par TAT.

3 ) PROBLEME POSE PAR LES EXIGENCES AU DECOLLAGE (cf Figure 2)

Poor on avion de masse 5700Kg am~nag6 pour transporter 10 passagers ou plus la
longueur de piete n~cessaire doit dtre telle qua
L roulement (AEO) jusqu'A Lift off ( L runway
L S0ft (AEO) 4 L runway + cleat-way
LASD (Acceleration stop distance) 4C L runway + stopway avec VI/VLOF)* 1,1 VMCA 00
l,IVS (le plus grand) et V2 :; I,IVMCA 00 l,2VS (IS plus grand)

Exemple poor on DHC6-300 : m* 5670kg ISA + 25* Z = 0 Sans vent et our piste plate.
111T6U(AEO) 350m VI - VLOF -74,SKt
L5Oft (AEO) =548m V2 - 91 Kt
LASD =786m



Dans ces conditions la pente au deuxi4me segment avec un rroteur en panne (QEI) =2,8%
(Cette valeur montrant au passage que le DHC6-300 nest pratiquement jarmais limitA6
poids-pente).
Il eat clair que aur un terrain sans stopway Ia condition qui dimensionne la longueur
de piste n~cessaire au d~collage eat LASD.
on peut faire au passage trois remarques:
-1- La r~glementation nimpose pas de condition piste associ~e au d~collage avec un
rnoteur en panne. Ceci se justifie pas le choix d'une Vl 6lev~e. Dans notre exemple la
distance jusqu'au LOP avec panne rioteur A VEF = 72,5kt (soit 1" avant vi) serait de 510m
soit nettement inf~rieure A la longueur exig~e par la condition Acc~l~ration-Arr~t 7866m.
-2- Pour l'6quipage la procbdure eat simpl.e car bas~e sur la connaissance de deux
Viteases VI et V2 ce qui revient A faire la rotation i Vl.
-3- Pour le postulant lea essais en vol de certification sont simplifi~s par rapport aux
avions certifi6s FAR 25.

*Lea mesures des distances de d~collage OEI ne sont pas exig~ea
*II n'y a pas de conditions associ~es au choix de YR (cas abusifa, essais de VMU)
*La meaure de YMCG (minimum control speed ground) neat pas exig4e.

1'exemple pr6c6dent montre clairement que pour d~coller sur une piste plus courte, tout
en asaurant l'acc~l~ration arrC-t en cas de panne rroteur avant VI, il faut choisir une
vitesse de d~cision plus faible, introduire la notion de YR vitease de rotation au
drcolla-ge qui sera superieure a Vl et balancer la piste entre la distance de d~collage
et la distance d'acc~l~ration arrat, ce qui n'6tait pas le cas pr~c~demment. La distance
de d~collage A consid6rer doit 6tre celle avec un moteur en panne.

4 ) PROCEDURE PROPOSEE SUR PISTE PLATE (cf figure 3)

Des discussions pr~alables entre la DGAC (SFACT et OCV) et le CEV, il eat reasorti
gue la proc~dure de d~collage devait 6tre baa~e aur lea hypothL~ses suivantes:
(1) iNe consid~rer comme devant 6tre 6gale & la longueur de piste que la phase roulement
au aol du d~collage. La partie en vol, allant de l'endroit o6i l'avion guitte le aol
(Point de WOF = lift off) jusqu'au franchiasement des 5Oft r~glementaires, 6tant alors
couverte par le prolongement d~gag6 d'obatacle que constitue par hypoth~se le terrain
concern6 par Ia d~rogation.

(2) D~finir une vitesse de panne moteur (VEF = engine failure) inf~rieure & YR telle quo
la longueur de piate permette
-soit d'acc~l~rer tous moteura en fonctionnement jusqu'A VEF, puia avec un moteur en

panne de VEF A VLOF (Vitesse de d~collage).
- Soit dacc~l~rer, tous rioteurs en fonctionnement jusqu'A YEF puis d'arr~ter l'avion
d~s reconnaissance de Is panne (avec unnt 1 " entre EF et l'action sur lea freins).

(3) Pour pouvoir pourauivre la course au d~collage en s~curit6, ii eat n~cessaire de
pouvoir garder le contrble au aol avec uri moteur en panne A VEF. La d~termination de la
vitease minimale de contr8le au sol,YMCG, West pas exig~e bora des certifications
actuelles SFAR 23, maia l'est par contre en FAR 25 c'eat & dire pour lea avions de plus
de 5 700kg et eat d~montr~e en utilisant lea seules gouvernes a~rodynarniques. La d~mons-
tration peut donc 4tre of fectu~e par un aeul pilote. Il eat donc propos6 de prendre lea
mimes d~monstrations et exigences, c'est A dire VEF #>VMCG (gouvernes a~rodynamiques) .

(4) Garder, en lea justifiant par lea essais lea viteases de d~collage pr~vues dana
I'arrC-t6 soit:

VLOF 1,1 YMCA ou 1,1 Vs.
V2 -7 1, 1 YMCA ou 1, 2 Vs.

(5) Garder lea limitations poids-pente actuelles (0% au premier segment, 2% au deuxi~me
segment).

Lea questions poa~ea par la proposition pr~c~dente sont
- D~terrnination de VMCG
- D~termination des performances de roulement avec un moteur en panne
- Justification du choix de VR/YLOF
- Marges A prondro au roulement pour tenir compte de la dispersion op~rationnelle.
- D~finition du clearway pour couvrir la distance de d~collage un moteur en panne

jusquA& S0ft.

5 ) CAS PARTICULIER DES A-LTIPORTS (cf figure 4)

5.1 -La d~cision
Sur altiporta 1lextr4me rapidit6 du d~roulement des s~quences de d~collage et la

faible probabilit4 de pouvoir arrater l'avion une fois qu'il eat engag6 dana la pente
rendent inadapt~e la notion classique de Yl. A COURCHEVEL par exemple l'avion eat d~jA S
35Kt dana la pente A -20%. Laisser, A cet instant, le choix au pilote entre 1a continuation
du d~collage ou son interruption risque de conduire i un freinage tardif et donc S une

* sortie de piste. Pour 6viter toute confusion 1l6quipage doit atre programm6 pour le
d~coilage d~s le passage de la cassure de pente - et A la notion de vitesse de d~cision
il faut substituer la notion de pointde d6ciion. (Des easais en Vol 6ffectu~s avec un
Breguet 941 augg~raient mtine de prendreVI - 0cf r~ffirence 1). Sur Is pluopart des
bimoteura actuels ii eat illusoire d'esp~rer une VMCG, d~rixntr~e avec lea seules gouvernes
a~rodynamiquea, infhrieure A 5OKt. Une poasibilit6 d'4viter la porte de contrale entre
le point de d~cision ( 3O0t A COURCHEVEL) et la VMCG eat d'autoriaer, r~glementairenent,
l'utilisation de la dirigeabilit6 pour garder le contr8ie de I'sxion au Sol.

5.2 - Distance de d~collage et Pente de mont~e apr~s d~collago (1cr et 2erre segment)
Les altiporta sont en gfin~ral assez hauts, 6800ft pour COURCHEVEL, et situfis au desaus
do vall6es d6gag6es et on cas de panne moteur 1e terrain de d~gagement eat aitu6 dana Is
plaine. Ces factoura rendent inadbquata lea crit~res habituela utilis~a our piate plate
:La distance de dicollage A 50ft n's pas do Sons operationnel. Lea exigonce8 do

inont~e au 2eme segment (2%) svec un moteur on panne peuvent Atre inutilement pinaliantea.



5.3 - Cong~res de neige
En hiver les altiports sont d~neig~s mais il peut substituer en bout de piste des

cong~res pouvant atteindre lm.
5.4 - D~rogation Sur altiports (cf. figure 5)
Des conisldA rations pr~c~dentes, ii ressort que la proc~d-re de d~collage doit i&tre

bashe sur les hypoth~ses suivantes:
(1) D~finir un point de d~cision situ4 A la cassure de pente et tel que la longueur de
piste permette d'acc~l~rer tous moteurs en fonctionnement jusquA& VEF puis avec un
mota-ur en panne de VEF A VLOF et de passer le seuji de piste avec une marge suffisante
(>1l m si neige)

(2) Poursuivre le d~scollage en s~curit6 en d~montrant que l'avion eat controlable i
partir de VEF en utilisant les gouvernes a6rodynamiques et/ou la dirigeabilit6

VEF ,'I VMCG (DIRIGEABILITE)
(3) Garder lea vitesses de d~collage pr~vues par Varr~et6 soit

VLOF 1,1 VMCA ou l,IVS
V2 .1.1 VMCA ou 1,2VS

(4) Ne pas r~glementer A priori les trajectoires de l16collage et les pentes Cie rnont6e
aprZ-s le passage du seuil avant d'avoir analys& lea r~sultats d'essais.

Les questions pos~es 6tant
*D~terruination de VMCG avec dirigeabilit6
*D~termination des performances de roulement avec un moteur en panne
*Justification de VR/VLOF
*Marges A prendre au roulement pour passer le seuil de piste A une hauteur suffisante
*Propositions de crit~res au d~collage apr !s le seuil de piste

6) APPLICATION DE LA DEROGATION AU DHC6-300

Afin de v~rifier les proc~dures sp~ciales propos~es, en connait?, les limites et
r~pondre aux questions nouvelies pos~es, des essais en vol avec un avion repr~sentatif
instrument6 6taient n~cessaires. 11 a 6t6 admis avec la OGAC de limiter dans un premier
temps cette proc !dure au DHC6-300 pour plusieurs raisons

- Cet appareil eat Vavion le plus r~pandu pour l'exploitation outremer du fait de ses
caract~ristiques rustiques et de ses bonnes performances qui ont fait qu'il 6tait adapt6
aux conditions locales d'utilisation d'une infrastructure r~duite lorsque la
r~glementation en vigueur 6tait celle de Varr !t6 du 2 Ao~t 1962.

- Le DHC6-300 est un avion th~oriquement bien conno do fait des 6tudes nen&es par le
bureau "Technique utilisation" pour loutilisation des altiports.

- Une recherche des caract~ristiqoes et des performances d~taill~es de l'anpareil, des
contacts avec de HAVILLAND of CANADA, ont permis d'6laborer des programmes Sur HP 65 et
IRIS 80 couvrant certaines performances de 1 avion en fonction de plusieurs param~tres
du domains du vol et capable de fournir les donn~es n~cessaires & l'&tode pr~sente.

6.1 - Caract~ristiqoes do DHC6-300
Cet avTo tant d6jl bien conno, seoles les caractkristiques particuli -res

int~ressant 1 exp~rimentation sont rappel~es ci-dessoos
Limitations

Masse maximale au d~collage 5 670 kg
Masse maximale Al'atterrissags 5 580 kg
VMCA Volets 10" 66 kt
Puissance maximals D~collage = 620 HP
et Maxi Continu

L Couple maximum = 50 psi
Volets I a configuration de d~collage est normalement 10*, la configuration
3 'teirrissage est normalement 37o5 mais il eat possible d'afficher des positions de
volets interm~diaires.
Le train eat fixe:
- Ce qui a raciit6 l'implantation et le cheminement de linstallation d'essais
- A maine performance au 26me segment, la performance au d~collage d'un avion & train

fixe est donc meilleure Cs qui est favorable A la s&-urit6 des essais.
Per formance
U'Tnest mtoris6 par deox turbopropolseurs A turbine libre I'r6-A27 de 620 HP. Il
s&agit de moteurs d~tar~s pour lesquela la puissance est d'abord limit~e par larbre de
sortie et non par la puissance thermique de la turbine rrotrice. Ceci permet de conserver
Ia puissance nominale jusqu'A des temp~ratures et altitudes 6lev~es ce qui eat
particuliolrement intfiressant outremer et en mntagne.
Doune mani~re g~nfirale la performance eat brillante. On peut, par example, encore
d~coller la masse maximale A Z - 6000 ft et Ts = 19*C (standard + 16'C)

n ~Ii~it quip6 d'une dirigeabilit6 qol eat command~e, hydrauliquement, par on levier
situ6 sur le volant de la place gauche, ca qui permet on transfert dirigeabilit6 -

gauchissement rapide. 11 West n~anmoins pas possible A on seol pilote doutilisar

Instruments inoteurss
Le couple eat -laparamL~tre opfirationnel qua le pilote doit afficher. en fonction des
conditions Zp et Ta du jour, pour observer lea limitations moteurs :couple max, T5 max,
NG max ...
La puissance d6velopp~e our l'arbre de sortie est donn6e par

P - 12.88 x Torque (psi) x NNp - 96 S au d~collage
In-
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Drapeau automatigue
Chaque h~lice est 6quip~e d'un dispositif de mise en drapeau automatique.
Simulation des performances de mont6e:
Les performances peuvent facilement'&tre simul~es & partir du param !tre de conduite :le
couple. Cete simulation permettait de balayer, A titre d'6tude g~nkrale, la plage des
conditions poids-pente pr~visibles pour les avions susceptibles d'6tre concern~s par la
d~rogation.
Simulation de la I ann teur
La turbine et l-hRlice tatlibre, on peut simuler une panne moteur en passant l'h~lice
en drapeau tout en conservant le g~n~rateur en fonctionnement.

6.2 - MOYENS DE MESIJRES

L'installation dessais r~alis&e a 6t la suivante

6.2.1 - Mesures sur l'avion
- Enregistr~es sur H-B A 1322 (PV 6 mm/s :GV 3Omm/s).

I Param !tres IComment I Objectif
enregistr~s sur FIB

41) et pr I Circuit Co-Pilote I Mesure de Vc

I IUne generatrice tachym~triquelMesure de Vsol et
IVitesses de roues Isur chaque roue principale Idatation du rixmentl

Ide d~collage LOF I

I Detecteur de proximit& 1D~terminer la I
ICompte tours die I et lance top sur chaque roue Idistance de roule-I

roue I principals Iment par mesure I
I linterne (int~gra- I
I Ition des tops) I

I Jx T Acc&16rom !tre sur plancher Wpater la panne I
II moteur I

I Synchronisation I
IBoltier X 2018 JVIIF2 circuit Copilote i des

I cintth&odolites I
I I

I Tops photos Cam6ra I I Synchronisation I

- Photo Panneau pour les param~tres moteurs.

6.2.2 - Moyens sol
Trajectographie

- Par un cin~th~odolite, pour 6talonner lea g~n6ratrices tachym~triques et surI altiports pour avoir la trajectoire Ie d~collage.
4- Rep !res sol sur la piste et observations visuelles de la distance de roulement

sur altiports.
X U~lne station m~t6o en piste -Pour mesuirer le venit, la pression et la temperature.

line 6coutL radio :Suir altiport pour assurer la s~curitL- et transrnettre les
observations visuel les.

7) RESULTATS GENERAUX

7.1 - Simulation de la pe nte au '1euxi4 me se pnent

Nous voulion effectuer des essais en joijant le jeu operationne! aux diff !rentes
pentes potentielles W/V (ou limites poils-pente) suivantes

W/V = 3,5 % Valeur repr~sentative de la pente au 2e segment u- moteur en panne
d'un DHC6-300 pour les exploitations vis~es

W/V = 2 % Valeur repr~sentative le la pente minimum r6jlementaire dans les
mC-mes conditions

W/V = 0 Valeur representat ive dun aviori Iimit6 poids-pente au ler segment
par la r~glementation actuelle - et int~ressante h analyser stir altiports.

Pour des raisons de s~curit6 il 6tait le plus n6cessaire pour les altiports de simuler
cette pente potentielle avec tine [)Uissance sym~trique. La m~thode suivante has~e sur
ILaffichage A priori du couple =f(rn3, W/V) a donn6 satisfaction et peut 6tre pr~conisbe
pour 1 enitrAinement et leS dI&COl I a<eS A Puissance dbtar~e.

W/V= TN 1

mgJ



- 1/f ne dpend pratiqnement que le la configuration et les kVs de vol qui 6taient
ton Jou rs I es mties.

I P = puissance moteur
- TN traction nette =q_P= Q X 12,88 X Torque X Np Iz = rendement hlice

V V
La figure 6 montre que le reniement de 1'h~lice ne 16pend pas de la puissance aux
vitesses de 16coilage. En monomoteur relle Np est constant et Agal h 96 % au dbcoll age.
(Its 40 Kt environ). On peut Ionc simuler le W/V a iso Torque le Torque 6tant affichk A
iso vitesse.
La fiture 8 confirme que la performance peut 6tre 16termine A partir de la seule
conntaLssance Iu torque. Sur cette planche en effet toutes les conditions (Zp, Ts)
situ6es sur une horizontale conduisent a afficher le m~me torque A 73 Kt.
L'axe tes orionn~es peut donic 6tre gradu en Torque.
[a figure 7 6tablie A partir les donnkes pr6c~dentes, confirme qu'a un W/V vis6
coresonl one valeur ie Torque/mTg pratiquement indpendante de la masse.
Ce qui pr

6
c6de est valable pour une simulation en onomoteur (Np = 96 %). Pour une

-irula tion en puissance sym~trique it faudrait (?) afficher sym~triquement la moitiA du
tortque ainSi A terminA. En fait, deux (lifficult~s surgissent - Le r~gime h~lice est
inf~rieur A 96 % aux faibles torques et ii faut simuler la trainee dissym~trique qui est
6quivalenre A une baisse de traction de 10 %. Le torque A afficher sym~triquement sur
les leux moteurs est donc : Torque(2)= l/2x 0,9 Torque(l)x 96 % / N2
L'analyse ie ['volution du r~gime h~lice an ticollage en fonction de la vitesse et du
torque (cf figure 9) permet tie tracer sur la figure 11 les torques A afficher en
punissance sym~trique.
Le calcl A posteriori des W/V r~els a r)ntrk que cette m~thode donnait satisfaction.

7.2 - Calcul des performances de roulement
L'6quation u roulement au sol est :

P 0  = TN-- f - (CD- hCL) qS--7-

avec

TN = Traction nette = f (V, Torque, Np, )
l = coefficiernt le roulement (0,025 sur piste en tlure)

IT = pente ,le la piste : modelis~e f(L) pour chaque piste
= densito le l'air f (TS, Ps)
= 1/2 V4 (pression dynamique)

Vsol + vent
CD/CL = coefficients de tratn~e/portance A valider

Les condLtions d'essais (gui sont les variables op~rationnelles m, a, vent, profil de
piste, point de licher des freins, 6 ) sont introduites en donn6es. Les r~sultats du
calcul 1, = f (Vsol) sont alors compares aux r~sultats d'essais. Les bases peuvent Atre
modifi!es pour minimiser les &carts et, l'objectif final qui est de valider le modle
th~orique peut alors Atre atteint rapidement.
Cette technique est la plus efficace 16s lots qu'on a Ln minimum de donn~es du
Constructeur. Elle a 6tA retenue pour le DHC6-300, suite aux contacts fructueux entre la
DGAC et DHC et le modle a AtA programm sur l'ordinateur IRIS 80 de la DGAC.
Pour valider au mieu les bases te calcul, ii Atait important d'avoir la meilleure
approximation possible de la traction nette.

TN = q

-
- avec Yj rendement de i'hlice obtenue par La "Propeller thrust chart" du constructeur.

(cf figure 6). On a admis que le rendement d'hblice Atait le mme aux r~gimes h~lices
pratiqu~s (entre 1900 et 2112 tours/mn).

- p= 12,88 X Torque X Np (cf figure 9 et 10 pour les valeurs de Np en fonction du torque)

A partir di r~seau de donnes precedent Atabli pour chaque moteur en essai on obtient
donc la traction nette A partir des lonn~es enregistr~es (Torque, vitesse, 6C )
La mise au point Iu modle tie calcul a ainsi pu Atre faite assez facilement en corparant
les distances essais-calcul A iso Vsol. Ce modle simple rend bien compte des performances
de roulement du DHC6-300 et non des performances tie d!collage en effet de sol

7.3_- VMCA

On a confirmk la valeur publie Ie 66 kt avec volets 10'. On a recherchb, en statique,
la VMCa avec volets 20

° 
; elle est IL~qrement inf~rieure, environ 65 kt , ce qui correspond

comme v~rifiA ult~rienrement, au chiffre annoncA par le Constructeur pour cette
configuration.
La VMCa ailes horizontales se situe vera 73 kt.
On a donc :

VMCA ( 7 = 5' ) Volets 10 66 kt en Vc
Volets 20" 65 kt en Vc

VMCA ( = 0 °  73 kt en Vc

4



En respectant la r~glementation assaci~e a VMCA les vitesses minimales au d~callage sant

les suivantes

I I Rglementation Valets 100 Valets 20"

IVLOF I l VMA 73 ktCAS I
m 'in SI

I ______ I___________ I 71 kt CAS I

IV2 min I 7 1, l~VMCA I

7.4 -Performances de raulement valets 20"

La question ayant 6t6 soulev~e de savoir s' il 6tait int~ressant, pour diminuar la
distance l5cher des freins - LOF, de dkcaller avec las volets A 20", nous avans effectu6
sur piste plate et sur altiports quelques mesures dans cette configuration.

L'influence des valets sur la performance de raulemaent d~pand de la penite die la piste
et des la motorisatian.
A iso Vsol an trauve:

- cur piate plate = uine augmentation de la langueur des 20 % en bi-rmiteurs.
un's augmntation-2L 3e la long neur die 50 % en mnnmateur.

- sur altiparts = un's augenaton de la langueur ies 10 % quelque salt la nntorisatiar,.

Si la VLOF avait lieu A iso incidence (N 1,1 Vs par axempla die chaque configuration)
an aurait, en prenant la configuration valets 200 an d~collage, un gain, 36t A uine VLOF
plus faible, de 15 %. Pans cetta hypoth~ss la configuration valets 20" crait l~gqrament
avantageuss sur altiports uniquement.
En fait, les valeurs des \LOF sant limit~es par 1,1 yMCA, ce qui donna lea "gains"
suivants sur altiports.

I T r Gain du A I Perte due 1I
m (lb) IVLOF (kt) I VLOF (kt) I VLOF plus I A train~e I Lr
IIValets 10' Valets 20' 1 faib's Iplus grands Valets 20"

112 500 I 75 I 71 I -9 % I + 10 % I idea
I I (1, Vs) I (1,1 VMCA) I III

I 12000 I 73 I 71 I -4 % I + 10 %t IAugmant~e I
II(l,1lvMCA) I 1 6 % I

'~ I__ I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

on voit danc qlu' 1 n'y a, A priori, aulcun avant age Aprendra la canf igurat ion valets
20" au dacallage en ce gui concarne la performoince tIe ran lement.
Comae les cantrble an cal, en cas de pannie mteir, est plus d;-licat avec valets 20" qua
valets 10". it act recammandA1 tie nie pas autorit.er cette c-onfigjuration t1e 1l-collage en
utilisation normal's.
Nata :Pour une utilisatian sp~ciala otti il serait justifi6 die faire I impasse le LIa

pannie moteur, l'utilisation des la configuiration Valets 20", serait avantaqaulse
sur altiports ceulement.

8) RESULTATS SUR PISTES PLATES

8. 1 - VMCG (gouivernes a SrodynamigUas seutleas)
Cette vitassea Lt6 d~t'srmin6e les fagon classique' caest Ai dire en utilisant las
gauvernas aL-rodynainiqn'ss saulas, an affichant la puissance r&aximale et sans sallicitar
les manche en sacteur avant. Plus i'urs essais ant 6tL- effactu~s par venit d'e travars pour
ci6terminar I' influence du vent. Las r6sl tats sont ionn~s figure 12.
Lee qualgues paints effectu~s avec valets 200 n'ant pas faux apaatre d'e di ff~r'ncs
16celabla sur las r~sultats.
La valeur tie VMCG piar vent nul act &qale a 56 kt at a 6t6 confirm~n cuir pistes runill~e.
Les vent des travers augmenite cote valaur -le faqani senciblemant &Aale X la molt iF cAe I1
caunpasante tie vent travers ler. Haorms cela Ie compartemant avian A la panne Wiest pas

SMod if i .
Stir les plan ap~rat innel , i petit a av~rer ultOpique da rent rer systkmatiquement 10ane1 un
ahaque pour d16termi tier VI msin en fonct ion lu vent. onl pourrait preconiser VI msin = 61
kt, qui COuvrirait lea vents ie travars juegn'A 10 kt, et alerter l'!quipags pour lui
faire r'scalcn ler sa VI 'sin lorsuu le vent d'e travers 'set SuIpbrleur A% 10 kt.



8.2 - Choix le VR/VLO'

L'objectif des essais 6tait He valider Viofmrin = ,lVs avec Line vitesse He decision
riettement inf~rieure.
Cette proc~dnre change assez sensiblement Ie d~col lage rionornoteur sur piste plate.
Dans le cas Ie la proc~dure r~glementaire, ls panne a lieu L la rotation et Comrss la

tract ion ire chuts pas instantan~ment on acc~l~re assez vite vers V2.
Au contra ire avec cette nouvel le 1)rocedure, A yR on est en moniomoteur 6tabi i,
I 'acc~lkrat ion est beaucoup plus lerite et d~perid dui Tn/mq, et 1Pon poeut rester arn lorir

moment, pris du aol quasiment en palier avsnt d at teinirre V2 lora les dLcol 11 les s ir
pistes plates.
Pans les cond it ions de 1 essn i, A savoir turbu lence faible et bornies r~f~rences ext&e
r ieures, IA proc~dure eat ais~ment pra'.icable m~~i an Tni/mg mini avec lea riservos i
a pres:
1) Le contr~le tris fin de Passiotte et Ie palier sor~s VL8F pxnr- Atre p~nihle i

executer sans bonnes r~f~rences ext~rieures, par exemple de nih an an- lessis Wc in w
car ia nAgociation" diu compromis vario-acc~1~ration poult s'y av~rer lifficilerir
an T! nv STi n i.
Ciperat ionnel lement on pourra jouet sir les deux 1limitat ions saivanites potr ar icr inc
procedure sire -

- imposer une vi sibiii t6 et ailtori set I d WcoIlager nau T rig minimal.~
- Avo it on T 'q as surant un t aux As mont~o con fortab Ic par exemprl c ne lcnte A-I 3,5

au 2eme segment, borsque les rAf~reices ext~r ieures onut i6graI~es.
2) 11 eat recommrand6 pour ne pas Atre trop absorb6 par les probleies Ic contr~l o

transversal qui sont plus crucial s sur piste 6troite Ic prendre %L1F > VMiCA Wii
horizontales. Paris Ie cas In Twin Orter ce r~sri tat eat atteint automatoilevien'. en
prenant VLOF- 1,1 VMCA poisus i

1, 1VMCA P = 5) = \'MCA ( (P= t)) 73 k'.
Les ess -us confirment donc lu ii Wi'est pas env isngeabl e Ie IArojer S I cxi rce %TDF9-.
1,1 VMCA.

3) Le dicol lago par fort vent arriere i VLOF = 1, 1 Vs en riorioteior tnt"i st
deconseil-16 A cause Aes everitualit~s de gradient Is vent dKfavorabl.

Compte tcrhu Ac ln faible acc&l6ratio, ern nonrlmatenr Abi " on rcmman IcV wA is. ;rn
yR lea limitations choisies A VLOF.

8.3 - Distance de d~collaqe s ur pistec plate avec In, mot,Mi en pannc

PBiern quc la r~glI enrtat ion crn viguieur n'cxi ge pas ceto tc esire 11 5 infr r:iti rn ionnc ci

par DHC donrient one We~ de cc pie son lt cet t cdista nce ac In V1 rAg I cn re n o. r
I exemple deja choisi (cf figure 13).
Bien qr' ii soit ac~cptale Ac i~colLer A ilne VLOF 6qale A 1"I %S 11 resto a bims rw :
vi tesse de securite all d~collIage V2 Anit Wt e PonservM Agalo a 1, 2 Vs. 11fi irA" Wic
accl~rer pris dn sol . Les clearways des terrains r lesqliels lai prirc6a nrc sm
scra autoris~e devront donc avoir urne lonjuear sulperirme i IA hA"Lare trI c"nenrrr a
act nellIe s~ps ran le deco I Iiqe Ido Inoint o P av ion alto i nt V2 et -,O3ft t mis nito:r a
en forict innemenit.
Ern vuc A6valuer cette distance prol inca tri ectoirt n. ant 6sivoc r.x icetrHMns-
tithes pour des t 'orrpr is cr1'.re 3,9 % et 2 Inl disance air parcrun ao 0' onniIsu
eritre 500m M' V 1000 m Onr irett ienr Jrni se dornierct iiftre ix' ix: los ,ont riI:t-:
li~es au clearway. -
Les val1 urs r~e l 1es ( fonct ion He l a pentc aur Mei segment I i-ewcr Are obt ernes win c
de PHC. A WA ant urn cal cr1 conse rv t if jii ne prend pas o cr1 iipte Iof fe. Ii sol, pout ti
&tre applinqu6 (cf figurc 14)

81-4 _Lispcraion opoierat mriol le

Nouis n avors Inns jou6 lc jon do In mesure de InI dispersion opera'.irionl I sir pise' 0
plates, cc jel rno pouvan. eAre valable quoen conditions rMclbes (linrite poilis-pistel.
Pes avis pi botes, on penut n~animoins l~gager I ordrc de g3randeurt Ie la margle minimal e
A j'enrie an ron lemnrt poor avoir e ncore in ybe du limit He pi ste et tob~er 1ir1 del:7ni

be react ion I lne Recoride A VR.
Cett.e marqe Ievrn it Wt to denvi ron 5P0 (oi erncorc ern Want plus1 consorvat if, irroclie
He 10 % He L piste).
11 est 6vident qib cet to marqe pert Are adapt~e suir ahladuic t"rAin ern fmim. on do In
nrature be 1 overrun"

8. 5 Corncluio ns Pt. rec>rnarrar tons s it pist e pin'. -

Err alipel ant "procAd nr sp~rialIe" to. te pro ire TPI'2 onr VI acm ait i rif r cure Nu 1, 1 V's k,
1.1 VMCA nails recommanbons l a prr'Ad rt siivante.

C I ea rwa y 1000 m
Vobets' b~col Isqe lo,
vent arri~re 10I Kt
VI min 61 Kt si vent travers ' Kt

-61 + W-10I si vent traivers > 10 Kr
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Masse maximale autoris~e
Limitations poids:-pente inchang~es

*LASD (panne moteur AVEF) <L runway
LLOF (panne moteur &VEF) L runway-50m

*Si la visibilit6 est d~grad~e if est recommand6 de prendre une limite poida-pente
ioriooteur -3,5 % au 2eme segment.
Procedure Vi determin6 par la relation pr~c~dente

Vflmin = 1,1 Vs ou 1,1 VMCA
V2 = 1,1 Va au 1,2 VMCA

Equipage Un pilote qualifi6

9) RESULTATS SUiR ALTIPORTS

9.1 - VMCG en utilisant la diregeabilit6

On a v6rifi6 qu'en cas de panne moteur la dirigeabilitS permettait de conserver
]2axe avec un faible 6cart initial (3m). Le r~sultat a 6t6 v6rififi en monomoteur rfiel,
juaqu&A des vitesase de panne de 25kt avec vent de travers (2:l0kt) sur piste plate
l~garement mouill~e et en monomoteur simul6 A une vitesse de panne d'environ 30 kt sur
lea altiporta.

Au sol, is contr8le transversal A ia panne moteur eat asaur6 par la coinbinaison d'un
braquage de la direction et de la dirigeabilit6 qui vient en comol6ment, af in de
conserver lVaxe A une vitease inf~rieure i VMCg a6rodynamique.
One certaine coordination 6quipage eat n~cessaire, en particulier dana la z~ne des 50/60
kt a la prafondeur doit Atre maintenue secteur avant, af in d'assurer une bonne adh~rence
de la roulette de nez.
Do plus, la dirigeabilit6 no doit pas itre trap braqu~e, 6vitant ainsi de faire d6raper
le pneu.
A lenvol il eat n~cessaire, compte tenu de la prahimitA de V?4Ca, de braquer la direction
proche do la but~e, voire d'incliner l6g~rement lavion pour assurer le contrble de cap.
La pracfidure proposfis qui n~ceasite un 6quipage & deuxc pilotes eat acceptable sous la
forme suivante:

- le pilate place gauche met lea gaz sur freins et tient la dirigeabilit6 do Ia main gauche
- le capilate maintient 1e manche secteur avant, ce qui a pour cans~quence de maintenir

la roue avant en contact avec le aol, gauchissement au neutre, et annonce lea viteases
A partir de 30 Ict (minimum lisible), de 10 kt en 10 kt juaqu&& yR.

- A VR le pilots lache la dirigeabilit&., prend le valant en main, et d~calle (rappelona
que la manette de dirigeabilit4 eat sitube environ & 10 am du valant, sur la calonne du
manche, et quo le passage do l'une A lautre eat facile).

La pilate nayant danc le cantr~le du gauchissement qu'aprbs VR, cette proc~dure limits
la composante travera de vent admissible a une valeur faible inf~rieure A 10 Kt.
Enf in, lea pilates qualifi~s Altiport devrant subir un entrainement (sur piste horizontale)
avec panne par r~duction et drapeau.

9.2 - Choix de VR/VLOF

Sur altiports, i1 ny a aucun prabl~me A d~caller A VLOF = 1,1 Va compte tenu de
l'acc~l~ration nettement plus 6lev~e de lavion. Il eat m~me possible de prendre VR
inf~rieur A VLOF pour tenir compte de cette acc~l~ration. Compte tenu du grand nombre de
d6collagea effectu~s par plusisura pilates, lea r~sultats statiatiques am~nent A
recarnmander de prendre VR = VLOF - 3 kt

9.3 -_Trajectaires au d~callage : marge au rauloment

Pour un d~collage limits poids-piste, il semble quo ie pilots eat sensible au temps le
s~parant du bout do piate ot qu'il entama naturellement la rotation environ 1 seconds
avant d'atteindre le bout de piste.
L'6quipago souhaito avoir acquis d6JA une cortaine hauteur quand ii passe lVextr~mit6
basso do Ia surface bitum~e.
On estime que cotte hauteur, pour fitre acceptable sans 6moi excessif, dolt stre d'environ
im. Des discussions avec des porsonnes ayant loexp~rience de ces altisurfaces 11 r~sulte,
qu'on hivor, une cong~re do 0, 50 1 1 m pourra subsiater en bout do piste apr~s d~neigemont
c'est fivldemment au-dessus de cot obstacle qulil faudra ajouter la marge do 1 m msntionn~e
ci dessus.

Des figure 15 ot ISA sur losquolles moun avons trac6 Ia hauteur au seuil en fonction do
la distance do roulement, toun W/V confondus, on pout dhduiro Ia marge au roulement A
prendre en compte pour passer cot "obstacle" au seull.
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Marge Marge de roulomont Marge do roulement
Hauteur au (in) %do Piste

Cm ?EGEVE t COURCHEVEL MEGMV COURCHEVEL

0,5 26 35 6,5 9,5

1 46 35 11,5 9,5

1,5 50 40 12,5 11

2 63 60 15 16

Pour 1e DHC6 on a donc sensiblement les 6quivalences suivanteos
Margo au seuji Im si 10 % de margo au roulement
Marge au seuji 2m si 15 % do margo au roulomont

Le calcul de la masse maximalo au d~collage en tenant compte do cog niarges doit permettre
d'6viter uno rotation prematur~e.

9.4 -Trajectoires au d~collago - recherche d'un crit~re do performance

Uno fois pass6 le seuji de piste il est important do continuer & s'intfiresser A la
trajectoiro d'envol. Il oat rapidement apparu, compte tenu do loenvironnement d~gag&,
aux abords immfidiats des altiports, quo la trajectoire intfiressante allait jusqu'au
point oa 1e taux do nxnt~e s'annulait. Los figures 16 et 17 donnont los trajoctoires
los plus bases constat~es sur los pistos do COURCHEVEL et MEGEVE (ALPE D'HUEZ fitant
un altiport 6quivalent A COURCHEVEL) 6tant pr~cisA quo lea W/V pratiqu~s allajent de
4,6 % A - I %).

-* on pout faire los remarques suivantes
1 - W/V voisin de 2 % - Le pilotage no poso pas do probl~me. L'acc~l6ration de VR vers

V2 eat franche, car on a naturelloment tendance & continuer & descendro 16g&rement
aprhs dficollage on no r~tablit un taux do nont~e positif qu'une fois V2 4tablie.

2 - W/V voisin do 0 % -L'accblkration do VR A V2 est 6videmment plus lente et la phase
la plus critique so situe juste apr~s 10 d~collago loraque l'avion aurvole la
plateforme prolongoant la piste. Le piloto suit on gros la pente af in d'acc&1&frer
tout en conservant une certaino hauteur de I A 2 m~tros par rapport au terrain.

* V2 attointe, il so stabilise en palier. Dans 1'environnenent tr~s d6gagh do l'Alpe
d'Huez ou de Courchevel la manoeuvre est acceptpble. Sur le plan r~glementaire
la manoeuvre est acceptable, semble-t ii, & cor.dition de passer le seuil & une
certaine hauteur ( :- 1 m) et A Vi n- V2.

3 - En prenant los marges au rouloment recommand~es, on constato que lVon obtient VZ - 0
toujours au dessus du souil.

4 - Pour les W/V n6gatifs 1e pilote tend A 6tablir instinctivement une trajectoire
montante. Le taux de descente s'annule mais forcement au d~triment do la tenue do la
vitosse gui diminue. Coci est dangereux et donc inacceptable en monomoteur reel.

Compto tonu do ces remarques il semble acceptable de conserver la limitation poids-pente
au ler segment donnant un W/V = 0 . Pour 6viter aux autoritfis des altiports concern~s a
avoir A contr8ler los obstacles sur une trajectoire descendante on pout sugg6rer que la
trajectoire nette soit au dessus de cello pr~sent~o figure 18. Cotte trajoctoiro notto so
termine par une pente A 0 % - qui imposerait, solon los orroments on vigueur Pour lee
bimoteurs une ponte brute de 0,8 % au deuxi~rne segment. Lexp~rimentation effoctu~o
confirme que ce W/V do 0,8 % reate acceptable dans 1Venvironnement des altiports pratiqu&s.

9.5 -Conclusions ot recomxnandations

Limitations Volets d6collage 100
Vent arri&re <.10 Kt
Vent travers < 10 Kt

Masse maximalo au dficollago
Limitations poidspente inchang~e au ler segment

0,8 % au 2eme segmont
Llof (panne moteur A VEF) -C 0,9 Lrunway solon d~noigomont

0,85 Lrunway Idu seuil do pisto
Proc~dure

Decision au point de caesure do pente
VR - 1,1 Vs (ou 1,1 VMCA) - 3Kt
V2 - 1,2 Vs ou 1.1 VMCA

Tenir l'axe avec la dirigeabilit6 profondour maintonue A piquer.
Equipage 2 pilotes qualifi~s
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-9.6 - Type d'altiport recommand6

Au cours do ces essais effectu6s sur lea 3 altiports de Idegbvo, Courchevel, Alps d'Huez
avec plusieurs pilotes, il eat apparu clairomont quo Valtiport A dH~ez, 6tait is
plus satisfaisant. Sa censure eat asses loin, co qui permet des vitieadcso plus
6levios et 11 West pas, contrairement A Megive et Courchovel, limith Paids - pisteo, co
qui permettrait une exploitation plus rentable.
Avoc une zone latfirale do d6gagenent en can d'acc~lfiration arrit, co type d'altiport serait
proche do lVoptimum.

10 ) ATTERRISSAGE SUR ALTIPORTS

Noun avone profiti do cotte exp~rimontation pour offectuor 6galemont des menures A
]2atterrissage. Compto tenu do 1Vichantillon do pilotes ayant particip6, lea risultats
statistiques obtenus peuvont 6tre estimis roprfisentatifa d'une population do pilotes

* qualifi~s our la machine et qualifi~s inontagne. A Megive at A Courchevel, lea approchen
ont fit6 effectuies alternativement avec et sans VASI. Les trajectoires ont 6t6i filmlfs au
cin6thhodolithe (A I'Alpe d'Huez, il n'y a pas do VASI et il n'y avait pan 1.
cinfith6odolithe). La prociduro 6tait toujours la mgme Approche A

VREF - 67 kt avec lea volets & 37*5.

10.1 - Prficision d'impact

Di stance ?4EGEVE COURCHEVELI
Seuji - Impact I_____ I _______

I(mitrea) ISans 1 Avec I Sans I Avec

VASI VASI VASI VASI

Moyenno (mi) I 92 I 64 104 114

Ecart Type 6i 20 I 20 45 21

Imi + 2 6i I52 -132 I 24 -104 14 -194j 72 -156

Con risultats nontrent quo liatterrinsage sann VASI est plus d~licat A COURCHEVEL
* (plus dispers6). Un crit&re possible en approche manuelle eat do prendre mn + 2vicomne

dispersion naximale en utilisation normale. Avec ce critire on voit qulil route encore de
Ia marge par rapport & Ia pinto, inais clest juste A COURCHEVEL sans VASt. Ce critire qui
ent asses facile d'application (obsorvateura visuals) pourrait Stre retenu pour d'autres
avions postulant. A uno utilisation TPP sur altiports.

* 10.2 - Distance do roulemont A llatterrisaae

11 eat asses irr~aliste sur un altiport do mesurer la performance d'atterrissage comme
fitant cello obtenue en freinant au maximum. Un atterrissage normal so fait sans freiner,
sauf sur Ia plateforme pour manoeuvror, et il faut souvent remettre don gaz pour rouler
et remonter Ia pente jusqu&h la platefomme.
Noun avons donc d~fini uno distance do roulement comae 6tant ia distance s~parant llimpact
du point ob liavion out contrbih (environ & 30 kt), 11fquipago of fectuant lea actions
habituelles A Vatterriasage sur altiports notainment on passant lea nanette. do puissance
our ralenti reverse, sans jamais freiner ni appliquer la puissance en reverse (sauf
n~ceit6, qui no *lest pas produite).
Los r~sultats saint lee suivantss

L rouleinent MEGEVE COURCHEVEL ALPS D'HUEZ
(M)II

Moyenne mr 197 139 162

Ecart type C@r 30 18 19
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10.3 - Longueur de piste nicessaire

A notre avis, il West pas utile de prendre en compte le Gr du roulement dana 1'analyse
de la longueur de piste nficessaire & latterrissage. En effet, le pilate pourrait jouer
sur ff-en mettant plus ou iwzins de reverse ou de freins -il y a corr~lation 6vjdente
entre la distance de roulement et le point d'impact. Il eat par contre important de vfiri-
fier que la valeur moyenne du roulement telle que nous l'avo-'s d~finje et mesurfie permet
d'arriver tranquillement (30 kt) au maximum) sur la platefor.e.

La valeur de rif~rence serait alors
mi 2 0 i + mr

ce qui donne a Meg~ve sans VASI 319 m (pour 403 m total)
ACourchevel sans V&St 333 m (pour 370 in total)

10.4 - Conclusion sur les atterrissages

Le DHC6 6tant un avion tris satisfaisant & Vatterrissage sur altiports, 11 ne faut pas
perdre de vue que des avions moins "performants" pourraient encore A4tre acceptables. Les
crit~res proposis ci-dessus, ne le sont qu&A titre indicatif mais rendent compte n~annvoins
du fait qu'une marge suppli~mentaire reste encore disponible.

Nous ne saurions trop insister sur l'importance du VASI qui a pour principal int~rfit de

permettre de stabiliser la pente d'approche et d'6viter lea erreurs d'appr~ciation que la
r~partition A m + 2 ere propos~e ci-dessus ne prend pas en compte. Il serait d~raisonnable
d'envisager une utilisation commercials sans VASI (en particulier par conditions Mit~o
mains favorables que celles volontairement recherch~es pour cette exp6rimentation).

11) EXPLOITATIONS

Lea autorisations d'exploitation ont 6t6 donnfies c~uar.c3 sur lea bases de recommen-
* dations pricidentes - en utilisant le modele de caY tv t1 par lea essais et donc

applicable pour le moment au seul DI1C6-300 (cf figure 19). Elles ne sont valables que
aur des pj &pteh dr Le problime de la marge du roulement a fith r~solu de faqon

consrvatt~ees idrant que la piste disponible utilishe pour lea calcula au
dicollage = 0, 85 L runway.
Cette marge de 15 % eat > aux recommandations pr~c6dentes. Pour lVexemple choisi
m - 5670 Kg Ts = 25' Z = 0 . on trouve LASD = Llof = 510 m avec VI 64, 3 Kt (piste
balancie). Lrunway exig6 = 1,15 x 510 = 586 mn
tous avons surtout parl& de d~collage. Horii-=faut bien 4galement atterrir I
L'arrit&i du 25 Novembre 1974 pr~cise que sur les terrains pr~sentant un digagement
suffisant Ia distance d'atterrisaage doit atre inf~rieure ou &gale X 70 % de la longueur
utile A latterrissage (Lrunway). La figure 20 montre que cette exigence eat compatible
avec lea limitations au d~collage ce que rei.' des piates de 600 m exploitables par un
DHC6-300.

Il faut insister sur le fait que pour le momrent cea autorisations d'exploitations sont
* donnfies cas par cas apr~s examnen par lea autoritis op~rationnellea de ls DGAC des

particularitis propres A chaque terrain et A chaque compagnie concernis.

SL'examen des problimes qu'aurait pu posfi ces procidures eat privu apris une piriode
d'exploitation de 6 A 12 mois c'eat A dire dana lea mois qui viennent. Une riduction de
la marge de 15 %&10 % sera alora examinie.

12) CONCLUSION

Lea itudes menfies par la DGAC avec laide de D#IC et des utilisateurs ont pormis de
difinir des procfidures qui garantissent A priori un niveau de s~curitib satiofaisant
en ce qui concerns la panne de mzteur au dficollage sur des pistes court.. utilisies
par des avions multimoteur de TPP2 (masse infirieure h 5700 Kg am~nag~s pour 10 pax et plus)
Lea autorisations d'exploitation our ces piotes selon ces procidures itant trio ricentes
il est prfimaturb de tirer des conclusions difinitives our les rioultato opirationnele
Lea dirogations accordfies ne concernent pour le moment quo l'avion DHC6-300.
Lea recomendations formulies seraient cependant applicables At d'autros typos davions
A condition do disposer des donnfies complimentaires concernant la vitess minimal*
de contr8le au aol et lee performances de roulement au dicollage avec un moteur en patine.
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CARACTERISATION SYSTEKATIQUE DES EFFETS DE L-ELECTRICITE ATMOSPHERIQUE
SUR LES CONDITIONS OPERATIONNELLES DES AERONEFS

par Joseph Taillet
Directeur du Daipartement de Physique Ganarale

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Agrospatiales (ONERA)
B.P. 72

92322 chatillon - France

RE SUME

L'introduction des commandes de vol 6lectrique et Ia gfiniralisation des matfiriaux
atructurels en composite ont rendu nficessaire une 6valuation prficise de la menace de
l'6lectricitfi atmosphdrique sur lee conditions opfirationnelles des aronefa. Ls carac-
tairisation systfimatique de cette menace exige Is rialisation d'essais en vol utilisant
des avions A 1, instrumentation particuliarement 61aborfie. Les rfisultats obtenus ne peu-
vent 6tre exploitfis avec profit que grace A une confrontation permanents des fiquipes A
l'dchelle Internationale organisfie par le biais de Conffirences spaicialisaies, ou, mieux,
d'accords bilataraux comportant des 6changes de donnges et de personnel.

ABSTRACT

The Introduction of fly-by-wire and Active Control Technology and the extensive
usa,! of composite materials have emphasized the need for a precise assessment of atmo-
spheric electricity impact on aircraft operation, or, in other words, of the threat due
to static charging and lightning on the avionic systems. To characterize this threat in
a systematic way, flight tests have to be performed using aircraft Instrumented with
very sophisticated measurement systems. For both static electricity and lightning, the
philosophy of this type of test is discussed, starting from the physical mechanisms
involved, analyzing the nature of the threat, mentioning the hardening methods and,
more generally, giving the backbone of the research and development effort needed to
solve the problem. The scope of systematic characterization by flight tests with spe-
cially Instrumented aircraft Is defined, and the, conditions of such operations are

* given in detail. A general conclusion emerges from this analysis :to Increase the
amount and the relevance of the data from which a world-wide model is extracted, it Is
necessary to compare measurements, to criticize methods and to fit the results Into an
unique set :this requires an international cooperation by the channel of specialist
meetings or bilateral agreements Involving exchange of data and personnel.,

I - GENERALITES

Troia facteurs ont attir6 l'attention, dana Ia derni~re dficennie, sur lea Inter-
actions 6lectricitfi atmoaphgriquefaaronef
a) Is nficessitfi de permettre le vol quelles que aoient lee conditions mfitforolo-

giques;
b) Ia gfinfralisation des matfiriaux composites dana la structure
c) la miss en oeuvre des commandes de vol filectriques at, plus gfinfralement, le dfive-

loppement des techniques de Contrdle Automatique Ggnaralisai (CAG).

Ces facteurs augmentent Ia vulngrabilit6 des aronefs aux effete de I'Slectricitg
stmosphirique (filectricitai statique at foudre).

Le souci de rfiduire cetta vulnlirabilit6i a suscitfi, depuis une dizaine Vannfies, un
Important effort de recherche at de daveloppement. Dane le cadre de cet effort, i1 est
nficessaire de caractfiriser de fa~on systfimatique la menace que constitue l'Slectricitg
atmosphirique pour le vol des afironefe. En particulier, si l'on conaidare le problame
do Ia sensibilitt de l'Avionique mux perturbations 6lectromagnatiques, i1 eat Int~res-
sant de comparer la menace due AIsl foudre et celle due I l'4lectricitfi stat ique. Cette
caractfirisation eat indispensable si V'on veut dimensionner correctement, aussi bien en
poide qu'on co~t, lea dispositifs de protection chargfis d'assurer is aurvie du syatlas
dane lee conditions lea plus afiv~res qua l'aaronef eat susceptible de rencontrer.

Pour effectuer cotta caractfirisation, l'utilisation d'eesais en vol eur des appa-
rails apicialement instrumentfs slest av~rfie niceesaire. La but de I& prisente synthLse
eat do dafinir l'objectif prficis at lee linites da ce type dVassais en vol dane l'en-
cemble du proceasue de recherche at d~veloppement devant aboutir I Is dfifinition d'une
protection fiquilibrlie des afironefs contra lea dangers do 1'Electricitt etatique, do la
foudre, at, fiventuellement, do Ilimpulsion floctromagn~tique.

11 - INTERACTION ELECTRICITE STATIQUS/AERONEF

Nous fItudierone d'abord I. problime pos& par I'accueulation cur I. cellule, dana
certainee conditions do vol, d'llectriciti etatiquo. Pour cels, nous rappoliorone
succinctement lee micanismes physiques responsables du phinomine, dlfinirons 1s nature
do la menace pour lee aironefs, citerons lea techniques de protection d'usage courant,



a ains i que Ia mfithodologie employee pour amil iorer cette protection ; nous situerois
enfin, sur un exemple prficis, .' intfirAt des mfithodes d'essais en vol en soulignant lea
r~sultats r~cemment obtenus au cours de tels essais.

11.1 - Macanismes j2hXs iquea de charge des sara

Nous retiendrons essentiellement daux m~canismes
a) lorsque l'aronef rencontre des pracipitations solides, le contact des afirosols i-

tialement neutres avec ia cellule leur confLre une charge 6lectrique, la charge
opposge 6tant iaiss~e sur l'afironef ;c'est ainsi que lea aarosols de glace chargent
is cellule n~gatIvement, le courant correspondsnt pouvant atteindre plusleurs milli-
ampares pour un avion gras porteur ;lea prac ip itat ions 1 iqu ides donnent, par suite
de i'6clatement des gouttes d'eau 5 is au ite de 1' impact , une charge posIt ive a
i'a~ronef;

b) loraque i'a~ronef se trouve situ6 au voisinage de nuages 6lectriquement chargks, 11
se crfie par influence 6lectrostatique une saparation des charges libres A Is surface
de Is ceilule i e champ 6lectrique superficiel paut atteindre, en certaina points,
una valeur suffisante pour amorger une d~charge corona ; en g~n~rai, des dficharges
des deux signes soot amorc~es, mais le systilme n'est pas suffisamment symfitrique
pour que lea courants positifs et negst ifs de cas dficharges se compansent isl
diff,6rence contribue donc 3 charger giectrlquement Ia celiule.

Pour plus de ditaiis sur lea m~canismes de charge des aironefa, nous renvoyons A
la litt~rature [11 [21 [3].

11.2 - Nature de la menace due A l'6lectricit6 stat ique

L'6nergie glectrostatique accumul~e sur ia callule a une valeur tras faibie et ne
seralt absolument pas g~nante si alle ne se transformait pas en finergie 6lectromagn6-
tique par amorqage de d~charges 6iectriques 3 partir d'une vsleur critique du champ
ilectrique produit par i'accumuiation de ces charges statiques. Cette 6nergie 6lectro-
magn~tlque eat rsyonnge sous forme de parasites radio~lectriques sur lea antennes des
sytames de radio-communicat ions at de radio-navigation de l'acronef, at peut gravement
perturber le fonctionnement de cas syst~mes critiques pour Is sacuritt du vol.

L'exposition A des conditions m~t~oroiogiques de nature A provoquer un courant de
charge filectrique paut 6tre de longue duras isl phase de mauvais fonctionnement des
systemes incriminfis aurviant toujours loraque ces systtames sarsant le plus utiles (vol
sux instruments) :ii s'agit donc d'una menace relativement peu brutale mats particu-
li~rement insidieuse. Ce danger se manifests surtout pour lea aronefs de petite dimen-
sion, avions civils d'sffaires ou de tourisme, appareils militaires d'entralnement,
h~licopt~ras, dont lea antennas sont relativement proches des sources de parasites.

Trois types de dficharges sont provoqufis par lsccumuiation d'6lectricit& statiqus
(fig. 1) [4]
a) lea htlncelles, entra conducteurs m~talliques port&s A des potentials filectriqus

difffirents par suite d'effets de charge diff~rentielie;
b) lea d~charges glissantes, sur lea surfaces isolantes chargass (fig. 2)
c) lea d~charges corona, au nlveau des polntes et des angles vifa conducteurs de Is

structure.

Ces dficharges ant un courant impulsif, donc susceptible de rayonnar une forte
6nergie filectromagnfitique ;3 titre d'exempie, la dficharge corona n~gative se caractfi-
rise souvent par un rigime de relaxation formfi d' Impulsions dites de Trichel, dont ia
forms eat donn~e sur la figure 3 (double exponentlelle de temps de montfe 10 ns at de
constants de tamps de descents 100 ns) isl spectre correspondant eat donna par is
figure 4 ; on volt qua l'Snergie rayonnfie eat importante dana ls domains de fonction-
nement de is navigation Om~ga (VLF), du radio-compas (HF) ; ell eat momns importante
dans le domains du VOR at de l' ILS (VHF) at deviant n~gligeable pour is MLS (UHF at
micro-ondes). C'est pourquoi lea apparsils de l'aviation ginairala, lea momns bien fiqui-
pis pour des raisons 6conomiques en moyens de radio-navigation A fr~quence filevfie, sont
aussi lea plus vulnairabiss A is menace de l'6lectricit&i statique. En particulier, lea
radlo-compas soot paralysis par saturation de isurs boucles de r~action sous l'effst de
dficharges glissantes qui 9'6tablissent par suite de l'accumulation de charges statiques
sur lea car~hnes d'antenne. La mgme phfinomane peut provoquer des erreurs de fonction-

nament des circuits associfis au VOR-ILS de certainsavnlons d'entralneaent [51 [6) 17).

11.3 - T~bI~ ~ection d4-22e~l2-'usgg-e2courant

Dana l'ensemble, lea techniques de protection A appliquer sont connues depuis de
nombreuses annfies
a) pour supprimer lea Stinceiies, ii auffit de pratiquer I& mitallisation de l'appa-

rail, c'est-a3-dire relier 6lectriquesent toute8 lea parties conductrices;I
b) pour supprimer lea d~chargea de surface, il faut recouvrir do revftementa antistati-

ques lea parties isolantes auscoptiblos d'Otre charg~es par le contact des pricipi-
tations ; cos revitements sont des couches rfisistives asset conductricos pour empl-
cher l'accuuulation des charges statiques mas asset r~aistantes pour no pas comprc-
mettre la transparence radic-gloctrique des rad8mes et carnnes d'antonne



*c) lea dficharges corona ne peuvent pas Stre supprimfies, car elica participent a l'6qui-
f ~libre 6lectrique de l'afironef ; on se contente donc de diminuer leur couplage avec

lea antennes ; pour cela, on lea Sloigne de la masse de Ia cellule en favorisant
leur amor~age a l'extrgimit6 de pointes mfitalliquea fines relifies a1 la structure par
une risistance de valeur 6levaie (dficouplage rasistif) ; on peut ausei orienter Is
ligne de courant de ces dacharges perpendiculairement a ii ligne de force du champ
filectrique que rayonnerait l'antenne fonctionnant comme 6mettrice (dacouiplage ortho-
gonal) ; on peut enfin remplacer la pointe mfitellique par l'extrfimitfi d'un faisceau
de fibres de carbone ; on montre que, dana ces conditions, chaque impulsion de
Trichel eat remplacfie par un grand nombre de micro- impulsitona dficorrglfies, ce qui
diminue le bruit radio-6lectrique A Ia source ; lea diapositifa correspondants aont
appel~s dhperditeure passifa (fig. 5) [4] [8).

L'utilisetion de daiperditeurs passifa peut se heurter A des difficultls particu-
liares dana le cee des halicoptares en vol stetionnaire ; par ailleurs, i1 peut *atre
difficile d'6viter lea dficherges corona localisfies A l'extrfimit6 des pales d'une
hfilice :nous ne traiterons pas ici complatement le cas des avions a hllice et des
hfilicoptares ; certaines de nos conclusions ne s'eppliquent en toute rigueur qu'au cas
des avions munis de rfiacteurs.

11.4 -
I4tdig4.pgato 
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La dfifinition et Ia mise en oeuvre des dispositions destinfies I assurer la protec-
t ion des aLsronefs contre lea effete des charges 6lectroatatiquea ne sont pas des
oplrationa triviales :le succas dipend de l'application rigoureuse d'une mlithodologie
dont lea 6ilmenta esaentiela ont 6t6 formulE par Nanevicz et al, et qui a 6(
rficemment complfitfe par lea travaux de l'ONERA [91 [10].

La premiare 6tape de la protection consiste A effectuer une mfitallisation conve-
nable ; pour orienter ce travail, il eat nficeesaire de pouvoir meaurer le rfisiatance
filectrique entre parties mfitalliques de l'alronef m~me si ces parties soot recouvertes
extlrieurement de peinture isolante ;c'est le r8le d'un eppareillege spficialis6 fonc-
tionnant par capacit6 A travera la couche de pelnture, le CORAS. L'intervention de cet
instrument permet de replrer tras rapidement dee dfifauts de mlitellisetion indficelables
par lea moyena clasaiques.

La deuxilme 6tape consiete I recouvrir lee parties iaolantea ausceptibles de subir
l'impact des prlicipitations par un revltement entiatatique. LI encore, le CORAS eat
utilial, ausei bien au cours de l'61aboration A l'atelier des couches antistatiques que

pour des vlrlflcatlons aur le terrain ; il permet en effet de connaltre Ia valeur de Ia
rleistance de surface de ces couches, m~me ai elies soot protfigfes par une Couche too-
lante de peinture de finition.

* de 'uffctnsudee etleau de protection contre lea 6tincelles et lea dficharges
de srfae et esule tst~ ausol par simulation ; on peut utiliser pour cela un

Injeteu de hares lectroatatiquea, l'INJECO, qui projette localement, sous forme
d'aLsrosol de glace chargi, un courant pouvent eller jusqu'l 100 PA. Cette mfithode loca-
le eat efficace pour dficeler lea anomalies provenant d'une protection insuffisante con-
tre la charge diffLsrentielle entre lea diffflrentes parties de la cellule, qui conatitue
Ia cause principale de perturbation.

11 faut ensuite passer A la misc en place des dt-perditeurs pasifa, destinfis A
limiter lea effete des dlicharges corona Sur les antennes. Cette mise en place eat prfi-
vue de faqon qu'aucune dficharge corona ne a' amorce Sur des parties non protigies de Ia
cellule ; elle doit tenir compte dee facteurs suivante :aeuil d'amorgage des dficharges
Sur lea dfiperditeura, courant maximum du dfiperditeur pour dlifinir leur nombre en fonc-
tion du courant de charge maximum eacompt&, influence rficiproque entre dliperditeurs dli-
finiasant une distance minimum entre ces diapoaitifs. Bien entendu, Ia connaiseance du
champ 6lectroatatique A la surface de la cellule eat Indispensable pour effectuer cette
fitude. La miss en place des dliperditeurs eat enfin affinle en tenant compte des effets
de rfisonance dimensionnelle de l'alronef dens Ia gamme des frliquences de trav'all dea
antennes :11 faut en effet Eviter dee effete d'amplification du bruit radiolilectrique
des dichargee corona par cee rfisonances.

Loraque l'implantation des dlperditeurs a ainai 6ttI effectule, il eat utile
d'effectuer un test pour 6valuer son efficacitfi. On procbde alors A un essai au Sol, en
isolent l'alronef et en le portent A un potentiel 6lectrique 6lev6. L'expfrience sontre
que ce test est difficile A rlialiaer, car il eat pratiquement Impossible de reproduire
au Sol le champ 6lectrique existent en vol. Par ailleurs, 1'Icoulement afirodynanique
introduit en vol des variations de pression qui modifient localement lea conditions de
dlcharges corona. On eat donc conduit A effectuer un essa en vol.

de radio-navigaion d !-'un a-irone f

Noun choisirons l'sxemple d'une campagne d'essaieaen vol rlalisle en France our un
evion METEOR spficialement Instrument6 (fig. 6). L'annexe I donne lea conditions
priciss de cette campagne. Noun soulignerons simplemont ici lee faits saillents qul
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permottont de situer Ie caractare gfinfiral et de dfigager lee apports essentiels de ce
type d'essal.

1) L'aironef doit avoir subi 1e traitemont complet de mfitallisation et de traite-
ment antistatique, pour 6liminer tout effet ditincelle et de dicharge de surface.

2) L'aironef doit Stre tres fortement instrumontfi [ll]. Parmi lee paramatres qu'il
eat nicessaire de mesurer, il faut citer:
- le courant d'impact tribo-6lectrique, mesurfi par des sondes d'impact, petites surfa-

ces collectrices affleurantes localisies cur la zone frontale de l'afironef
- le courant traversant lea dfiperditeurs passifs
- le potentiel (ou la charge glectrique totale) de 1'afironef
- 1e champ glectrique atmosphirique (trois composantos)
- le bruit radio-6lectrique induit cur lee antennes.

L'6valuation du potentiel et celle du champ extfiriour sont effectuies par analyse
des mesures do champ 6lectrique superficiel effectuies grace A une disposition conve-
nable do cinq moulins a champ montie affleurants cur Ia cellule (on utilise cinq
moulina pour avoir de la redondance).

3) L'aironef doit voler dens des conditions reprfisentativos des conditions atmo-
ephiriques lea plus dfifavorables pour le vol aux Instruments, en tentant do trouvor des
circonatances oaz lee diffirents factoure sont bien sfiparis ; le pilote cherchera, en
particulior, al caractiriser aiparfiment Ileffet do l'impact et celui do l'influence
6loctrostatique des nuages d'orage.

4) On cherche A comparer lee risultata obtonus cur l'afironef muni do s protection
optimale en dfiperditeurs avec lee rfisultats obtenus cur le mfime agronof sane cette pro-
tect ion.

5) Dena coo conditions, lea essais font apparaltre lee possibilitfis et lea limita-
tions do l'6tat de l'art en matuare de protection des afironefa contre l'ilectriciti-
stat ique.

L'analyse de l'ensemble des vols effectuis en prfisence d'impact. mais sane champ
filoctrique externe, fait apparaltre quo le bruit radio-6lectrique, qui atteint dane Ia
gamme de fonctionnoment du radio-compae does valeurs de champ filectrique do l'ordre do
3 mV/rn sane diperditeur, est ramenfi par l'action des dfiperditeurs au-deseous de
80 pV/m. L'officacit6 des protections contre lVeffet de l'61ectricitfi statique eat donc
dfimontrfie dana ce cas. La situation eat cependant modififie en prtsence de champ filec-
trique atmosphirique.

Sur la figure 7, on remarque une phase initiale caractfirisfie par un champ oxtfi-
riour et une montfie du potentiel en absence d' impact ; en mime temps, lo bruit radio-
filectrique est notablo ; il no semble pas quo dana ce cas, lee dfiporditeure aient jou6
leur r8le. L'intorprfitation du phinomeno oat Is suivante :to champ 6lectrique oxtfi-
riour eat suffisamment fort et son orientation par rapport A l'afironof suffisamment
6loignfie des plans do symitrie pour quo lee points de champ 6loctrique suporficiel
maximal no solont plus a l'extrfimiti des diperditours :dana coo conditions, does
dichargee corona incontr8lies s'amorcent diroctemont sur la structure.

Uno tolle configuration aurait pu passer totalemont inaportque sane essai de carac-
tfirisation systfimatique on vol. Los conclusions de l'fitude, en attendant Is mise en
oeuvre d'un moyen opirationnol desttni A rfiduire la probabilit6 d'apparition do dfichar-
gee parasites diroctoment sur la structure, oat quo 1e piloto doit chorchor a 6viter Is
proximit6 immfidiate do cortains typos do nuages caractfiristiquos do l'orage (cumulus
congostus) lorsqu'll utilise se5 aides A la navigation ; par contre, dana un afironef
convenablement traiti, il peut lee utiliser en toute quifitude au milieu des prficipita-
tions en absence do champ filectrique extfiriour. On on dfiduit aussi quo, dans un afironef
convenablement traitfi, lo bruit radio-6lectriquo rfisiduel qui se traduirait, dons les
ficouteurs, par un bruit do friture, pourrait Atre utilisfi par Is pilote commo indice do
proximIti d'un systame nuageux susceptible do provoquor prficipitation do grile ou fou-
droicuent.

III - INTERACTION FOUDRE/AERONEF

Los mficanismes physiques essentiele du foudroiement d'un afironef seront rappelfie
succinctoment dana ce chapitre. La nature do I& menace sera dfifinie, en insistent par-
t icul iirement cur la menace vie-a-vie do 1' Avionique. Aprics avoir dicrit ls principe
des asurea do durciceement, nous indiquerons lee grandes lignas des travaux do recher-
che at do diveloppement qui doivent aboutir A une protection optimicia do l'aironef
contra Ia foudre.

Lee travaux de caractirication, qui ont pour but do fournir lee renseignemonte de
base pour Ia recherche technique, coaportent une partie important. d'escaic estima-
tiques an vol. On Indiquera leur objactif pricia, lea conditions do lout rtuscito, at
V'on citera quolques uns des ricultats priliminaires dfijA obtenus.

La foudre sot Ia phinoalne brutal do dicharge ilectrique dans l'ataosphira par
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lequel les charges filectriques positives et nfigatives accumulfies dans lea nuages, ainsi
que laura images glectriques au sol, se neutralisent. Les foudroiements correspondents
peuvent Atre intra-nuages, inter-nuages, ou nusge-sol. Ces foudrojements sont prgcfidfis
par une piriode de prfi-claquage (pri-breakdown) A l' intirieur du nuage, puis par la
progression d'un canal ionis6 dit prficurseur (leader) qui fitablit un pont conducteur
entre centres de charges opposfies. Dis que ie circuit eat feri, un courant de court
c ircuit intense le traverae A une vitesse qul est une fraction de celia de la lumiare.
Caeat ls coup en retour (return stroke) , responsable des effets luminaux de l'6clair at
qui provoque l'onde de choc pergue sous forme de tonnerre.

La phase de pri-claquage peut durer une fraction de seconde, la progession du
leader quelquea millisecondes, is coup en retour queiques dizaines de microsecondas;
un mgme 6clair petit comporter piusleuras dizaines de prficurseurs at coups en retour
pendant tine dunfe totals de i'ordre de la seconda dans de nombreux cas, le canal
ionisfi eat parcouru entre lea coupe en retour par un courant persistant. La prficurseur
peut transporter 500 Ampares, ie coup an retour eat inffinieur A 200.000 Ampares dane
98 % des cas ; le courant persiatant peut valoir plusieurs centaines d'Ampares.

Un aironef peut itre frappfi par is foudre pour plusisurs raisons:
a) dana un premier sclinario, un prficurseur descendant passe A proximitfi de I'appareil

comme il a'accompagne d'un champ 6lectrique tras intense, i1 amorce stir l'aironef
une dficharge (streamer) qui se tranaforme en pvficurseur ascendant ; lea deux pracur-
seurs, qui comportent de notabreuses branches, se rencontrent ; l'appareil eat port6
aui potential du nuage at 6met vera le aol tin prficurseur descendant ; dis qua ce prfi-
curseur eat en contact avec le aol, le coup en retour remonts Vera l'afironef
(fig. 8)

b) un second scfinario eat aussi possible l'Vavlon, plongfi dana le champ glectrique
tras intense d'un nuage d'orage, voit a'amorcer sur sea pointes une dficharge qui
fournit tin prficurseur ascendant vera le nuage :la suite des fivanementa se passe
comma dans is premier scfinario, mais ici le coup de foudre a 6tfi dficlenchr? par la
prfisence mame de l'aironef.

111.2 - Nature-de-la-menace-due i la f oudre

Contrairement a la menace due A i'6iectricitCi statique, la menace de Ia foudre se
caractfiriss par une action d'une extreme brutalitfi mais de faible probabilitfi. Las sta-
tistiques font 6tat d'une frfiquence moyanne de foudroiement d'tina fois toutes lea
3000 heures de vol pour lea avions commercisux. En gfinfiral, stir Is gfinfiration actuella
d'afironef, lea consiquences sont mineures ; cependant, l'USAF a recansfi la parts de
sept appareils aui cours de Is derniare dficannie, at des dfigats matfiriels d'un montant
de 21 millions de dollars de 1972 A 1.977 du fait de is foudra. En effet, bien qua lea
m6thodes de protection contra lea effets du coup de foudre direct stir ia structure
lient 6tf depuis longtemps mis aui point, 11 subsists tin petit nombre de cas qui se

soldent par des dfigats sfirietix at tin nombre tr~s rfiduit d'accidents catastrophiques
(inflammatirn dui combustible dana lea rfiservoirs, ficlatement du radima, extinction du

*1riacteur). Can effats at lea remades prficonisfis ont fait l'objet d'une abondante litt6-
rature spicialisge ; nous n'en parlerons pas ici.

La gfinfiralisation des natfiriax composites, momns efficaces qua leg panneaux
mitalliquas comma 6crans filectro-magnfitiques, at V introduction de commandes de vol
filectriques, avec leur avionique digitale sensible aux perturbations radjo-flectriquas,
tranaposent le problame stir un nouveau plan. La partle Is plus vulngrable de l'afronef
deviant alors cette avioniqie deatinfia A assurer des fonctions critiques pour is survie
de l'appareil ; il convient donc de Is protfiger non seulement des consfiquences du coup
de foudre direct, sa aussi des rayonnements parasites en provenance des foudroiaments
de proximit6, c'est-l-dire des effets 6lectro-nagngtiquas des coups de foudre survenant
dons tin rayon de quelques dizaines de kilomitres. Ca problime, qui constitue tin
obstacle A franchir avant le dfiveloppement du Contr8le Automatique Ginfiralisi, a osci-
ti 1'effort technologique conscrg A la foudreaust cours de ces demulre. annie.

111.3 - Techng sl4!_!2roection de ll avion iue contra gleeffets du

I oud r o lment

Nous ne ferons, dans cette synthise, qu'effleurer ce problame en citant, parmi lea
techniques de protection (Cu de durcissement), lea diff~rent. moyens de riduire le coti-
plage entre foudre at circuits sensible. blindages flectro-magnitiques, riduction de
la surface des boucles collectrices de flux magnfitique par utilisation de pairs$ tors-
dies et par tin choix judicleux des mise. A In masse, utilisation des circuits. opto-
Eilectroniques pour ia transmission des information. stir fibre optique aui lieu des fils
conducteurs, etc.

Notons qua l'optiaisation de ce durcissement, c'est-I-dire la d~finition de dispo-
sitions efficaces aui poids at aui coOt minimaux, requiert tine connaissance quantitative
de Is source de perturbations, c'est-&-dire des niveaux at du spectre de I& puissance
rayonnie par lea diffirentes phases du coup de foudre. En particulier, comae la menace
st constitute par 1e cheap parasite induit, I& grandeur critique eat lite A la vices..

de montfie du courant de foudre d1/dt at non pas aui ourant I itt-mime ou a Isl charge
neutralioSe Q comas c'est Ie css loraqu'on examine le problime des digats mficaniques oti
thermiques provoqufis sour la cellule.
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111.4 -lihd oi e1arcec t4 v o2m tdn edmiedl

La structure logique selon laquelle sont organti Is recherche et le dfiveloppe-
ment dans le domains qut nous intfirease eat schfimatisfie our la figure 9. On relive lea
&tapes suivantes :caractfiriaation des paramitres de la foudre, fitude du couplage A
l'aironef, m~thodes de durciaseement, mfithodes de teat au Sol et moyena d'easai
correspondents, recommandations et normes. Dane cet enaemble, le but du prfiaent exposi
consiste I situer dana l'enaemble des travaux de caractfiriaation ceux qui utilisent des
esaia en vol syatimatiques sur aironefa spficialement iquipia. Nous renvoyons le
lecteur intiress par lea autres aspects de cea travaux A Ia littirature apficialialie

A [121 [13] [141.

Notona cependant, en liaison avec Ia conclusion du paragraphe prficldent. que lea
statistiques aur leaquelles lee recommandations actuellesent utilisies sont fondles
proviennent principalement de mesures faltes au sol dens des observatolres, 11 y a un
certain nombre d'anniea. Cci indique d'une part que Von manque de donnfies concernant
lea phinomines perqus I laltitude de vol des avions, et, d'autre part, que l'enseuble
de cea travaux a stfi rlalis6 evec des Instruments de msure en grande partie pirimia
eujourd'hui, en particulier en cc qui concerne leur bande passante. C'eat dire que 9i
lea renseignements qu'on en tire cont suffisants pour eatimer is menace our lea struc-
tures, lilec A I et Q, uls peuvent se rivller trompeura pour l'fivaluation des effets
sur l'Avionique, li6a A dl/dt, qui requiert une trea large bande passante (50 ou mame
200 MHz dans lea chalnes de mesure utiliales a prisent).

11 eat donc nficessaire de faire en vol des mesures trio prficises. qui doivent per-
mettrc de dfifinir lea valeurs maximales de dl/dt, et plus particulilrement de confirmer
lee modales itablis par lea thgoriciens pour rendre compte de LP6volution des champs
filectriques et magnfitiques de l'fclair, ou 6ventuellement de compluter cec modales qui,
A l'heure actuelle, ne concernent quc le coup en retour (151. Ces modales sont en effet
critiques pour le choix d'unc protection Squilibrie contre lea menaces de Is foudre, de
l'glectricitti statique et, 6ventuellement, de l'impulsion 6lectro-magnitiquc [161 ; 11
s'agit donc de meaures dont l'analysc entralnera des conefiquences importantes Sur Ia
philosophic des mfithodes de durcissement.

111.5 - Caractfrisation ayatimat ique en vo2l dearamitres filectro-magnitjS~t!
des foudrolements-directs et de Brx it!

11 exiate actuellement trois programmes en cours orientfs were cet objectit un
programme conduit par IUSAF (Wright Patterson Air Force Base) our un C.130, un pro-

A gramme meng par 1s NASA (Langley Research Center) our un F.106 B, et un programme dive-
loppi en France sous l'figidc du STTE aur un C.160 TRANSALL. Des essais syatimatiques
mime nature sais avec un appareillage riduit ont it& conduits, 11 y a quelques annies,
par l'USAF aur un U2 et, plus rficemment, par Ia NASA, en association avec le SRI Sur un
Learjet ; nous ne lea diacuterona pas dana net exposk.

Lea grandes Itgnes des trots programmes en coura apparaissent dena l'annexe II.
Nous soulignerona simplement dena cc paragraphe lea traits commune qui diffirencient
des essais en vol claaaique ces opirationa syatimatiques de caractirisation.

t) L'Lcquipement de I'avfon dolt avolr it& sphcialement itudli au point de vue de
I& compatibilitA filectromagnitique ; c'est un vfiritable laboratoire volant, comprenant
une enceinte fitanche aux rayonneaents duo A Is foudre :ii faut en effet qua lea chat-
nee ilectroniquea dfilicates ne Soient pas soumises A l'action parasite des perturba-
tions qu'elles sont chargfies de mesurar. La solution Stnirale consate a miinager un
laboratoire parfaitement blind& I l1intfirieur d'une cage de Faraday, oa lea informa-
tion. pinitrent par fibre optiquc.

2) L'aironef dolt itre fquipi de nombreux capteurs. Peroi lea paramitres qu'il eat
nicessaire de mesurer, citons

-le courant de foudre (our perche) ou lea courants de peau induits our Ia surface
externe de l'appereil ; on meaurera cas courants ou leur dirivfie par rapport au
tempsa

-lee champs magnitiques et filectriques, ou leurs dirivfies, en un certain nombre de
points chotis A la surface extirieure de l'avion;

-le champ ilectrique atatique et I. potential de I'avion (ces donnfies sont utiles oi
V'on veut comprendre lea micanisses de diclenchement du foudroisment ; lias sont
sans intgrnt pour une 6tude des effete des foudroiesents de proximitt)

-lea tensions induites aur un certain noubre de boucles disposies I 1' intiriaur de la
cellule, aux endroits oa 1'avionique dolt Otre situie

-lea champs Electro-magnitiquea recueillis au moment du foudroiement par lea antennas
des systimes do radio-communication at da radio-navigation.

11 eat trio Important de disposer de systames de mesure A trio large band. (jug-
qu'I 200 MHz) avec transmission par fibre optique. Par ailloeurs, comaet lea ivinesents
intireasants n'occupent quo des crineaux iw'ignifianta du temps total de Ilexpirience,
ii eat nicassaire de disposer I bord de chain.. Glabories d'sequisition at do tratte-
sent des donnies ; uno bonne solution consists A digitaliser leeasmsures dena des fens-
tree temporelles de dune compatible avec Is parti intgrossante du phinamine ; 1e
choix de ccc fenitres pourre risulter du passage d'un phinomine choisi ou-desaue d'un
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a seull donna ; on peut aussi, avantageusement, recourir a I&a mithode lul consiate I tout
penregiatror et I effacer piriodiquement Ia mimoire, aauf si un fivinement intfireasant

slaeet prfisentfi dane Ia sfiquence enregistrfie (systlhme Ia mimoire tournante) ; cet arti-
fice permet d'dtudier lea mficanismes prficurseura avant dficlenchement d'un effet Im-
portant.

Etant donnai le nombre Important des paramitres et le caractare filaborfi du traite-
Dent, qu'il faut compliter par un dispositif de synchronisation tras prficia pour dater
correctement des phfinomines dont certaina ont Ia dizaine de nanosecondes pour tampa
caractgriatique, on concolt Is complexit6 des syatames de traitement de donnfies nfices-
saires :on eat A La limite de ce que La technique peut offrir, dens un domaine 04
l'appareillage ae perfectionne d'une annaiee A l'autre. Par ailleurs, on comprend ausci
le eoin qu'il taut consacrer aux 6talonnages praalables en niveau at en fraiquence des
captaura, en prenant bien soin d'opirer In situ. Enfin, I'interprfitation des raisultats
n'act pas 6vidante at pose de dfilicata problames de thacorie alectro-magnfitique ; 11

sagit donc encore de recherche, doisaine ott lingfinieur doit collaborer i!troitement
avec la chercheur si l'an vaut aivitar lea conclusions erronies.

* lne conaiquence aividante de cette complexitai eat La naicascita aboolue d'utiliser
des avions trias spaicialisais, at, d'autre part, PIImpoasIbilitai dlaboutir a un raisultat
en une seule campagna lea essais se dfiroulent en plusicura campagnes pendant Ia sal-
eon favorable de plusieura annases consicutives ; La premiare de cas campagnas aert a
mettre au point Is systame ; elle entralna des modifications qui sont essayfies l'annfie

auivante ; ce n'est souvent qu'au bout de La troisiame annase qua lea premiers risultats
sIgnificatifs sont obtenus.

3) L'avion doit voler au voisinage de systames orageux, at doit mama painatrer a La
Lisiara des zones de prficipitation ci la foudroiement direct st rechercha. La configu-
ration La plus favorable A Lanalyse eat cells qui combine lea assais en vol at lea
macurea au sol :on peut ainsi disposer de stations qui permettent de LocaLisar lea
coups de foudre de proximita par rapport A L'avion, ce qui permet d'astimer lea tarmac
source du rayonnement A partir des mesurs cur ILavion at au aol.

* 4) La respect de ces conditions eat indispensable pour obtenir des rensaignaments
cradibles. Voidt quelquss rfisuLtats praLiminaires des campagnec an cours (un plus grand
nombre de raisuLtats doit Atre publLa an juin 1983 au coura d'una confairence spficia-
Lisia) [17].

-F-106B :de 1980 a 1981, vingt coups de foudre directs enregistrais. Ces esaics ont
mis en lumilre L'importance des rfiaonances dimensionnelles de L'avion. q ui .mp ifient

* certainec composantes de La gamma HF (7 A 21 MHz). Lea mesures, effectudes avec una
bands passante de 50 MHz, montrent des fronts de montac de L'ordre de 25 kA par ps.
Par ailleura, certains 6cLairs comportant jusqu'A une centaine d'impuLaiona riparties

* our un peu momns d'une seconds [18].

-C-130 :de 1979 A 1981, deux coups de toudre directs enregiatras, pLusisurs milliers
de foudroiements de proximitai (dana un rayon de 5 A 35 kin) analysis. On diduit de La
corrfilation antre lea champs filectriques at magnaitiqus mesuris dona La phase de pro-
pagation du leader qua cleat La pr*sence de l'avion qui a diclenchf lea deux fou-
droismenta directs. Pour lea foudroiemsnts de proximit6, lea formes d'onde observies
cur l'avion sont identiques A celLes observass au aol. On trouve ausi una amplifi-
cation par risonance dimensionneLLe de composantes HF (2 A 5 MHz). Cependant, ces
raisonances ne sont pas excities .1 le foudroisment st distant de plus ds 5 km.

Lea tamps de montae des coups an retour variant de plusisurs microsacondes I
100 nanosecondec ; cependant, on note La prasence de nombreuses impulsions A front do
montge tra raids pendant lea piriodas de pr6-claquage. On pout an diduire qua la
danger pour l'avioniqua ne provient pas excluaivemsnt des coups en retour [191.

-C-160 a n 1978, seize foudroisments directs. L'Squipement do masure a aubi des modi-
fications et lea vole de 1981 ont aervi A s alase au point ; aucune conclusion dfifi-
nitive n's donc pu Atre publife A ca jour [201 [211.

L'analyse de coa rfisultats prfiliminaires appallo lea remarques aulvantos

1) 11 no faut pas attondre de caB oxpfriences uno riponse rapids aux questions
encore ouvertes our lea caractiristiques cherchs: Is riponse viendra A La fin do La
piriodo de dlipouillement et d'analyse, c'est-&-dire vera Is milieu do Ia prisents
dicennie. Cette lourdour exphriuentale Sat le Prix do la complsxitli dsexplrisnces des-
tinies I mosurer les paramitres difficilement accessible. d'un phfinomins essentielle-

aent fugitif. On tents actusilemont de recueillir des mosures cospllmentaires, sais qui
nlont pas La rigueur des meauras ayatimatiquea qua nous avona dicritos, our certain.
avions de ligne, grics A des "boites noires" qui mosurant lee perturbations Glectroma-
g nitiques avsc uno bands passante de Ilordre du MHz. Ces meaurs complimentaires no
aauraiont, I e110. seules, donner La riponas cherchis.

2) Lea donnieo obtonus par chaque campagne sont trop peu nombreuses et leeafmtho-
des do meaure trop dilicatos pour quo lee conclusions puissont Otre titles rspidsmsnt
par chaqus explrimentateur :seule Is confrontation des risultats et doe mithodes pout
conduire A La constitution d'une banqus do donnies qui puiseont Stre raisonnablement
considirle comma volable z1 slaagit donc d'un domaine oO Ia coopfration est indispen-
sable et 00, par aillours, elle no se heurto a sucun obstacle do confidentialitf pour
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des raisons militaires ou commerciales. Dana ces conditions, cette coopgration a pris
une dimension Internationale aussi bien par l'organisation de Confirences splclalisles
qua par application d'accords dlichanges d'information et de personnel.

IV - CONCLUSION

L'introduction des commandes de vol glectrique (CAG) et la g~nfralisation des
revgtements composites rendent particul irement urgentes lea 6tudes relotives a la
menace que l'1lectricitf atmosphcrique fait peser aur le fonctionnement opirationnel
des systlmes avioniques.

Parml ces Studes, la caractfrlsation systcmatique des effets de l'6lectricita
atmosphirique aur lea conditions op6rationnelles des afronefs requiert des essais an
vol afin de dffinir lea paramatres physiques encore inconnus de la menace. Ces para-
mitres une fois connus, on pe L optimiser lea systames de protection qui permettront a
l'afronef de voler par tout temps dana lea conditions de scurit4 requises. L'optimi-
sation demands des 6tudes complfmentaires (couplage, durcissement, mfthodes de test au
sol) qui ne sont pas d6crites dana cette synth~se.

Lee essais en vol nfcessaires sont longs et dilicats ; ils exigent des avions
munis d'une instrumentation trs 4laborfe. Le dfpouillement des measures et l'analyse

des rfsultats doivent faire l'objet de nombreuses confrontations entre 6quipes de cher-
cheurs : c'est un domaine oZ la collaboration internationale peut ajouter une grande
valeur & la qualit4 de la recherche.
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ANNEXE I

La campagne de mesure METEOR NF 11 du Centre d'Essais en Vol de Rrgtigny, a6t
organis~e en 1979 (18 vole) et 1980 (10 vole) sous l'6gide du STTE avec la participa-
tion du CEAT, de l'Aarospatiale et de 11ONERA.

1 - Instrumentation

Cet appareil 6tait 6quipfi de trois sondes de courant d'impact situ~es respective-
ment eur le rad8me et eur le bord d'attaque de cheque voilure et de cinq capteurs de
champ 6lectroetatique type moulin A champ pour ls mesure du champ 6lectrique ext~rieur
et du potentiel de lavion (voir figure 6).

La possibilitf? de monter Jusqu'il trente et un dlperditeurs paseife instrumentfie
fitait prfivue. Certains vole 6taient effectu~s avec seulement deux dfiperditeurs destinfis

45A a viter l'apparition de dficharges corona sur lee pitots.

Le niveau des bruits radiolilectriques 6tait relevfi dens lee gammas de fraquence
VLF (10 kHz, navigation OMEGA), NP (350 kHz, radio-compae), HF (20 MHz, radiocommuni-
cation), VHF (130 NHz, VOR) at UHF (379 MHz, radionavigation at radiocommunication).

2 - Caractfiristigues des programmes de vol

Lea vole effectu~s ont 6tA programmfis pour avoir lieu le plus souvent a l'int6-
risur des nuages. La friquence d'occurence de 1' impact eat filevase 508 minutes dVim-
pact pour 1440 minutes de vol, eoit 35 % du temps, au cours des 18 vole de 1979. on a
trouvfi qua le courant d'Impact obtenu dens lea cirrus (altitude 10-15 kin) 6taft momns
continu at mains intense qua calui mesur6 dens lee formations convectivas plus basses
(alticumulus, congeetue). La campagne de mesure de 1980 s'est dfiroulfie prffrentiel-
lament dens des nuagas baa at V'on a obtenu 310 minutes d'Impact pour 614 minutes de
vol, soit 49 % du tamps. Les vaeurs des couronts d'impact, rapportfis A Ia surface
frontale do l'avion, vont de 25 a 60 pAlm

2 1 haute altitude ; Ila dipassant a basse
altitude 150 pAlm

2
, avec des points autour de 400 pAlm

2
.

3 - Rgisultat. principaux

La potential de I'avion pout atteindre 300 kV. Le champ filectrique extfirieur pout
atteindre 100 kV/m. Il comaence a produire des effete do charge par Influence A portir
do valeurs de l'ordre de 10 kV/m. Le bruit rsdiotlectrique apparalt, nalgr& la prisenca
des dgperdfteurs, sous l'affet combingi du potential de l'avion et du champ extfrieur.

Dane le domaine KF (radio-compas), le niveau de bruit qui otteint 3 *V/u en
l'absence de protection est ramen6 au-dessous de 80 pV/m dons lee conditions lea plus
sivires loreque l'svion set &quip6 de d~perditeurs passifs. Cependant, l'officacit* do
cette protection par diperditeur d~crolt fortement en prisence du champ filectrique
externe dGa A I proximit& de nuages chorgis Slectriquement, probablesent par suits
d'amorgage de dicharges corona directement sur Is structure.

ANNEXE 11

1) F-106B

Le programme de assures en vol sur Is foudre do 10 NASA, organisi en liaison avec
Ie Centre Technique de 1* F.A.A., s'est Stendu our uno premabre piriode de deux e
(Sths de 1980 at de 1981). L'ovion et un F-106B Instrument6 avoc doe capteurs do champ
Glectrique statique, des capteura fournissont lee dfirivhes des coaposantes Slectriques
et aagnhtiques du chomp flectromagnhtique, et des capteurs do courant (et do dirivae du
courant). Ceo derniers capteurs cont monthsa 10I bost d'une perche montle A l'ovant. Le
noabre et 1s position des autres capteurs sont tels qu'ils permettent to aesure do
toutes lea composantes spatiales des grandeurs Atudilies. La mission typo do l'appareil
consists A pinhtrer done l'oregte pour obtenir un foudroismont direct.
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En 1980, l'avion a At& foudroydi dix fois pour 69 pinfitrations dona l'orage. et, en
1981, dix fois pour 1ll pfinitrations. Les 20 foudrotements ont ft& touc obtenuc
au-dessus de 15 000 pieds :30 pinfitrations I une altitude infirieure a'ont pas ft6
cuivies de foudroiementc. Sur lea 20 coups de foudro directs, 12 ont 6t6 obtenus entre
15 000 at 21 000 pieda pour 125 pinitrations, 3 a 25 000 pieda pour 11 pinitrations. et
enfin, 5 durant uno pinitration unique 1 33 000 pied.

L'onsemble des riaultats obtenua indique que ec foudroisments itaient tous
d'intensitfi modecce, le courant maximum mecurfi ftant de l'ordre de 14 kA [181.

2) C-130

Le programme de mesures en vol our la foudre de l'USAF secst itendu cur une pre-
mi~re piriode de troic ans (1979-1981). L'avion est un WC-130 inatruaent6 avec des
capteurs de champ 6lectrique. de champ magnktique et de dencIti de courant de peau. Ccc
capteurs sont montic sur le haut du fuselage I l'avant de Vlile, I l'extrimitf de
Vlle gauche. et sous la queue.

La mission essentielle de l'appareil est l'cnalysa des effets flectromagnitiques
dec foudroiements do proximit6.

La dynamique des chalnes de mesure itait prfivue pour meaurer lee caractfirictiquec
de foudroiements curvenant I une distance comprice entre 0,5 et 30 km de I'afironef. Lec
mssures itaient dficlenchfies lorsque Is variation du champ 6lectrique dipassait 10
V/m/c (augmentation de 10 V/m en 1 pa).

La dune des ivanements enregistrfic itait courte :i1 s'agit de fenitres de 40 Ps
en 1979, de 164 las en 1980. CVest dire que lee donnfiec utile. couvrent une durne totale
de quelquec cecondes pour une campagne de vol.

L'avion curvolait le site de Devil's Garden, en Fioride, I une altitude moyenne de
15 000 pieds, quoique dec mesurec aient itSi relevies a 8 000, 5 000 et mome 1 500
pieds. line infrastructure comprenant un chelter d' Instrumentation permettait d'effec-
tuer des corrglations avec des mecurec au sol (champ ilectrique. rayonnement VHF).

L' instrumentation embarquie comprenait. outre le radar mfitfo, un "stormscope"
capable de localiser grossiarement lee foudroiements.

A titre d'exemple, nous dicrirone le foudroiement en vol du 26 ao~t 1981, qui a
it& obtenu lorsque l'avion volait & Ia vitosce de 333 km/h, 9 l'altitude de 16 000
piedc, avec uno tempirature extirieure de +5*C, sous un cumulo-nimbuc (sommet des
nuagec 30 000 pieds). L'iclair a dur& 460 me, avec uno premi~re phace de 30 ms formge
d'impulcions durant quelques microsecondes, sipanios de quelques dizaines de micro-
cecondec. et une seconde phase sipanfie de Ia premiare par une piriode calm. do 320 me.
11 c'est accompagn& d'un bruit violent ; liquipage, qui a une grande oxpfirience du vol
par mauvaicec conditions mitgorologiquos, a estim& que l'attachement de Is foudre

* c'itsit fait de part et d'autre du fuselage [191.

3) TRANSALL C-160

Le programme de mesure en vol du TRANSALL C160-04 du CEV de Britigny devait
c'itendre en principe cur 1978 (expiriencec do digrossissage) et cur 1981, aprac ami-
iforstion dec chalnec de mesure. En fait, lavion n'a pratiquement pas yoli en 1981, et
le. ceulec mesures dont on dispose coot cellos de 1978. Commo pour I. F106-B, Is
micsion comportait Is pfinitration on liciare de zone oragouse pour obtenir des fou-
djroiemonta directs. L'appareil Stait &quip& en 1978 de perches avant at arriire at d'un
chunt de mesure du courant, de capteure de champ magnitique, et de capteurs do courant
do pean. La figure 10 montra laspect do lappareil avec Is parch. avant ; Ia figure 11
raccemble dec clichic montrant diffirents capteurs doot lappareil a itS Squipi sprat
Ia rivIsIon pour la campagne de 1981. Ces capteurs coot ripartis cur Ilavion comma 1.
montre Ia figure 12 [201.

L'avion a voIG au-decsus do tout. Is France, 9 uno vitaoe comprise entra 170 et
220 noeuds. Au cours do 7 vols (17 houres de vol), on a obtenu 19 foudroiemeots, A dec
nivaux do vol compris antra 10 000 at 15 000 pied. ; Is tempirature extitioure itait
comprise ontta -5 at O'C. L'avion piolitrait au plus S 1 ou 2 siles osutiques a l'ioti-
riour du ouaga, at iptouvait una turbulence moyanna, accompagnia de pricipitation (en
ginital grile).

La niveau des foudroiements itait plus Slev6 qua pour 1. F-1062 10 X des fou-
dtoiaaantc dipasatint 50 kA (211.
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WORLDWIDE EXPERIENCE OF WIND SHEAR DURING 1981-1982

by

A A Woodfield & J F Woods

Royal Aircraft Establishment,

Bedford,

0England MK41 6AE

SCiawSUMMARY

1 Large changes of wind and downdraughts (Wind Shears) have caused several major
accidents to airliners. The Royal Aircraft Establishment(RAE , with support from theUnited Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority and British Airways(BA), have analysed wind shear

data from over 9000 landings by 26 BA B747 aircraft at 71 airports around the world
during 1981 and 1982. The data are analysed using Discrete Gust methods developed at theRAE.

Time histories of wind velocities and aircraft reactiors are presented for 9 of the
more interesting events identified. These were selected from 86 examples of large wind
shears where the three components of wind velocity have been calculated. An example of a
severe downburst in the vicinity of a thunderstorm is also presented. This was measured
by the RAE HS125 research aircraft during the Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS)

Programme near Denver, Colorado, USA in July 1982.

Statistics on the probabilities of encountering wind shears with particular
patterns of headwind speed changes have been calculated from the 9000 landings. Effects
at different airports, height bands, shear lengths, and patterns have been compared.
Suggestions are made for Design Cases of shear that could be used for testing autopilots
and wind shear measuring systems. Some possible criteria for the severity of single ramp
changes in headwind are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Large changes of wind and downdraughts (Wind Shears) have been the cause of several

major accidents. The worst and one of the most recent accidents occurred during take-off
from New Orleans during July 1982 (Ref 1). A Boeing 727 aircraft was taking-off with
thunderstorms in the vicinity of the airport and, despite making allowances for a
possible encounter with wind shear, the aircraft crashed killing 153 people (Ref 1).
Many research activities have been addressing the problems of wind shear since the
mid-1970's with particular emphasis on flying techniques and the development of suitable
flight deck displays and wind shear sensors. Regulatory Authorities have not been able
to use this research to produce practical rules but only advice on flying techniques and
ground based wind shear warning systems. This is understandable as it is not possible to
produce meaningful rules unless

a) acceptable sensors and/or display systems have been demonstrated, and

b) wind shear design cases have been established for testing such systems.

One of the reasons for the unwillingness to accept various sensors and systems is

the scarcity of data from which to provide design cases of wind shear. Such design cases
must be realistic in their form with time and position, their size, and their probability
of encounter. Until recently the only data available on large wind shears were a few
reconstructions from major accidents and limited data from instrumented masts. There
were no data on the probabilities of encountering wind shears of a particular form and
size, although the loss of 1 or 2 commercial airliners each year through wind shear shows

that the probability of encountering a catastrophic wind shear is significant. The need
for such data is indicated by the US Federal Aviation Administration's issue of a Draft
Advisory Circular (No. 120) giving several examples of wind shear that may be used for
testing sensors and displays. However, the examples used are based on the limited data
from accidents and masts.

Some four years ago the UK Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) with support from the
UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) approached British Airways (BA) with a view to
obtaining wind shear data during landings from the routine flight recorders carried on
many of their aircraft. British Airways were interested in obtaining wind shear data to
assist in the interpretation of unusual events and a programme was agreed whereby the RAE
would provide BA with detailed methods for detecting and analysing headwind components of
wind shear (Ref 2) and BA would provide relevant records to the RAE for more detailed
analysis. The programme would analyse data from the 26 B747 aircraft in the BA fleet and
the aim was to collect the final two minutes of about 12000 landings.

This paper briefly describes the analysis methods used to identify wind shears from

over 9000 landings during 1981 and 1982. The paper starts with the scope of the
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measurements, then several examples are given of different types of shear, followed by
the identification o, differences between various airports and the effects of height
above the ground. The form of statistical distribution of wind shears for this part of
the BA route structure is presented and ways of using these data to provide design cases
are described.

2 WIND SHEAR PROGRAMME

2.1 Programme Aims

The programme has three aims:

a) To provide statistics on the probabilities of encountering severe wind shear
of various patterns both at individual airports and in a worldwide route structure.

b) To provide a variety of examples of large wind shear to improve the
understanding of the different forms of shear and the associated aircraft
behaviour.

c) To prove the effectiveness of the Discrete Gust Analysis methods (Ref 3) in
detecting wind shears and provide a method for routine application at British
Airways.

From these results it is expected that recommendations will be made on the forms
and magnitude of various wind shear patterns to be used for wind shear design cases. It
is also suggested that the analysis methods are particularly suited to the analysis of
wind shear for aviation applications in an economical and effective manner and as such
could be used as a general method by other agencies. This would have the advantage that
data could be exchanged and compared from a variety of sources. The discrete gust form
of the data is particularly relevant to aircraft operations BUT cannot be compared
directly with other statistical data.

2.2 Iiscrete Gust Analysis, or Wind Shear Pattern Detection

Aircraft in flight are unaffected by stea../ wind velocity except for navigation.
An aircraft can perform manoeuvres without considering the wind velocity. However, any
CHANGE in wind velocity with respect to the ground with time or position along the flight
path will require action from the pilot if the desired flight path is to be achieved.
The extent of the pilot's actions will depend on the duration and the total size of the
wind velocity changes.

Thus any wind shear (or turbulence) analysis method must identify size and duration
of wind changes (NB: It follows from the above that the change of headwind component
observe,; when on aircraft makes a turn in a steady wind is not a wind shear as there is
no -hange of wind velocity with respect to the ground.)

The next essential for wind shear analysis is the ability to detect large isolated
events in time histories of the wind. Traditionally Fourier Analysis methods have been
used but they sufter from the inherent assuption that the data can be considered as a
portion of a regular and continuous stream of data. The problems with isolated events
are clear if it is remembered that the Fourier spectrum of an isolated spike is white
noise and only by defining the relative phases of each frequency component can the
presence of a single spike be detected. Traditionally fluctuating data is often
presented as only the power spectrum of the data and it would be impossible to identify a
single spike from the power spectrim.

An alternative is to scarch for particular patterns in the time histories and the
Discrete Gust methods developed by J G Jones at the RAE have p)roved an effective means of
analysis over many years of turbulence measurements. Thus it was chosen for the analysis
of the BA wind shear data.

The patterns chosen for wind shear analysis are shown in Fig I and the analysis
programme uses a combination of smoothing filters and differencing across a given time
interval to identify the size of patterns of a particular length and shape. As the data
are required for defining wind shears that are relevant to a wide range of aircraft the
time intervals chosen to define the length of the patterns were 4, 8 and 16 seconds,
which correspond to air distances of about 300, 600 and 1200 m at typical approach speeds
for the B747. Patterns with a shorter length would be seen as turbulence by most
aircraft, even at lower approach speeds, and not require significant pilot intervention
to) hold the flight path. Patterns with a much greater length will have an extremely low
probability of having a very large rate of wind change and thus changes of airspeed will
be comfortably within the capabilities of the aircraft and pilot.

The form of analysis identifies patterns within an octave band of lengths where the
nominal length is the centre. Thus the total range of lengths covered is from 200 m to
1600 m for the three single ramp patterns and up to three times that for the longest
double ramp patterns. Fig 2 shows typical outputs from the 3nalysis programme after
filtering and differencing for single ramps and double ramps with zero spacing (ie six of
the twelve patterns). Individual wind shears are identified by the peaks and troughs of
these filtered time histories. The peak in the time history (Fig 2a) at -17s is
correctly identified as an 8s double ramp as it is the largest peak in the filtered
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outputs, which is just less than twice the average headwind change. In this example the
true average headwind change in the double ramp is 17 kt.

2.3 Analysis of British Airways Landing Data

Initially the flight data are processed at BA to extract headwind, crosswind,
aircraft heading, and height at 1 sec intervals during the final 2 min before touchdown.
BA processes these data through a simple wind shear identification programme and
identifies

a) landings where the magnitude of any shear pattern exceeds a predetermined
threshold, whicti are called Alerts;

b) landings where a combination of wind and aircraft heading change will give a
significant false wind shear in the headwind time history. These are not checked
for Alerts but the data are passed to the RAE for checking and, if any possible
Alerts are present, the data are processed through a more elaborate analysis
programme which eliminates false shears arising from heading changes;

c) landings where more than 20% of the data have lost synchronization are
rejected at BA.

BA pass headwind and height data for all landings to the RAE, other than those
identified with (b) and (c) above. The data are then subjected to a series of tests to
identify runs with suspect data. These are then visually inspected together with all
wind shears whose magnitudes are above those for a 5% probability of occurrence. Only
those landings where the data is almost certainly real wind shear are retained in the
statistical data set. However, some landings where corrupt data are well separated from
an obvious significant wind shear are analysed to identify the wind shear. These are
kept separate from the statistical data. The Alert thresholds are set at wind shear
magnitudes which result in about 1.5% of landings containing an Alert.

Landings identified by BA as containing an Alert are transferred to the RAE as a
full set of aircraft data (Table 1) which, if the data are shown to be valid, are then
analysed to determine a wide range of relevant parameters (Table 1), including all three
components of the wind in earth axes.

The headwind shear data are collected by airport and also sorted into height bands
between 0, 250, 500, 1000 and 1500 ft, above touchdown. The data are also amalgamated
into a total set for the BA worldwide route structure flown by the B747.

Analysis has been completed on 9135 landings recorded between February 1981 and
September 1982. This represents about 50% of the total landings by the 26 aircraft of
BA's B747 fleet in this period. It should be noted that the analysis programmes use
parameters already recorded by BA and the complete analysis has required about 0.5 man
years of software development and about 0.3 man-years of analysis effort at the RkF.
Similar software effort was bought in at BA and less than 0.1 man-years were require., t-)
run the programmes at BA over the 19 mth period. This very low level of effort is
largely due to the effectiveness of the Discrete Gust methods and the care spent in
defining the ways of presenting the analysed data before specifying the software
requirements. Also, a preliminary set of 1200 landings was analysed (Ref 4) and various
improvements to the analysis procedures introduced before proceeding with the larger data
set. The main change being the introduction of ways of dealing with false wind shears
resulting from heading changes.

Landings have been recorded at over 70 airports around the world and Fig 3 shows
the locations of airports where more than 25 landing records have been collected.
Details of the numbers of records at each airport are given in Table 2. London
(Heathrow) as the hub of the BA network has 26.4% of the landings, 10 other airports have
more than 200 landings; 15 have between 100 and 200 landings; 12 have between 50 and 100
landings; 13 have between 25 and 50 landings and 20 have less than 25 landings.

Take-offs have not been analysed because the time spent in the various height bands
is much shorter and the speed variation is much greater. Thus it would be difficult to
obtain a controlled data set for statistical analysis. The statistical data gathered
from landings should be directly relevant to take-off cases as they are expressed in
terms of wind changes and airborne distances.

3 LARGE WIND SHEAR

Detailed study of large wind shears serves several purposes, viz.

a) It checks that they are not the result of corrupt data if the aircraft
behaviour is consistent with the shear. This is particularly important if the
tails of the distribution are to be extrapolated to obtain fesign cases;

b) it confirms that the Discrete Gust method is identifying the correct
magnitude, length and pattern for large shearsl

c) it shows the relationship between downdraughts and the various forms of
headwind Phear so that complete shear models can be derived.
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The policy of identifying significant wind shears by their headwind component is
based on the fact that significant downdraughts cannot exist near the ground without
significant horizontal wind components, and headwind is the easiest of the three
components to identify reliably. There is no implication that downdraughts are less
significant than headwinds. The severity of a wind shear will depend on the combined
effects of both components.

86 Alerts have been analysed to provide three component wind data. Several of
these are used in this section to illustrate various features of wind shear. To complete
the picture there is also an example of a thunderstorm downburst recorded on the RAE
HS125 research aircrft during the Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) research programme
near Denver, Colorado, USA in July 1982.

3.1 San Francisco, August 1981

San Francisco is typical of many airports on the BA B747 routes in being close to a
large area of water. In this situation it is common to have a cool on-shore wind during
the day. Fig 4 shows an example of such a wind. The aircraft (Fig 4a) is not
significantly affected although the wind increases by 16 kt in 16s. It is interesting to
note the two cool layers identified by the temperature time history in Fig 4b, with a
modest low-level jet at the top of the upper layer at about 1500 ft above touchdown.
This 'on-shore wind' type of shear was responsible for an accident to a DC10 at Boston
when the pilot did not apply thrust early enough when the headwind stopped increasing.
The combination of decreasing wind and increasing temperature with height can cause some
problems during take-off as the temperature increase reduces thrust at the same time as
the headwind decreases. This can also coincide with the reduction of thrust for noise
abatement. For this landing the temperature at 2000 ft is nearly 8 deg Celsius warmer
than the surface. There are no significant updraughts with this shear.

3.2 Melbourne, September 1981

Melbourne is another coastal airport and the wind shear recorded in September 1981
did cause problems (Fig 5a). At about 50s from touchdown the airspeed fell rapidly by
over 20 kt and the rate of descent almost doubled. Thrust was increased almost
immediately to a level just greater than that for level flight and the airspeed recovered
about half of the loss but the descent rate only slowly reduced towards the normal
approach value. The aircraft continued to descend slowly beneath the glide path until at
22s to touchdown it was at 140 ft, which is about 100 ft below the glide path. At this
point the increased thrust suddenly became effective and the aircraft was able to regain
an acceptable flight path and make a normal landing. The problems arose from a
combination of headwind and downdraught variations (Fig 5b). The wind at 1000 ft was 33
kt from about 50 deg to starboard. At 600 ft the aircraft entered the top of an
inversion with a downdraught of 1200 ft/min, a wind speed loss of 17 kt and direction
changing to 90 deg to starboard. This combination of speed loss and direction change

A results in a change in headwind component of 29 kt in 20s (a distance of 1740 m), which
is a mean rate of 1.5 kt/s. (NB this is the underlying change in the headwind after
filtering most of the shorter transients (turbulence).)

At the moment when the headwind decrease stops there is another large downdraught
of nearly 900 ft/min and then the shears cease. It is at this point that the aircraft
starts to recover.

3.3 Anchorage, March 1981

This was the only wind shear incident reported on the BA B747 fleet in the past two
years. The event occurred just before the first landing at Anchorage recorded for the
full programme and is not included in the statistical data set. However, a full data
listing was obtained and processed through the programme that calculates the three
components of the winds. The wind shear programme with BA deliberately did not include
any special wind shear reporting, as it is sometimes difficult to sort out wind shear
incidents from general comments on less significant shears.

On the first approach the aircraft encountered severe wind shear and overshot.
Wind shear was still present 9 minutes later during the second approach but the aircraft
was able to land safely. The aircraft behaviour on the first approach is shown in Fig 6a
from about 100s (-120s point in Fig 6a) before the start of the overshoot. A normal
descent was started at -90s but an excessive sink of 1800 ft/min developed. Thrust was
increased at -65s and restored the aircraft almost to level flight. As the glide path is
approached the thrust is again reduced (-50s). Again a high sink rate of 1600 ft/min
developed and then reduced accompanied by an airspeed loss of 22 kt. At -23s the descent
rate again increased to 1600 ft/min and, with the aircraft about 500 ft above touchdown
and descending well below the glide path, full thrust was applied for an overshoot. The
Ground Proximity Warning System operated a couple of seconds later while the thrust,
which lags behind throttle movement, was increasing for the overshoot. After sinking to
a minimum height of 420 ft the aircraft climbs away safely.

The winds and temperature CFig 6b) and the ground track with wind vectors (Fig 6c)
complete the history of this event. To avoid high ground, aircraft on the approach to
runway 24 have to turn about 90 deg onto the extended runway centreline about 4 nm from
touchdown. The aircraft is lined up on the centreline at -50s. The apparent shear in
the headwind time history between -80s and -50s arises from the heading change and is



entirely false. This is an example of the false shears that can arise if no special
analysis method is used to account for heading changes. The shears between -30s and -20s
are genuine as there are negligible heading changes. The very large shear in the total
wind when it falls by 35 kt between -55s and -40s has little effect on the aircraft
because the change is almost entirely in the crosswind component. The main effects on
the aircraft come from updraughts and downdraughts and the headwind changes at about
-30s. It is interesting that the updraught at -25s is of warmer air, which probably
originated in the warmer layer encountered at about -60s and a few hundred feet higher.
The final downdraught which led to the overshoot reached 1100 ft/min and lasted about
12s.

3.4 Harare (Zimbabwe), August 1981

The aircraft behaviour (Fig 7a) shows two large thrust applications at 70s and 30s
before touchdown and there is an airspeed increase at 50s. The aircraft sinks below the
desired flight path from 45s, despite a thrust increase, and then recovers at 20s.

The main features of the winds and downdraughts (Fig 7b) are the direction change
of 180 deg between 42s and 35s and a prolonged updraught of 500 ft/min at about 70s
followed by downdraughts of 600 ft/min at 48s and 26s. The first thrust increase is used
to correct a low airspeed when the aircraft is low on the flight path. Recovery is
assisted by the updraught and thrust is rapidly reduced. Then there is a surge in
airspeed at the same time as the first downdraught and the wind direction starts to
change. The loss of headwind of 18 kt in 12s, which starts at 45s, and the subsequent
downdraught at 26s are the most significant wind shears. They cause the aircraft to sink
significantly below the desired flight path. The airspeed surge at 50s is
counterbalanced by the downdraught and has little effect on the aircraft.

The air temperature has a peak at the start of the wind direction change which
shows that the air at the lower heights is cooler. This and the very large change in
wind direction of 180 deg are the sort of pattern which would be found with a storm
front.

3.5 Detroit, April 1982

The aircraft behaviour (Fig 8a) shows a particularly disturbed approach with
frequent airspeed variations of over 10 kt and descent rate varying between 200 and 1000
ft/min. Then at 28s and Ils there are two dramatic temporary losses of airspeed,
although only the second (and less dramatic) results in any significant sink. Thrust
changes are few except at the two airspeed losses.

Full analysis is only possible from 113s as the inertial ground speed data were
lost briefly from 117s to 114s. This wind shear is an example of one which is not
included in the statistical data set but has been analysed to identify large wind shears.
Only landings where 120s of uncorrupted data are available have been used for the
statistical data set. No air temperature data are available for this landing but the
winds are shown in Fig 8b. The wind speed of 50 kt is high and only decays a little from
300 ft down to touchdown.

The various wind components overlap on Fig 8b but it is clear that most of the
variations in descent rate from 120s to 40s are caused by vertical draughts. The first
of the major double ramp headwind changes at 28s has ramps 6s (476 m) long and an average
headwind change of 16.5 kt (2.8 kt/s). It is accompanied by an updraught of 900 ft/min
and it is this which alleviates most of the effects of the airspeed loss. Indeed the
airspeed changes are exaggerated by the deliberate speed reduction started at 42s and an
overshoot in speed as the thrust increase in response to the sudden airspeed reduction
during the wind shear takes effect at the same time as the wind increases again. The
minimum airspeed was 127 kt, which is 25 kt below the average airspeed for this landing.

The second airspeed loss at lls is caused by another double ramp headwind variation
with 8s (634 m) long ramps and a mean speed change of 13.7 kt (1.7 kt/s). However, this
wind shear is not accompanied by any significant vertical wind changes and it does cause
the aircraft to sink below the desired flight path. The airspeed falls to 135 kt which
is 17 kt below the average for this landing. The incidence angle of the aircraft, which
is the only reliable indication of its proximity to stalling, is 6 deg higher than the
normal approach value during this second shear. During the first shear it reaches 4 deg
higher than normal and, thus, the aircraft was nearer stalling in the second shear
although the airspeed was 8 kt higher than during the first shear. This illustrates the
fallacy of using airspeed as a measure of the safety margin from the stall in highly
dynamic manoeuvering situations such as wind shear encounters. Incidence and related
measurements such as those from stall warning sensors are the only relevant indications.
Pilots should make maximum use of the lift that is available by increasing pitch attitude
if necessary and never attempt to lower the nose to gain speed. But on most aircraft
there is no continuous indication of the margin to the stall in dynamic situations such
as would be available if incidence were measured. Thus pilots can only use airspeed as a
guide and will always be tempted to use every available means to regain normal approach
speed as soon as possible. Advice such as flying at the stall warning (stick shaker or
natural buffet) cannot be applied in practice because the pilot has no information on his
rate of approach to stall warning, of his margin from it, or degree of penetration beyond
it.
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The wind shears of this example also indicate the importance of the timing of
reversals, which is the reason behind the inclusion of double ramp patterns with
different time intervals between the ramps in the patterns identified by this programme.
In this landing the phasing of thrust with the wind shear increases both the maximum and
minimum airspeeds by 8-10 kt compared with the sizes of the wind shears.

Disturbances of the kind seen in this landing at heights below 300 ft and in strong
winds can be caused by the wakes of large buildings on or near the airport. There are no
particular warnings in the landing charts for Detroit on Runways 21L or 21R, but if this
landing was on 21L then the aircraft would be in the lee of the central terminal
buildings at the place where the large shears were encountered. It is not possible to
differentiate between runways with the same heading from the records as only the runway
heading is known.

3.6 Muscat, June 1982

There is a tendency to worry most about wind shears that cause a loss of height
because the consequences of landing short of the runway are often catastrophic. But it
is possible to cause major damage by landing too far along the runway and overrunning the
end even if the majoriy of the passengers escape without injury. This wind shear at
Muscat on the Gulf of Oman in the Middle East demonstrates a type of wind shear which
could cause an overrun accident although in this case there was sufficient runway
available for a safe landing. The aircraft (Fig 9a) made a steady approach and starts
the landing flare at 20s and should have landed at about 15s. Instead the aircraft
floats for about I km (13s) even though the thrust has been reduced to idle.

The winds (Fig 9b) show that, although the wind speed did not vary significantly,
the wind direction swung through about 150 deg to a tailwind between 38s and 14s and then
back through 170 deg to a headwind as the aircraft flared for landing. The whole event
is a wind shear with a double ramp pattern with a 16s (1210 m) ramp length, an interval
of 16s and a mean wind change of 13.3 kt. The headwind increase that causes the float is
part of this double ramp and has a 13 kt increase in 12s (1.1 kt/s). This just about
balances the normal deceleration in airspeed after reducing thrust for touchdown.

3.7 Chicago (O'Hare), April 1982

Just as a rapid increase in headwind during the landing flare can cause a long
float, so a rapid decrease can be one of the causes of a heavy landing. In this landing
at Chicago the aircraft (Fig 10a) made a reasonably steady approach with few thrust
changes except to correct the low airspeed at 30s. At 8s the airspeed starts to drop
rapidly and, by the time the thrust reduction for the landing flare starts, it has fallen
about 12 kt. It should be remembered that the thrust lags the pilots throttle movement.
The consequence of the loss of airspeed is that the descent rate does not reduce during

tthe flare as it normally would (see the Detroit landing, Fig 8a). The rate of descent at
touchdown on this Chicago landing was 10 ft/s and this gave a vertical acceleration
increment of 0.56 g. This is a hard, but not quite a heavy, landing.

The winds (Fig 10b) varied quite a bit during the early part of the approach, but
were fairly steady from 50s until 5s. At 5s the wind drops by 13 kt in 4s (3.3 kt/s).
At this point the aircraft is about 70 ft above the ground and starting the landing flare
and it is too late for any thrust increase to take effect before the aircraft lands. In
any case there is not sufficient excess thrust available to provide 3.3 kt/s acceleration
when the aircraft is in the landing configuration with flaps and undercarriage down.

Several other hard landings as a result of a wind shear during the flare have been

seen among the B747 data, but it is not the only cause of hard landings.

3.8 Anchorage, November 1981

It has been suggested that a large difference of, say, 25 kt between the headwind
during an approach and that quoted for touchdown can be used as a warning of potentially
serious wind shear. Of the examples presented in this section only the wind shear during
the landing at Harare (Fig 7b) would be identified by this criterion at the start of the
approach, and the shear at Melbourne (Fig 5b) would be identified in time to warn the
pilot. The other shears would not be identified.

There are also quite a few occasions, such as this landing at Anchorage (Figs lla
and b) where a strong headwind at the start of an approach decays quite steadily to a
light wind at touchdown. In this case from 40 kt at 65s (about 800 ft above touchdown)
to 5 kt at 15s (about 100 ft above touchdown). This decrease of 0.7 kt/s is easily
countered by a moderate thrust increase once the decreasing headwind is recognized. The
approach is generally uneventful apart from the effects of the vertical winds between 40s
and 30s.

The headwind change criterion is still useful but it should be noted that it will
not identify all large wind shears and it will identify quite a few fairly innocuous
shears. It can do little more than warn a pilot that there is a possibility of
encountering a large shear.
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3.9 London (Heathrow), April 1982

The final example chosen from the BA B747 records is rather unusual. It shows (Fig
12a) an uneventful approach with a sudden spike in airspeed at 10s and a small spike on
the pressure altitude at the same time. The winds in Fig 12b show vertical wind and wind
direction changes as well as a horizontal wind spike of 11 kt at 10s. All these wind
changes and the brief reduction in static pressure shown on the pressure altitude time
history are characteristic of an encounter with a vortex from a previous aircraft. This
is quite likely in the light winds with a small crosswind component and final
confirmation comes from the roll attitude time history (not shown in Fig 12) which shows
that the aircraft rolls nearly 10 deg to starboard at 10s.

3.10 Thunderstorm Downburst Near Denver, July 1982

Although the majority of the data in this paper are fron cA B747 flight records,
there is no obvious example of the particularly hazardous dowrbursts associated with
thunderstorm activity. As stated in Section 3, the RAE HS125 cesearch aircraft joined
with several aircraft from research agencies in the United States of America and a
comprehensive array of ground based equipment in the Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS)
Project (Ref 5) at Denver, Colorado in the Summer of 1982. the object of the programme
was to study large wind shears of various kinds that are associated with thunderstorm
activity. These vary from general flow circulations around the storm, such as storm
fronts, to very localized events, such as downbursts and tornados. Analysis of the data
from a large number of events is proceeding in the USA and at the RAE in the United
Kingdom.

An example of a time history of a penetration of a downburst (or, because it is
less than 4 km across, a microburst) is shown in Fig 13. The penetration was made at a
height of about 1000 ft above ground (Denver is over 5000 ft above sea level) and at a
safe speed of about 210 kt CAS. The microburst is about 2.4 km across and the maximum
headwind change is -35 kt in 5.3s (640 m). The downdraught fluctuates considerably and
requires a mean change of +3 deg in pitch attitude to maintairn the flight path. This
corresponds to a mean downdraught of about 1200 ft/min which lasts for about 5s, or a
distance of about 600 m. The fluctuations in downdraught produced +/- l'g' excursions in
normal acceleration at the flight speed of 210 kt CAS, which would be reduced to about
+/- 0.6 'g' at normal approach speeds.

These microbursts occurred quite frequently in the vicinity of thunderstorms in the
Denver area and could be associated with rain or only virga (light rain which evaporates
before reaching the ground). They usually built up and then decayed within 5 to 15 min
and as one died another would often occur a few kilometers aways. The 'dry' microbursts
under virga could be seen quite clearly in the countryside around Denver by the curtain
of dust rising to over 1000 ft around the perimeter at a time when the winds outside the
microburst were light. This curtain cf dust must be carried on a strong updraught and
this is not compatible with the model of downbursts as a vertical jet. A vertical jet
impinging on the ground will produce a strong outflow with only weak buoyancy forces to
produce any updraught. Thus the dust should blow out from the centre as an almost
horizontal sheet. Following the observations of the JAWS programme it has been suggested
by Caracena at a Wind Shear Mini-Workshop at the University of Tennessee Space Institute

in October 1982 and by Fujita (Ref 6) in evidence to the enquiry into the New Orleans
accident (Ref 1) that microbusts are the flow around a horizontal vortex ring. This
explains the dust curtains and the way the energetic flow velocities are contained within
such a small area. It would also produce strong downdraughts close to the ground and
require less energy than a jet with a similar downdraught. The data of Fig 13 would
correspond best to a model witi several vortex rings being produced one after the other
(Fig 14) and the HS125 passing between two rings. The lower vortex would produce the
loss of headwind at 36s and the increase at 54s and the upper vortex would cause the main
headwind changes as the aircraft appears to have passed closer to the core of the upper
vortex ring.

It seems that the microburst could be caused by localized pulsation in or just
below the cloud. The suggestion that the energy changes needed to produce a microburst
comes from the evaporation of cloud moisture is supported by the light patch visible in
the cloud after a microburst decays.

Although microbursts are quite common, their short duration and small size mean
that the probability of an aircraft encountering one at its peak strength on approach or
take-off at an airport is rare, but, as several major accidents show, not insignificant.
These same characteristics also mean that any ground based equipment that is going to
detect the growth of a microburst should scan the complete area in less than about 3 min
and should have a separation between measuring points which is not more than about 1 km.

4 WIND SHEAR STATISTICS

The statistics from 9135 landings represent over a million seconds, or over 300
hours of records covering an airborne distance of about 83000 km which is more than twice
round the world. They have been used to identify both the differences between various
groupings of the data, eg airports and height bands, and also the overall characteristics
of the distribution of the data so that extrapolation to design cases can be made with an
acceptable level of confidence. The main reasons for collecting such a large data sample
are to have sufficient examples of large wind shears to establish
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a) that they are part of the general distribution of all wind shears both large
and small, and not part of a different distribution of large shears;

b) the form of the distribution, which is not expected to be Gaussian. About
100000 data points are required to define the distribution of the tail with
reasonable confidence.

Ideally more data would be desirable, but to increase it by a further factor of 10
would require 20 years of analysis at the present rate. As the distributions contain
over 150 large wind shears and are well defined, the statistical analysis has been
completed. Analysis of large events will however continue at the CAA and BA as part of
the CAADRP programme.

4.1 Presentation of Data

Wind shears are identified with the patterns shown in Fig 1 and the measured values
of headwind change. Basic ramp lengths were chosen in octave bands about the nominal
values for 4, 8 and 16s (approximately 300, 600 and 1200 m). This means that data for
nominal ramp lengths of 300, 600 and 1200 m covers ramps in the ranges 200-400 m, 400-800
m and 800-1600 m respectively. To simplify the interpretation of the data and its
application to ramp patterns of a particular length it is very desirable to find a way of
normalizing the data so that it collapses onto a single curve for all ramp lengths. One
way of nomalizing the ramp pattern data is that used by J G Jones (Ref 3) for turbulence
data. The number of shears is divided by the total number of ramp lengths travelled and
the 'speed change' divided by (ramp length)

1
/
3
. Strictly the (ramp len th)l/

3 
factor

should only collapse the data for ramp lengths less than the scale length as it relates
to the region of the power spectrum of atmospheric turbulence with a slope of -5/3.

Scale length is defined as the longest wavelength where the slope of the power spectrum
is -5/3. Wind shears have long wavelengths which may be greater than the scale length.
However, it was decided to use the same normalization process for wind shear data to
provide a convenient basis for comparison with turbulence data and because it may prove
adequate for normalizing much of the data.

The effect of using this normalizing method on data for single ramps with
decreasing winds from 244 landings at New York (JFK) are shown in Fig 15. The data are
presented as cumulative distributions for three nominal ramp lengths of 299, 599 and 1198
m. In a typical cumulative distribution the number of occurrences where the headwind
change exceeds a given level are divided by the total time of the sample and plotted
against the headwind change value, ie it is the integral of the frequency distribution
from that headwind value to infinity with positive and negative speed changes considered
separately. In Fig 15, for example, there are 0.1 exceedances of -7 kt (ie more negative
than - 7 kt) per minute, which means one would expect to encounter a headwind decrease of
more than 7 kt about once in every 10 min on the approach to JFK. At JFK the normalizing

factors are very effective in collapsing data for the three ramp lengths onto a single
curve. This is found to be the case for quite a lot of airports. The divergence at the
tails is because there are insufficient events to establish the curves with any
confidence.

All the data in this section (Section 4) are presented in this normalized form of
cumulative distributions ('exceedances'). On many of the figures the shear pattern and
nominal ramp length are shown by a small diagram of speed against distance similar to
those in Fig I.

In the following sections it will be necessary to cross refer to various figures
and the normal process of numbering figures sequentially at their first appearance will
not produce a logical sequence of figures for the reader who is not studying the complete
text. Thus the figures are presented in the sequence most appropriate to the order of
the sections.

4.2 Overall Probabilities

This section takes all the data from all airports and looks at the probabilities of

a BA B747 encountering particular wind shears during normal operations. Because of the
wide range of airports served, these probabilities may well be representative of those

for other airlines on worldwide routes. They are not necessarily representative of the
probabilities for local routes such as those within Europe or mainland USA. However,
data on probabilities of encounter at individual airports (see Section 4.3) will be
relevant to those situations.

Three main aspects of the overall statistics are considered in this paper. They
are

a) different ramp lengths;

b) different ramp patterns, and

c) different height bands.

4.2.1. Single ramp patterns of different lengths

Cumulative distributions of single ramps with nominal lengths of 305, 609 and 1218
m are shown in Fig 16. The 609 m and 1218 m data collapse well onto a cofmmon line but
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there are more 305 m ramps than would be needed for such a collapse. This is shown later
• (Fig 24) to be a situation that is peculiar to certain airports and, as these include

London (LHR) which has 26% of all the landings, the separate line for 305m ramps is only
going to be relevant for route systems whose hub airport has this characteristic. There
are several airports with this characteristic (Section 4.3.2.3) but London shows it most

strongly. Thus it is likely that the 305 m ramps will show the same tendency for other
worldwide route structures, but perhaps less marked than in these data.

The most important features of Fig 16 are the linearity of the cumulative
distributions at large wind shear values. This will provide a good basis for
extrapolation of the results to define suitable values for design cases. The deviations

from linearity at the lowest probabilities are not significant. They represent a few
isolated events and thus their true probability of occurring is not known.

The collapse of the data with ramp length is similar for all ramp patterns and for
most of the data in the next few sections only that at a nominal ramp length of about 600
m is presented.

The slight spread of exceedances at the origin for increasing headwinds is due to
the mean gradient of headwind with height and is considered in more detail in Section
4.2.3.

4.2.2 Different shear patterns with a nominal length of 600 m

Fig 17 shows cumulative probability curves for all four shear patterns at a nominal

ramp length of 609 m for all landings. The speed change scale can be presented on this
figure as only one ramp length is considered. One of the main features is the very small
difference in probability between all three types of double ramp shears. As may be
expected, the double ramp with an interval of one ramp length between the shears is

slightly less likely at a given shear size but the differences are small. The other main
feature is the almost constant ratio between the speed changes for single ramps and those
for double ramps at a given number of exceedances per ramp length. The ratios are

approximately 0.74 for decreasing speeds and 0.82 for increasing speeds. The differences
between speeds increasing and decreasing are largely due to the biasing effects of the
average rate of change and curvature of wind speed with height which is discussed further
in the next section (Section 4.2.3.)

With this well defined relationship between all the double shear patterns and
single ramp shears it is possible to describe characteristics of all these shear patterns
for the overall route network by studying the trends in single ramp shears. However, in

some instances, such as studying the character of shears at individual airports, it is
wise to consider the simple double ramp pattern as well as single ramps in case there is
variation in the relationship because of some local features at particular airports.

4.2.3 Different height bands

Fig 18 shows the cumulative probabilities for single ramps with a nominal length of

608 m separated into four nominal height bands. The separation is actually into time
bands but, as most of the landings follow a glide path angle of about 3 deg the time
bands can be converted directly into heights. The bands are 0-250, 250-500, 500-1000 and
1000-1500 ft. Zero is taken as the height indicated at touchdown, which is about 40 ft

above ground level for the B747. There are no significant changes in the slopes of the
data in Fig 18 in different height bands or between increasing or decreasing speed
changes. There are, however, shifts in the intercepts at zero speed change, ie the total
number of shears. Speed reductions become more probable in the lower height bands. This
effect is seen more clearly in Fig 19 where data for all three ramp lengths is compared

for the lowest two height bands. The difference in 'speed change' between the increasing
and decreasing ramps at a given level of exceedances is due largely to the mean rate of
change of headwind with height (the wind gradient). Because of the descending flight

path the total probability distribution, which includes both positive and negative 'speed
changes', will have a mean which is nearly equal to the gradient of the 'mean headwind'
with height multiplied by the change of height in travelling one ramp length. Thus the
difference between 'speed changes' at a constant cumulative probability will be twice the
change of 'mean headwind' in travelling one ramp length. The inset table on Fig 19 gives
the expected gradient of 'mean headwind' in the two lowest height bands derived from data
at different ramp lengths. The values agree with each other but are slightly larger than
those on the variation of the 'mean headwind' with height (Fig 20) (NB: The height in Fig
20 is taken as 40 ft at touchdown to give height above ground rather than height above
touchdown. This is to allow the data to be compared with standard profiles of wind
against height). Integrating the gradients derived from the cumulative probability data
gives a total speed change over 1500 ft height of 8.2 kt, cf an actual change of 6.9 kt.
The difference is due to a small skew in the data between increasing and decreasing
speeds. This is shown in Fig 19 by the slightly more negative slope of the decreasing
ramps.

Thus the only significant effect of height on wind shear is this bias due to the

gradient of the mean wind with height. The bias is quite significant in the last 200 ft.
One important consequence of this finding is that it is possible to construct probability

distributions appropriate to take-off cases simply by applying biases from the data of
Fig 20 in the reverse sense to the landing cases analysed here. In the take-off cases
the bias will be positive and, because of the steeper climb gradient, slightly larger.



This will make speed decreases of any given size less likely during take-off than during
landing.

Again although there is no particular variation in probabilities of encounter with
height other than the bias for the overall data, there may be particular features at
individual airports. The data for San Francisco (Fig 22), which will be discussed in
Section 4.3.2.1, shows more headwind increases at height between 250 and 500 ft than in
other bands. These correspond to the 'on-shore' winds such as that in Fig 4. A similar
peculiarity is apparent in 300 m increasing double ramps at Hong Kong (Fig 23a) which
correspond to the spike shown in Fig 23b (Fig 6 of Ref 4).

A corollary of this effect of height is that wind shears at a constant height above
the ground would be independent of that height. At first glance this conflicts with
results from turbulence measurements close to the ground (Ref 8). However, when flying
over undulating terrain, the height above ground is not constant and, in increasing and
decreasing about the mean height above ground, both positive and negative shears will be
added to the distribution. The size of these additional shears will be greater close to
the ground and increase with increasing variations in terrain height. However, over flat
terrain there should be no effect of altitude. Another difference between
landings (and take-offs) and general flight at low altitude is the bias of the flight
direction into wind for landings. Finally, turbulence data has, so far, only been
presented for individual flights in particular conditions and not for an accumulation of
conditions as with the wind shear data. Thus, it is not surprising that there are some
apparent differences. It will be interesting to see if further analysis supports the
conclusions of this wind shear data.

4.3 Airport Characteristics

The distribution of wind shears at individual airports can be influenced by a wide
variety of features such as local topography, season, wind direction, time of day,nearby
large areas of water, airport buildings, etc. With a limited sample of data it is not
possible to study all these effects and in the examples presented here the data are for
the 2 years of the study and all runways, except at Hong Kong where the 50 deg heading
change on the approach to Runway 13 prevented any analysis and only data for approaches
to the other end of the single runway (Runway 31) are available. The times of day are
usually restricted to a narrow band defined by the timetable for the route and the range

of landing times is given in Table 2.

Data has been collected in groups of 50 landings at each airport (100 landings at
London (LHR)) so that some indication of seasonal variations could be otained at the most

* frequently visited airports. Aircraft heading after touchdown is available to help
identify the runway in use, but with the limited sample size it is not possible to obtain
much useful information on the characteristics of the approaches to individual runways,
except when studying any large events.

4.3.1 Differences between airports

Fig 21 shows the distribution of negative single ramp and positive double ramp
shears of 600 m at 8 airports. At any level of exceedance the airport with the largest
wind shears has speed changes of no more than about twice that of the airport with the
smallest shears. The lowest shear levels among these airports were at Nairobi (NBO),
Kuala Lumpur (KUL) and Singapore (SIN). Landings at NBO are mainly just after sunrise
when weather activity is often at it quietest. KUL and SIN on the other hand have
landings during the late afternoon and are also renowned for their levels of thunderstorm
activity during the summer.

The largest shear levels were at Hong Kong (HKG, RW 31 only), New York (JFK) and
London (LHR) for single ramps and Hong Kong (HKG RW 31 only) for double ramps. Hong Kong
is surrounded by rugged mountainous terrain and is well known for the high level of
turbulence on the approach. Only approaches to Runway 31 could be analysed because of
the offset Instrument Landing System and the late heading change of 50 deg required for
landings on Runway 13. In general the shape of the distributions are well established,
even with only just over 100 landings at an airport. The large event in the distribution
for double ramps at San Francisco (SFO) is expected to become part of the general pattern
if a larger sample is taken.

Thus, as the hub airport, LHR, is one of the airports with large wind shears and as

the overall selection of airports is representative of a wide variety of conditions
around the world, the overall distributions of Section 4.2 are believed to be
representative of most international route systems.

4.3.2. Individual airport characteristics

From the distribution of wind shears in different height bands and patterns it is
often possible to identify the major characteristics of wind shears at individual
airports.

4.3.2.1. San Francisco (SFO)

In Fig 22 the single ramp distributions show that the level of positive single
ramps between heights of 250 and 500 ft are nearly twice as large as those at other
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heights. The difference between positive and negative ramps in this height band shows
P that the mean wind increases with decreasing height instead of decreasing as it usually
* does. This behaviour is caused by the frequent on-shore winds of the type shown in Fig

4. Double ramps show no unusual features other than the very large single event with an
average speed change of 17 kt. As with all statistical samples, any large event can
occur at any time and will only find its true probability level if the sample is very
large. Thus single large events will often be displaced from the true probability
distribution in this way.

4.3.2.2. Hong Kong (HKG), Runway 31 only

The approach to runway 31 at Hong Kong Airport is over the sea and passes between
Hong Kong island and the mainland; both of which are mountainous regions. This approach,
is often very turbulent, as indeed is the other approach to runway 13, which could not be
analysed because of the 50 degree turn shortly before touchdown. The distribution of
wind shear, Fig 23(a) shows slightly larger levels of single ramp shears than. at San
Francisco. However, the double ramp shears of 305 m, which are nearest to turbulence,
have a magnitude almost twice that of the San Francisco double ramp shears. Fig 23(b)
shows an example, from Ref 4, of turbulence at Hong Kong. The large double ramp of 4
second ramp length (c 300 m) is fairly common in westerly winds, but does not produce
such a distinction shift as the on-shore winds at San Francisco, Fig 22.

4.3.2.3. London (LHR)

In Fig 24 the data for negative single ramps of 301, 602 and 1203 m in the four
height bands shows a reasonable collapse of the distributions of the two longer ramps but
larger levels of speed changes for the 301 m data. This effect was noted in the
preliminary data of Ref 4 where it was speculated that it could be caused by higher
levels of turbulence from nearby buildings. A similar effect was noted in Johannesburg
(JNB) and Los Angeles (LAX) and is still noticeable in the present data. However, the
presence of the larger levels of speed changes at 301 m in all the height bands is

* surprising as one might expect building turbulence to be more prominent ir .the lower
height bands. The data suggest that (ramp length) rather than (ramp length)' will be
needed to collapse the data at different lengths. This could imply that the scale length
of turbulence is significantly shorter at these airports than it is at many others.

However, whatever the cause, the consequence is that these airports will pose more
of a wind shear problem to aircraft with low approach speeds, which are more sensitive to
the shorter length shears, than to faster jet transport aircraft, which will mainly
notice more turbulence.

4.3.2.4. Kuala Lumpur (KUL)

In contrast to the previous section the data for Kuala Lumpur in Fig 25 shows no

unusual features and an excellent collapse of data at all ramp lengths.

5 WIND SHEAR SEVERITY

Various attempts have been made to define a wind shear severity scale to relate
wind speed changes and rates of change to the potential hazard to aircraft. One such
scale was proposed to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and suggested
that the changes of wind in 600 m horizontal distance or 30 m vertically should be used
to define severity for headwind changes. Table 3 gives details of the proposals
presented to ICAO. In practice aircraft are going to be affected by two main factors.
First by the rate of change of wind speed in relation to the acceleration that can be
achieved with the excess thrust available, which is typically about 3 kt/s for a jet
transport aircraft in the approach configuration. Second by the total magnitude of that
wind speed change especially relative to the speed margin from the level flight stalling
speed, which is the lowest speed at which level flight can be maintained and is typically
about 20% (or about 25 kt for a jet transport aircraft). In general wind shear will only
be a problem if both these values are significant. This can be seen if one considers two
extremes. In one case it is clear that an aircraft can easily respond to even a 100 kt
change of wind if the rate of change is only 0.1 kt/s, and similarly for a case at the
other extreme with only a 5 kt change, even a rate of change of 10 kt/s is no problem.
The use of a fixed distance in association with total wind changes restricts theI description of wind shears. For example, the shear at Melbourne (Fig 5) is only 12 kt
over 600 m yet it is the total change of 29 kt that is significant. If the shear had
only lasted for 600 m then the total flight path deviation would have been much less.

Other problems in defining simple wind shear severity scales are the different
responses to single ramps and double ramps. With double ramps the wind eventually
returns to nearly the initial value and thus aircraft throttle action is less critical
and even unneccessary for short ramp lengths. With single ramps some throttle action is
essential to stabilize at the new condition.

However, it is very desirable to give some guidance on wind shear severity to help
pilots, meteorological forecasters and aircraft and avionic equipment designers in their
judgement of wind shear. The data obtained from the BA flight records give an
opportunity to try and suggest a broad guide to wind shear severity, at least for single
ramp shears. If the rate of change of headwind and the ratio of its total change to the
aircraft's normal approach speed are taken as the main factors and the total change is
more significant than rate of change, then a severity factor could be



S = (dV/dt)Jdel V/Vappl = [ del V/(Ramp length) 1/33/ Vapp

where S = wind shear severity factor

dV/dt = rate of change of wind speed

del V = total change of wind

Vapp = normal approach speed

Thus, the primary parameter turns out to be the normalized wind shear value,
del V/(Ramp length)/31, used in all the statistical data figures.

The relationships between the severity factor, S and ramp length, dV/dt and
(del V / Vapp) are shown in Fig 26a. Further consideration of aircraft response suggests
that when the rate of change of wind speed is greater than the acceleration available by
applying full thrust then it will be the total change of wind that dominates the response
of the aircraft, and conversely when the rate of change is low then the total change will
not be significant. This suggests that at (dV/dt) t 1.5 m/s 2 ), which is about the
maximum available on transport aircraft in the approach configuration, the lines of equal
severity will tend to become parallel to the lines of constant (del V/Vapp) and at the
right hand side of the figure the lines of equal severity will be parallel to the lines
of constant (dV/dt). Between these two regions it may not be unreasonable to have lines
of constant severity at constant values of the severity factor, ie horizontal.
Suggestions for possible boundaries are shown in Fig 26b, where the categories of light
to severe are the same level of aircraft response used in Table 3.

The boundaries have been based on the BA B747 measurements and Fig 26c shows these
with wind shear and ramp length scales for a B747 together with those points for the
large wind shears of Figs 4-12 where a single ramp headwind variation was a significant
factor. As well as relating t e severity parameter to these, a line giving the level of
wind shear expected once in 10 for the B747 scales is included. This suggests that the
probability of g B747 meeting a severe shear in headwind on the British Airways routes is
about 2 in 10 landings. It should be remembered that this does not include the
probability of encountering a severe downdraught. Aircraft with lower approach speeds
will be more likely to encounter severe wind shears if the criteria of Fig 26 are
relevant.

As the values of the normalized wind shear are constant for a wide range of ramp
lengths from about 400 m to 2000 m, it is possible to produce a simplified severity scale
and this is shown in Fig 27 with the mean cumulative 8747 data. Also shown is the scale
proposed to ICAO and it can be seen that that such a scale would have expected a
probability of encountering severe shears of about I in 700 landings, or about 13
hazardous events in the sample of over 9000 landings from BA B747's. At most only one
such event (Fig 5) was found and that was on the borderline between 'strong' and
'severe'. (NB the overshoot event of Fig 6 was caused by downdraughts and is not covered
by this headwind criterion.) Thus it is clear that the scale proposed to ICAO was not
relevant to B747 operations and does not take sufficient account of the wide range of
ramp lengths that are significant to particular aircraft.

However, it must be emphasized that the scales of Fig 26 are only intended as a
guide and relate primarily to approach conditions. During take-off the climb angle
represents an acceleration capability even though there is no additional thrust available
from the engines, other than the use of any emergency ratings, thus the criteria of Fig
26 may still be relevant with the climb speed used instead of Vapp. In the climb the
speed margin from the stall is usually slightly smaller but the probability of
encountering headwind reductions is less because of the favourable gradient of mean
headwind when climbing.

Any severity scale must be tested in piloted flight simulators and stand the test
when applied to real flight situations.

6 COMMENTS ON WIND SHEAR DESIGN CASE SIMULATION

One of the main aims of this programme has been to provide data from which
realistic design cases can be chosen to test aircraft control and display systems, and
detection and control/display systems designed to respond to wind shear. The choice of
the levels of probability of encounter is a matter for certificating authorisation and
will not be addressed in this report. This section demonstrateshow the data may be used
to obtain design cases and comments on the relevant levels of turbulence which must he
added to the wind shear. Some adequate representation of turbulence is essential because
of the difficult compromise needed between fast and false responses. It is recommended
that a turbulence model based on Discrete Gust methods, such as that of Ref 8, should be
used, as it has a realistic form with more larger and fewer moderate inputs than those
models based on white noise.

6.1 Using Discrete Gust Data for Design Cases

To demonstrate the application of the statistical data gathered from the Discrete
Gust analysis methods consider the answers to two typical questions:
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a) What are the largest speed decreases and their corresponding negative rates of
0 change that are likely to be encountered once in 1000 landings worldwide?

b) At San Francisco, how frequently are on-shore winds with a wind change of +20
kt at +3 kt/100 m likely to be encountered?

For the first question the initial step is to convert 1000 landings into the number
of ramp lengths travelled. The average distance travelled in 120s before touchdown at an
average true airspeed of 76 m/s is 9.12 Km. Thus the number of ramp lengths in 1000
landing records is 1000* (9120/(Ramp Length)), where (Ramp Length) is the nominal value
at the centre of the octave band of (Ramp Length) represented by a single line on
cumulative probability plots. Fig 16 gives data for single ramps for the worldwide
sample and Table 4 lists the answers to the question for ramps from 200 m, where the
(Speed change) is -11.8 kt at -5.9 kt/100 m, up to 1600 m, where the (speed change) is
-17.7 kt at -1.1 kt/100 m. Ramp characteristics where the octave bands meet are not
identical, although the differences are small when the lines on the normalized cumulative
distribution collapse to a single line for different nominal ramp lengths. When they do
not collapse then a plot of equi-probable ramp characteristics can be derived by
smoothing the normalized data.

The single ramp cases for the rarer probability of 1 in 10,000,000 landings are
shown on Fig 26(c). The I in 1000 cases approximately correspond to the boundary
between 'Moderate' and 'Strong' for B747 on the scale suggested in Fig 26.

In discussing a possible severity scale in Section 5 the need to consider both the
(speed change) and the gradient was established and the answer to question a) shows that
there is a range of different ramps that are equally probable. Thus any design cases
must cover the range of ramps that are relevant. This may be possible for single ramps
by testing three cases of equi-probable shears.

a) a shear with a gradient greater than the acceleration capability of the
aircraft,

b) a shear with (Speed change) about the same as the initial speed margir. from
stall,

c) a shear between the two above.

These shears should be chosen from the range of equi-probable shears for the normal
landing and take-off speeds, and also acceleration potential of the aircraft (or class of
aircraft) being considered.

The second question about San Francisco on-shore winds describes a shear of +20 kt
in a ramp length of 667 m, which is normalized shear of +1.18 (m/s)/(m7 3 ). Fig 22 show
data for San Francisco and the on-shore winds are in the octave with a nominal ramp
length of 594 m and the higher band from 250 to 500 ft. Extrapolating 11e main trend of
the line gives a probibl.lity of 2.4/10000 per ramp length travelled Lor a normalized
shear of +1.18 (m/s)/(m ' ). Between 250 and 500 ft there are 2.5 shear lengths for each
landing and thus this type of shear (or any of the other shears corresponding to the same
normalized value) could be encountered once in 1700 landings. It should be remembered
that this probability applies to landings at the normal scheduled landing time for BA
B747 flights to San Francisco, which is 1545 local time.

Statistically it is not meaningful to ask for the probability of occurrence of a
specific ramp but only of ramps within a band of characteristics. Thus the probability
of shears with a particular normalized value can be determined, but th probability of a
specific ramp is infinitesimal.

6.2 Turbulence for Design Cases

Having said that adequate representation of turbulence is important for design wind
shear cases it is necessary to define some relationship between these two contributions
to the total winds. One simple approach would be to have the standard deviation of the
turbulence proportional to the instantaneous total wind, ie wind shear plus any general
wind. The general level of fluctuations in wind speed in the individual wind shear
examples of Figs 4 to 12 tends to support this suggestion in many cases. A standard
deviation of horizontal turbulence of about 10% of the total wind is a reasonable level.
However, there are two significant cases where this simple approach is not adequate, viz:

a) topographic turbulence, which is related to local terrain variations as
well as wind velocity,

b) thunderstorm downburst where the fluctuations in the downdraught are
nearly as large as the mean downdraught.

Data for Anchorage and Hong Kong suggest that topographical turbulence can have a
standard deviation of about 20% of the total wind for horizontal turbulence.

The normal 'g' fluctuations of Fig 13 suggest that the standard deviation of the
downdraught speed is about 50% of the mean downdraught. This figure is supported by
unpublished data of a thunderstorm downburst encounter on take-off from Chicago.
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Generally vertical turbulence will be less than horizontal turbulence near the
ground and reduce as the height decreases. However, for many cases it may be adequate to
keep vertical turbulence at about 2/3 of horizontal turbulence, which is typical for a
few hundred feet above ground (see MIL-F-8785C, Fig 11). A decrease in vertical
turbulence with height for thunderstorm downdraught cases will be generated automatically
as the downdraught decreases near the ground.

Generating the progression of turbulence in all three axes for a path through a
thunderstorm downburst requires knowledge of the location of the downburst. This is best
identified by the presence of vertical wind (updraught or downdraught). It is then
possible to set turbulence as a basic level depending on horizontal wind which applies
both within and outside the downburst, plus additional turbulence related to the
downdraught (or updraught). This will give the very high levels of turbulence
experienced in downbursts.

Table 5 summarises the suggested levels of turbulence for various shear cases. No
attempt has been made to simulate the more subtle variations of turbulence with height,
wind direction, temperature gradient, etc. The aim is to provide turbulence that is
sufficiently representative of actual operations to test the effecLiveness of systems
that react to or detect wind shear. More subtle descriptions of turbulence are probably
unnecessary, although if they are already available in a simulation then they can be
used.

It is, however, important that the turbulence simulation has the intermittency and
distribution of gusts found in the real atmosphere. This is best achieved using the
Discrete Gust model of Ref 8 which has been validated in normal simulations.

7 FURTHER WORK

The data from the BA B747 landings are sufficient to define suitable realistic
design cases for wind shear. However, although the worldwide coverage is extensive, it
is very desirable to obtain further data from other sources to confirm the levels of
probability and obtain detailed information on other airports and/or landing times. To
lo this the data must be analysed by the Discrete Gust method. The Dutch National
Aeronautical Laboratory (NLR) are planning to use the Discrete Gust methods on about 8000
landings already stored on their computer (Ref 9). When this is completed then the RAE
and NLR will exchange data. Any data from other sources can be added to this data base
if it is analysed by the same method.

Another essential activity to validate design cases is to continue analysing large
*wind shear incidents and this will be done by including large wind shears in the UK Civil

Aircraft Airworthiness Data Recording Programme (CAADRP) together with information on the
total number of landings searched. This same data will also provide a basis for
confirming severity scales by relating the severity of the shear to the aircraft height
loss and pilots' reaction. Again, it would be extremely valuable if other agencies
and/or airlines could provide data analysed in the same way.
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A) RECORDED DATA

Parameter Resolution Samples/sec Comments

Run Data Airport
Runway Heading I deg - Magnetic
Touchdown Weight 0.1 tonne -

Recorded Data Groundspeed 0.1 kt 1
Calibrated Air Speed 0.1 kt 1
Pressure Altitude I ft I

Total Air Temperature 0.1 deg C 0.5
Windspeed I kt 0.25 )INS smoothed
Wind Direction 1 deg 0.25 )outputs used

)for verification
)purposes

Pitch Attitude 0.1 deg 4
Roll Attitude 0.1 deg 2
Heading 0.1 deg 1 Magnetic

Normal Acceleration 0.001 g 8
Lateral Acceleration 0.001 g 4
Longitudinal Acceleration 0.001 g 1

No 2 Engine Pressure Ratio 0.001 1
No 3 Engine Pressure Ratio 0.001 1 Spare
ILS Glide Slope 0.1 mV I

ILS Localizer 1 0.1 mV 1
ILS Localizer 2 0.1 mV 1
ILS Localizer 3 0.1 mV 1

Flap Angle 1 deg 1

Discrete Data Autopilot A Engaged - 1
Autopilot B Engaged -

Autopilot C Engaged - 1

Localizer 1 Captured -
Localizer 2 Captured - 1
Localizer 3 Captured - 1

Autothrottle Engaged 1

ILS Deviation Warning 1

NB: Data is provided from 125 seconds before touchdown to 10 seconds after it.

B) CALCULATED DATA

All results at one per second from 123 seconds before touchdown through to
touchdown.

Wind: Horizontal speed (kt)
Horizontal direction from runway (deg)
Vertical speed (ft/min)

Static Air Temperature (deg C)
Pressure height above touchdown (ft)
Pressure change at constant height (mb)
Inertial vertical velocity (ft/s)
Sideslip angle (deg)
Incidence angle (deg) (NB: No incidence record available)
Drift angle (deg)
Engine pressure ratio (No 2)

TABLE 1. ALERT DATA INPUTS AND OUTPUTS (WSALE)
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Airport Approx Scheduled BA B747 Landings(March 1982)
Total

- _Visits

Code Name Weekly Local Time (No per Week)

LHR London(Heathrow) 2413 C.120 All day
NBO Nairobi 602 14 0800(7),2330(7)
BOM Bombay 447 22 0030(3),0230(5),0435(2),0615(3),0900(2),

1305(1),1510(1),1615(1),2230(i),2355(1 )
SYD Sydney 281 20 0615(6),0740(7),1555(2),1600(5)
SIN Singapore 266 18 1505(1),1735(7),1820(4),2110(4),2250(1),

2340(1)
JFK New York(JFK) 244 7 1335(7)
AUH Abu Dhabi 243 12 0110(i),0125(2),0205(i),0400(2),0440(),

0455(2),0645(l),2330(2)
JNB Johannesburg 242 16 0735(I),0805(2),0840(I),1005(4),1020(1),

1150(7)
BOS Boston 220 7 1340(3),1420(4)
BAH Bahrain 212 9 0050(2),0220(1),0250(1),0315(2),0330(1),

0620(1),2300(1)
SFO San Francisco 211 7 1545(7)
KUL Kuala Lumpur 187 8 0025(l),1620(2),1650(2),2325(3)
SEA Seattle 184 3 1255(3)
PER Perth 182 8 0020(2),1840(l),2130(2),2325(3)
MEL Melbourne 181 16 0700(2),0900(4),1000(1),1020(7),1920(2)
IAD Washington DC(IAD) 178 7 1445(4),1615(3)
LAX Los Angeles 171 5 1525(5)
FCO Rome (FCO) 167 4 0525(I),0605(1),1250(l),1920(l)
MCT Muscat 165 7 0320(1),0410(2),0430(I),0520(1),0615( ),

0710(1)
YYZ Toronto 157 9 1545(2),1610(1),1730(4),1735(2)
NRT Tokyo (NRT) 146 12 1450(4),1545(2),1720(2),1930(l),2030(3)
BGI Barbados 139 7 1540(I),1725(l),1735(2),2045(l),2230(2)
HKG Hong Kong 137 12 1015(l),1110(1),1115(2),1505(3),1640(l),

1945(3),2045(1)
ANC Anchorage 127 8 0855(4),1110(4)
YMX Montreal 125 6 1340(2),1535(4)
MIA Miami 103 7 1730(7)
PIK Prestwick 97 1 0710(l)

SAY Harare 91 2 0540(2)
ORD Chicago (O'Hare) 81 5 1645(5)
DTW Detroit 74 4 1635(4)
PHL Philadelphia 72 3 1630(3)
AKL Aukland 66 7 0735(1),0745(4),1315(2)
CMB Colombo 65 4 0850(1),1635(1),1815(l),2115(I)
MAN Manchester 63 1 0720(1)
OSA Osaka 61 7 1645(l),1705(3),2015(3)
CCU Calcutta 5 I 2 0950(1),2235(l)
POS Port of Spain 58 3 1735(l),1930(2)
MNL Manila 57 2 1420(2)
ZRH Zurich 42 2 0535(I),1430(1)
SEZ Seychelles 40 4 0340(1),0545(l),1910(1),1945(l)
BKK Bangkok 37 4 0010(1),1430(l),1435(1),1440(1)
HLP Jakarta 36 1 1055(l)
LGW London (Gatwick) 34 0
DXB Dubai 33 0
BWN Brunei 32 2 1855(1),2110(1)

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF LANDINGS AND SCHEDULED TIMES
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Airport Total Approx Scheduled BA B747 Landings(March 1982)

_ _ _ _ _ Visits

Code Name Weekly Local Time (No per Week)

STN Stansted 31 0
PEK Peking 30 2 1355(l),1405(1)

DUR Durban 28 2 0855(1),1305(1)

ANU Antigua 26 4 1525(1),1620(1),2115(1),2155(1)
YVR Vancouver 26 2 1710(l),1730(1)

BNE Brisbane 25 2 0800(2)
DHA Dhahran 24 1 2155(l)
YYC Calgary 22 1 1620(1)

SNN Shannon 21 0

UVF Saint Lucia 16 1 1815(l)
MRU Mauritius 15 1 0915(1)
YEG Edmonton i11 1 1600(1)

KWI Kuwait 5 4 1920(2),2100(1),2125(1)
FRA Frankfurt 4 0

BHX Birmingham 3 0

JED Jeddah 3 0
CDG Paris (CDG) 3 0
ATH Athens 3 0

DELI Delhi 3 10 0330(2),1115(l),1220(I),1325(I),2340(5)

EDI Edinburgh 2 0
AMM Amman 2 0
BRU Brussels 1 0
PMI Palma 1 0
LCA Larnaca 1 0
MBA Mombasa 1 0
LPL Liverpool 1 0

Total 9136 1

TABLE 2 (Contd)

*1
-A
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I 'I Iintensity JEffect on JHead Wind

Light I Little I 0 to 2 m/s (0 to 3.9 kn)
Moderate I Significant I 2 to 4 m/s (4 to 7.8 kn) I
Strong I Considerable difficulty 4 to 6 m/s (7.9 to 11.7 kn) J
Severe J Hazardous )6 m /s (11.7 kn )  I

*Described separately as change for 600 m horizontally and 30 m in

height, but this is equivalent to 600 m
travelled on a 3* flightpath

TABLE 3. WINDSHEAR SEVERITY SCALE PROPOSALS TO ICAO

-I I I 1
Nominal I Ramp Lengths I (Speed change) Ramp Length Speed Change Gradient

Ramp Length, I for 1000 I (Ramp length)
1
/
3  

mkt kt/100 m
m Landings I (m/s)/m 1/3 m I I tI I I

I 200 -11.8 --5.9
305 I 30000 I -1.04 I 300 -13.5 I -4.5

t I I 400 I -14.9 -3.7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I I I
I I I 400 -12.2 -3.0

609 I 15000 -0.85 I 600 -13.9 -2.3
I I I 8o00 -15.3 I -1.9 II I 800I

800 I -14.1 I -1.8
1218 I 7500 I -0.78 I 1200 I -16.1 I -1.3

I 1600 I -17.7 -1.1I._ _ _ I _ _ _ { _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ I
TABLE 4. SINGLE RAMPS WIND SHEARS WITH A 1 in 1000 LANDINGS PROBABILITY.

WORLDWIDE DATA (FIG 16)

Standard Deviation of

Case
Headwind Crosswind Downdraught

u v w

General Wind Shear 0.1V 0.1V 0.07V

Topographical Wind Shear 0.2V 0.2V 0.13V

Thunderstorm Downburst (0.1V + 0.2D) I (0.1V + 0.2D)l (0.0,V + 0.4D)
Wind Shear

V = Horizontal Total Wind before adding turbulence
D = Downdraught in thunderstorm downburst before adding turbulence

NB: Both these are treated as positive regardless of wind direction.

TABLE 5. SUGGESTED TURBULENCE LEVELS FOR WIND SHEAR DESIGN CASES
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a. Initial time history
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wtnd shear during take-off and landing may crucially restrict flight safety. In some rare

mQ situations, especially during take-off, hazards may be caused by limited flight performance.

O In most cases wind shear accidents and incidents result from the fact that the wind

O shear phenomenon is not understood by the pilot due to his training condition and the cock-

pit instrumentation. In such situations the pilot is not able to act in the correct way.

STherefore it can be suspected that a cons derable amount of wind shear accidents will

be interpreted wrongly as pilot's error.

SNumerous investigations have been made in order to solve the wind shear problem. Many of

these proposals will fail because the physical phenomena are not understood completely,

neither by the pilots nor by the investigators of the wind shear warning system. This

problem will be illuminated by the fact that some of the correct safety procedures in wind

shear contradict the pilot's feeling of how to control an aircraft.

This paper tries to clarify step by step some physical backgrounds of the wind shear pheno-

mena including adequate flight safety procedures to overcome the problems.

2. WIND SHEAR SCENARIO

Wind shear is an alteration of horizontal wind with time, height and distance. Concerning

the airplane this results in a time varying wind speed.

Wind shear is not only related to stormy weather, as one might expect, but also to misty

mornings in early summer as well as to bright sunshine in periods of fair weather 1,..

In most cases wind shear is combined with up- and downdrafts.

Wind shear as a great variety of phenomena may be characterized by two extreme situations:

- thunderstorm with immense time varying effects, nigh turbulence and extreme downdrafts:

(fig.la)

- low level jet lasting for hours, no turbulence, less wind velocity outside the jet
I (f ig.lb) .

Between these two extremes several other kinds of wind shear related weather phenomena

have been observed.

In addition flight safety may be reduced by wake turbulence caused by large buildings as

well as by r,,qrphic Ic(e effects. The effect of surface boundary layer is always per-

sistent 21, (fig.2). Wake turbuience caused by large buildings (fiq.3) can reduce flight

safety as well as orographic lee effects (fiq.4)

Due to geographic circumstances and the thickness of the shear layer, small or mderate

wind shear gradients can bh more danqrous In some exceptional situations than extreme

thunderstorm shears 3].
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,e time varying wind changes first the airspeed of an aircraft due to its inertia. As a

consequence varying aerodynamic torces accelerate the aircraft. Due to the static stabili-

ty of the airplane and due to the pilot's behaviour to keep the airspeed constant, the

aircraft will be accelerated by the varying wind. The airspeed deviation is amazingly

small (fig.5). The largest airspeed deviation is caused by the dynamic response of the

aircraft outside the shear lay:,r 1). The more important flight path deviations are demon-

strated in tig.
7 

for take-ott and in fig.6 for landing approach.

linvest iqat lons on energy transfer between wind and aircraft '1,4 have shown that energy

based on inertial speed and height is fairly constant at small flight path angles. This is

tru, tor all transport aircraft in normal flight regimes (fig.5). Only glider aircraft can

transter siqniticant energy from the wind in extreme flight manoeuvers, as for example in

dynamic so)arinq flight. P.Krauspe 5! pointed out that wind shear induced by flight path

deviatins can be approximated by simple analytical functions (fig.8). A fundamental

result ot tois investigation was that the aircraft response in wind shear is to a great

extent independent of aircraft characteristics. The major parameters of influence are

airspeed and lift to drag ratio. It should be noted that the earth-fixed wind shear can

extensively modify the phugoid stability (fig.9). Krauspe's numerical calculations have

been veritied in a moving cockpit simulation. Fig.10, curve I shows the response of a

wide body aircraft flown by an experienced airline pilot in a reported thunderstorm

situation that caused the crash of a Boeing 727 in New York in 1975. Fig.10 delivers two

essential answers:

- airspeed deviation is negligibly small even under adverse weather conditions (.:0 kts);

- the pilot does not respond. The flight path is very similar to the fixed control situa-

tion in fig.8.

Fig.ll shows the response of the same aircraft in the same thunderstorm and downburst

situation, when the aircraft is controlled by a less experienced airline pilot (1500

flight hours). The high control activity is typical but does not prevent the crash. The

airspeed deviation is very low, too.

TAKE-OFF

The influence of wind shear on flight safety during take-off and go around differs very

much from the situation during approach and landing. Handling qualities, cockpit instrumen-

tation and training condition of the pilot are essential during landing approach. On the

other hand limited flight performance, especially in a "one engine- out" situation of a

twin-engined aircraft dominates during take-off, go around and m.ssed approach. The typi-

cal response of an aircraft during take-off in a wind shear is illistrated in fig.7.

Primarily dangerous is the strong reduction of flight path angle. The crash of a Continen-

tal Airlines lioeing 727 in Denver, Colorado in August 1975 in a thunderstorm is shown in

fig.12 3,91.Under the condition of a decreasing headwind that changed to an increasing

tailwind c(,inciding with a strong downdraft, the aircraft struck the, ground approxi-

mately I nm after lift off. This has been an accident that was unavoidable due to the

severity of the wind shear encounter and the aircraft performing near its maximum capabi-

lity,
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OROGRAPHIC INFLUENCED WIND SHEAR

Less-known and understood is the potential hazard posed by low-velocity downdrafts and wind

shear in the lee of a large-surface obstacle (fig.4). The influence of these factors has

been studied at a German airport and with extensive simulation. The results of these

studies follow.

The typical wind speed is given as VW = 10 kt from 240
° 

(fig.13). On the basis of this

relatively low wind velocity, the wind model shown in figure 4 was developed. The different

wind shear profiles result from the variable surface "rouqhness" of the area - (a neutral

stability of the atmosphere .as assumed). At higher wind speeds, additional eddies will

take place but, with the present simulation model, these values are not sufficiently

accurate :10]. The maximum downdraft velocity at a median west wind of VW = 10 kt is

0.25 m/s.

The effect of orographic induced wind shear and downdraft is especially serious during

take-otf and missed approaches at airports, where the take-off and landing weight is

limited due to runway length and obstacle clearance. This influence shall be demonstrated

on a twin engined aircraft with an engine failure at the critical take-off speed %1l or at

the decision height.

For comparison, fig.14 shows the take-off and climb paths of a typical twin-engined

medium-haul jet aircraft (A) and a typical twLn-engined short-haul jet aircraft (B) in a

case where second segment climb is hindered by an obstacle in the flight path. In this

case, the flight path determines the maximum allowable take-off weight or, obstacle-limited

take-off weight. The limited allowable take-off weight under these conditions is shown as

a percentage of the aircraft's structural weight. Despite the, different take-off weights

and engine thrust the flight paths are essentiall identical. From the standpoint of flight

n2chanics, the procedure can be described as "standard".

In the case of a limited take-off weight because of obstacles, the flight path is directly

affected by the terrain and obstacles. In the case of a go around or a missed approach,

however, the FAA does not stipulate a corresponding consideration of the terrain under the

probable flight path. The rules here, assuming an engine failure, require only that a

minimum climb gradient of 2,1% be maintained. Nevertheless, when the decision for a go-

around is reached, obstacles within the missed approach area must be considered. In the

event of an approach followed by a go around,where the engine failure occured prior to the

beginning of the landing approach and the landing flaps have been set accordingly, it is

assumed that the flight path always wall be over areas known to be obstacle-free. If engine

failure occurs at decision height while the aircraft is in a normal, both-engine landing

configuration, it can (under certain circumstances) fly through the obstacle-free zone

within the missed-approach area. The reason for the latter is the need of the aircrew to

ge.t the flaps from the "normal" landing position to the configuration for an engine-out

balked landing. This takes time and has the effect of "stretching" the badly needed horl-

zontai flight path for acceleration to a safe control speed or risking a loss of altitude.

Despite identical points for the initiation of the missed-approach procedure, the perfor-

mance characteristics of different aircraft result in different flight paths as shown in

ficg.15. Low-performance aircraft pose more of a problem.

This problem has been discussed for years in the International Civil Organization's (ICAO)

Airworthiness Committe without any effect - so far - on airworthiness. Nor has the

r,vison of th, exist inq Procedurcs for Air Navigation Services - Aircraft Operations

(PANS-OPS) brought any progress in this context. The new PANS-OPS contain, among other

things, n,.w and mrdi I ied methods for the determination of obstacle-free criteria. The

dirvctives ire based upon results achieved with the help of scientific methods including

a Collision Risk Model (CRM) which can estimate the risk of a collision with obstacles
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under given marginal conditions. The computer model will be put at the disposal of the

ICAO member States. The method, however, does not include such "extraordinary" factors as

wind shear or turbulence.

A special hazard to flight safety during both take-off and go around can be created when

climb capability is degraded by unfavourable wind conditions. Wind has a direct influence

on the flight path and, as a result, on the obstacle clearance height. Wind also is a key

factor in computing the maximum allowable take-off weight.

Wind speed and direction depend upon both position and time. In other words, the wind

factor is a continuous variable affecting an aircraft's flight path. The resulting air-

craft dynamics can be computed only with the aid of a costly simulator. To simplify the

take-off procedure, the wind is considered to be constant. This relative wind velocity is

measured at the surface and a median speed is an average over the last 10 minutes. As far

as wind speed for take-off is concerned, the FAA requires that neadwinds be calculated at

50% of the nominal value, and performance-decreasing tailwinds considered at 150%.

In "worst-case" situations, the variation between the actual wind conditions and the re-

ported median can be as high as 80%. Wind shear and updrafts or downdrafts are not included

in take-off computations despite their effect on the climb-out flight path. The reasons for

this is the current lack of measuring capabilities and the long-standing assumption that

the vertical wind components near the surface are so small they may be ignored.

Fig.16 shows gross and net flight paths for a wind simulation as indicated in fig.4. (The

corresponding flight paths under no-wind con,' tion are shown in fig.14) The strong in-

fluence on flight path displacement even with a relat vely low headwind of VW = 10 kt is

quite pronounced. Both aircraft A and aircraft B are well below the 10,7 m minimum

clearance height even though, according to the regulations, only 50% of the headwind compo-

nent is used to compute take-off weight. Without the influence of wind shear and down-

drafts, the actual overflight altitude would be much higher than the minimum allowable

overflight altitude due to the 50% "risk" factor. But the result is that the 50% "safety"

factor, in the given wind model, is completely used up. In the often-underestimated "lee

influence", the low flight path under engine-out conditions can be wiped out by a downdraft

velocity of 0.12 m/s despite the improved climb performance provided by a headwind of

10 kt. Additional air recirculation or variations in the measured wind speeds would reduce

obstacle-clearance even more.

Despite the relatively comparable take-off performance of the two hypothetical aircraft

(fig.14), the two aircraft have very different flight paths under the wind conditions

studied (fig.16). The reason is in the dynamic reaction of the aircraft to the variable

wind conditions. An important parameter here is the thrust radius - the geometric distance

between the engines and the aircraft's center of gravity (CG) - and the relationship

between the thrust available and airspeed. A study of other twin-engine aircraft indicates

that the farther below the CG the engines are mounted, the stronger and, in general, less

favorable are the aircraft's dynamic reactions in its flight path. This "problem", however,

should not be overestimated in a discussion of obstacle clearances.

For low-performance aircraft, a one-engine go around can be far more critical than a

take-off (fig.17). Under the wind parameters shown in fig.4, aircraft B would hit the ob-

stacle. Under still-air conditions, the clearance height wculd be marginal, but would meet

regulations.



4. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS TO PREVENT WIND SHEAR ACCIDENTS

As the response ot a piloted aircraft differs very much during approach and landing and

on the other hand ouring take-off and go around, the procedures for accident prevention

are quite different.

TAKE-OFF

A trivial but powerful advise would be: don't start under thunderstorm conditions. The

probability to survive is small in strong thunderstorms during take-off.

The inclusion of wind shear considerations excluding thunderstorms in take-off and go around

regulations makes sense only when related to specific obstacle conditions and when certain

weather situations can be predicted with some probability. It also would be necessary to

compute, with a simulator, the actual situation. The simulation model would have to include

actual wInd values as measured at the airport in question. This technique could be suppor-

ted by iniormation to pilots that certain wind situations could occur at certain airports

and the pilots should be alert for such possibilities. At new airports, another possibility

would be the consideration of the statistical distribution of the main wind directions as

well as of the surrounding terrain's effect on the wind. Existing airports could be modi-

tied to minimize any restrictions on flight operations.

The reduction of flight weight to provide a great margin of safety for take-off and go

around - especially in the case of unforeseen wind shear - is an economic factor which no

one relards with pleasure. For take-off, it has been shown that the 50% headwind factor

provided bi the FARs can be completely consumed under the conditions of the hypothetical

wind model presented here. Other areas such as inexact wind velocity measurements and time-

variable winds cannot be covered by the 50% safety factor. It would seem here, that an in-

creased take-off weight due to a ,eadwind component should not be allowed under the condi-

tions described. It has been shown that the FARs for go around procedures impose far lower

requirements than for take-off. This is most likely based upon the fact that, when a go

around decision is made, the altitude and course already exist and the process is somewhat

l(ss critical.

If, however, an engine failure is assumed at go around decision height - similar to the V1

decision speed at take-off - the flight distance required to reach a safe climb speed is

quite long. In this case the FARs should require that gross flight paths for go arounds

under the marginal conditions noted above should be computed and, as for the net flight

path, provide a minimum obstacle clearance of 10.7 m in the "Balked Landing" sector. It is

admitted that, according to the examples given, the authorized maximum landing weight

would be reduced considerably, but a safety minimum would be guaranteed.

LANDING APPROACH

In contrast to take-off and go around accidents, wind shear accidents during approach and

landing could generally be avoided, if the pilot or the automatic flight control system

reacts in a correct manner. In all approach wind shear accidents, analyzed by the author,

neither limited flight performance nor slow engine response time, nor exclusively non-

adequate control of elevator and thrust were the basic reason for the crash.

As mentioned in chapter 3, the total energy of an uncontrolled aircraft in a wind shear

situation is nearly constant, the airspeed deviations are negligibly small and the air-

craft will be accelerated without significant time delay with the time varying wind. The

main deviation occurs on the flight path. In case of an increasing tailwind, the air-

craft would be accelerated inertially and this will increase the kinetic energy. If the

total energy is constant the potential energy and therefore the height has to decrease.

From this unexpected aircraft response results:
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- pilot and automatic flight control system can neither indicate a wind shear situation

from airspeed deviation nor from criteria based on total energy deviation;

- a powerful wind shear indication is the deviation from the glide path.

It can be assumed that flight safety will be guaranteed in a wind shear situation if air-

speed and flight path deviations are small. In this case additional thrust will be re-

quired to accelerate the aircraft without flight path deviation.

The required thrust or specific excess power AE to avoiu airspeed and flight path devia-

tions is shown in fig.18 curve R for the wind shear gradient of fig.5.

Today's flight control systems based on the classical concept of separating autopilot and

autothrottle can already reduce the hazards of wind shear to a considerable amount. In

* fig.18, curve A, the throttle activities of such an automatic control system of a European

wide-body aircraft is given in the above mentioned linear tailwind shear.

A comparison with the required values (curve R) reveals that this modern flight guidance

and control system executes principally correct compensations.

The excursions in the airspeed and flight path signals originate from the special flight

control structure. A high throttle activity as a response to higher frequency gusts is

avoided here by means of a complementary filtering technique. This brings the disadvantage

of a delayed counteraction against the low frequency wind shear disturbances only after

relatively great offsets of airspeed and flight path have established.

The employment of stronger cross-coupled flight control systems, no longer separated into

autopilot and autothrottle and operating on the basis of an energy management [14]leads to

a further considerable reduction of the total energy excursions while using conventional

sensoring.

By means of an additional direct open-loop compensation the offsets in airspeed and flight

*path caused by wind shear can be eliminated almost entirely [Ii]. This method is based on

the on-board measurement of the wind vector components and their time derivatives and a

corresponding thrust command signal. In this way an ideal thrust signal in wind shear is

generated (see fig.18, curve R) without changing the original stability of the controlled

aircraft. Two main disadvantages have to be noted, however: first, complete airdata and

inertial data must be available on board the aircraft in order to determine the wind com-

ponents. Secondly, the above mentioned complementary filtering of the wind signal can no

longer be maintained because it would counteract the open-loop activation of the thrust

due to its structural composition. This method cannot be employed successfully until the

problem of separating the wind shear and gust signals has been solved completely.

A management of the aircraft's energy and energy rate (based on airspeed) leads despite its

simple structure to very small deviations of the airsoeed and height. The concept for such

a flight control system can be derived from the following principle: The required thrust is

proportional to the deviation in specific excess power HE, and the time integral of HE, the

energy height error AHE, is an indication of the total energy state of the aircraft I.

The specific energy rate deviation can be calculated simply by a linearized approximation:

AHE  g + V A + AV

with: V airspeed

y flight path angle



deviation

time derivative.

in order to determine this equation, no expensive measurement -s necessary. It is suffi-

cient to combine existing sensor signals. Curve I in fig.18 shows the answer of the spe-

cific energy rate and the corresponding state of flight variables when the principle of

the total energy rate management is applie.d. The unimportant deviations of the airspeed

and height are substantially referred to the influences of engine time delays. Neverthe-

less, filtering of the V- and V-signals is still necessary in order to prevent the thrust

from following each gust.

Great difficulties for pilots occur in downdraft or downburst situations. To maintain

flight safety the pilot should keep angle of attack, airspeed, and flight path angle con-

stant. ln case of a downdratt the pilot has to pull the control column in order to

increase the aircraft's pitch angle 141. the procedure to pitch up the aircraft in a

situation, where the airspeed decreases (although only slightly), is adverse to the pilots

feeling and training. As downdraft counteraction isn't generally implied in most flight

director control laws, the pilot tries to keep the pitch angle constant with the result

of an undesired flight path deviation. Therefore pilots should be trained to react

adequately in downdraft situations.

WIND SHEAR WARNING DISPLAY

Concerning the prevention of wind shear accidents the major problem which has to be

solved is to inform the pilot in a proper manner about his situation. In principle all

sensor signals the pilot needs for a proper information are available in the conventional

cockpit instrumentation. Even in well equipped wide body aircraft the pilot Is not yet

able to correlate all of these informations in order to realize a correct warning.

Wind shear can be described by characteristic values, of the shear graoients, the thickness

of the shear layer or the overall shape of the wind changes. On board the aircraft only

the momentary wind gradients can be determined. but note that in contrary to the opinion

among experts ,13] the gradients alone are no exclusive measure for the hazard. No fore-

cast of the expected total event of the wind shear can be given based only on the know-

ledge of the momentary wind shear gradients. And there is yet no evidence that an aircraft

is more endangered by a high wind gradient, lasting only a short time, than by a small but

persistent gradient which is possibly not recognized by the pilot. A better means for

evaluating the threat of a wind shear to the aircraft appears to be an energy height error.

As far as we could investigate, energy height errors of the magnitude of 15 to 20 meters

(reap. kinetic energy errors of around 2.5 m/s) may be tolerated at higher altitudes

during take-off and landing. However, the allowable errors have to be obviously narrowed

with decreasing height of the aircraft above the around. To avoid uncomfortable and un-

necessary miswarnings, the pilot should not be warned until these limits are violated.

It appears difficult to supply the pilot with another information in view of the great

burden ot control task he has in a landing approach. The question arises whether to in-

stall additional instruments or to modify already existing displays. This is more or less

a question of philosophy that is certainly going to answer itself when new or modified

instruments fulfil the one and only requirement: They must display the proper quantit

that will only warn the pilot when it is necessary, and that will give him appropriate

guidance when he needs it.

The concept of displaying airspeed based on energy and energy rate I) (chapter 4) has

been tested in a moving cockpit simulator by a joint team of Bodenseewerk Geratetechnik,

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt (HFVIR) and Technical
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University Braunschweig. This r,-search was sponsored by the German Ministry of Transpor-

tation (BMV) 6U. Fourteen airline pilots flew different approaches, where the New York

thunderstorm profile 7) Itig.IU,3l) caused the heaviest problems. In the absence of

additional aircraft systems, e.g. autopilot wind shear warning, none of the well motiva-

ted pilots were able to land the simulated wide body aircraft without a crash, even

though the response of experienced pilots was different from less experienced pilots.

(curve I, fig.10,11)

With the display of energy and energy rate, most of the pilots recovered in a hard but

safe landing (fiq.10,11, curve 2). luring these simulator studies the questions arose, if

it is worthwhile to display energy and energy rate in different instruments or to combine

both signals in one displ ' 12). This question shall be answered in an additional simula-

tor study, where man-machine problems will be optimized. The main results of the simulator

studies were:

- pilots (both well or less experienced) are not able to make a safe landing under severe

wind shear conditions without additional support of an automatic flight control system

or an adequate wind shear warning display:

- if there is enough training available, pilots can adapt themselves to specific wind

shear profiles. It is therefore necessary to expose the pilot to different wind

shear situations. A general ground based wind shear warning is worthwhile but not

sufficient;

- an adequate wind shear warning display can support the pilot in the most severe wind

shear situations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Wind shear during take-off, go around , and missed ,pproach is a pure flight performance

problem. Pilots should avoid to take off into thunderstorms. Moderate wind shear induced

by orographic lee effects can be overcome by increasino the thrust to weight ratio,

especially in engine failure conditions. In unexpected dangerous situations the pilot is

advised to reduce the airspeed safety margin in order to increase the obstacle clearance.

Wind shear accidents during landing and approach could generally be avoided if the pilot

keeps the automatic fliqht control systems in operation and if he is informed by an

adequate wind shear t'arninq display. Wind shear is particularly dangerous if it occurs in

a height of approximately 80-120 m.

A ground based wind shear warning is worthwhile but not sufficient. The adequate informa-

tion of the aircraft response in wind shear can only be measured on board. A major para-

meter is airspeed: high ,irspeed leads to greater flight path deviation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

-This paper briefly describes the results of some calculations which were made, following
_several accidents and incidents during service training, in the hope of providing an insight

into risks associated with enoountere with severe turbulence during high speed manoeuvring
flight at low altitude. In that sense, what is discussed here is an attempt to learn
lessons from operational experience. But that is not to be taken to imply that the phenomena
described are necessarily the cause of any particular accident or incident.

Two dangers will be considered; that a combination of gust and manoeuvre loads may be
sufficiently high to cause structural failure, or that this combination may result in a
stall or other departure from controlled flight from which recovery is impossible due to
the proximity of the ground. In what follows these will first be treated separately,
then compared and then an attempt will be made, using turbulence statistics, to indicate
the order of probability which might apply. Finally soe implications of the results are
briefly discussed.

This paper is about high speed low level flight by military combat aircraft. Such
aircraft are capable of achieving and sustaining high manoevuring accelerations. This
capability is used in terrain followirng, insanoeuvring to take advantage of terrain screening
and for other tactical reasons such as to break the lock of an air defence radar which
is tracking the aircraft.

The results presented here relate to an in-service strike fighter at sea level but
are not an accurate representation of any particular aircraft. Much of the discussion which
follows is over-simplified in order to emphasise the more important aspects and because
any attempt at greater accuracy would involve detailed information about specific aircraft
which is not available in the open literature. Although the approximations used here
are reasonable for present purposes for the class of aircraft concerned, these approximations
may not provide a useful approximation to other classes of aircraft and the conclusions
drawn should not, without further consideration, be taken to apply to these. All that the
present paper attempts to do is to indicate the existence of a possible problem area which
appears to have received little attention in the past. It must be for those with a detailed
knowledge of a particular aircraft and of the way in which it is used in service, to consider
this problem area and determine whether it is likely to be significant in their case.

2. GUST EFYWTS

2.1 Structural Loads. The normal acceleration produced by a gust normal to the flight path
of an aircraft varies approximately as the product of the aircraft speed and lift curve
slope and inversely as the aircraft mass. This is illustrated, for a typical strike fighter
encountering a relatively sharp-edged 15 w/sec gust in level flight, in Fig 1, which shows
the total load rather than the load increment due to the gust. Such an aircraft would be
cleared to some 8 or 9g at combat sase, with a safety factor of about 1.5. It is apparent
from Fig 1 that a very large gust indeed would be required to break such an aircraft if
the gust were encountered during straight and level flight.

Since the normal acceleration produced by a gust varies approximately inversely as
aircraft mass, it follows that the actual structural load which it produces is almost
independent of the aircraft mass. The variation of the combined normal load produced when
a15 s/sec gust normal to the aircraft flight path is encountered during a manoeuvre is
illustrated in Fig 2. The load increases strongly with aircraft sass at constant manoeuvre
acceleration. However, as illustrated in Fig 3, the total combined gust and manoeuvre
acceleration, which is what the pilot feels, decreases at constant manoeuvre g as mass
increases. As indicated earlier, at constant aircraft mass the normal acceleration and
the load produced by a gust is approximately directly proportional to airspeed, as
illustrated in Fig k.

2.2 Handling Effects. For the typical strike fighter considered here, the change in incidence
produced by a relatively sharp edged 15 s/sec gust and the resulting change in lift
coefficient are shown in Fig 5. Both incremental incidence and incremental lift coefficient
decrease as airspeed increases, both being approximately inversely proportioal to airspeed.
The lift coefficient required to produce a given manoeuvre acceleration at combat mass
and its variation with airspeed is shown in Fig 6. In this case the lift coefficient
varies inversely as the square of the airspeed. The lift coefficient produced by a
combination of gust and manoeuvre is shown in Fig 7. Aircraft of the kind considered here
are often unable to achieve and sustain values of lift coefficient as high as those shown
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at the higher values of mass and/or lower values of speed. Undesirable handling character-
istics such as stall departure, wing rock, nose slice etc may be encountered at these or
lower values of lift coefficient. Since the situation under consideration is one in which
the aircraft is flying at high speed close to the ground, encounters with phenomena of
this kind seem likely to be disaoterous.

Comparing the values of lift coefficient shown in Fig 7 with the values of structural
load shown in Fig 2, it appears that encounters with severs gusts during manoeuvring
flight are more likely to result in handling difficulties than in direct structural
failure. Before attempting to reach a conclusion, however, it is necessary to examine
some transient aerodynamic phenomena and this is done in the next section.

The gust induced acceleration and so the bumpiness of the ride felt by the pilot,
increases with speed, as shown in Fig 8. However, when flying in turbulence, speed
reduction to improve ride quality or perhaps to assist weapon aiming, greatly
increases the likelihood of encounters with the handling problems referred to above,
unless the amount of manoeuvre acceleration used is reduced appropriately. For the
aircraft considered here, the available manoeuvre acceleration at combat mass if an
encounter with a 15 W/sec gust is not to result in lift coefficients in excess of 0.8,
1.0 and 1.2 is shown in Fig 9. The rapid reduction of available manoeuvre acceleration
as airspeed is reduced is readily apparent, as is the effect of variation of the value
of lift coefficient which is selected as that which is not to be exceeded.

2.3 Transient Penetration of Manoeuvre Boundaries. It is well known that values of
lift coefficient significantly greater than those of the steady-state still can be
achieved when normal acceleration is applied rapidly to an aircraft. Much less is
known about what occurs when a wing is stalled by encountering a relatively sharp-edged
gust which increases the incidence to a value above that at which the steady stall
occurs. Ref 1, although concered with a somewhat different question, gives some idea
of what happens. Fig 10 sketches the kind of flow which occurs when an infinite wing
of moderate or lower sweep encounters a sharp-edged gust aligned with its leading
edge. A vortex with axis parallel to the leading edge is shed from it and moves
back over the wing producing a suction peak over the top surface an it goes. The
existence of this vortex can be readily demonstrated by placing the hand in a fast
moving stream (of water) and changing its incidence quickly.

In addition to generating lift, as it moves over the wing the vortex produces a
large and rapidly varying pitching moment. Another such occurs when the gust, followed
somewhat later by the vortex, passes over the tail of the aircraft. On a swept wing
aircraft a pitching moment will also be generated as the wing becomes immersed in the
gust.

The dependance of the behaviour of the flow on how sharp-edged is the gust is not
clear, even in this simple case; nor are the 3-dimensional effects when a swept wing
aircraft encounters a gust front normal to the aircraft's flight path. The real
situation is also likely to be complicated for a variety of other reasons. The gust
is unlikely to be aligned at right angles to the aircraft flight path nor is the gust
likely to have a component only in the plane normal to it. Thus large forces say
be generated which disturb the lateral as well as the vertical motion of the aircraft
and, in particular, large rolling moments may be generated on swept wing aircraft.
Secondly for aircraft on which the high lift coefficients are achieved by vortex
dominated flows, little appears to be known about such transient gust effects. Thirdly,
it is often the case that the limiting lift coefficient or incidence is determined by
some phenomenon such as pitch-up, wing rock etc rather than by a conventional stall.
The behaviour, in the transient conditions under consideration, of the flow fields
which are responsible seems likely to be configuration dependent and little seems to
be known about it in general terms. Fourthly, the gust may be localised so that
the aircraft traverses it sufficiently quickly that there is insufficient time for
the aircraft to diverge significantly from its flight path. The question would then
arise as to the speed with which the original flow is re-established. For an aircraft
flying at a height of some 30 metres, little comfort can be drawn from this fourth
point. However, not all of the effects considered above are necessarily unfavourable.

The achievement of lift coefficients significantly greater than can be achieved
in steady conditions may affect the consideration of the relative probabilities of
occurance of structural failure and handling problems. It should also be noted that
the way in which the high values of lift coefficient are generated may change the
structural failure mode which would apply.

The motion of an aircraft following a rapid gust induced penetration of a manoeuvre
boundary will be influenced by the behaviour of its flight control system. This is
likely to be particularly important if a stall prevention/departure suppression/manoeuvre
limiting or other carefree manoeuvring system is fitted. How such a system would
behave would depend on the details of its design and method of operation, but it would
not necessarily behave in the situation considered here in the same way as it would
behave in a pilot induced manoeuvre. If the probability of gust induced penetrations
of manoeuvre boundaries is as high as is implied by the present paper it is important
that flight control aspects are considered and that they be taken into account in
flight control system design. This would be no simple matter. The accuracy with
which the aerodynamic forces are known is likely to be much lower than that which the
flight control system designer has learnt to expect and it is far from clear that
the conventional stability derivative approach can be applied in the present situation.

i h _ +k
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Perhaps the only safe generalisation which can be made is that in the present situation
as in others, aircraft with relatively "soft" manoeuvre boundaries are likely to behave
in a more benign fashion than would aircraft for which the manoeuvre boundaries are "hard".

3. OCURENCES OF EXTREE VALUES OF LIFT COEFFICIENT IN SEVERE TURBULENCE

Ref 2 quotes data from extensive measurements made at low altitudes over moultainous
terrain in the western USA. Fig 11 is reproduced from it. Noting that in a hard
horizontal turning manoeuvre it is the lateral (with respect to the ground) turbulence
component which produces incidence changes on an aircraft and that only gusts in one
(rather than in either) direction will produce extreme values of lift coefficient,
the lateral gust probabilities of Fig 11 have been used to calculate the average
periods for which a given manoeuvre acceleration must be applied before values of
lift coefficient of 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 are achieved at Mach numbers of 0.7 and 0.9 at combat
mass and at a Mach number of 0.7 at 0.64 times combat mass. The results are shown in
Fig 12.

In severe turbulence with characteristics as indicated in Fig 11, when flying at
combat mass at a Mach number of 0.7 lift coefficients exceeding 1.2 are likely to occur
on average about once per minute of manoeuvring flight at 7g, with lower values of lift
coefficient occuring more frequently, for example lift coefficients of 1.0 occuring on
average about once every 3 seconds. To retain the same once per minute probability of
occurence, at lift coefficients of 1.0 and 0.8 the manoeuvre acceleration would have
to be reduced to 5.8 g and 4.5g respectively. At combat mass the frequency of occurence
is reduced (or the average time between occurences is increased) by a factor of 10 for
every reduction of ig in the manoeuvre acceleration. A much more dramatic reduction
in the frequency of occurence, this time by a factor of the order of 1000, occurs for
fixed values of lift coefficient and manoeuvre acceleration when the speed is increased
from a Mach number of 0.7 to 0.9. For the present aircraft at combat mass, a lift
coefficient of 1.2 corresponds to some 12g at a Mach number of 0.9 and some 8g at 0.7.
Again, as mass is reduced the average time between occurences of given values of lift
coefficient increases markedly if manoeuvre acceleration is kept constant.

For simplicity, the calculations reported here assume that the aircraft was flying
at sea level and the turbulence data shown in Fig 11 has been taken as applying to that
altitude. However, although that data was measured at a low altitude with respect to
the terrain, the measurements were made over the western USA where the terrain itself
is some 5000ft or more above sea level. High speed low level operational training is
carried out in this area and it should be noted that the effect of increasing altitude
to 5000ft at constant TAS would be to reduce the time between encounters with particular
values of lift coefficient by a factor of about 5 if the manoeuvre acceleration remains
constant.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To convert the above into an appreciation of how often significant values of lift
coefficient are likely to be exceeded in operational service requires two further kinds
of information. First, data on the frequency of occurence of turbulence of various
degrees of severity for the regions in which the flying takes place. Secondly how much
time is spent, on average, at particular values of high manoeuvre acceleration at various
airspeeds. In addition to the data shown in Fig 11, Refs 2 and 3 indicate various
sources of further data on turbulence intensities and much other dat- exists. This
should be adequate for an initial examination although the available uata is unlikely
to answer all questions. If any information exists on the second question it is only
likely to be available to those who operate the aircraft.

If consideration of what has been presented earlier in this paper is thought to
indicate the existence of a hazard which is sufficiently significant that action should
be taken to reduce it, and this will depend primarily on the high incidence behaviour
of the particular aircraft considered and on the way in which it is flown, the question
arises as to what this action might be. Awareness of the need to reduce applied
manoeuvre acceleration as airspeed is reduced is perhaps the most important point. Also,
severe turbulence as discussed here is usually forecastable and levels of manoeuvre
acceleration could be reduced when flying in situations when it has been forecast.
Severe turbulence at low altitudes over hilly or mountainous terrain is often localised
and so the concept that the pilot will be aware of the severity of the conditions from
the seat of his pants and so reduce the manouvre accelerations which he applies would
at best provide only a partial solution.

Whatever may be regarded as the degree to which the hazards discussed in this paper
apply to particular present operations, it appears that they need to be taken into account
in the design of flight control systems, particularly when these are intended to provide
a "carefree manoeuvring" capability.
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SUMMARY: The relative probability during maneouvring flight at high speed and low

level in severe turbulence of structural failure or of the inadvertent
penetration of maneouvre boundaries is discussed. It is concluded that for
a typical current strike fighter the latter is much the more likely. The
complexity of some of the phenomena involved is described and the importance
of considering such hazards in the design of flight control systems is
emphasised.
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SUMMARY

Although significant strides have been made in recent years toward improving aviationO safety, mishaps involving all classes of helicopters presently are and will continue to be
a major, expensive US Army problem in terms of casualties, materiel loss, and reduction in
mission effectiveness. Modern-day training and tactical employment requirements for the
US Army helicopter dictate that a large percentage of operations occur in the low-speed,
low-altitude flight regime, which contributes to the problem by reducing critical margins
of safety normally associated with higher airspeed and higher altitude operations with
accompanying greater time for response in case of an emergency. This increased probability

Sof accident occurrence, coupled with the lack of an in-flight egress capability, makes
design for crashworthiness essential for Army helicopters.

This paper discusses the evolution of crash survival design criteria, its influence
on the formulation of a US Army military standard for rotary-wing aircraft crashworthiness,
and its application to current and new-generation Army helicopters. Emphasis is given to
the need for a total systems' approach in design for crashworthiness and the necessity for
considering crashworthiness early in the design phase of a new aviation weapon systems
development effort. The actual application of crashworthiness to Army helicopters is pre-
sented with statistics that show dramatic reductions in fatalities and irjuries with
implementation of a crashworthy fuel system. Current and planned US Army R&D to improve
crashworthiness technology is discussed, including full-scale crash testing, human toler-
ance definition, improved energy absorbers, crew restraint systems, and crash impact
characteristics of composite helicopter structures. Applicability of the work within Army
helicopter crashworthiness to commercial/civil helicopters is shown. The cost effective
aspects of designing helicopters to be more crash survivable are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Research investigations directed toward improving occupant survival and reducing
materiel losses in aircraft crashes have been conducted by the Army for more than 20 years.
However, up until approximately 10 years ago the principal emphasis within Army aviation
survivability was placed on accident prevention. Although this is indeed the ultimate
objective deserving priority effort, past experience clearly shows that accident prevention
alone simply is not sufficient. Mishaps of all natures involving Army aircraft have been,
are, and will continue to be a major, expensive problem. Research has been accomplished
on accidents worldwide involving Army aviation, and accident histories are routinely dis-
seminated throughout the Army. Unfortunately, too many lessons learned from these accident
histories are not applied and hazardous design features, human errors, and operational
errors are repeated year after year. Too many Army aircrewmen are still being fatally
injured in potentially survivable accidents, and the percentage 6f major injuries and rate
of materiel losses are still unacceptably high. There is no easy solution to the problem.
Significant gains can be made, however, toward reducing these unacceptable accident losses,
but to do so we must aggressively pursue a program that addresses key issues of both acci-
dent prevention and crashworthiness design. Since the helicopter's potential for accident
is great due to its mission and the environment in which it must accomplish that mission,
it is imperative that it be engineered to minimize damage and enhance occupant survival in
crashes. In designing helicopters to be more crash survivable, two subissues then become
paramount: establishing viable crashworthiness design criteria, and the more difficult
task, applying these crashworthiness criteria to Army aircraft design.

To help establish the severity of the problem within US Army aviation, Table 1 pro-
vides a summary of accident statistics for Army helicopters for the period of time from
1972 to 1982. With the exception of the OH-6, these aircraft are still in the operational
fleet and comprise the bulk of the Army's helicopters. None of these aircraft had crash-
worthiness in their basic design. During the period reviewed there were over 900 helicop-
ter incidents/accidents with over 400 occupant fatalities. The fatalities would, without
question, have been more severe had not the aircraft been retrofitted in the early to mid-
70s with crashworthy fuel systems. Considering the personnel aspects in the crashes of
these helicopters, the two columns on the right reflect that there were survivors in more
than 65 percent of all of the accidents, but, more important, that nearly one-third of all
the fatalities occurred in accidents where there were survivors. It can be seen that the
costs associated with these accidents in terms of men and materiel replacement are quite
high. These costs, however, do not reflect the potentially significantly greater costs
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TABLE 1. ARMY HELICOPTER ACCIDENT HISTORY 1972-1982, NONCRASHWORTHY AIRCRAFT

NO. OF NO. OF COST-M % ACCID % FATAL IN
NO. OF NO. OF INJURIES FATAL- (MEN WITH ACCID WITH

ACFT ACCID PSNL MINOR MAJOR ITIES & MATL) SURVIVORS SURVIVORS

UH-I 426 1852 300 210 229 132 82 34

OH-58 235 533 97 76 59 28 86 25

AH-I 156 301 51 37 35 52 88 26

OH-6 72 160 44 19 9 5 93 22

CH-47 32 277 36 9 100 44 78 10

TOTAL
ACFT 921 3123 528 351 432 261 85 26

that are associated with loss of mission capability. Further, these statistics are based
on current peacetime experience which reflects a total cumulative flight time of approxi-
mately 1 million hours per year for Army aviation with a fatality rate of approximately
2.5 per 100,000 hours of flying time. The severity of the problem increases severalfold
during periods of combat, as demonstrated in Vietnam when, during the height of the con-
flict, total helicopter flight time was in excess of 5 million hours per year with the
fatality rate of 10 per 100,000 hours.

Data from these accident and crash injury investigations (Reference 1) have revealed
deficiencies in the crashworthiness of the older, existing Army helicopters. Key defi-
ciencies include:

Structural collapse (roof downward and floor upward) causing loss of occupiable
volume

Inward buckling of frames, longerons, etc., causing penetration wounds to personnel

Lethal internal structure causing head, chest and extremity injuries from occupant
flailing

Floor breakup permitting seats to tear out and occupants to become flying missiles

Landing gear penetration into occupied areas and fuel systems causing contact
injuries and fires

Landing gears not designed for sufficiently high sink rates and insufficient deform-
able airframe structure permitting excessive acceleration (G) forces to be trans-
mitted to the occupants and causing excessive materiel damage

Intrusion of the occupied area by the main rotor gearbox and other high mass items
causing crushing and contact injuries to the occupants

Insufficient structural stiffness permitting inward crushing and entrapment of
occupants in rollover accidents

It has been demonstrated, however, that significant gains can he made toward reducing the
severity of these and related problems through the judicious development and application
of crashworthiness design features into Army aircraft.

CRASHWORTHINESS DESIGN CRITERIA

In-depth assessment of available crash data was first accomplished in the mid-60s by
a joint Government/industry review team. The product of that team was the world's first
crash survival design guide for light fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, published in 1967.
Revisions to this guide were made in 1969, 1971, and 1980 (Reference 2). This design guide
was subsequently converted into a military standard (MIL-STD-1290) in 1974 (Reference 3)
which is presently undergoing revision. MIL-STD-1290 addresses five key areas that must
be considered in designing a helicopter to conserve materiel and provide the necessary
occupant protection in a crash:

Crashworthiness of the structure--assuring that the structure has the proper
strength and stiffness to maintain a livable volume for the occupants and prevent
the seat attachments from breaking free

Tie-down chain strength--assuring that the high mass items such as the transmission
and engine do not break free from their mounts and penetrate occupied areas

Occupant acceleration environment--providing the necessary crash load absorption
by using crushable structures, load limiting landing gears, energy-absorbing seats,
etc., to keep the loads on the occupants within human tolerance levels

Occupant environment hazards--providing the necessary restraint systems, padding,
etc., to prevent injury caused by occupant flailini

Postcrash hazards--afte:- the crash sequence has ended, providing protection against
flammable fluid systems and permitting egress under all conditions

A survivable crash is generally defined as one wherein the impact conditions inclusive
of pulse rate onset, magnitude, direction and duration of the accelerative forces that are
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transmitted to the occupant do not exceed the limits of human tolerance for survival, and
in which the surrounding structure remains sufficiently intact during and after impact to
permit survival. Thus, helicopters designed to meet MIL-STD-1290 shall be designed to
prevent occupant fatalities and minimize the number and severity of injuries during crash
impacts of a severity to and including the 95th percentile potentially survivable accident
while minimizing aircraft damage to the maximum extent practical. The 95th percentile
design pulse generally means that the loads on the occupants would be greater in only 5
percent of the accidents but would still be within the defined human tolerance limits.
Table 2 presents the 95th percentile potentially survivable crash design pulse for heli-
copters expressed in terms of impact velocity change with associated minimum attitude
requirements. It should be noted that Table 2 and some of the subsequent discussion
reflect criteria that are proposed for the revised MIL-STD-1290 and in some cases deviate
from available published design criteria. This approach is meant to enhance the validity
and usefulness of this paper. Perhaps the most critical MIL-STD-1290 factor in designing
the helicopter for crash survivability is the vertical design impact velocity change
requirement. Since the helicopter spends a large percentage of its operational life in

TABLE 2. 95TH PERCENTILE POTENTIALLY SURVIVABLE CRASH IMPACT DESIGN CONDITIONS

MIL-STD-1290
IMPACT DIRECTION OBJECT VELOCITY CHANGE CURRENT PROPOSED REVISION
(AIRCRAFT AXES) IMPACTED (FT/SEC) PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH ROLL YAW

Longitudinal Rigid Abutment
(Cockpit) or Wall 15

Longitudinal Rigid Abutment
(Cabin) or Wall 40

Longitudinal Rigid Surface 50 0 0 0 -5a +100 0
(Cockpit & Cabin)

Vertical Rigid Surface 42 +150 +300 0 +150 +10 0
to

( 50

Lateral (a )  Rigid Surface 25

Lateral (b )  Rigid Surface 30

Resultant Vector* Rigid Surface 50

(a) Light fixed-wing aircraft, attack and cargo helicopters.
(b) Other helicopters.
*Note: The downward, sideward, and forward velocity components of the resultant velocity

vector do not exceed 42, 30, and 50 ft/sec, respectively.

the low-speed, low-altitude flig;ht regime, accidents predominantly occur with high ver-
tical descent rates and with the aircraft in a near normal attitude. Thus, the aircraft
must withstand vertical impacts of 42 ft'sec, within the aircraft attitude limits of +10
degrees roll and +15 degrees to -5 degrees pitch, (1) with no more than a 15-percent
reduction in the height of the cockpit and passenger/troop compartments and (2) without
causing the occupants to experience injurious accelerative loadi:ig. This is a good
example of a MIL-STD-1290 proposed revision. The current versiorn states the 42-ft/sec
requirement for an aircraft impact attitude within +15 degrees pitch and +30 degrees roll,
which not only dictates excessive landing gear capability but does not represent the
typical impact as derived from recent analysis of accident data. Based on this recent
analysis of roll and pitch frequencies for Army helicopter accidents over the past 10
years, a more detailed representation of the vertical crash impact conditions has been
developed and is being proposed as a MIL-STD-1290 revision (see Figure 1). In this case
pitch and roll envelopes are specified for vertical velocities of both 42 and 36 ft/sec.

42 40 42 Other key desiqn impact
36 36 velocity changes are shown in

30 t 30 Table 3. The landing gear shall
_20 provide energy absorption capa-

20 - 0 bility to reduce the vertical
velocity of the fuselage as much

,o -30 as possible under the crash con-
I ditions. As a minimum, the

-20 .10 0 0 -20 +20 - landing qear shall be capable of" 20 I0 * +2-.20 -to 0 *I0 *20

RDIl ASCII VGOIIS 44161 014 decelerating the aircraft at
,.3 \normal gross weight from an

impact velocity of 20 ft/sec
42 Fl/Si( Co 36 FT/S$C onto a level rigid surface within
INVOIr -240. -30 0 .20 INVILOPE an attitude envelope of +10

ir degrees roll and +15 degrees to
.1il 0 8t1 -5 degrees pitch without allowing

-20 the fuselage to contact the
ground and without gear pene-

-30 tration into an occupied area.
Plastic deformation of the land-
ing gear and its mounting system

Figure 1. Vertical Impact Design Conditions Envelope. is acceptable in meeting this
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reqairement: how-Ver, with the possible TABLE 3. ADDITIONAL MIL-STD-1290 DESIGN
exception of the rotor blades, the re- REQUIREMENTS
mainder of the aircraft structure shall
be fliqhtworthy after impact. The nose osection of the helicopter is to be do- Landing G;ear 20 Ft/Sec, + 10° Roll,

signed to preclude earth plowing and +150 to -5° Pitchscooping tendencies when the forward 25 No Fuselage Damage
percent of the fuselage is subjected to
a longitudinal load uniformly applied Plowing & Scooping 10 G Up & 4 G Aft on
with a local upward load of 10 Gs and a Pwd 25 Iuselaqe
rearward load of 4 Gs. The fuselage Rollover 4 G Side Load
shall also be designed for rollover pro- 4 G Roof Load
tection and shall be capable of sustain- High Mass Tie-down - 20 0 Longitudinal
ing a 4 G load applied uniformly over
the fuselage to surface contact area if (Applied Separately) G 20 G!-]0 G Vertical
rollover occurs. Finally, all high mass
items which would pose a hazard to per-
sonnel during a crash shall be designed to withstand 20 Gs longitudinally, 20 Gs vertlcally,
and 18 Cs laterally when applied separately.

For maximum effectiveness, design for crashworthiness dictates that a total systems
approach be used and that the designer consider survivability issues in the same light as
other kev design considerations such as weight, load factor, and fatigue life during the
initial lesion phase of the helicopter. Figure 2 depicts the system's approach required
re-ative to management of the crash energy for occupant survival for the 95th percentile
ve: tical crash oulse design condition. The crash C loads must be brought to within human
tolerance limits in a controlled manner to prevent injury to the occupants; this can be
accomp i shod by using the landing gear, floor structure, and seat to progressively absorb
rost of the crash energv during the crash sequence. Thus, the occupant is slowed down in a
co ntrolled manner by strokinui'failing the landing gear, crushing the floor structure, and
sty.kina the seat at a predetermin-ed load before being subjected to the crash pulse which
by then has been reduced to within human tolerance limits. in addition, the large mass
items; such as the overhead gearbox are slowed down by stroking/failint of the landing gear
or fuselage structure, and in some cases, by strokinu of the gearbox within its mounts.
In this example, assu:xing that the landing1 gear has been designed to meet the minimum re-
;oircmenrs of MIL-STD-L290, i.e., 20 ft sec, the fusela,;e would be decelerated to approxi-
:matciy 37 :t sec at the time ot contact with tho surface.

The Ar: 's most recent hel icopters, HELICOPTER
the I Gl-6( I ACE IIAWE and AI-64 APACHE, ,MPACT VELOCITY
are both desi ned generally in accord- 42 FT/SEC
ancc with the requirements oi MIL-STD- LARGE MASSES
1290, and the significant payoff for DISPLACEMENT
desinnna these aitcrar t for crash-
worthiness will be addressed later.

The preceding discussion should not
be interpreted, however, to imply that OCUPN
nothing can be done for existing air- SEAT. OCCUPANT

craft systems. Quite the contrary. FUSELAGE DISPLACEMENT

Considerable improvement in crashworthi- LANDING GEAR_ I" [ _-/_" '
ness can be achieved on existinq heli-
copters by applying such features as
improved crew restraint systems, energy-
absorbing seats, crash tolerant fuel Figure 2. Energy Management System.
systems, and breakaway control sticks.

Also, the above discussion of crashworthy requirements principally addresses the air-
frame, the main objective of which is to provide a protective shell for the occupants and
to allow deformation of the structure in a controlled, predictable manner to minimize
lorces on the occupants. Other key requirements in MIL-STD-1290 in designing a helicopter
system for crashworthiness include:

Occupant restraint design--Seats and litters shall be designed to retain occupant
position during crash and shall contain inteoral means of crash force attenuation.
Crew seats shall be designed to permit the seat to stroke 12 inches vertically.
The immediate surroundings shall be designed to minimize occupant injury when body
parts flail in a crash. These designs shall be applicable with the 5th through
the 95th percentile male aircrewman (i.e., 133-lb thru 212-lb crewman).

Cargo and equipment restraint system design--The design shall provide sufficient
restraint of all cargo and high mass equipment in all directions to prevent injury
to occupants in the 95th percentile survivable accident.

Postcrash fire prevention design--All flammable fluid systems shall be designed to
minimize spillage of fluids during and after survivable crash impacts, and when
spillage cannot be avoided, the system shall be designed to prevent ignition of the
fluids to the maximum extent practical.

Postcrash emergency escape provisions design--The design shall provide for suffi-
cient size and quantity of exits to allow occupant escape within 30 seconds after
the crash sequence is over (including ditching) even when half of the exits are
blocked off.



CRASHWORTHY R&D PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Considerable effort has been accomplished in the past and is presently ongoing in the
area of helicopter crashworthiness research and development. Efforts include such diverse
areas as human tolerance Jefinition, crashworthy troop and crew seats, improved restraint
systems, crashworthy fuel systems, math modeling of crashworthy structures, crashworthy
composite structures, and full-scale crash testing of both crashworthy and noncrashworthy
aircraft. Results of these efforts are applicable to both the retrofit of existing air-
craft systems, to improve their survivability/mission capability, and to the definition of
design criteria and publication of specifications and standards for crashworthy design of
new systems. Highlights of key crashworthy R&D programs within the US Army are presented
in the following paragraphs.

Crash Impact Characteristics of Helicopter Composite Structures

In recent years, composite materials such as graphite, fiberglass, boron and Kevar
have been used more extensively in the design of structural and nonstructural aircraft
components due to their potential for cost and weight savings. Entire composite airframes
have already been produced for general aviation fixed-wing aircraft. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that in the near future the helicopter industry will be producing
large numbers of aircraft with major structural components, such as the fuselage, wings,
empennage, blades, and landinq gear, constructed of composite materials. In view of the
crashworthiness requirements specified in MIL-STD-1290, it was considered particularly
appropriate during the early stage of application of composite materials to helicopter
structures to investigate their crash impact behavior. When applying composites to a
crashworthy airframe structure, entirely different design concepts may be required than
are used with conventional metal structures. Composite materials exhibit low strain-to-
failure compared to such metals as 2024 aluminum, a ductile metal that can tolerate rather
large strains, deform plastically, and absorb a considerable amount of energy without
fracture. Because of this difference between composites and metals, crash energy absorp-
tion with composites will not come through material stress-strain behavior as it did with
metals, but rather through innovative design.

To determine the crashworthiness characteristics of helicopter composite structures,
a program was conducted for the design, fabrication, design support testing, analysis and
crash testing of two full-scale composite helicopter cabin sections. Crash tests were
conducted for 0- and 20-degree roll impact attitudes at a vertical impact velocity of
30 ft/sec, which is representative of the Army's vertical impact velocity requirement
(MIL-STD-1290) for noninjurious loadings if the landing gear is assumed to absorb approxi-
mately one-half the impact energy.

* FIBERGLASS/EPOXY ROOF BEAMS * GRAPHITE/EPOXY BLOCKS USED The cabin section (Figure 3)
* MAIN TRANSMISSION SUPPORT LOCALLY AT TRANSMISSION JOINTS had three major bulkheads: the
BEAMS - SANDWICH WITH 1 B forward crew bulkhead, the aft
GRAPHITE/EPOXY CAPS TRANSMISSION cabin bulkhead, and the aft fuel

MASS cell bulkhead. The masses in the
~j7J~] fcabin were a 1000-pound overhead

- ,transmission mass, 1100 pounds of
KEVLARIEPOXY 17-LB ( ) I fuel, two 167-pound passenger
SKINS WITH Amasses, and two 200-pound forward
SANDWICH - PASSE PROTECTIVE crew masses. Located directlyM SRIDETSECIS beneath the forward crew bulkhead

U (2)SHCLL
H OL and the aft two bulkheads was a
SI 100 FIBERGLASS/EPOXY crushable cabin subfloor structure

FLUE L20LS ULSANDWICH designed to absorb energy and con-
CREW . trol loads to the primary protec-

MASSES __ 2 AND FLOOR tive shell. Between the crush
A (2) - t0-IN. DEEP zones was frangible structure that

CRUSHABLE would crush out of the way without
I STRUCTURE damaging the floor structure.

FRANGIBLE AREA

X "\O Kevlar, fiberglass, and
KEVLAR/EPOXY SUBFLOOR graphite/epoxy materials were used

ENERGY-ABSORINGin costructing the cabin section
SANDWICH USED IN i
ENERGY-ABSORBING Fiber, lass sandwich construction
AREAS was used in the bulkheads and

floor panel, and in portions of
Figure 3. Composite Cabin Test Section Design Features. the upper roof structure. Kevlar

was used in the roof, belly and
side skins, and in the energy-absorbing subfloor structure. Graphite reinforcement was used
around the door frame and in the main roof beams. Figure 4 depicts the cabin components.
For the first test, two stroking seats equipped with wire-roller attenuators were installed
in the cabin. The rigIt seat was floor-mounted and the left seat was bulkhead-mounted.
Fiftieth percentile Part 572, Hybrid II anthropomorphic testing dummies were placed in the
seats. The impact was on a simulated rigid surface comprised of steel plates over a sand
base. Instrumentation included accelerometers on major masses and important structural
locations, and high-speed motion picture cameras were used to record the structure response
and failure modes. The level attitude 30 ft/sec vertical velocity (or about 14 feet free
fall height) composite cabin section drop test was survivable based on the excellent post-
test condition of the cabin protective shell structure and the performance of the energy-
absorbing structure components (see Fiqure 5) . There was approximately 4 inches of sub-
floor crush. The bulkhead-mounted left seat stroked 9 inches and the floor-mounted right
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CRUSH
: O ZONE

COMPOSITE FUSELAGE CABIN
ECTION BEFORE DROP TEST

i3

HIGH-SPEED MOTION PICTURES SHOWING
CRUSHING OF ENERGY-ABSORBING

SUBFLOOR STRUCTURE
ON IMPACT, THE SEAT STROKES DOWNWARD

" IIN A CONTROLLED MANNER TO REDUCEI

CRASH LOADS TO THE PASSENGER

Figure 5. Flat Drop Test.

KRASHi dynamic analysis for major mass items such as the crew, troops, fuel, and trans-
mission and were applied to the NASTRAN finite element model of the cabin section. T'i
addition, the crush zone loads were applied to the floor. The NASTRAN model was then used
to develop internal loads to be used for the strenith analysis. Critical a, .as in the
primary structure components were sized using the internal loads from the NASTRAN mode.
Some of the important critical areas were the main roof beams that support the transmission
mass, the aft cabin bulkhead, the roof and side skins, and the floor panel loaded by the
fuel mass. The crushable subfloor structure was sized based on design support testing data
to get the proper energy absorption and control if loads to the primary protective shell
structure. As a result of this research, it was concluded that:

MIL-STD-1290 crashworthiness requirements can be met with a composite fuselage
structure if designed with energy absorption and load attenuation in controlled
areas.



*The use of design support testing to size and opt imize the loadl deflection
characteristics of composite material energly-absorhino components is an
accurate, economical approach.

*The FRASII (supplemented with NASTR1\N) andl the PYCAS T nonlinear, large-dleflection
structure crash simulation compuLter programs can be useful and reasonably, accurate
analytical tools for dlesigningj the crashworthy composite fuselage cabiJn sections.

Aldi tional de'tai Is on this program are provided in Reference 4.

Human Tolerance

A ma or objective of Arm'. cras!wrhns st ttnaecahlasrahn h

olceni ant, to levels within the' 1I iitS of humanl tolersncoW(. To properly los i in to meot thin;
ob-ective, limits of human tolerance to acceleratin
about all1 aircraft axes must he accurately !efine,!

Thi is an extroeol'. l iff iculIt set of. lata to
-- 2 so .obtain s-ince human tolerance to impact forces vari-f-

ia'vwith ain ii'iulnacsex, weisyht
' t-ri!iution, an'; leneral s;tate of health. Army,

* 0 'hi o~te ri: can, normallv be expectedi to he occup i e -
1).esonnel who are youinger and! in letter physi cal

Con,it i on than t hat of t hine ral I i i :Ilat i r
- ~foi- which most of the tolerance Iata have boen

del'l 've I ned to giate. Thus, a lIegree of conservatis m
maiv Ic bu-- i lt in for the mi litary in u]sing criterila

1
exeloped from a " general rublic" c-ros;s section.

!1owever, these tolerance en teria hav:e for- the most
part beer, based on experiments invonlvin-i rulh~cts
seate! with a "correct" u-ni ght tposture, whileAr'

aviators sp~endl large port ions of their time wh-ile,
in the aircraft in less-th, n-ileal nostures for
'ibsorbinoi crash impact (e.g., viewing throuah tarqet
Iesir nating 'ri ghtinq scoips) . urina nar-of-the-

earth fligiht operations, a crewman can expe(ct little
Tiewarning of an mpnlnica - impact and! will vir-

tual lv have no time for asi~r iaroT'er vre- impact

Figure 6. Vertical Accelerat ion Time ot u re.

andtr ofLf 'ropSa With, proper restraint, aircraft occupants can
Fum. Pevi tloo Io mta twthstandI the. full 15th percenti le survivable crash.

FlatImpctacceleration condlitions in the lateral (C)and!

longitudinal ((-x) iriections with- no energy
ab)sorption. Such is- not the case with accelerations, *ircctoel along the vertical axis, Par-
ticulat ly headward (+('z) acce lerat ion. The lumbar vertebrae, of the occupant, which mu.t
support most of th~e upp~er tors o I oaded as a column, are susceptible to compress ion fracture
with attendant injuries such as iaralvsis. To prevent the occup-ant from experiencing in-u-
rious accelerative loadingjs, ergy,7 attenUation, in the form of energly-absorbing landingi
gear, crushable belly,, structure, an,11 strokingi seats,, is reguired. to control vertical loadls.

TRANSMISSION MASS

AFT BULKHEAD

LEFTCRUSHABL
-SUBFLOOR

PRE-TEST CONDTO POST-TEST CONDITION
Ii lure 7.Twent',-Peyire Poll Prop1T T'st.

Current Army cri tonia iie 1 ie on t he t
1 
hin! hum'an toflerance data for the upper

limit of tolerable (with no in jurt) ic"'e
1 

nion in the 4('. Ai)roct ion (see Fjoiyro 8) .
These data establish the upper limit fer -_intical icceleration excursions transmitted to
the occupant to magni tules of Ic;r thin 21 (1 for t ine durat ions exceediing 6 millisecondIs.
The Army crashworthy crew',eat spcificition, "1- 80lihas placed this limitation on
the seat pan accelerations- whil) the -iot i! iibieocted to dynamic testing definedi in
Figure 9. In seat tests condiletrd since the specification was established in ln7l, a
characteristic curve (Figure 10) ihowi tbhat th, seat pan deceleration rises sharply.. during
the onset of the input pulse, then 'Imps rapid iy is the seat becomes frilly coupled to the
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occupant. The deceleration may
actually pass through zero (con- ,I.
stant velocity) as this event .

occurs. The deceleration then .6ACCEPABL.

rises sharply and forms a sec- 40 AE Of 50 61U16 . &,0N-AAOII0hOA

ondary spike before dampinq out t0 .
around tne load factor used in 20 AREA OF

the design of the seat energy- I IC0EPABLE .

absorbinq system. The primary m g

seat pan deceleration spike is 6 FAlfAu

of little concern since it rep- 4 G T'2 FLA-'IU

resents the response of the V . 1 0,
unloaded seat to thle impact 2.i. ,

event rhe secondary spike, - ' 2however occurs after the seat ... . .. . ..

cushion and buttocks have corn- 00 : , i 06 4 0 DS 0 E I , a I I A 5 RIO

pressed and, in most tests, 10KAII)% Cf Q 110:E *CF ,03 s :

its duration above 23 G I'sure S . Maximum Acceptable Vertical Pulse Acceleiation
exceeds the Eiband injury cri- and Duration .',iues.
teria. The body is a complex
dynamic system when one considers the pelvis, chest and head as masses beino intercon-
nected by flesh and spinal column "springs." Whether the characteristic secondary spike
indeed applies injurious loads to any part of the spine is still largely unknown. Accord-
ing ly, research is being conducted to better define human tolerance to injury as related
to the typical Army aviator. This includes advanced energy absorber research and research
involvinq cadaver testing.
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studies, much work remains in establishing human tolerance levels from cadaveric data.

Crashworthy Seat Design Criteria

In addition to crashworthy armored crewseats in the Army's UH-60 and AH-64 helicopters,
lightweight crashworthy troop seats have been developed and are installed in the cargo/troop
compartment of the UH-60. These seats are constructed of tubing covered with fabric and are
ceiling-suspended and floor-stabilized to provide energy attenuation in the vertical,
forward and lateral directions. A compact wire-bending attenuator is used for vertical im-
pact loads and a four-point restraint system having a single release buckle is attached to
the seat. These troop seats, weighing approximately 18 pounds each, have quick disconnect
fittings allowing for quick conversion of the aircraft to carry cargo.

Because of the need to develop improved criteria for the load-deflection characteristics
of crashworthy seat energy absorbers, an extensive test program was initiated by the Army
with joint participation by the FAA's Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) and the Naval Air
Development Center (NADC). A matrix of 59 dynamic impact tests were conducted using a pro-
duction US Army BLACK HAWK helicopter crewseat as a baseline. Variables that were investi-
gated included the shape, magnitude, and rate of onset of the input deceleration pulse; the
velocity change; the type and size of the anthropomorphic dummy; the energy absorber limit
load; the movable seat weight; the seat cushion characteristics and orientation to the input
pulse; and the structural spring rate of the seat. Simula, Inc., provided test support,
data reduction and analysis, and correlation of results with computer program SOM-LA (Seat/
Occupant Model - Light Aircraft). Testing was conducted at CAMI (47 tests), NADC (9 tests),
and Simula, Inc. (3 tests) to assess the effects on dynamic response of each test facility's
unique input pulse shape. Figure 11 shows baseline 42 G input pulses produced by each test
facility compared to the idealized prescribed triangular pulse.

Though space limitations do not permit the re- NADC

lating of results of each parametric variable, impor-
tant relationships and sensitivities were established.
For example, tests with "ramped" energy absorbers,
whose loads increased throughout the seat stroke,
revealed that they performed less efficiently than
conventional square-wave type devices. The ramped
devices caused the dummy to utilize more than 1.5
inches of additional stroke, while the measured ac-
celerations and calculated dynamic response indices
(DRI's) were actually higher. The dynamic response
index is a dimensionless parameter resulting from a ..
single lumped-mass, damped-spring model of the body . ... 'i .... .. --," , ..

mass acting on the human spine. It represents the
human response to short-duration accelerations applied
in an upward vertical direction parallel to the spine. SlXULA, INC. IDEALIZED PULSE

The US Air Force uses DRI as one of its ejection seat ""
acceptance parameters. 

-42G

Another significant test series, sponsored by the 4z rps

US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL), con- A " -
tributed to the overall interpretation of data ob- -.

tained from all of these test programs. A 50th per-
centile (Part 572) anthropomorphic dummy and a 95th
percentile (VIP-95) dummy were modified to install a
six-axis load cell at the base of their lumbar spines.
The VIP-95 also received a six-axis cervical load cell. ..
The dummies were then subjected to several dynamic '-- ..
impact tests at CAMI, some of which duplicated earlier
test conditions. Results indicated that direct meas- Figure 11. Typical Baseline Decel-
urement of spinal loads in this fashion may provide a eration Pulses Compared
better standard for judging crashworthy seat injury to Idealized Pulse.
criteria. More work needs to be done in order to
achieve a noninterfering load cell installation, since duplicative test conditions revealed
some changes in the modified dummy dynamic behavior. Reference 7 reports results under this
effort and includes recommendations for future crashworthy seat specification updating.

Restraint System

The occupant restraint system is literally the "first line of defense" in preventing
aircraft crash injuries. This system includes not only the belted occupant restraint but
also a properly engineered mounting of the seat in the aircraft. This combination keeps
the occupant from becoming a flying missile during the crash sequence. MIL-S-58095 has
been the Army's crashworthy pilot/copilot seat and restraint system criteria document
since 1971. A five-strap belted restraint is required consisting of the lap belts, two
shoulder straps with an inertia reel, a negative G strap, and a single point of attachment
buckle. The negative G strap is permanently affixed to the buckle and requires use at all
times to ensure against occupant submarining under the lap belt.

The compactness of today's cockpit and the close proximity of mission equipment pose
serious crash impact hazards to the aircrew. Although not desirable from a crashworthiness
standpoint, operational considerations dictate that mission equipment and structure be
located within the occupant's crash impact motion envelope. Given this situation, it is
critical to the occupant's crash impact survival chances that he be provided with a
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restraint system that minimizes his crash impact motion envelope, particularly con-
cerning his head.

During 1979, the Army tested seven types of pilot/copilot restraint systems under
dynamic impact conditions representative of various degrees of survivable crash conditions.
Thirty-three dynamic impact sled tests were performed using a 95th percentile anthropomor-
phic dummy as the occupant. Restraints tested represented a cross section of those cur-
rently available with features such as a reflected strap shoulder harness and power haul-
back inertia reels. Another concept tested was a joint Army/Navy modification to the
MIL-S-58095 restraint called the Inflatable Body and Head Restraint System (IBAHRS), which
capitalizes on automotive air-bag technology to better restrain the occupant in severe
impacts. This system (Figure 12) uses an airframe-mounted crash sensor to identify a crash
condition and then trigger the inflation of air bags sewn into each shoulder harness. In-
flation is accomplished by a solid propellant gas generator within approximately 25

milliseconds from being triggered,
and the air bags remain inflated for
approximately 1 seconds. The in-

ESUTRAINTHARNESS/BER---- flated bags act to tighten theR I restraint about the crewman, better
distribute the decelerative loads
over his upper torso, and decrease

INFLATOR- .head and neck rotation. Figures
13 and 14 depict the reduction in
strike envelope determined experi-

mentally during the 1979 Army tests.
INTROTARY SFigure 13 is for the conventional(MIL-R-5ORU) MIL-S-58095 restraint and Figure 14

shows the improvements when using
CRAM ENSORthe IBAHRS. Both tests were con-

(REMOTE LOCATION) ducted at the 95th percentile poten-

tially survivable crash pulse.
Results on this complete test series
are reported in Reference 8.

The activating crash sensor for
Sthe IBAHRS must be tailored for the

particular aircraft application, and
it must not allow triggering during

NR LCPAOE routine flight maneuvers or fromNORMAL DC. PR INFLATED vibratory or gust loads or hard
(autorotative) landings. The crash

Figure 12. Inflatable Body and Head hestraint sensor threshold accelerations for
System (IBAHRS). the Army's AH-64 attack aircraft are

shown in Figure 15 (from Reference 9)
for G loadings directed along the vertical and longitudinal axes. It is obvious, however,

.* that each aircraft type and mission scenario would have to be examined carefully before
selecting the crash sensor characteristics for an IBAHRS. For example, an aircraft with 6 G
sustained turn capability could not use the AH-64 crash sensor.

PULSE: 05m PERCENTILE SURVIVABLE PULSE: 95. PERCENTILE SURVIVABLE
V: SOFPS O PEAK 30G UP AV - PO S GIWA =.30G

YAW=O NSNP YAW
= 0°  
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OUMMY: VP-US. 227LSS DOWN DUMMY: VIP- S. 227LBS 00

____ 10

- MU U rnOQMM~070) 0 -
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Figure 13. AH-64 Copilot/Gunner Strike Figure 14. AH-64 Copilot/Gunner Strike
Envelope With MIL-S-58095 Envelope With IBAHRS.
Restraint.

The IBAHRS is currently proceeding through detailed engineering development tests.
It will become the standard restraint system for the AH-64 and AH-lS attack helicopters
after production approval is given.

Crashworthy Cyclic Control Stick

The floor-mounted, rigid cyclic stick has been a cockpit strike hazard for many years.
It has been a major contributor to scores of head injuries and fatalities. A survey of
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Army accidents involving 4550 AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT
occupants indicates that over VERTICAL AXIS LONGITUDINAL AXIS
36 percent of the 456 fatali-
ties were due to head and face 3o is
injuries (Reference 2, Vol. II).

25

In 1982 the US Army initi- MUST MUST
ated a research effort to 2 o fIE o fill
develop a cyclic control stick 6
capable of meeting the military Is
specification requirements for
normal and emergency control g0 o
loads as well as having break-
away/telescoping characteris- N0
tics when struck from above by filF
the crewman in a hard landing/ o 0.

crash. The design is to be s 1o IS 20 2S 30 5 10 15 20 25 30
generic for retrofit in both
the AH-l and UH-60, aircraft.

The vertical separation/
collapsing load will be 100- Figure 15. AH-64 IBAHRS Crash Sensor Thresholds.
150 pounds, which is within
human tolerance for head and face contact, based on a 1 square inch contact area. A grip
with 4-inch height adjustment range is also to be incorporated, which is a feature that
is not present on existing models.

Whatever the nature of the prototype cyclic stick design, it must first be structur-
ally capable of controlling the aircraft under all conditions. Static pull testing will
be performed on the prototype model to assure that a minimum of 200 pounds fore/aft load
and 100 pounds lateral load can be withstood. Dynamic tests will then be performed to
determine vertical breakaway loads and corresponding reactive head accelerations -for the
current production sticks and the prototype model. These will consist of simple pendulum
tests with the mass and texture of the human head to be simulated at the striking end.
Stick impact strike velocities of 30 and 20 ft/sec have been predicted by program SOM-LA
for 95th and 50th percentile male occupants, respectively. The pendulum testing will be
conducted using these impact velocities.

In future aviation weapon systems development, it is likely that advanced control
systems will incorporate sidearm controllers and thus effectively eliminate the conven-
tional cyclic stick as a cockpit strike hazard. In the meantime, retrofit of a well-
designed crashworthy stick may be a very cost-effective approach to eliminating a major
cause of crewman injuries and fatalities.

Advanced Crashworthy Landing Gear

fLoad-limiting landing gear are essential to accomplishing crashworthiness goals.
From purely an economic viewpoint, the payoff from design for crashworthiness is primarily
from reduction of aircraft mishaps, thus enhancing mission effectiveness through greater
aircraft availability and avoidance of mishap costs. The MIL-STD-1290 requirement that
the landing gear prevent fuselage/ground contact for impact velocities of at least 20 ft/
sec for +10 degrees roll and +15 degrees to -5 degrees pitch attitude, and combinations
thereof, is the most significant factor in the realization of a cost-effective return on
investment of design for crashworthiness. A landing gear that will prevent fuselage/
ground contact at higher impacts than 20 ft/sec is certainly desirable from an aircraft
damage prevention standpoint; however, this capability must take into account potential
adverse system effects such as:

Excessive landing gear and attachment weight with attendant decrease in aircraft
performance

Insufficient injury reducing energy attenuation in aircraft structure and seats
for the case of impact with a retractable crashworthy gear in the retracted
position

A design that will result in excessive damage to dynamic components during
landing gear load attenuation (This may be especially critical for the tilt
prop/rotor concept.)

The required roll and pitch attitudes for impact without fuselage/ground contact
evolved from a review of the survivable and partially survivable US Army rotary-wing
accidents from January 1972 to December 1982. Figure 16 shows the roll frequency of
occurrence when only impacts of +25 degrees roll or less are considered (74 percent of
all accidents). Figure 17 shows-the pitch frequency of occurrence when only impacts of
+ 30 degrees pitch or less are conqidered (92 percent of all accidents).

Although the AH-64 APACHE has entered limited production, the only fully operational
helicopter with landing gear designed to the criteria of MIL-STD-1290 is the UH-60A BLACK
HAWK. This landing gear configuration shown in Figure 18 consists of a main and tail
gear, each having two stages and a trailing arm for increased stability during impacts
with a longitudinal velocity component. The first stage comes into play for normal land-
ings and hard landings up to 20 ft/sec. The second stage contributes to the total system
energy absorption during crash impacts at vertical velocities up to 42 ft/sec.
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Figure 16. Impact Roll Angle Frequency. Figure 17. Impact Pitch Angle Frequency

Additional research is underway
to critically analyze crashworthiness
design criteria in light of cost and

-- 2nd Stage aircraft performance effects when one
considers new-generation aircraft that

7 may have retractable landing gear con-
/o,,- -sst Stage misting of composite as well as metal

components. The emergence of new high
--Tail , performance aircraft such as the tilt

Gear prop/rotor which has a higher disc
/ 4 loading than conventional helicopters

may dictate the need for new landing
~ gear design criteria.

Using accident rates and mean loss
Trailing Arm data furnished by the US Army Safety

-. I Center, an assessment was made of the
- / benefits of incorporating into the

AH-64 a landing gear capable of pre-
venting fuselage-ground impact for

Main Gear vertical sink rates up to 20 ft/sec as
compared with using a skid gear compa-

Figure 18. UH-60A Landing Gear rable to those of the AH-l, UH-l, and
OH-58 helicopters. For an AH-64 fleet

size of 500, it was calculated that there would be a 14-percent reduction in the accident
rate, representing an estimated savings of nearly 570 million dollars for a 20-year fleet
life cycle.

Crashworthy Fuel System

In the 1960's, postcrash fires were responsible for nearly 40 percent of all Army
rotary-wing fatalities in potentially survivable accidents. In an effort to find a
solution to this tragic problem, the US Army Applied Technology Laboratory conducted ex-
tensive efforts aimed at developing a crashworthy fuel system (CWFS) for Army helicopters.
Particular attention was given to the derivation of fuel tank (bladder) material that was
cut, tear, and rupture resistant while incorporating ballistic tolerance characteristics.
A CWFS was developed that consisted of self-sealing breakaway valves/couplings; frangible
attachments; self-sealing fuel lines; vent valves; cut, tear, and rupture resistant
bladders; and a means of preventing postcrash fuel spillage at all postcrash attitudes.
Due to the seriousness of the problem, the Army approved fleet retrofit of all helicopters
with a CWFS as a safety issue.

With the advent of the Army crashworthy fuel system, postcrash fire statistics have
been altered dramatically. During the past 12 years the incidence of thermal fatalities
and injuries for CWFS-equipped helicopters has been essentially nonexistent. For example,
during the period April 1970 to June 1976, for helicopters not equipped with a CWFS there
were 65 thermal fatalities compared to just 1 for helicopters equipped with a CWFS. This
is based on nearly the same number of accidents for each case. Since 1976 there have been
no fatalities attributed to thermal injuries in potentially survivable accidents of Army
helicopters. The highly successful application of this crashworthiness design feature
not only has resulted in the prevention of numerous fatalities and a large loss of mate-
riel but has had a very positive effect on aviator morale. In the development of a
specification for a new aircraft system, some MIL-STD-1290 design criteria are scrutinized
for applicability. However, this is not the case for criteria dedicated to crashworthy
fuel Systems.

YAH-63 Full-Scale Crash Test

Since the early 1960's, the Army has conducted a series of 41 full-scale crash tests
of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. The objective of these tests has been to measure,
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under controlled conditions, the dynamic structural and occupant response to a variety of
crash parameters.

During July 1981 the Applied Technology Laboratory, in conjunction with the NASA-
Langley Research Center (LRC) and the US Navy, conducted a full-scale crash test (T-41) of
a YAH-63 attack helicopter. This prototype twin-engine, 15,000-pound gross weight class
aircraft was acquired by ATL as residual hardware following the Advanced Attack Helicopter
(AAH) fly-off competition. The crashworthy design of the YAH-63 is considered representa-
tive of that found in the Army's production advanced attack helicopter, the AH-64 APACHE.
It is significant that this was the first crash test of an Army aircraft designed from its
inception to incorporate most of the MIL-STD-1290 crashworthiness requirements, and it
presented a unique opportunity to assess the effectiveness of actual crashworthiness design
applications. Specific crashworthy features/experiments on T-41 were:

Two-stage air/oil crashworthy landing gear

Controlled crush belly structure

Production AH-64 load-limiting crewseat incorporating 12-inch maximum stroke

Developmental joint Army/Navy Inflatable Body and Head Restraint System (IBAHRS)
on front crewman

Prototype Integrated Helmet and Display Sight System (IHADSS) on front crewman

Crashworthy fuel system including tanks, lines, fittings

Tie-down strength of high-mass items sufficient for survivable crash loads

Developmental Navy Flight Incident Recorder/Crash Position Locator (FIR/CPL)

Developmental Army Accident Information Retrieval System (AIRS)

NASA experimental package of Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELT's) and crash
sensors

The crash test was accomplished using the cable swing/drop method at the NASA-LRC
Impact Dynamics Research Facility. Cables were rigged to simulate a 50-ft/sec resultant
impact vector of 95th percentile severity. The planned impact conditions were 30-ft/sec
longitudinal velocity, 40-ft/sec vertical velocity, and 10 degree nose-up pitch attitude.
Figure 19 shows the aircraft in its pretest pull-back position. Due to overestimates of
aircraft drag, actual impact conditions were considerably more severe. The actual impact
vectors were 36.2-ft/sec longitudinal velocity, 48.0-ft/sec vertical velocity for a

60.1-ft/sec resultant vector. As a result, the impact contained 44 percent more energy
than the planned 95th percentile value which places it in the nonsurvivable range. A
still sequence photo taken approximately 150 milliseconds after tail contact is shown as
Figure 20.

Figure 19. YAH-63 in Pull-Back Position Fiqure 20. YAH-63 Approximately 150
Prior to Crash Test. Milliseconds After Impact.

The production bulkhead-mounted AH-64 crewseat traveled through its entire 12 inches
of available stroke and "bottomed" on its stops due to the excessive vertical energy. The
accelerometer traces which recorded the seat mounting bulkhead and the seat pan vertical
accelerations are overlaid in Figure 21. Note particularly the seat pan bottoming pulse
which remained above the 23 G Eiband criteria for 17 milliseconds. A dynamic response

index (DRI) of 23 was later calculated. Ejection seat relationships established by the US
Air Force indicate that this corresponds to a greater than 50 percent probability of
spinal injury for the forward located copilot/gunner occupant. Detailed data relating to

this test, along with a correlation of predictive versus actual results from use of com-
puter program KRASH, are available in Reference 10.

In summary, the crashworthy landing gear, crushable structure, stroking seats, crash-

worthy fuel system, and high mass component retention all functioned successfully; and had

the desired impact velocities (95th percentile survivable velocities) been obtained, non-

injurious accelerative loadings would have been realized by the occupants.

b
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UH-60A BLACK HAWK CRASHWORTHINESS EXPERIENCE

The UH-60A BLACK HAWK helicopter is the first operational Army helicopter designed
from inception for crashworthiness using the requirements of the "Crash Survival Design

Guide." The results have been
..... i01111 1ii6 lilllil INPtI PIT$[ TI 1iWU1iAJ iCCLiIA1INl dramatic, as evidenced by the

following summary of a recent
Class A UH-60A mishap:

- Elln STAs The aircraft crashed approx-
I MPACI IMPACT AT STIK imately 200 nose high with a

sIms;1/e-.1  horizontal velocity of 34 ft/sec
-2S- and a vertical velocity of 49 ft/

/ ,I sec, giving a resultant velocity
-S ..... --- of 60.4 ft/sec, which for a non-

S 'crashworthy aircraft is consid-: - ered a nonsurvivable impact. The

-, impact sequence is shown in
So- Figure 22.) The aircraft then

so 1e I 200 30 300 rebounded with left yaw and right
cps 4411111111% roll until resting on its right

711 FOM TAIL IMPACT - MILLISECONDS FALSE side up against a tree. The per-
(I = le [ 1361 formance of the energy-absorbing

tail and main landing gear and
the stroking energy attenuating

Figure 21. Copilot/Gunner (CPG) Bulkhead and Seat Pan crew seats, coupled with the
Vertical Accelerations. structural design for high mass

component retention, resulted in
maintaining a protective shell around the pilot and copilot and keeping the acceleration
loadings in the cockpit below injurious levels. After the crash sequence, the copilot
walked away from the aircraft with minor abrasions. The pilot suffered a broken leg and
elbow as a result of flailing contact with the cyclic stick and seat wing armor, respec-
tively. The crashworthy fuel system performed perfectly, which in this case was lifesaving
in that the right side facing gunner seat occupied by the crew chief failed, resulting in
critical injuries to this individual. A design modification is underway to improve the
stroking gunner seat.
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Figure 22. Crash Impact Sequence.

The UH-60A crashworthiness demonstrated in this mishap is remarkable and substantiates
that design for crashworthiness will prevent many fatalities and injuries, and the loss ofmateriel during the life cycle of the BLACK HAWK fleet.

WEIGHT IMPACT AND EFFECTS ON LIFE-CYCLE COST

The many benefits realized by enhancing aircraft crashworthiness are not obtained
without some impact on the weight of the aircraft. As discussed previously, this impact
can be minimized during the development of completely new aircraft designs as compared to
retrofitting crashworthiness features on existing aircraft. A brief survey of seven con-
temporary helicopter designs (a mix of civil and military designs) revealed varying degrees
of integral crashworthiness, ranging from partial to nearly complete compliance with
MIL-STD-1290. Weight increments attributed solely to crashworthy features fell between
1.59 and 3.68 percent of design gross weight. Within this range, the weight addition due
to use of a crashworthy fuel system averaged 1.07 percent of the design gross weight. Thus,
all protective features excluding the CWFS averaged 1.64 percent of design gross weight,
which is considered to be an extremely small weight increment for such a high potential
return in mission effectiveness. Of course, the weight increase due to crashworthiness
design is reflected in aircraft system acquisition and operating costs.
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From a total aircraft systems design/operational perspective, design for crashworthiness
can have a significant impact on life-cycle cost, especially considering the fact that Army
helicopters sometimes remain in the operational fleet for 30 years or more. In-house
analyses have been conducted to assess the effects of crashworthiness on life-cycle cost,
considering such variables as aircraft acquisition cost; cost of incorporating aircraft
crashworthiness features; increased operational cost due to weight/performance penalties
for the crashworthy features; personnel training cost; cost of crew injuries/fatalities in
accidents; and accident-related property damage cost. Depending on the total cumulative
flying hours per year for a fleet of helicopters, the break-even point, i.e., the point
where the additional costs for incorporating crashworthy design features is offset, can
occur in as little as 3 (wartime flying hour rate) to approximately 9 years (current peace-
time flying rate). Beyond the break-even point the cost of owning and operating the fleet
is reduced as a result of the crashworthy design. Again, these analyses consider only the
costs associated with aircraft damage, personnel injuries/fatalities, and property damage.
The total "costs" that are associated with increased mission effectiveness as provided by
incorporating crashworthy design, although very difficult to define and quantify, have the
potential of being highly significant in a positive sense.

RELATIONSHIP TO CIVIL AVIATION

In the civil aviation community, prevention of accidents has always been a high pri-
ority. However, even with technological advancements, increased mechanical reliability,
improved pilot training, and intensive studies of accident causal factors, accidents do
occur. Statistics from Reference 11 indicate that for one decade (1967-1976) the number of
general aviation aircraft involved in accidents was equivalent to at least 38 percent of the
total US production during that period. Estimates that an aircraft will be involved in an
accident over a 20-year life range are as high as 60-70 percent.

Recognizing this accident probability, it makes sense to apply a worthwhile degree of
crashworthiness to contemporary design philosophy. Because of differences in mission pro-
files, civil aircraft are normally flown somewhat differently than Army helicopters. The
FAA Technical Center currently has an effort underway to better define the civil helicopter
crash environment ("Rotorcraft Crashworthiness Scenarios," FAA Contract DTFA03-81-C-00035
with Simula, Inc., Tempe, Arizona, scheduled for completion in August 1983). The civil
helicopter crash environments may not be sufficiently severe to justify using all of the
MIL-STD-1290 crashworthiness design techniques that have been addressed in this paper.
From a cost viewpoint the easiest to justify might be the use of state-of-the-art restraint
and energy absorbing seat systems, although the crashworthy fuel system should perhaps be
at the top of the priority listing of needed crashworthy features. As composite airframe
structures become more attractive from a cost/weight standpoint, their demonstrated potential
(Reference 12) to act as good energy abporbers should not be overlooked. Usually, however,
design innovations to benefit crashworthiness will equate to a design in excess of the
Federal Air Regulations (FAR's), which are intended as minimum requirements only rather than
design goals. FAA Order DA 2100.1 clearly states, "Such standards do not constitute the
optimum to which the regulated should strive" (Reference 13).

Finally, not to be overlooked in the civil area is the very real economic savings that
can be gained (in concert with crashworthiness) from the inclusion of an energy absorbing
(EA) landing gear. The potential Army savings were addressed earlier and would certainly,
to a degree, apply in the civil market. Avoided materiel damage from hard landings alone
should go a long way toward justifying an EA gear.

Some design practices, such as excellent protective structure around the occupant along
with adequate restraint in agricultural aerial application airplanes, are now standard pro-
cedure. In time, it is hoped that a variety of meaningful crashworthiness improvements will
be providing increasingly higher levels of occupant protection and damage avoidance.

MAJOR PROGRAM NEEDS

Considering the significant potential payoff for designing Army helicopters for improved
crash survivability, the difficulty in retrofitting existing aircraft to make them more crash
survivable, and the potential for crashworthiness criteria to significantly drive a new air-
craft system design, the need exists to:

Expand the Army aviation crash survivability program to develop more efficient
concepts and measures for improving helicopter crashworthiness while having min-
imum impact on aircraft system weight, performance and cost.

Continually improve/upgrade crashworthiness design criteria and standards, con-
sidering lessons learned from the UTTAS and AAH development programs; lessons
learned from BLACK HAWK and APACHE helicopter operational experience; results from
the various composite airframe programs; and new VTOL design concepts (e.g., tilt
prop/rotor, which is a cross between the pure helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft).

CONCLUSION

Too many US Army aircrewmen are still being fatally injured in potentially sur-
vivable accidents, and the percentage of major injuries and rate of materiel
losses are still far too high.

Technology and design criteria presently exist to significantly reduce these per-
sonnel injuries/fatalities and materiel losses associated with helicopter accidents.
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Army aviation mission effectiveness can be significantly enhanced through the
application of crashworthiness design to Army helicopters.
Life-cycle costs can be significantly reduced through the application of crash-
worthiness design to Army helicopters.

MIL-STD-1290 has proved to be a viable, cost-effective requirements document.

Although much higher levels of crashworthiness can be achieved in a complete new
helicopter system design, significant improvements can be made in the crashworthi-
ness of existing helicopters through retrofit programs.

The need exists to continue to develop and apply efficient and economical measures
for improving the crash survivability of existing and new-generation helicopters.

The need exists to continually improve/update helicopter crashworthiness design
criteria and standards.

Military helicopter crashworthy features are directly applicable to the civil/
commercial helicopter fleet.
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THE IMPACT OF THE F/A-18 AIRCRAFT DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
AND DISPLAYS ON FLIGHT TESTING AND SAFETY

by
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Strike Aircraft Test Directorate
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~SUMMARY

This paper overviews the development of the digital fly-by-wire Flight Control System (FCS) in the F/A-18
aircraft. A general description of the FCS and an overview of the significant changes that have been incorporated toSimprove handling qualities and to correct anomalies that were discovered during the Full Scale Development (FSD)

program are presented. The interface of the FCS with the total avionics package of the F/A-18 via the 1553 multiplex
bus and the impact of this interface on specific flight testing and FCS development is also highlighted. The impact of
the flight control laws on high Angle of Attack (AOA) handling qualities, including a discussion of the changes that were
made as a result of a spin accident in November 1980, is presented. Throughout the discussion, references to the
specialized displays and controls that are implemented in the F/A-18 to assist the pilot and enhance flight testing and

saeyare discussed,

LIST OF SYMBOLS

- Angle of Attack N, - Normal Acceleration
ADC - Air Data Computer OAT - Outside Air Temperature
Ay - Lateral Acceleration P - Roll Rate
CN n  - Directional Divergence Parameter Ps - Static PressureeDyn (= CN 0 COS8- Iz CO, SING) q - Pitch Rate

I 0 qc Dynamic Pressure
CIO - Lateral Stability Derivative qci Dynamic Pressure, Indicated
Cn0  - Yawing Moment Coefficient R - Yaw Rate
Cm - Pitching Moment Coefficient S - Wing Area
dB - Gain in Decibels of Bandpass Filter TA - Ambient Temperature
&Qci - Differential Dynamic Pressure TAS - True Airspeed

6H - Stabilator Deflection T, X- Time Constant, sec

6R  - Rudder Deflection T- Time Constant in Pade Approximation in
Fs/g - Longitudinal Stick Force/g Bandpass Filter
G - Ny Units t2, 1 3  - Real Roots in Numerator of Bandpass Filter
1, - Roil Inertia t*1 , IZ, 0 3  - Frequency of Numerator and Denominator

- Pitch Inertia Terms in Bandpass Filter
1z - Yaw Inertia tI, Z, C3 - Damping of Numerator and Denominator
K - Gain of Bandpass Filter Terms in Bandpass Filter
L/D - Lift/Drag Ratio
Ny - Lateral Acceleration

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIP liO 1

The FCS in the F/A-18 employs a full authority, high .9 T'..Ws
gain control augmentation mechanization. Early versions SA
of the FCS (3 series and 4 series Programmable Read Only
Memory (PROMS)) utilized applied stick forces to A
generate the electrical inputs required to control the C.- 514

aircraft. A major FCS design philosophy change was U.

implemented in 6.X series and subsequent PROMS so that S-t-h .11 ft T.-

stick position vice stick force is utilized to generate the
electrical inputs which are then routed to the flight
control computers (FCC) to be processed through 0_' __,,

specified control laws to provide desired aircraft response
(figure 1). A

Primary pitch control is provided by symmetric
deflection of horizontal stahilators. Trailing edge and full ____

span leading edge maneuvering flaps provide optimum
lift-to-drag ratios for maneuvering, cruise and high AOA c.1-

flight conditions. In approach configurations, leading edge Of,5A*,

flaps and rudders (toed-in) are scheduled with AOA to
improve longitudinal stability characteristics. Trailing
edge flaps are scheduled with dynamic pressure (qc) to a
maximum deflection of 30 or 45 degrees (TED) dependent
on flap switch position. The ailerons are symmetrically
drooped to match the scheduled trailing edge flap

deflection. A speed brake located on the upper surface of I" A.- rmw
the aft fuselage provides drag control in the cruise LID, ---.. 1- Al. ..1.A4 |
configurations (Flaps-UP/AUTO). Roll control is provided Vu " "" . .2=. 10- I
by conventional ailerons, differential stabilators, and
differential deflection of the leading and trailing edge a .o,..
flaps (differential flap deflections are dependent on flight "'
conditions). Directional control is provided by dual
rudders. A rolling surface to rudder interconnect (RSR]D is Figure I F/A-18 FCS Functional Diagram
used to improve turn coordination. Also, a rudder pedal to
roll command signal is used to improve roll response at
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higher AOA in cruise configuration and to reduce sideslip excursions in approach configurations. The control laws
automatically revert to a SPIN mode if specific yaw rate conditions are exceeded to facilitate recovery from out of
control flight. Additionally, pilot relief modes are provided through the autopilot to facilitate weapon system
management.

Power to the FCS is supplied by 28 Vdc Power from the aircraft's electrical system. Four independent branches of
the hydraulic system provide primary and backup hydraulic pressure to the surface actuators. For three similar failures
of motion feedback sensors in a given axis, control is accomplished using a digital Direct Electric Link (DEL) mode,
which provides a direct electrical path from the pilot input sensor to the control surface actuator. Should three digital
processors fail, longitudinal and roll control is accomplished by a backup mechanical mode to the stabilators. The
mechanical controls are conventional cable, push rod, and bellcrank systems. In the mechanical backup mode,
stick-to-stabilator gearing is modified by a nonlinear linkage to provide the desired sensitivity between stick forces and
deflections for all flight conditions. Aileron or rudder control is available in the mechanical mode through an analog
DEL path. In the event of a total electrical failure, only mechanical control of the stabilators is available.

Reliability and maintainability of the FCS have been enhanced during the FSD program by continued improvements
to the designed Built-in-Test (BIT), the memory inspect (MI), and the maintenance monitor capability. Additionally,

* expanded maintenance advisory information is available through the incorporation of BIT Logic Inspect (BLIN)
capability. This feature provides the capability to automatically search the flight control computer memory to obtain

*' relevant failure isolation data and display it by channel on the cockpit displays. A more complete description of the BIT,
MI, and BLIN features is contained in reference 1.

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM INTERFACE

The FCS interfaces with other avionics in the
F/A-18 via a 1553 multiplex bus as shown in

* figure 2. It is this interface capability which, in - ,
conjunction with the unique FCS displays and
controls, aided the development and testing of the
FCS. The mission computer (MC) FCC interface
was designed to allow the FCC's to receive data
for outer loop control computations and initiated Z Z-
BIT commands and to transmit sensor data, flight I a

test data, and BIT results to the other avionic
components in the aircraft. The BLIN and MI
inspect features mentioned earlier are also ------
dependent on the interface capability provided by
the 1553 multiplex bus. During the course of FCS [ L-
development, the MC-FCC interface provided a -- 4

unique capability for specialized diagnostic
-" ttesting in the areas of performance, high AOA,

and development of the active oscillation
controller.

' IFigure Z Flight Control Interface

SPECIALIZED CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

Several specialized displays and controls were incorporated to enhance safety and facilitate FCS testing. FCS
controls and displays are shown in figure 3. Special displays that aided in FCS testing included the FCS failure matrix
display shown in figure 4 and the specialized SPIN displays discussed later in this paper. The FCS failure matrix display
provided the pilot with status information on which FCS shutoff valve or sensor had failed whenever a FCS caution
occurred. Additionally, a reset feature was provided via a button on the flight control panel (figure 3). Positive
indication of a successful reset for a given failure was provided by removing the X from the FCS failure matrix. This
same information was provided via a similar binary display panel in the ground station which displayed FCS status to
ground test personnel.

'XA[]411E FAILURlE

LI .IN 
D L i L [ ] ICA TIO N

ST'ABilLAT0O:

- ME-

=2C

ElEl I I

JF •gr 4 FCS Failure Matrix Display

Figure 3 FCS Controls and Displays
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FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

GENERAL
Table I

Throughout the FSD flight test program of

the F/A-18 airplane, several updates and changes PROM SERIES VERISON
to the basic control laws that provide the signal
shaping between pilot command inputs and Time
resultant control surface commands have been PROM Version Reasons for Change Frame
made. The versatility of the digital design of the
F/A-18 FCS provides a unique and practical way 3.X (7 Total) Improve Handling Qualities Nov 1978-
of implementing any desired control law changes. (3.11, 3.12, 3.16, 3.18, Improve Carrier Suitability Dec 1979
Control laws are programmed on a number of 3.19, 3.21, 3.23)
PROM modules which are mounted on removable
boards in each of the two FCC's. Control law 4.X (26 Total) Reduce Time Delays Jan 1980-
changes are introduced by incorporating updated (4.0, 4.1, 4.3.0.X, Add RSRI vice SRI Nov 1981
or revised PROM's. Since the first flight in the 4.3.1.X, 4.3.2) Spin Mode Improvements
F/A-18 (18 November 1978), five major PROM Roll Modifications
series (more than 56 PROM versions) have been RlMoicaon

evaluated. The major PROM versions tested 6.X (4 Total) Reduce Time Delays Nov 1981
include 3.X series, 4.X series, 6.X series, (6.0, 6.0.1.1, 6.0.1, Position vice Force Sensors
7.X series, and 8.X series PROMS. Table I 6.0.2) Autopilot Modes Incorporated
summarizes the major changes that were
incorporated in each of the major PROM series. 7.X (14 Total) Revised Spin Logic Mar 1982
Control law changes have been incorporated to (7.0, 7.1.X, 7.2, 7.3, Improve Directional Stability
improve handling qualities at all flight conditions 7.4) AOC Development
(including high AOA and out-of-control), improve
roll performance, reduce structural loads, 8.X (4 Total) Throttle Sensitivity July 1982
improve departure resistance characteristics,. 8.0, 8.1, 8.2, 8.2.1 Autopilot/APC/ACLS
incorporate and refine pilot relief modes, and- Improvements
provide an active oscillation controller to
suppress undesirable in-flight oscillations.

FCS HIGH AOA CONTROL LAW DEVELOPMENT

Two of the major design goals for the FCS at high AOA were (1) to augment departure/spin resistance and (2) to
automatically provide sufficient control authority for -ecovery from all spin modes. It was also important that FCS air
data sensor failures (AOA, Qci, Ps) not degrade high AOA departure/spin resistance or inhibit/prevent recovery from
poststall gyrations or spins. During FSD high AOA/spin testing, many changes were made to improve high AOA
characteristics and spin recovery capability. On occasion, unexpected FCS response occurred in the high AOA flight
region. As a result of these experiences, the FCS has become, at the same time, more complex and more effective in
this flight regime. In addition, unique spin recovery cockpit display concepts have been successfully verified that have
the potential to significantly increase flight safety. The purpose of this section is to briefly describe some of the design
concepts applied in the FCS at high AOA and to relate some of the more significant changes made to the control laws
based on test results obtained during FSD flight tests.

Longitudinal Axis: A simplified version of current high
* AOA longitudinal control law mechanization is illustrated O,

in figure 5. Several feedbacks are utilized in the FCS to
provide desired high AOA handling qualities -.
characteristics. Normal acceleration feedback provides [
essentially constant stick force per G at airspeeds above P.,,

approximately 390 KCAS. Pitch rate feedback is blended
with Nz feedback between 390 KCAS and 260 KCAS to Figure 5 Control Laws- Longitudinal Axis
improve low airspeed high AOA controllability. Roll rate
X yaw rate feedback is utilized to reduce inertia coupling tendencies which were encountered particularly in the 15 to
20 degree AOA region and to reduce vertical tail loads at high airspeed. AOA feedback provides an artificial high AOA
stall warning cue by abruptly increasing the stick force per degree g gradient above 22 degrees AOA as illustrated in
figure 6. A stall warning tone is generated as AOA increases above 35 degrees. AOA feedback thresholds in order of
occurrence have ranged from 23 to 20 to 15 and back to 22 degrees during FSD testing. The design goal was to provide
necessary artificial stall warning and at the same time satisfy maneuvering AOA (15 to 30 degrees) handlix.g qualities
requirements, particularly in the air combat maneuvering environment (ACM). As an example, the AOA feedback
threshold was changed from 15 to 22 degrees due to undesirable Fs/g changes with airspeed. With the threshold set at
15 degrees AOA, it was found that, during simulated ACM evaluations, there was an undesirable change in the stick
force per g gradient over a relatively small speed range as illustrated in figure 7. This situation was rectified by shifting
the AOA threshold to 22 degrees.
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Figure 6 High AOA Feedback Effect on Fs/g Figure 7 Fs/g Versus Airspeed at 15 Degrees AOA
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Maneuvering Flaps: F/A-18 manouvorable LEF and TEF .0 L.AOI OO 005 TAILNG 11S06

provide increased lift, increased lateral-directional *8FLAPS FLAPS

stability, and improved dutch roll damping at high AOA.
In the UP/AUTO configuration, LEF and TEF positions
are scheduled with AOA and Mach number as illustrated
in figure 8. Initial FSD high AOA flight tests focused on ao
lateral-directional stability and control characteristics
at AOA's between 15 and 45 degrees. During this
testing, maximum LEF deflection was 25 degrees at
AOA's above approximately 25 degrees. Results of
testing at approximately 35 degrees AOA showed a o0 W 0 a

marked reduction in CN 6  (Directional Divergence -. ma8Dyn
Parameter), as shown in figure 9, due to a significant Figure 8 Maneuvering Flap Schedules
decrease in lateral stability. The level of CN n at

AOA's less than CLMAx was considered unacceptable.
As a result, LEF maximum deflection at high AOA was .012- LEADING EDGE RAP
subsequently increased to 34 degrees. As shown in DERJUTED 35*
figure 9, the increased LEF deflection provided Do@-
increased departure resistance. This was obtained as a D-SINED
result of increased lateral stability up to approximately LEVEL

40 degrees AOA. The trailing edge flap scheduling
strongly affects dutch roll damping and L/D ratio. a A

Current F/A-18 control laws command the trailing edge 5 EC 5*
flaps to the full retracted position at maneuvering 10% SCALE0MODEL
AOA's approximately 20 degrees. 2 10 24 3 i * 40 4 6

ANGLE OF ATTACK-DEG

Figure 9 CnBDyn Variation with LEF Position

Lateral-Directional Axes: Departure and spin resistance
'10 "_is further increased by reducing differential tail and\ 1 UMfl -ALIMIT X 0.4 aileron authority at high AOA's (figure 10). The design

intent was to significantly reduce the magnitude of
so adverse yaw with lateral command while still retaining

as much coordinated roll response as possible. The
F/A-IS FCS incorporates a rolling surface to rudder

ointerconnect (RSRI), functionally similar to an aileron-
rudder interconnect (ARI), which provides a proverse

40 yaw contribution during lateral stick inputs, further
10 IF reducing the adverse yaw tendencies and improving roll\W coordination (figure 11). A rudder pedal to rolling

.--- _ surface interconnect (figure 12) is also included in the
---. ... FCS to reduce proverse yaw during rudder rolls. The

improved roll coordination minimizes Nz coupling at
0i 4 3 U high AOA due to kinematic coupling (i.e., interchange

of AOA and sideslip during uncoordinated rolling
ANGLE-OF-ArrACK maneuvers). Several feedbacks are utilized at high AOA

to augment bare airframe lateral-directional stability
(see figures 11 and 12): (a) lateral acceleration

Figure 10 Rolling Surface Authority Versus AOA feedback for increased directional stability, (b yaw
rate feedback for increased directional damping, (c) pe
(roll rate x AOA) feedback for improved roll
coordination by rolling the airplane about the stability
axis (or velocity vector) vice the body axis, (d roll rate
feedback for increased Dutch roll damping, and (e PQ
(roll rate x pitch rate) and PR (roll rate x yaw rate)
feedback to reduce inertia coupling tendencies.

WISP

~Figure 11 Control Laws - Directional Axis "Figure 12 Control Laws - Lateral Axis
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FCS Control Law Inertia Coupling Compensation: During FSD high AOA departure resistance testing, negative g
departures occurred in the middle of the maneuvering envelope (15 to 20 deg AOA region) when aggravated controls
were applied for even brief periods of time (less than 2 seconds). Data analysis indicated that these departures were
primarily caused by roll coupling. The combined effect of roll coupling in combination with adverse sideslip led to
excessive vertical tail loads and occasionally, to negative g excursions approaching the negative g structural limit. The
versatility of the FCS was again demonstrated, in this case, by use of inertia coupling feedback compensation.

An examination of the equations of motion shows that sideslip and g overshoots during rolling pullouts can be
reduced if inertial coupling moments can be alleviated. Roll-yaw coupling generates pitch accelerations by roll rate
times yaw rate multiplied by an inertia characteristic ratio:

q = pr (Iz - Ix)/Iy

Similarly, roll-pitch coupling causes yaw acceleration by roll rate times pitch rate multiplied by another inertia
characteristic ratio:

r = pq (Ix - Iy)/Iz

Therefore, appropriate rudder and elevator deflections were programmed into the flight control PROMS as a function of
dynamic pressure and body axis rates to counter yawing and pitching moments due to in-tial ro-pling:

6
r = pq (Iy - Ix)/qsb Cn8 r  -- COUPL

6 H pr (Ix -Iz)/qsc Cm iuU a

Figure 13 illustrates the effect of inertia coupling J r
compensation during a full lateral stick input. The
magnitude of AOA unloading is reduced considerably when
the inertial-coupling compensation is engaged. Full lateral
stick rolls were also markedly improved and vertical tail S A o , 10

bending moments were reduced to below design values. AN
This proved to be one of several instances where a FCS ow

software programming change solved difficult flying "M
qualities/structural problems that would usually have
required a hardware change. Figure 13 Effect of Inertia Coupling Compensation

FCS Control Law Changes for Improved Departure Resistance: During the later stages of F/A-18 FSD testing, weak
directional departure resistance at typical maneuvering AOA was identified. Directional departures occurred at high
subsonic Mach number in the 20 to 30 degrees AOA region of the flight envelope, particularly with centerline tank or
three external fuel tank loadings. F/A-18 basic airframe plus centerline tank weak directional stability levels at high
subsonic Mach number are illustrated in figure 14. Departures at high dynamic pressure flight conditions were of serious
concern primarily because of the potential for structural overload of the vertical tails. The result of FCS software
changes to correct a significant flying qualities deficiency was again clearly demonstrated. The result of FCS control
law changes on departure resistance is illustrated in figure 15. As can be seen, the final control law version (7.1.3
PROMS) was successful in controlling sideslip at high subsonic Mach number which eliminated nose slice departures with
symmetric stores loadings.

MACH = 0.9
alt 6° WITHIN 4 WC OF INPUT

FCL PROM COUTAOL
6.0.2 PROM CONTROL LAWS 0 8.0.2 o LATERA

0 7.1.1 * COORO
0.00- - o- 0 7.1.3 0CROSS

oIoe020 I - .0.o DEPARTURE
0.006 fUON
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Figure 14 Centerline Tank Loading Mach Number/ Figure IS Control Law Effects on Departure Resistance
AOA Effect on Directional Departure Resistance
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Evolution of FCS control law changes made to eliminate departures is illustrated in figure 16. The most significant
p control law changes made were reduced rolling surface authority with increasing AOA and Mach number and

significantly increased lateral acceleratioin feedback to rudder gain. The design tradeoff made was reduced roll rate
capability at high AOA/high Mach for increased departure resistance.
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Figure 16 FCS Changes for Improved
Departure Resistance at High AOA

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM TESTING

Table IH
GENERAL

Classical Flight Test Maneuvers
Flight testing of the F/A-18 has involved both the

classical stability and control tests (reference 2) listed Maneuver
in table I and specialized frequency sweep techniques
(used for equivalent system analysis). Additionally, a Doublet
major emphasis was placed on the definition and Pitch and Bank Attitude Captures
performance of precise mission tasks. A list of the Frequency Sweeps
mission tasks evaluated during the development testing Wind-Up Turn
of the F/A-18 is presented in table II. The primary Wind Down Turn
evaluation criteria used when evaluating the assigned Sudden Pull Ups
tasks was the Cooper-Harper Scale reference 3. Full Deflection Rolls
Handling qualities ratings assigned to these precisely
defined tasks have provided the most effective Primary Mission Tasks
quantifying measurement of the FCS performance
during its evaluation. In addition to the handling Mission Task Performance Criteria
qualities ratings assigned to mission tasks, the FCS has
also been quantified in terms of equivalent system Column Formation Maintain position (20 feet nose-
frequencies and damping using a maximum likelihood 300 KCAS/2 g to-tail, 20 feet stepdown)
parameter identification technique reference 4. The use 400 KCAS/4 g +10 feet at 400 KCAS/4g;
of this parameter identification technique has been +5 feet at 300 KCAS/2 g.
very successful in demonstrating the success the
contractor has had in reducing the overall system Aerial Refueling Engage and maintain a plugged
equivalent time delay as the control laws/FCS changes 250 KCAS position.
evolved.

Air-to-Air Tracking Track a stabilized target at
300 KCAS/Z g specified flight condition.
350 KCAS/3 g Maintain pipper ±Z mils on
400 KCAS/4 g targets tailpipe while main-

taining 1500 feet nose-to-tail
distance.

Air-to-Ground Tracking Maintain pipper +2 mils on
300 Dive target.
450 Dive
600 Dive

Special Flight Control Panel: A special flight test flight control panel was provided in selected FSD aircraft to permit
flight testing of the degraded modes of the FCS. The design features of this special flight control panel allowed the
pilot to select the DEL or mechanical mode of the FCS in each control axis (pitch, roll, or yaw). Figures 17(a and (b)
show the special flight test flight control panel and defines the mode selected with each switch position. Selection of
the different available modes required the pilot to select the desired mode, place the arm switch to arm, then depress
the nosewheel steering/designate switch on the control stick. Disengagement from the selected mode and reversion to
the normal CAS mode was rapidly available by depressing the autopilot disengagement switch on the control stick.

This same special flight test control panel was also utilized during diagnostic testing of the various roll
modifications. Use of the special panel to deselect portions of the roll modifications is also shown in figure 17(c). The
significant difference between using the panel for degraded modes and as a diagnostic tool to assess the roll
modifications was the position of the arm switch. If the arm switch was on, the appropriate degraded mode was
selected. If the arm switch was off, then a portion of the roll modification was inhibited.
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Flight Test Modes are engaged by:

1. Select desired pitch, roll, or yaw mode
Z. Arm the system.
3. Engage with NWS switch.
4. Disengage with autopilot disengagement switch.

Figure 17(a)

The following conditions can be obtained with the
mode switches (6.X series):

Switch Switch
Position Pitch Roll Yaw

CAS Pitch CAS to stabilator. If yaw CAS is selected: Yaw CAS to rudder.
Roll CAS to ailerons.
Roll CAS to stabilators
if stabilators are not Ft Panel Switch Arm Switch
in mechanical. Position Position Feature Selected

( l )

If yaw DEL is selected: PCAS - OFF OFF Reduces total differential
Rol digital DEL to ail. stabilator to +20 deg.
Roll digital DEL to
stabilators if stabilators PDEL OFF Disengage differential LEF.
are not in mechanical.

DEL Pitch digital DEL Digital DEL to ailerons. Yaw digital DEL to RCAS - OFF OFF No reversed aileron gain o

to stabilators. rudders. aileron disegaged.

Roll DEL to stabilators if YCAS - OFF OFF Differential TEF disengaged.
stahilators are not in

amechanical. NOTE: (1) Features can be selected individually or allm c 
combination.

OFF Stabilators to Roll CAS to stabilators Not available
mechanical, if stabilators are not in switch position Figure 17(c)

mechanical. blocked.

Analog DEL to ailerons and
rudders.

Figure 17(b)

"Fixed Flap" Mode: The 'fixed flap" mode was originally intended to provide a means to optimize the maneuvering flap
schedules for cruise performance. The cabability was also used to develop flap schedules to improve approach airspeeds
and to improve departure resistance and spin recovery during the high AOA test program. A modified version of the
"fixed flap" mode was used to develop the active oscillation controller. The basic design and operation of the "fixed
flap" mode demonstrates the flexibility and versatility of the FCC-MC interface in the F/A-18. The MC was
programmed to accept a 4 X Z matrix of data information. In the case of the performance and high AOA testing, this
4 X Z matrix consisted of four pairs of leading and trailing edge flap commands. In the case of the active controller
development, these fixed pairs of data corresponded to gain and phase shifts to a nominal bandpass filter. Operation of
the fixed flap mode is summarized in figure 18(a), Changes to the programmed settings could also be made by the pilot
or ground personnel via the Up Front Control as described in figure 18(b).

OPERATION OF "FIXED FLAP MODE" CHANGING FIXED FLAP DATA

IN MISSION COMPUTER
1. Arm the "fixed flap" mode via UFC.

1. Arm Fixed Flap Mode
Z. Select A, B, C, or D setting on FCES display Menu BIT MI Unit 28

(hold button until "ARM" cue is displayed). Address 31214

Data Option
3. Select fixed flap via nosewbeel Address Z7650 Enter 1

steering/designate button (look for 1234 on
display). 2. Address Appropriate 6 Digit Code for A, B, C, or

D setting.
4. Deselect via autopilot disengage switch.

3. Enter 6 Digit Octal Code for Desired Flap
NOTE: Four data pairs (A, B, C, and D) can be Setting.
changed by pilot via UFC in flight or on ground.

Figure 18(s) Figure ISb)
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These changes could be implemented on the ground or in flight. The mode could be quickly disengaged by depressing the
autopilot disengage switch (paddle switch) on the control stick. Safety was also enhanced by requiring the fixed flap
mode to be activated by a discrete input and by providing positive feedback to the pilot via the special FCS display
(figure 18(c)).
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One of the two areas of interest during the flight test program that particularly demonstrated the utility of the
-'special flight test control panel was the testing of the roll modifications. As a result of roll performance testing

conducted in the F/A-18 with 3 series and 4.1.X series PROMS, several modifications and control law changes were
incorporated to improve roll performance in the low altitude transonic flight regime. Initial roll modifications included

* increasing the wing stiffness, extending the ailerons to the wingtip, incorporating differential trailing edge flap
capability (+8 degrees), increasing differential stabilator deflection from 20 to Z6 degrees, and reversing aileron
deflection at high dynamic pressure flight conditions. Use of the special flight test panel described previously allowed
diagnostic testing to determine the effect on roll performance of the differential trailing edge flaps, the increased
differential stabilator authority, and the reversal of aileron commands at high dynamic pressure flight conditions.
Results of this initial diagnostic testing provided the data that led to the decision to delete the aileron reversal and
decrease the differential stabilator authority in subsequent PROM versions. Subsequent to the initial roll modification
testing, further improvements in roll performance in the high transonic, low altitude flight regime were still required.
Further testing involved investigating the use of differential leading edge flaps to enhance roll performance in the area
of interest. The decision to pursue this course of action was prompted by analysis which indicated that the reduced roll
performance at high transonic, low altitude flight conditions was attributable to wing twisting at these high qc flight
conditions. Differential deflection of the leading edge flaps reduced the adverse wing twist and resulted in improved
roll performance. Initial testing involved performing 360 degree rolls with the outboard leading edge flaps prerigged to
a 6 degree differential deflection. These test results proved favorable and a prototype system was designed and
implemented in an FSD aircraft. Testing was accomplished on the prototype system with 4.3.2 PROMS. Diagnostic
testing of the effect of the differential leading edge flaps was also possible through the special flight test control panel
(figure 17(c)). Results of the diagnostic testing of the various roll modification evolved into the final production roll
improvement package which consisted of increased wing stiffness, extended ailerons, and differential trailing and
leading edge flaps. Provisions for the production roll improvements were incorporated in the 6.X and subsequent PROM
versions.

DEVELOPING THE ACTIVE OSCILLATION CONTROLLER

The area of flight testing that particularly demonstrated the unique flexibility provided by the "fixed flap'
capability was the development of the active oscillation controller. During the flutter test program with external
stores, objectionable low amplitude directional oscillations (5.6 Hz) were observed at high speed/low altitude flight
conditions when heavy stores (MK 80 series bombs) were carried on the outboard weapon stations (stations 2 and 8) with
AIM-9's on the wingtip stations. This phenomena was attributed to an asymmetric store pitch mode that coupled with a
lateral fuselage bending mode to produce the resultant airplane directional response and lateral acceleration
oscillations perceived by the pilot. Analysis of the phenomena indicated that the oscillations were affected by the
presence of AIM-9's on the wing tip weapon stations (stations I and 9), leading edge and trailing edge flap deflection,
and aileron deflections. Based on these observations, early fixes concentrated on scheduling the leading edge flaps and
ailerons to effectively eliminate or reduce the magnitude of the oscillations. This approach resulted in schedules that
positioned the leading edge flaps 3 degrees leading edge up and the ailerons 4 degrees trailing edge up. These schedules
were implemented in the 6.0.2 PROMS and successfully reduced, but did not eliminate, the occurrences of the 5.6 Hz
oscillations. The resultant LEF flap schedule also created problems with in-flight loads and leading edge flap operation.
Subsequently, a decision to explore an active oscillation control (AOC) mechanization was made. The AOC concept
involved using signals from existing FCS sensors to drive the control surfaces to damp out the objectionable 5.6 H~z
oscillations. Initial flight test developement involved utilizing a modified flutter exciter control unit (FECU). This
FECU was used during the flutter test program to develop an analog filter to suppress the undesired oscillations.
Provisions for pilot selectable phase and gain, selectable forward or aft sensor package input, selectable sensor input
(lateral accelerometer, yaw rate gyro, or roll rate gyro), and selectable control surface (rudder or aileron) were
implemented to suppress the oscillations. Results of this testing confirmed the feasibility of using an active controller
to suppress the oscillations. Subsequently, an analog system was developed that used the forward sensor package lateral
accelerometer signal to drive the ailerons at an appropriate gain and phase to effectively suppress the S.6 H~z
oscillations.

AO
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The basic analog system developed was then implemented in a digital form into a set of flight control law PROMS
(7.1.3.1). The general form of the filter implemented into the production PROMS including a corresponding bode plot is
presented in figure 19. A pilot selectable Dial-a-Gain and Dial-a-Phase capability was also implemented via the *fixed
flap" mode discussed earlier. The Dial-a-Gain and Dial-a-Phase capability provided a means to fine tune the gain and
phase of the filter implemented in the control laws. The first change resulting from testing the initial digital design was
to change from a 7th order to a 5th order bandpass filter to provide less phase variation across the frequency range of
interest (5 to 6 Hz). Additional refinements were required to optimize the filter for a range of external loadings. A
decision to activate the system only for MK 80 series bombs on the outboard stations was made since test results with
lighter external stores showed that the active controller tended to amplify instead of attenuate the oscillations. This
required interfacing the controller with the stores management set via the MC and 1553 multiplex bus. The final filter
implemented represents a compromise for the MK 80 series bombs external loadings tested that still provided adequate
suppression of the 5.6 Hz oscillations.
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Figure 19 General Form of the Production Bandpass Filter

FCS SPIN RECOVERY MODE DESIGN EVOLUTION

INITIAL CONCEPTS

*During the initial design stages of the F/A-18, a great
deal of emphasis was placed upon achieving a design that

Iwould possess a high degree of departure and spin
resistance. The YF-17 which was the prototype for the
F/A- 18 was known to possess excellent high AOA flying
qualities and, as such, the basic aerodynamic design was
chosen as a basis for that of the F/A-18. A comparison of
the original and current F/A-18 aerodynamic
configuration is illustrated in figure Z0. The normal
operating mode of the FCS is the Control Augmentation
System Mode (CAS). The CAS Mode augments the natural
aerodynamic stability via control surface authority Figure 20 F/A-18 Aerodynamic Configuration
limiting and use of feedback control concepts.

Although lateral-directional control law features in the CAS mode enhance departure/spin resistance, they also reduce
control power available for spin recovery. For this reason, an automatic spin recovery mode (ASRM) was incorporated
in the FCS. When engaged, the ASRM provides the pilot with full control surface authority regardless of the AOA and
opens all feedback loops to provide full antispin control authority for spin recovery.

Automatic Spin Recovery Mode - Initial Design: Establishing safe automatic spin recovery mode (ASRM)
engagement/disengagement thresholds was a major consideration before commencement of actual flight tests. The
design goal with respect to ASRM logic was to establish engagement thresholds which were not so low as to reduce
departure/spin resistance but not so high as to prevent recovery from a spin. Disengagement logic was designed such
that the FCS would revert to CAS (i.e., the normal operation FCS mode) during the final stages of spin recovery. While
in the ASRM, all feedbacks and control surface limits are removed to provide maximum antispin control authority. It is
important to note that pilot spin recovery control inputs are still required in the ASRM. The ASRM does not
automatically apply antispin control inputs. During the F/A-18 high AOA/spin FSD program, ASRM logic required
changes as more knowledge was gained on F/A-18 spin modes. Initial ASRM engagement/disengagement logic was as
shown in figure 21.

SENA EE - YAW RATE _ 25 DIWO C; IIINM - YAW RATE S 15 I

TIM ! a IC WIC

Figure 21 Original ASRM Logic
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During the early stages of the high AOA program, the primary focus of testing was evaluation and/or verification
of strong departure and spin resistance. Concurrent National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) F/A-18
drop model spin test results established a requirement to increase the ASRM engagement/disengagement yaw rate
thresholds. The basis for this change was a MIL-F-8785B specification requirement that departure resistance be
determined by holding sustained prospin control inputs for at least 15 seconds. NASA model testing showed that with
ASRM 35/15 degree/second yaw rate engage/disengage thresholds a potential for inadvertent ASRM engagement existed
when sustained prospin controls were held for 15 seconds. As a result, ASRM engage/disengage thresholds were
increased as shown in figure 22.

* ENGAGEMENT - YAW RATE 50 DEG/ 0 DISENGAGEMENT - YAW RATE _ 30 DEG/
SEC; TIME _ 5 SEC SEC

Figure ZZ Revised ASRM Logic

F/A-18 SPIN ACCIDENT 
J

On 14 November 1980, an F/A-18 crashed as a result of a departure that progressed into a low yaw rate spin, which
apparently had yaw rates with magnitudes which were less than required to engage the ASRM (50 degrees/second yaw
rate). The FCS remained in the Control Augmentation System (CAS) mode. Consequently, insufficient control authority
was available for the pilot to achieve recovery. To prevent reoccurrence of these conditions, a cockpit mounted spin
recovery mode switch was installed which permitted manual engagement of the spin recovery mode. The manual spin
recovery mode (MSRM) switch was installed as an interim fix until such time that the safety and effectiveness of new
automatic spin recovery mode logic could be verified. The MSRM switch was also installed in the spin test airplane to
permit intentional spin testing for determination of optimum spin recovery control procedures.

Spin Accident Ramifications: The loss of an F/A-18 in an apparent low yaw rate spin had a dramatic impact on the
subsequent course of the high AOA test program. Prior to the accident, the major emphasis of testing, as previously
noted, was on evaluation of departure and spin resistance. Postaccident testing was expanded to identify all spin modes
and to determine optimum spin recovery techniques. In retrospect, it is clear that because of the F/A-18 spin accident
and subsequent FSD spin testing, significantly more is known about F/A-18 spin modes, spin recovery characteristics,
and operation of the FCS at high AOA than would be otherwise. In particular, as a result of intentional spin testing, the
low yaw rate spin mode was identified which is believed to have been responsible for the spin accident. In this regard,
initial analytical high AOA simulations and spin tunnel model testing did not predict the existence of this mode as
illustrated in figure 23. An example of an actual low yaw rate spin is presented in figure 24.

- . m ,,sue-mT, .. . . . . . .
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Figure Z3 Predicted Maneuver/Spin Figure Z4 Low Yaw Rate Spin

Boundaries Versus Flight Test

A contributing factor for no prediction of the low yaw rate spin mode may have been uncertainty in the high AOA
aerodynamic data base (rotary derivative data were not available) used to generate the F/A-18 high AOA simulation.
Although one of the high AOA piloted simulations (based upon 16% model data) predicted a low yaw rate spin mode

approximately 1 year prior to the accident, there was not enough confidence in the data base to lower the automatic
spin recovery mode engagement yaw rate threshold. This reluctance may have been due to the excellent departure and
spin resistance exhibited by the F/A-18 up to that point in time and because of uncertainty in the aerodynamic data
base.

FINAL CONCEPTS

FCS Spin Recovery Mode: As discussed earlier, the F/A-lB FCS was to have only an automatic reversion to spin
recovery mode capability. However, as previously noted a cockpit mounted manual spin recovery mode switch was
incorporated as a result of the spin accident in November 1980. Evolution of spin recovery mode logic for both the
manual and automatic SRM is summarized next.



Manual SRM Logic: Manual SRM engagement/disengagement threshold/logic is summarized in figure 2S.

0 ENGAGE LOGIC - SWITCH ON AND 0 DISENGAGE LOGIC - SWITCH OFF ON
<190 KIA >250 KIA

Figure 25 Manual SRM Logic

During the design of the manual SRM, there was a great deal of effort made to insure that the air data system failures
previously experienced during FSD flying qualities tests due to sideslip at high airspeed not occur during spin testing.
This was necessary because reversion to the fixed gains mode of the FCS would prevent manual engagement of the
SRM. This air data failure logic was selected because engagement of spin logic at high dynamic pressure would result in
unacceptably sensitive and possibly dangerous aircraft response to pilot control inputs. One of the initial assumptions
made was that, during a spin, the total dynamic pressure would be so low that dynamic pressure differences between
left and right pitot-static probes could not exceed the preset failure monitor thresholds. However, during asymmetric
load spin testing this assumption proved to be incorrect. During a 12,000 ft-lb asymmetric load spin, the difference in
left and right Qci exceeded the preset failure (A Qc) thresholds, thereby causing reversion to fixed gains and preventing
spin recovery until the failure cleared and the FCA was manually reset. Subsequent analysis revealed that, during the
spin, the magnitude of sideslip was such that one of the L-probe pitot-static heads was registering negative dynamic

pressure. As a result, the large AQc. indication caused an air data failure and prevented access to the manual SRM. The
air data system failure monitoring lfogic was subsequently changed so that only positive Qc. pressure indications are
used to compute AOci mismatch values, and reasonable range thresholds were expanded to allow negative values. Also,
both left and right Qc* values must fail reasonable range checks before a failure is declared. Excessive differences
between left and right hynamic pressurr: signals will generate a pilot caution but are no longer used to declare an air
data failure. During asymmetric load spin testing, reversion to fixed gains also occurred because of larger than
expected values of left and right L-probe static pressures due to large sideslip. Left and right static pressure lines are
now joined to eliminate that failure mode.

Auto-SRM Logic: As described earlier, the original SRM logic automatically reverted to the SRM if yaw rate exceeded
35 degree/second for _ S seconds. Automatic reversion to the CAS mode occurred if yaw rate decreased to less than
15 degree/second. As previously noted, engage/disengage yaw rate thresholds were subsequently changed to 50 and
30 degree/second, respectively, to increase departure/spin resistance and to preclude inadvertent SRM engagement
during aggressive maneuvering. The need to further modify automatic SRM logic was recognized because of the low yaw
rate spin mode identified during spin tests subsequent to the November 1980 spin accident. The ultimate goal was to
replace the manual spin recovery mode switch with automatic SRM logic. Current automatic SRM logic is outlined in
figure 26. This system has been extensively tested and has provided excellent spin recovery capability. However,
additional testing is required to perfect the system to the point at which the manual SRM switch can be removed. A
unique feature of current automatic SRM logic is that it provides full antispin control authority only if lateral stick is
moved in the correct direction. The FCS automatically reverts/fades back to the CAS mode if prospin lateral stick is
applied.

* ENGAGE LOGIC - AIRIISIE 0230 KIAU
AO ILTERED YAW RATE X YAW RATE
all (A- 7.2 SC) AND COURECT ANTI-
sIPIN LATERAL STI.K A bI.D AUTOMATIC SISIU fhCOVERY MOOS LOGICIOIOMAY

0 DISENGAGE LOOM - Aj.gPHgI. 0  
YAW FATE > 15*iCVM X

e

KIAM O FILTERED YAW RATE X YAW C=
RATE < 5 (A- 3.2 IMM OR YAW 151"RATE - 0 OR NCORC P 0041IN 'U,
LATERAL 0TIK APIUED KCAS 1 110 KT

Figure 26 Current Automatic SRM Logic
1110 incmv M 1mm1 0

Spin Recovery Displays: Both manual and automatic SRM
logic also provide the pilot with spin recovery mode status
information on the cockpit digital display indicators (see
figure 27). These displays are specifically designed to provide
the pilot with the information he needs to achieve spin '. " " .
recovery. Display information is programmed to appear on
both of the cockpit Digital Display Indicators (DDrs). The , '' ,i *

DDrs are located on the right and left upper portions of the * - * -

instrument panel. Normally, the DDrs are used to display *'

weapon system information (radar, FLIR, Store Management,
etc). However, in an out of control situation, the spin 'o b 0
recovery displays have maximum priority and are *t 10

automatically substituted in place of other display
information which may be present. The spin recovery
displays are designed to provide the pilot with two essential Figure 27 Spin Recovery Mode Display
pieces of information: (a) SRM engage/disengage status and
(b) antispin flight control instructions. These displays have
tremendous potential for the F/A-18 and for future aircraft designs in that they allow the pilot to make an optimum
spin recovery without having to determine the type or direction of spin or to recall the correct antispin controls. One
significant problem associated with SRM display information that has been identified occurs during highly oscillatory
spins. During intermediate yaw rate oscillatory spins, the F/A-8 will on occasion roll 360 degrees while continuing to
spin in the established direction. During the roll, normal acceleration and body axis yaw rate change sign and the spin
recovery display arrows momentarily change direction and point in the wrong direction. Review of test data indicates
that momentary (i.e., less than I second) incorrect spin recovery arrow direction occurs when the sign of raw yaw rate
or raw normal acceleration is opposite to that of their respective filtered values (filtered values are used in SRM logic).
However, it is important to emphasize that the automatic SRM has operated satisfactorily during spin tests of the
F/A-18 and, as such, serious consideration should be given to employing this concept in future advanced tactical
aircraft.
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HIGH AOA/AIR DATA SYSTEM FAILURE MONITORING

AOA System: The F/A-18 has AOA probes located
symmetrically on each side of the forward fuselage as r -

illustrated in figure 20. AOA information is utilized by I a s
both flight control and mission computers as illustrated 8._ U .

in figure 28. 000

The FCS converts the two signals from each probe
(total of four electrical signals) to digital quantities and Am Gala CsmU"iss
through a voting logic computes the AOA signal to be * ,,nas
used for control law computations. A correction factor PLOW cOW"M
is applied to the local AOA signal to give an an

approximation to true AOA to be used in control law * AMC
computations. The range of the AOA probes is -14 to
+56 degrees indicated AOA. Above 37 degrees true r-_
AOA, the INS is used to compute AOA's up to 00
90 degrees. This information is displayed to the pilot on MM Lo, T .o maw swm"
the HUD. cwn, W (GLUM

AOA Failure Monitoring: AOA failure monitoring logic " VA has

changed considerably during FSD testing. Evolution of Figure Z8 AOA System Configuration
AOA failure detection logic is briefly summarized in
table I. Mismatch tolerances between left and right
AOA probes progressively increased to prevent nuisance Table M
reversions of the FCS to the "fixed gains" mode. In the
fixed gains, LEF's and TEF's are locked in position at AOA Failure Monitoring Evolution
time of failure while the FCS remains in the CAS
mode. One of the first surprises of the FSD high alpha Tolerance/Threshold
program occurred during departure resistance testing. AOA Control
During a departure at high subsonic Mach number, Mismatch Time Law

unexpectedly large mismatches in left and right AOA (deg) Constant Remarks 1 )  Version
vane indications were of sufficient magnitude and 3.5 0.5 Original tolerance/threshold. 3.11
duration to cause reversion of the FCS to fixed gains.
Upon reverting to fixed gains, the leading edge flaps 5.0 1.0 Precludes FCS reversions to 3.12
which should have locked in position at the time of fixed gains due to sideslip.
failure, instead retracted, with the airplane in an
unrecoverable poststall gyration. Recovery was delayed 15.0 1.0 Precludes FCS reversions to 3.Z

until the AOA failure cleared and the pilot manually fixed gains due to sideslip.

reset the FCS to CAS. Revised control laws 15.0 10.0 AOA 15 deg 4.3
subsequently increased the AOA failure detection 30.0 10.0 AOA 45 deg
magnitude and duration thresholds and changed LEF
control mechanization to prevent LEF"S/TEF'S from 15.0 5.0 Auto-reset of failure if AOA 6.X-8.X
being driven to unusual/off schedule positions. An in reasonable range. AOA
anto-reset FCS capability was also incorporated in the failure monitoring inhibited

FCS together with inhibiting of AOA failure monitoring I_ II at less than 100 kt.

at low airspeed. NOTE: (I) In "fixed gains" the FCS remains in the CAS mode
with nominal gains used by the flight control laws.

Air Data System: The FCS contains two dedicated dual
channel pneumatic pressure sensors called Backup Air OA
Data Sensor Assemblies (BADSA's). The filtered,AL
uncalibrated sensor outputs are used for all inner loop A
control law gain scheduling. Pneumatic inputs are S \ ,
supplied to the BADSA's and other aircraft systems by T
two L-shaped pitot-static probes that are located
symmetrically on the lower forward fuselage. Each
L-probe has two static and one pitot pressure output. Ps
Each channel of the BADSA contains an absolute
pressure transducer which measures static pressure and
a differential pressure transducer which measures ONE
dynamic pressure (pitot pressure-static pressure). The
air data system configuration is illustrated in figure 29.

Figure Z9 Air Data System

Air Data Failure Monitoring: With current control laws, an air data failure is declared only if both BADSA's fail
reasonable range checks. If both BADSA's are in range, then the data from the BADSA with the highest dynamic
pressure is used by the control laws. When an air data failure occurs, the FCS reverts to the fixed gains mode. During
contractor FSD asymmetric stores high AOA spin testing, reversions to fixed gains occurred as a result of umexpectedly
large sustained sideslip excursions which caused excessive differences between left and right static and dynamic
pressure signals. These results had a significant impact on spin recovery capability as discussed in a previous section of
this paper (see Manual SRM Logic).
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HIGH AOA FCS DESIGN LIMITATIONS
One design area in which F/A-18 FCS design

limitations become evident occurs at high AOA where so- N 4

nosedown pitch restoring moment requirements must be 3 in uwu ,A
met. In March 1980, the wing leading edge extension &"0
(LEX) slots were closed to improve supersonic s
performance capability. However, closure of the LEX PL"slots had a significant adverse affect on pitch restoring O l a"W"K

I --- A o,,mo,
moment capability at approximately 50 degrees AOA. The aZI 4L .i SA

U-- e14% KDATA
zero pitch restoring moment CG was shifted i¢30 Ma um
approximately 5% forward (equivalent to approximately s m us mssoo
0.1 ACM) as illustrated by figure 30. This has caused Is
delayed recoveries from high AOA flight conditions or
AOA hang-up as illustrated in figure 24. Also noted in ,."I -'a .3 a4im--Is
figure 30 are apparent scale effect differences on pitch sgy.fgmaMm, &N M J NT Cm [5%s)
restoring moment wind tunnel predictions between 6 and
16% models. Full scale development testing indicated that Figure 30 High AOA LEX Slot Effects
delayed recoveries from nose high - low airspeed flight
conditions and from oscillatory spins were being
occasionally encountered. At aft CG's and in the 50 to 4 0.
60 degree AOA region, the airplane did not always o. , sin-.-ms - Noca
respond immediately to neutral longitudinal controls or I
application of full forward stick. Subsequent flight testing Q.I

was performed to identify the CG's at which these

conditions (i.e., AOA hang-up) occurred for several na• rumUsrTsA.ams-A _ ...
external store loadings. The effect of aft CG's in theQ
F/A-18 on AOA hang-up recovery is illustrated in
figure 31, which shows that under these conditions full
srailing edge down stabilator may not be sufficient to
recover from a high AOA condition. As expected, the -. Ms.L no BTAS"TmS-RO

addition of external wing stores further reduced recovery
capability by shifting the zero pitch restoring moment CG 4N- so a- so 5 i 1 i
as much as 4% forward as compared with the fighter NIOsLDArr puC 5U.-

escort loading (wing tip and fuselage missiles only). Figure 31 Aft CG AOA Hang-Up Recovery Effect
Interim solutions toward avoiding AOA hang-up flight
conditions include modified fuel sequencing to shift the
CG forward (approximately 2%) and imposition of
AOA/Mach number and CG placards to keep the airplane r --t 1
from entering the AOA hang-up region and to assure "000400&5

i adequate recovery control power should AOA hang-up
flight conditions be inadvertently encountered. A .--
promising aerodynamic modification that has been
designed by McDonnell Douglas and evaluated by NASA
Langley Research Center involves a reduction in area of
the wing leading edge extension as illustrated in figure 32. minifma 155 an -- "

.60 5s 0% &Go
Wind tunnel test results (16% scale model) indicate that,' ----------- \
in the AOA hang-up region, a 5% aft shift in CG position um\
for zero pitch restoring moment would be realized with
the modified LEX as illustrated in figure 3Z.

Figure 3Z Proposed LEX Modification

FCS design changes can have significant limitations with regard to correcting flying qualities deficiencies particularly
at high AOA. In some cases a relatively small aerodynamic design change may be a better and possibly the only solution
to a flying qualities deficiency as opposed to a FCS design change for the same purpose.

CONCLUSION

The development of the F/A-I8 control laws and specialized displays has been a major stepping stone in
demonstrating the powerful flexibility and versatility of a digital FCS as an integral part of a total avionics system.
The digital design and interface of the FCS with the MC and pilot displays has been instrumental in improving F/A-IS
overall handling qualities, suppressing undesirable structural oscillations, developing high AOA departure resistance and
spin recovery control laws, and in developing the associated unique pilot displays which have significantly reduced pilot
workload and assisted in spin recovery. The flexibility and versatility inherent in the F/A-I8 FCS design has permitted
the implementation of unique methods to practicably effect required changes and to refine artd develop these changes in
a real-time flight test environment. The digital design and integration of the FCS into the overall avionics package of a
given aircraft has and will be continually expanded in present and future generation aircraft. Testing of these new
systems can be greatly assisted by utilizing their inherent flexibility throughout the flight test program
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\SUMMARY

* 0
Flight control systems engineers have always been pioneers in design to achieve

" survivability after failure". Historically, this capability has been accomplished by
duplicating the functions of the flight control system and employing redundancy manage-

Sment to detect failures and to reconfigure for safe operation within an acceptable pro-
bability. Protection against failure by redundancy always results in a design trade
between reliability (mean time between failure) and safety (mean time between castrophic

S loss). Fortunately, improvements in hardware reliability have kept pace with increased
system complexity, and redundant systems have become the norm in all modern flight con-
trol systems on high-technology military aircraft.

-The Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics has been heavily involved with

failure-tolerant flight control systems for almost 20 years through production of the
F-1ll and the F-l6. The need for survivability after failure is most obvious on the
F-16, which has the world's first production fly-by-wire flight control system. Fly-
by-wire is an absolute necessity on the F-16 because the aircraft was designed to be
statically unstable and cannot be controlled without the artificial stability provided
by the flight control system.- The well over 250,000 flight hours on the F-16 have
provided several lessons that are not readily apparent on programs not in a production
environment. The analytical system failure probabilities predicted by traditional
analysis for random failures have been essentially proven. However, one fallacy in
this traditional analysis must still be overcome. -Because of difficulties in analytical
definition, several external factors may not be included in the failure analysis of
flight control systems. These factors, although not directly a part of the flight
control system, can render redundancy useless if not considered. Examples of these
external factors are pilot interface, ground maintenance, structural resonance, environ-
mental conditions, indirect electrical hazards, and other system failures. These fac-
tors are not unique to the F-16 but are common to all aircraft with fly-by-wire fligh!
control systems. This paper discusses examples of how several of these factors mani-
fested themselves in the development of the F-16 and how the F-16 flight control aystem
has evolved to minimize their effect. One of the most significant evolutions to aid in
the isolation and resolution of problems is the time sequenced data proided by the F-16
maintenance memory.

/

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE F-16 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

The F-16 fly-by-wire Flight Control System (FLCS) consists of many interacting
components, as illustrated in Figure 1. Pilot commands to the FLCS are generated by a
sidestick controller, rudder pedals, and switches in the flight control panels. The
electrical commands from these cockpit components are fed to the Flight Control Computer
(FLCC), which can be viewed as the "heart" of the FLCS. The FLCC also receives air-
craft inertial motion inputs from pitch, roll, and yaw gyro! and from normal and lateral
accelerometers. Additionally, air data information is transmitted to the FLCC after
measurement by total pressure, static pressure, and angle-of-attack (AOA) probes; con-
version of pneumatic pressure to electrical signals by the Pneumatic Sensor Assembly
(PSA); and signal conditioning by the Electronic Component Assembly (ECA). The FLCC
combines these inputs through appropriate control laws to produce control-surface com-
mands that position five primary control surfaces through Integrated Servoactuators
(ISAs). Primary control surfaces are defined as two flaperons, two all-moveable hori-
zontal tails, and a rudder. The FLCS provides information back to the pilot through
various indicator, caution, and warning lights located in the cockpit.

The F-16 also incorporates several secondary control surfaces - the leading-edge
flap and speed brakes. The leading-edge flap is driven by a power drive unit that is
programmed by the ECA as a function of AOA, altitude, and Mach number to provide opti-
mum wing contour during maneuvering. The two speed brakes are directly controlled by
the pilot.

Copyright 0 1983 by General Dynamics Corporation All Rights Reserved
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THE FLY-BY-WIRE DECISION

From the very beginning. General Dynamics decided to take advantage of the reduced
drag and lower weight provided by designing the F-16 to be statically unstable at sub-
sonic speeds (up to 10 percent MAC for low angles of attack). With this decision came
the need for artificial stability provided by the FLCS. The FLCS must be designed with
high reliability and fault tolerance because flight characteristics are such that the
pilot could not fly the F-16 without artificial stability. Since aircraft safety is
totally dependent on the electronic artificial stability system, the need for mechanical
linkage is eliminated. Pilot commands can be electrically fed into the FLCS like the
other critical inputs.

PROTECTION AGAINST FLCS FAILURE

The F-16, like most modern high-performance aricraft, is protected against FLCS
failure in three ways:

I. High reliability
2. Redundancy
3. Built-in Test.

To protect against system failures, it is fundamental to make the mean time between
failure (MTBF) as long as possible through high reliability of system components. How-
ever, for many cases in complex flight control systems, component reliability cannot
be made high enough to eliminate the need for system tolerance of component failure by
some sort of failure detection and correction scheme. On the F-16, protection against
failure is achieved by redundancy. Critical functions are replicated up to four times
in the FLCS. In the event of consecutive component failures, the system can sense the
error by comparison of redundant branches and then provide a valid output command by a
selection process.

The F-16 FLCS also employs built-in self test to protect against failure. Inherent
in the design of the redundancy management system is the assumption that it is working
properly. One of the primary functions of built-in self test is to check the capabi-

*lity of the redundancy management system to detect and correct failures. Of course,
self test is also designed to detect failures in the redundant branches prior to flight.

THE F-16 REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Redundancy level is a term that is used in failure-tolerant systems as an indica-
tion of the amount of failure protection provided. A redundant system is one where
various system functions are replicated so that failures in the system can be detected
and corrected by use of alternate paths.

The level of failure protection for redundant systems is classified by the number
of like failures that can be sustained without loss of function. Fail-operational sys-
tems can withstand one failure. Two-fail-operational systems can stand two consecutive
like failures.

Another term used relative to failure protection is fail-safe. A fail-safe system
suffers degradation on failure, but the degradation does not prevent safe operation.
In an aircraft flight control system fail-safe means the pilot can return the aircraft
and land safely.

Many factors influenced the redundancy level and failure protection selected for
the F-16. Two of the most important factors to be remembered about redundancy are that

1. Redundancy (failure protection) reduces the chance of catastrophic failure.
2. Redundancy decreases reliability, may increase the probability of takeoff

aborts, and increases costs.

The relative importance of these two factors is a driving influence in the selection of
the proper protection level.

The selection of redundancy and failure protection is influenced by other factors
in addition to safety probability, reliability, and cost. Some of the more significant
factors are

o Emotional acceptability by system users based on previous experience with other
systems.

o MTBF of mature versus new hardware.
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o Physical geometry of the airplane.
o Interface compatibility with other parts of the system.

On the YF-16 and F-16 fly-by-wire FLCS, the redundancy level varies from none to
quadruple, and failure protection varies from none to two-fail-operative/fail-safe.
The interrelationships among the F-16 redundancy and failure protection levels are
shown in Figure 2.

The highest failure protection used on the F-16 is in the quadruple-redundant
flight control computer (FLCC). This redundancy level provides two-fail-operative pro-
tection in the pitch axis and two-fail-operative/fail-safe protection in the roll and
yaw axes. One of the most significant factors considered on the F-16 was the accepted
failure protection levels on other high-performance aircraft flying in 1972. The r-ill
is typical of these aircraft. The FCS on the F-ill is a single-fail-operational elec-
tronic system in conjunction with a full-time mechanical system. The logical reaction
to removing the mechanical system on the F-16 was to increase the electrical failure
protection to two-fail-operational. This increased protection could be obtained for
a relatively small change in electrical complexity. A triple-redundant implementation
was necessary for a single-fail-operational system. By addition of only one more
branch, another entire level of failure protection could be obtained.

Figure 3 is a schematic of the F-16 pitch axis, which shows the system redundancy
levels. The pitch axis is the most critical on the F-16 because of the longitudinal
static instability of the aircraft. This figure shows two of the most critical parts of
the redundancy management system of the F-16 FLCS. The first is the signal "selector".
This device selects a good electronic channel even after two consecutive electronic
branch failures. The evolution of the selector design was a significant part of the
development of the F-16 analog fly-by-wire FLCS. The second critical part of the re-
dundancy management system is the electrical-to-mechanical interface provided by the
servoamplifier monitor system and the self-contained hydro-mechanical failure detection
and correction logic in the ISA.

FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

The F-16 now has accumulated well over 250,000 flight hours with eight different
Air Forces. This experience has provided the basis for many "lessons learned". The
first observation is that the FLCS has done an excellent job of protecting against the
typical sequential failures it was designed to protect against. This observation is of
no particular surprise, since the FLCS was designed for a safety probability of millions
of flight hours and, although FLCS flight experience is considerable, it is nowhere near
the predicted safety probability.

Experience has shown that the biggest concerns relative to aircraft fly-by-wire
flight control systems are unforeseen factors that can defeat redundancy. Examples of
these factors are

o Pilot Interface
o Ground Maintenance
o Structural Resonance
o Other System Failures
o Indirect Electrical Hazards
o Environmental Conditions.

Protection against factors that can defeat redundancy is two-fold. First, experience
from previous flight control system designs is woven into the basic design of a new
system from the beginning. However, if the new system is an advancement of technology,
there will probably be unforeseen factors. Therefore, the FLCS design and operations
team must be very responsive to indications of any problem during flight operations.

Usually a potential problem will give a warning if the proper personnel are aware
of the symptoms. An experienced failure analysis team is necessary to recognize poten-
tial problems. Many potential problems will not manifest themselves until the aircraft
moves out of the development phase into a general operational environment. In summary,
there is no substitute for flight experience in operational usage.

On the F-16, the experience gained in flight testing and operational usage has been
used to improve the FLCS. Illustrative examples based on experience are as follows:

o Maintenance Memory
o Structural Resonance
o Ground Maintenance
o Pilot Command.
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Maintenance Memory

Early in the F-16 program it became apparent that additional time-sequenced data
would be a big aid in isolating and resolving system problems. Pilot statements of sys-

tem problems were not always sufficient to identify the problem source. The pilot is
not always aware of failure symptom sequence or is not able to remember the sequence

accurately after flight. This problem was aggravated by the fact that some failures
give multiple indications that cannot all be observed in a short time interval. In

some cases, the pilot is not always aware of any procedural errors he may have made.

The early F-16 had hardware failure annunciators; however, these devices did not

always provide adequate information to resolve the cause of transient problems that no

longer existed after flight. The need for better failure data resulted in the develop-
ment of a maintenance memory for the F-16 Flight Control System.

Figure 4 shows the various components that make up the F-16 maintenance memory

system. A non-volatile microprocessor-controlled memory was installed in both the ECA

and FLCC. The data stored in these two memories were also recorded into a non-volatile
memory located on the ejection seat. The data stored in these memories can be retrieved

from the ECA, FLCC, or seat data recorder by ground test equipment. Table 1 describes

the features of the FLCS maintenance memory.

A new piece of ground equipment was developed to allow maintenance personnel to

interrogate the memory direcrly without removing any FLCS equipment. This FLCS "fault

finder" can be plugged into the flight control panel in the cockpit.

The F-16 FLCS maintenance memory is not a "crash recorder" but does have many
features that make it very valuable. The seat unit was designed to survive the ground

impact of an ejected seat. It has also been shown capable of surviving most ground im-

pacts even if it is still installed in the aircraft. However, the seat unit has very
limited protection against fire. In many cases data can also be retrieved directly

from the FLCC and ECA memory chips, even when the units are almost completely destroyed.

Structural Resonance

When firing the 20mm gun on early production aircraft, yaw failure indications and
yaw transients occurred occasionaily. These symptoms were very perplexing since no
problems had been experienced during the FSD program, all FLCS units were qualified to

the gun-firing environment, and gun-firing frequencies are well above the response capa-
bility of the F-16 analog flight control system.

The cause of the problem was finally traced to a local resonance of the structure

that held the lateral accelerometer, which is positioned in the F-16 as shown in Figure
5. The failure scenario was as follows:

o Gunfiring introduces high-energy oscillations into the airframe at 100 Hz.
o Local resonance of lateral-accelerometer mounting structure occurs at 300 Hz.

o Lateral acceleration due to the third harmonic of gun-fire frequency is ampli-

fied several orders of magnitude by local structural resonance.
o Frequency and acceleration levels act on the mechanical components of the torque-

balance accelerometer in a non-linear manner to produce a DC off-set.

o The erroneous lateral acceleration signal causes the Stability Augmentation
System (SAS) to command rudder motion.

o Rudder motion causes a yaw transient.

o Channel differences produce failure indications.

One of the first questions that comes to mind is why this problem was not seen

during FSD testing. Further investigation showed that a small flight test instrument

was installed on the same mounting structure as the accelerometer unit. This added
equipment changed the natural frequency of local structure so that resonance did not

occur with harmonics of the gun-fire oscillations.

The problem was resolved by re-analysis and test of the mounting structure. An

isolation mount was then desired for the accelerometer package to essentially eliminate

gunfiring frequencies (see Figure 6).

The lessons learned from this experience were as follows:

o Detailed analysis and testing is required of local structure near flight control
sensors.

o Seemingly small equipment or mounting changes can have a big effect near FLCS
sensors and most be carefully monitored.



Ground Maintenance

A typical symptom of a problem in the ground maintenance category would be aircraft
pitch transients while flying in icing conditions. Problems with icing were not con-
sidered highly probable because all five FLCS air data probes have separate anti-ice

heater power circuits from the essential aircraft bus; before every flight the pilot
turns on probe heat or, if he forgets, it is automatically turned on at takeoff.

The cause of this problem was isolated to the maintenance personnel having left all
five probe heater circuit breakers open. The failure scenario was as follows:

o Ground maintenance man leaves all probe heat circuit breakers open.

o Probes ice up in flight.
o Ice causes random motion to occur on at least two angle-of-attack probes.
o Angle-of-attack feedback to FLCS produces pitch transient.

Several questions come to mind after studying this problem scenario. First, one
wonders why a maintenance man would open all five probe heat breakers. The reason is

that probe heat is a burn hazard to maintenance personnel when performing tasks that
require aircraft weight-on-wheels logic to be bypassed (e.g., gear tests, FLCS tests,
etc). Also, energizing probe heat on the ground can reduce probe heater life and can
cause significant damage if ground protective covers are not removed.

The second question deals with the reasons that ground procedures did not catch

this problem. All ground maintenance and pre-flight procedures call for verification
that probe-heat breakers are energized. Apparently, the frequency with which these
breakers are opened coupled with unknown situations result in these breakers being over-
looked. The problem has been resolved by multiple pre-flight verification of probe
heat, and a proposal has been submitted for probe heat to be included in the built-in

test conducted by the pilot.

The important lessons learned from this experience are that

o Where a single maintenance man must routinely disable critical redundant cir-
cuits, the chances are high that at some time the circuits will be left disabled
for flight, thus defeating redpndancy.

o Verification of probe heat should beincluded in future FLCS monitor and self-
test designs.

Pilot Command

A typical symptom of an unforeseen factor in the pilot command categury would be
departure of the aircraft from controlled flight while avoiding defensive aircraft
during a ground attack mission. The F-16 is essentially "eyes out of the cockpi&" for
air-to-air combat, with the flight control system automatically allowing the pilot to
obtain maximum acceleration and AOA without watching his instuments. However, in early
F-16 versions, the pilot had to observe certain roll-rate, angle-of-attack, and accelera-
tion restrictions for air-to-ground loadings.

The cause of this type of problem was rooted in the fact that pilots had become
extremely comfortable with the ability of the flight control system to protect them
from over-command in air-to-air maneuvering so that, when carrying out air-to-ground
missions, they forgot and exceeded roll-rate-command limitations.

Discussions revolving around this typical symptom of pilot over-command always
brought out the statement that a qualified pilot should always be aware of his situa-
tion and observe all limitations, as is required on conventional aircraft. However,

further investigation revealed that the ability in air combat to maneuver with "reck-
less abondon", with eyes out of the cockpit, has been one of the most outstanding
features of the F-16. Pilots have come to depend on the ability of the FLCS to maxi-
mize his commands, thus allowing him to concentrate on other aspects of his mission.
Because of the success of this concept in air combat, the pilot has difficulty re-adjust-

ing to conventional limitation for air-to-ground loadings.

Resolution of this problem was obtained by implementing a system to maximize pilot
commands for air-to-ground loadings. A pilot-selectable switch allows the pilot to
switch between air-to-air and air-to-ground maximizer configurations. A caution light
tells the pilot if he is in the wrong switch position for the existing aircraft loading.

The primary lesson learned from this experience is that if an FLCS feature is so
successful that pilot reliance upon it becomes "second nature", he may not always re-
vert to conventional operation in other modes.

.. . . i I I oft.._
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SUMMARY OF LESSONS LEARNED

The lessons learned from flight experience discussed in this paper are summarized
as follows:

o The biggest concerns will occur as a result of unexpected conditions.
o Operational flight is the only way some of these problems will be identified

and rectified.
o A modern fly-by-wire FLCS needs some type of maintenance memory to record time-

sequenced data for identification and resolution of problems.
o Local structure can cause problems and therefore requires special attention.
o Electrical power deserves more attention than industry has given it in the past.
o During maintenance, critical FLCS circuits must routinely be disabled. There-

fore, more than the "normal" safeguards must be observed to prevent flight un-
less the circuit is enabled again.

o If pilot reliance on an FLCS feature becomes "second nature", the cases where
he must go back to conventional operation should be minimized.

CONCLUSIONS

The technical community spends a tremendous amount of effort on the theoretical
analysis of flight-critical systems such as the FLCS. Detailed theoretical probability
calculations are performed to determine the best system architectural approach to solve
FLCS failure-protection problems. Usually these determinations are based on calcula-
tions showing millions of flight hours before system failure. However, experience has
shown that the real concern is learning how to minimize the effect of unknown problems.
The relationship between theoretical safety probabilities and susceptibility to unknown
problems is not clear.

N.
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TABLE 1 MAINTENANCE MEMORY FEATURES

* RECORDED FUNCTIONS

- TIME AFTER TAKE-OFF
, ALL REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT MONITOR STATES

CRITICAL F LCS SWITCH POSITIONS
FLCS BATTERY DISCHARGE
ANGLE OF ATTACK

v AIRSPEED
v ALTITUDE
, SELF-TEST SURFACE POSITION LISCRETES
v FLCS CAUTION AND WARNING LIGHTS

* RECORDING TIMES

w EVERY 64 SECONDS
w EVERY TIME A REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT STATE CHANGES. FLCS

LIGHT ILLUMINATES OR CRITICAL SWITCH IS THROWN

*SIZE

- APPROXIMATELY 50 SQ. INCHES OF BOARD AREA IN ECA AND FLCC
, 4" x 5" x 2" RECORDER MOUNTED ON EJECTION SEAT

* MEMORY TECHNOLOGY

• N-MOS EA ROMS (4 lK By 4)

ACCELEROMETER

FIGURE 5 F-16 ACCELEROMETER ASSEMBLY

MOUNT
(REF)

ELECTRICAL
BONDING

FIGURE 6 ACCELEROMETER ISOLATION MOUNT
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MIRAGE 2000 :COVE ET SECMRTE

* par

3. LADEL J1. BASTIDON

D36partement Equipernents Dassault Division Etudes Avancdes

AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION (AMO-BA)

78, Quai Carnot - 92214 ST-CLOUD - FRANCE

RESLIME

Lo MIRAGE 2000 est r~ialis6 pour prdsenter ]a meilleure efficacitL' en combat. I1 utilise dans
ce but des COVE 6volu~es qui permettent une application raisonnable du Contr~le Automatique GL~n~ralis6 de l'avion.
Une recherche poussde de la s~iretd du fonctionnement du systbme de pilotage nous conduit A un objectif de sdcurit6
nettement suptlrieur A celui observ6 sur les avions ant~rieurs. Lensemble de nos objectifs de performances et de
s6curit6 ont fait l'objet de validations th~oriques et pratiques en laboratoires et en vol, pour justifier une utilisation
op~rationnelle des COVE.

INTRODUCTION

Le MIRAGE 2000 est le premier avion Europ~en, et le seul aujourcfhui, gui utilise op~rationnel-
lement des COMMANDES DE VOL ELECTRIQUES (C.D.V.E.) sans timonerie rndcanique. Les COVE de Favion sont
issues de l'exp~rience acquise par les 6quipes sp~cialis~es des AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION
depuis plus de trente ans sur toutes les commandes de vol de tous les avions de la famille MIRAGE ; elles associent
1efficacit~s opdrationnelle et la s~curit6 en vol. La sdcurit6 descoule de la suppression des consignes et des restrictions
d'emploi 6 observer par le pilote, en raison de l'architecture redondante du syst~me des limitations automatiques
sOres et de Ia gest ion intigrde des pannes.

OBJECTIFS DE CONCEPTION

Nous avons decide6 lors de la conception initiale du MIRAGE 2000 drutiliser pleinement les
avantages du traitement dlectronique dans les commandes de vol, en b&n~ficiant des enseignements des travaux r~alis~s
pour I'ACF (1975) et de 1lexp~rience des comnmandes de vol A tranqmissions 6lectriques du MIRAGE 111 (1955) et du
MIRAGE F1 (1968).

-sur le plan fonctionnel, les COVE du MIRAGE 2000 sont definies pour rlpondre A trois objectifs principaux,
qui ont tous pour but daccroitre 1'efficacit6 de l'avion:

*Permettre ie pilotage de l'avion instiable, ce qui est. b~n~fique sur le plan des performances (vitesse dapproche,
marge de manoeuvre, ...) et minimise les contraintes de chargement de l'avion;

*Pratiquer op6rationnellement les haute§ incidences subsoniques, 6ventuellement jusquAb vitesse nulle, ce qui
est determinant en combat

supprimer les limitations en fonctionnement normal.

-sur le plan de Ia s~curit6, les COVE sont r~alis~es pour satisfaire deux objectifs majeurs

Obtenir un niveau de s~curit6 global sup~rieur ou 6gal b celui des avions prsc~dents

Obtenir une bonne protection contre les risques de guerre (vuln~rabilit6 aux armes, h lIEM...)

Le niveau global de s~curit4s que nous avons defini pour les COVE et ses syst~mes associ~s
(hydraulique, 6lectricit6 et an~momdtrie) r~sulte d'une 6tude AMO-BA conduite h partir de recueil drincidents majeurs
et daccidents d'svions de combat dans le monde entier. La statistique 6tablie repose sur plus de 10 heures de vol,
effectudes en plus de 10 ans par plus de 5000 avions modernes Franqais et Etrangers ;elle conduit A un taux de pannes
catastrophiques des commandes de vol qui est inf~srieur A Ia r~alit6 par suite de l'impr~cision de certaines enquetes
(pertes de contrdle non expliqu~es, avions non r~cup~rds...).

Ce taux 'Ac , hors fait de guerre, est compris entre 3,5 x 10 6f/h (280,000 h) et 5,6 x 10-6/h
(18.000 h). En r~alitd, nous pensons que ce taux eat plus fort ; dailleurs lea exigences deffinies en ce domaine pour
les avions Amdricains sont fixdes A 10- 5/h (100.000 h) dans Ia norme MIL 9490D. Dans le cas du MIRAGE 2000, qui
ben~ficie de toute notre experience et drun systbme complet r~alisL& par AMO-HA, nous avona retenu un objectif

4 de sdcuritd ambitieux puisque (fun ordre de grandeur aup~rieur.

?tCCDVE MIRAGE 2000<10-6 /h

AUGMENTATION DE LA SECLJRITE GENERALE PAR LES COVE

En fait lea pannes catastrophiques de commandes de vol ne reprdsentent qu'une part trbs faible
dana lea causes de pertes d'avion. Les accidents imputables A des fautes de pilotage sont beaucoup plus nombreux (5
A 10 foia). Lea commwides de vol dlectriques du Mirage 2000, par I'amrilioration dea qualitds de vol quelles apportent
(tune part et par lea protections automatiques qu'elles assurent dautre part, doivent augmenter tr~s sensiblement
Is s~curitd de lavion:

-lea qualitda de vol procurdses par lea commandes de vol aont telles que Ie pilote peut sans risque i aettre sea
comnmandes en butde en tous lea points du domairie de vol. 11 peut dgalement, par des manoeuvres dans le plan
vertical, amaner l'avion au voisinaqe de ]a vitesse nulle, Ia rdcup~ration aleffectuant sans difficultd. La precision
des commandes de vol repousse lea riaques de pompaga pilotd (PlG) et facilite lea opdrations dalicates telles
qua le ravitaillemerit en vol.
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- Les protectitins automnatiques limitent le facteur de charge, les braquages de gouvernes et les vitesses de roulis
atmn cempecher le pilate de depasser les charges structurales limites. Elles emp~chent dgalement le pilate

*d'atteindre des incidences qui paurraient poser des probibmes de cantr~le tant que Ia vitesse est suffisante pour
cr6er effectivement ces probl~mes.

Enfin le pilate a Ia possibilit6, sur [a commande de profondeur, d~tcraser une but~e dlastique,
ce qui permet de ddpasser Ia charge limite sans atteindre La charge de rup)ture, afin ddviter le sal par exemple.

DEFINTION DES CDVIE

Les COVE dui Mirage 2000 sant definies, r~alis~es et validdes par les AMO-BA, comme pour
tous les avians de Ia fami lie MIRAGE. Ceci permet d'assurer une unitd de conception et une integration pouss~e des
fonctions m~caniques, hydrauliques et 6lectroniques dans l'aviori.

Les COVE dii MIRAGE 2000 sont caract~ris~es par les traits essertiels suivants:

*Utilisation de niveaux de redondances madul~s suivant l'axe de pilotage, les fonctions r~alis~es, les risques
de mode commun (foudre, IEM, impacts...)

Reconfiguration fonctionnelle suivant l'dtat de degradation des capteurs;

*Adoption drune signalisatian globale, qui supprime les interpretations;

*Utilisatian drun dispositif autamatique de gestion des defaillances dui syst~me

*Utilisation dune cammande 6Iectrique d'uttime secaurs.

-Sur le plan de. Ia conception q~n~ral , le syst~me COVE est pr~sent6 figure 1 o6i apparaissent

*deux circuits hydrauliques ;
*quatre alimentations 6lectriques
*les capteurs pilate et inert jels A quatre voies en tangage
*les capteurs an6ma-baromL'triques triples lids h in calculateur b trais pracesseurs pour isalement des

foudroiements;
*les Racks des chalnes COVE ; quatre chatnes en tangage et trois chalnes en transversal.

les capteurs et le calculateur sp~cifique de Ia commande drultime secaurs;
les servocommandes 6lectro-hydrauliques h double corps et entree 6lectrique de secaurs independante
les bees.

- Ls gndrations et distributions hydrauligues soot bas6es sur l'utilisation de deux circuits distincts h 280 bars
(00PSI). Une pompe est entratn~e par le r~acteur, [a seconde par l'intermddiaire du relais d'accessoires (figure -

2). Une electro-pompe primaire est branch~e en parall~le sur le circuit 2 ; elle est aliment~e par le rdseau 28 V
de l'avion.

L'exp~rience des circuits hydrauliques de nos avions montre que Ia perte det deux circuits dans
tin misme vol n'a jamais 60t rencontr~e, et que Ia perte dPun circuit a on taux vaisin de 5 x 10- /h.

-Les g~ndrations et distributions 6lectriques sont pr~sent~es figure 3. Elles sont conques pour alimenter deux
chaines de COVE en toutes circonstances, y compris lextinction rdacteur A trLs faible vitesse (en-dessaus de
100 Kt).

Une g~n~ration est rdalis6e A part ir de ctiaque circuit hydraulique. Les alimentations E I et E2 correijpon-
dantes sont exclusivement ri~servdes aux chatnes 1 et 2 des COVE.

tUne g~n~ration E3 est hiie aux g~n~rateurs principaux de l'avion. Elie alimente Ia chatne 3 des COVE,
le calculateur triple lid aux capteurs an~mo-baromdtriques et le calculateur de m~canismes des becs.
Une g~ndration E4 rdalisde par [a batterie de l'avion. La chalne 4 des COVE est aliment~e par in conver-
tisseur ext~rieur (OC/OC) alors que Ia chatne do secours dispose drun convertisseur autonome.
Selon nos 6tudes, et nos essais, ous estimons extremement improbable dfavoir plus de deux alimentations
6lectriques en panne, durant in vol. En autre, natre expdrience montre qu'un foudroiement nas jamais
entraind do destruction de batterie en bon 6tat.

-L'architecture des CDVE rdsulte de Is formule a~rodynamique de l'avion, do nombre des gouvernes - quatre 6levons
en tangage et en roulis, in drapeau, les becs - et des effets transitoires admissibles lors do pannes.

Aprbs mne etude et des essais detaillds, naus avons retenu doux dispositions de base et une
redondance modulde

Les calculateurs do COVE soot au nombre do cinq:

" Deux Racks analogiques pour les quatre 6levons et pour le gouvernail do direction.
" Un Rack, numdrique, pour les gains automatiques.
" Un calculateur analogique dual pour les bees.
" Un calculateur analogique pour Ia commande de secours.

Cette disposition assure in niveau compl~mentaire de redondance vis A via des pannes de mode
commun (impact, feu, ddbranchement de calculateur ... ).

*Les chalnes de COVE normales sont tronqonn~es par des voteurs 6lectroniques (figure 4 dans le cas de
Is profondeur). Ceci permet de multiplier lea toldrances aux pannes et de limiter leurs effets tout en
eOgalisant les toli~rances de r~alisation. On remarquera le doublement des voteurs d'ordres pour tenir compte
de Ia panine interne des voteurs.



-Les chalnes quadruples sont utilistses en profondeur et en qauchissement ;elles sont li~es aux quatre servocommandes
des Mlevons Wt permiettent de supporter toutes secandes pannes sans modifier les performances. La commande
de secours constitue une redondance suppi~mentaire pour ces axes de pilotage.

La solution retenue peut etre symbolis~e par le diagrarmme suivant

PILOTE consolidation ELEVONS

rU

Commcsnde d Ultime Secours-

-Les chatnes triples ont 61:6 retenues quand lavion peut 6tre pilot6 en mode ddeqradd aprL's ]a perte de certaines
fonct ions, ou lorsque Von sait cr~ser une fonction secours, m~me momns performante, dens drautres calculateurs.
Ce sont

I'laboration des ordres en direction, comnpIdt~e par la commande de secours, que nous symbolisons ainsi

PILTEconsolidation DRAPEAU

(i

*les detections gyrom~striques et acc6lMram~triques transversales (p, r, Jy)
* 'MIaboration des gains automatiques et de l'incidence pour limitations automatiques.

Ces fonctions sont prdsentdies plus loin.
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- Les chatnes doubles ciiales monitor6es, soot retenues en aval des 6laborations dordres, pour lea cinq servo-
commandes tie gouvernes. Ce type de redondance est symbolisd de la manibre suivante:

Ii N . S ICOS

HydZ I yd

SECURIIE (XSJOLE UAL F MONII1ftEE

DOUBLE :car ii existe un servo-moteur NORMAL et un servo-moteur SECOURS

DUALE - car chaque scrvo-valve comporte deux moteur couples. Un moteur couple eat lid A une voje, le second
b l'autre, dans une m~ine ch-alne (N-N', S-S')

MONITOREE :car chaque chalne assure sa propre surveillance.

Remargu: La configuration double duale monitor~e des servocommandes eat rendue possible par les consid6-
rations suivantes:

* doublement des ordres de braquaqe de chaque chatne COVE
* utilisation des deux circuits hydrauliquea par servocommandes
a contr~le possible de l'avion avec deux flevons, lea autres 6tant braquds pr~s du neutre (cai.).

-La r~part it ion des chatnes COVE sur lea ciouvernes eat pr~sent~e figure 5 ; elie se deduit des redondancea pr~aent6es
en pr~alable. Cette distribution permet de concilier s~curit6 et invuln-hrabilit6, en cr-6ant un niveau de redondance
compl~mentaire dO A la multiplicit6 des gouvernes utilis~esaen tanqage et en roulis (4 6levons).

* ' .ELEVONS EXTERNES (et direction normale) contr6l~s par lea chatnes 2 et 3, contenues dana un seul Rack.

ELEVONS INTERNES (et direction aecours) contr6l~s par lea chatnes 1 et 4, contenues dana un second Rack.

L'enaemble des qouvernes pilot~es en modes secours (braquaqe d 6quilibre, ou pilotage de toutes lea gouvernes).

Ainsi, nous pouvona obtenir lea modes de pilotage suivants:

" Pilotage boucld de toutes lea gouvernes en l'absence de panne;

" Pilotage boucIL6 de toutes lea gouvernes en pr~sence dfune panne de chatne ; iI y a perte d'une redondance
sur 3 gouvernes au maximum;

a Pilotaqe de deux 6levons (et 6ventuellement, direction) en mode bouclA, et positionnement de deux 6levons
A un braquaqe determin6.

" Pilotage de toutes lea qouvernes en mode secours, par la commande 6lectrique de secours.

Remarque:

ON NOTERA WUE L'ENSEMBLE DES GOUVERNES DEMEURE CONTROLABLE APRES DESTRUCTION OU

DEBRANCHEMENT DE L'UN OUELCONOUE DES CALCULATEURS DE CHAINES COVE.

-Les gains automatiaues sont 61abor~s dans un calculateur unique, aliment6 par le r~seau avion (E3)- Cette dispo-
sition permet de limiter lea riaques de destructions qui rdsultent des foudroiements trbs s~veres (dlldt >107 A/a),
en raison des liaisons que possede le calculateur avec lea sondes an~mom~triques.

Lea gains automnatiques ont une grande importance pour ponderer lea ordres de braquages des
qouvernes, suivant le point de vol ; leur flaboration doit 6tre sOre. En outre, lea pond~rations rendues possibles
par le calcul fin des gains automatiques sont essentielles pour 6laborer lea fonctions de limitations automnatiques
retenues pour ddlivrer le pilote de thches absorbantes et delicates. Ces limitations existent pour assigner l'avion
h une incidence limite et & un facteur de charge maximal.
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Nous avons done retenu pour les calculs des gains fonctions du Mach et de l'altitude, trois
processeurs numeriques spdcialisL's, de notre conception, qui utilisent en synchronisme un logiciel unique. La

* validation complete de ce logiciel a 6tO indispensable pour demontrer que nos objectifs de s~curitts sunt atteints.
Cette structure triple processeurs, associ~e A un dispositif sp~cifique de gestion et de r~armement des pannes
nous perrnet

*de poursuivre le calcul des gains apres panne simple
*d'arrater le calcul des gains A [a seconde panne,
*de r~armer automnatiquement les premnibres et secondes pannes apr~s leurs disparitions. Ce processus est
fondamental en combat.

Enfin, le pilote dispose (fun s~lecteur de gains programmds dans chaque chatne CDVE si le
calculateur est defaillant.

-La limitation autornatique de l'incidence est tr~s 6labor~e sur MIRAGE 2000. Son efficacit6 a 6t6 demontr~se
lors des essais en vol menws jusqu4 vitesse nulle. Cette limitation est r~alisfe dans les chaines COVE en fonction
d'une mesure consolidee de la valeur d'incidence r~alis~e dans le calculateur des gains automnatiques.

Elie r~sulte

*de la mesure cdincidence droite,
*de la mesure dincidence gauche,
*de Ja mesure d'une incidence-pression.

Plour des raisons analogues h celles exposdes pour les gains automnatiques nous avons isoIL6 ces
mesure:; susceptibles de foudroiements directs ;de plus nous avons retenu les mtmes dispositions de reconfigu-
rations du syst~me sur pannes

*r~armements automatiques des premnitres et deuxit~mes pannes,
*commutation du limiteur automatique sur un dispositif de secours, dulnomm6 ' CORRECTEUR", qui est
bas6 sur la mesure du facteur de charge dans les 4 chatnes.

-La limitation autornatique du facteur de charge est assurde par Ia conjonction de trois facteurs et confirm~e
par les essais statiques structuraux

*Utilisation des gains automatiques,
*Utilisation de linformation de presence des charges externes dans le sch~ma fonctionnel (schema),
*Utilisation de lois d'efforts dissuasives au-delh de certains seuils mais gui assurent des msnoeuvres de
detresse (sch~ma).

Amcedde Prolondeur Loi fort-Deplacement
Manche en Profondeur

-Les signalisations au pilote pr~sentent un caractLre global, que nous avons defini pour supprimer tout risque
dinterpr~tation sur l'6tat reel des degradations du systL~me. Cette disposition nous paratt fondamentale pour
accrottre Ia sdcurit46 car

l a gestion du syst~me de signalisation est simple, done a priori fiable
*les risques de fausse interpr~tation sont r~duits,
* lanalyse des defaillances que nous avons effectu~e permet de justifier les risques de degradations successifs

avec pr~cision.

Les 8 voyants de pannes directement lid's aus COVE soot regroupds en banquette droite, et
r~pdtds par un voyant g~n~ral de pannes situd trL~s visiblement devant le pilote. Les voyants Rouge (qui indiquent
tine consigne impdrative) sont doublds dfune alarme sonore. Le pilote dispose d'une commande de r~armement

A des s~curit4s qui petit dens certains cas r~ectiver toutes les voie dui syst? me.
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- Les tests automatigues embarguds sont 61abor~s dans le calcuiateur numdrique branch6 sur le rdseau de lavion.
11 permet d'ex~cuter des sdquences de cantr6les internes des dquipements qui sont trOs profondes.

Deux sortes de tests sont r~alisables :

*le test automatique des s~curit~s et des calculateurs 6lectroniques, rdalisable sans 6nergie extdrieure,
comporte environ 2000 paints de contrOles. 11 est executable pour verifier le syst~me a priori, et pour
les recherches de pannes m~morisdes en vol ou au sal, ainsi que pour les depannaqes.

*le test automnatique de lintdgrit6 q~n~rale du systbme et des servocommandes est realisable par le pilate
en mains de 10 secondes, suivant un processus enti~rement automatique.

COMMANDE DE SECOLIRS

- Lintdret, ou la raison d Ltre d'une, commande de secours b des COVE redondantes est just ifi6 par deux cansid66
rations essentielles :

*en combat, par les risques de destructions, d'incendies qui r~sultent d'impacts darmes, d'explosion nucl~aire
Ahaute altitude ... etc

*en p~riode de paix, par les risques de pannes multiples du syst~rne normal, ou par la defaillance d'un POINT
COMMUN.

- La definition de la commande de secaurs a Ot retenue la plus simple, pour obtenir un niveau de fiabilit6 dlevd
et une maintenance simplifide.

*La commande de secours est 6lectriquement en attente, mais nest pas active au niveau des servacommandes,

*apres enclenchement, automnatique ou manuel, le pilate dispose d'une commanoe de vol classique, de grande
qualitL&, mais sans ordres de stabilisation artificielle;

*les 616ments de ddetection, de calcul et d'~laboration des ordres de la commande de secours sont s~pards
de leurs homolaques des chatnes COVE normales ;

l a commande de secaurs est trait~e pour supporter les effets de la faudre et de HIEM.

- L'enclenchement de la commande de secours peut Lstre abtenu de deux fagons

*automatiquement.
*Manuellement, par le pilate.

L'enclenchement automnatique peut entratner deux modes distincts de fonctionnements, suivant
1'4tat de degradation du syst~me:

*mode ink, , utilisd sur deux 6levons en pr~sence de deux pannes 6 leur niveau
* . mode secaurs rencontr6 isol6ment sur le qauvernail de direction apr~s deux pannes A son niveau, ou sur

les cinq qouvernes principales.

Ces enclenchements ont pour effets

*de commuter les ordres dlectriques de commande au niveau des servo-mateurs 6Iectro-m~caniques externes
de chaque servocommandes.

*de depressuriser les servo-mateurs 6lectro-hydrauliques narmaux et secours de tautes les servocommandes.

JUISTIFICATION DU SYSTEME

Les justifications des COVE du MIRAGE 2000 sant nombreuses et complexes. Elles sont group~es
dans deux domaines compldmentaires:

*les justifications pratiques

*les justifications th~oriques.

-Les justifications pratigues ont Ws~ entreprises dbs l'existence des mat~riels prototypes et ant concern6

*les 6quipements au compasants
*le systbrme complet
. lavion complet

a Les justifications des 6guipements au des campasants ont LW faites en labaratoires pour 6prouver les mat~sriels
dans lea conditions extremes d'emploi.

On notera en part iculier les essais des compasants 6lectroniques A des chocs de courants reprdg.
sentatifa de HIEM subie lors cfune explosion nucidaire 6 hauite altitude.
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a Les just ifications du syst~me complet ant 6t6 les plus importantes et les plus nombreuses
* ttilisation dfun syst~me CODVE complet, H6~ A un sirnulateur d'~tude, pour Ia mise au point, l'6valuation

des pannes et des consiqnes.

*Fssai Ai Is foudre (fun syst~me COFVE reprtsentatif dans une cellule compl~te dravion

iw En chocs de courant
w En chocs de tension

*Essai 5 lIEM dun syst~me CDVE ident ique i celui AvaluL5 A Is foudre, dans une cellule compl~te.

* Les justifications stir avion ont permis:

* Ivaluation des syst~mes en ambiance perturh~e dans une chambre an6cho~de o6 l'avion est simuIk6 en
Vol.

N 'valuation des pannes des CODVE et des q6n~rations associ~es, l'avion tOtant au Sol, pour cornpItment
dfvaluation stir le simulateur dstudes,

* Nvaluation des pannes des COVE en vol. jusqu'b l'enclenchement automat ique (ou manuel) des modes
d6qrad6s et secours.

-Les justificatins th6origUeS toot l'objet drune Lstude exhaustive des pannes qui a durs deux ans environ, et entraln6
l'adoption de modifications.

Nous avons ktudiL6 le syst~tme sous diff~rents aspects

*L'apparition et les effets des pannes successives pour une fonct ion, un axe de pilotaqe dans une chalne,
une chaine de COVE.

*Le d~nombrement et les justifications des points communs 6lectriques, t6lectroniques, m~caniques... etc

U efficacitO et [a sCiret6 de Is siqnalisation des pannes d6dide au pilote ou au personnel de maintenance.

* lefficacitO et Ia sciret6 des tests automatiques embarquds.

*La d~termination des op~rations de maintenance et leur pdriodicit6.
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TORNADO AUTOPILOT
MEASURES TO ENSURE SURVIVABILITY AFTER FAILURES

by
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8000 MUnchen 80, Postfach 801160
FRG

SUMMARY

Measures applied to the autopilot of the TORNADO to ensure survivability of the aircraft
after failures during automatic low level flying are presented. Apart from redundant

< equipment, these measures include hardware and software limiters to minimize the effect
of failures upon the aircraft, hardware and software monitors to detect and isolate

O failures, emergency procedures to initiate recovery manoeuvres, as well as efficient
testing of software.

0
1. INTRODUCTION

The Multi Role Combat Aircraft TORNADO is a modern military aircraft, which has
recently gone into service with the RAF, GAF, GNY and IAF. One of the outstanding
features of this aircraft is its capability to fly at low heights over land or sea,
i.e. automatic terrain following/automatic radar height hold. The autopilot, as a central
part of the flight guidance and control system, is responsible for performance, integrity
and flight safety during automatic low level flying.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE TORNADO FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows a block schematic of the TORNADO Flight Control System.

The autopilot is a duplex redundant digital computer. The autopilot receives sensor
signals from a number of sources: The primary control signals for the low level modes are
supplied from the Terrain Following Radar (TFR) and the Radar Altimeter. The signals for
guidance in the lateral plane are supplied from the Main Computer and the Horizontal
Situation Indicator as well as the Inertial Navigation System (INS) and the Secondary
Attitude and Heading Reference System (SAHRS). The INS and SAHRS are further used for
attitude stabilization. Signals from the Air Data Computer (ADC) are used for scheduling
purposes in the low level modes and for autothrottle control.

The autopilot receives further signals via the Command and Stability Augmentation
System (CSAS): Rate gyro signals are used for turn coordination and improvement of dynamic
response. Pressure signals from the Triplex Transducer Unit (TTU) are used for scheduling
and monitoring purposes.

It should be noted that the signals from the Terrain Following Radar, Main Computer, INS,
SAHRS and ADC are serial-digital, while the signals from the other sensors are analog or
synchro signals which are converted into digital.

The autopilot outputs to the CSAS are pitch and roll rate demands. These signals are D
to A converted and triplicated in the autopilot, since the CSAS is a triplex analog system.
Further outputs are throttle demand to the autothrottle actuator, azimuth and elevation
commands to the Head-Up Display and failure indications to the Central Warning Panel.

FG LN

SFIG. 1: BLOCK SCHEMATICOF TORNADO FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
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3. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

With regard to flight safety during automatic low level flying, it must be ensured
that no single failure can lead to a hazardous situation, i.e. the aircraft under auto-
matic control must be fail-safe. The probability of multiple failures must be less than
a specified small value.

4. MONITORING FUNCTIONS AND AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY PROCEDURES IN THE BASIC DESIGN

The autopilot must be able to react to the following types of failures:

o Sensor failures which are self-detected by the affected sensors.
o Transmission faults of serial-digital data.

Discrepancies between redundant sensors.
Discrepancies between the commands in the two autopilot computers.

Sensor failures are indicated to the autopilot by a status bit or discrete signal.
Transmission faults are detected by a parity check. Redundant sensor signals, i.e. attitude
angles from INS and SAHRS and air data from ADC and TTU, are monitored against each other
within the autopilot. The commands generated within the two autopilot computers are c-oss-
monitored at various stages of the computation. Fig. 2 shows a block schematic of the
cross-monitoring for the pitch command generation. The cross-monitoring for the roll axis
is mechanized in a similar way.

A'OPILO" ZOMP 7E NC

GNNORMA. ACCEL EMANIC PTCH WEEMANC
CO~MMAND __________

BETWEEN AUTOPILOT COMPUTERS

After detection of a failure the autopilot reacts as follows:
If one of the attitude sources indicates that it has failed, the autopilot automatically
reverts to the healthy source and continues flying with unmonitored single source. The
failure is indicated on the Central Warning Panel.

In all other failure cases the autopilot is automatically disconnected and a failure
signal is transmitted to the Central Warning Panel, which initiates flashing of attention
getters and audio warning. However, autopilot disconnect plus warning are not sufficient
to recover the aircraft in all failure cases during low level flying. Therefore, immediately
after disconnect of the normal autopilot commands, which might be affected by the failure,
an automatic pull-up/wings level manoeuvre is initiated by discharging a store in each axis.

~Fig. 3 shows how the autopilot disconnect and open loop pull-up/wings level command
~generation is mechanized: During normal operation the commands to the CSAS are tracking
~a command fader store in each axis. In addition, there is a pull-up store and a wings level

store, which are tracked to a value equivalent to the available g-margin and the momentary
bank angle, respectively. At autopilot disconnect, all four stores are isolated and dis-
charged. The signals from the pull-up and wings level stores are superimposed to the signals
from the command fader stores. '

Fig. 4 shows the time histories of a typical pull-up/wings level manoeuvre. l

NOSE
JL MOR

i~~~~VC'C NOS IupI-II - - ....
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FIG. 3: AUTOPILOT OUTPUT SECTION

PULL UP WINGS LEVEL
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FIG. 4: OPEN LOOP PULL-UP/WINGS LEVEL PERFORMANCE

5. MEASURES TO IMPROVE SYSTEM INTEGRITY IN CASE OF COMPONENT OR SUBSYSTEM FAILURES

The pitch rate demand signal is in the final stage of the computation fed through an
integrator. To avoid the integrator outputs of the two computers diverging, the crossfeed
error is fed back into the integrators as shown in Fig. 5. A limiter on the crossfeed error
ensures that the computer outputs are synchronized for small errors only. This synchroniz-
ation is achieved at the expense of height offsets. To avoid negative heiqht offsets, in
particular in the low level modes, the symmetric crossfeed error limiter was replaced by
an asymmetric one. Fig. 6 shows the resulting effect upon height offsets due to rate
gyro signal offsets.
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TO DISCONNECT LEVEL PITCH RATE PITCH RATE

LOGIC DE DEMAND DEMAND
FROM OTHER TO OTHER
COMPUTER COMPUTER

PITO.. RA'E
PITCH PATE DEMANDDEMAND _____ IMI T EOCSAERGAINN

PITCH RATE GAIN

FEEDBACK

FIG. 5: SYNCHRONIZATION OF COMPUTER OUTPUTS

FIG. 6: HEIGHT OFFSETS DUE TO ERRORS O PITCH RATE SIGNAI WITH
SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC CROSSFEED ERROR UMIT

The vertical acceleration demand signal in the autopilot is limited in accordance to
the manoeuvring requirements for each mode. This limitation provides a protection against
undetected sensor runaways. In the Terrain Following mode, these limits are relatively
wide for both positive and negative demands. A negative runaway of the TF Radar command
at low speed represents a potential hazard, as the "g" capability during a subsequent

i recovery manoeuvre is limited. Therefore, the negative vertical acceleration demand limit
was scheduled with dynamic pressure to reduce the effect of potential negative runaways
(Fig. 7).

In case of a detected TF Radar failure, automatic terrain following must be interrupted
and a pull-up must be performed. In the basic design this was achieved by autopilot dis-

~connect and subsequent open loop pull-up. However, since the autopilot is fully available
- in such a failure case, it was decided to introduce a closed loop pull-up/wings level

facility, which provides a controlled recovery manoeuvre. Within 2 seconds the system is
: able to automatically return to TF, if the failure disappears. Otherwise, after 2 seconds

the autopilot is disconnected. The performance of the closed loop pull-up is more con-
sistent compared to open loop pull-up for different configurations and flight conditions.
An example is given in Fig. 8.

Automatic recovery manoeuvres must not only clear the aircraft from the ground but
also avoid unsafe flight conditions as a consequence of exceeding angle-of-attack limits.
To ensure that the aircraft during automatic pull-ups does not build up excessive angles-
of-attack, the normal acceleration demand limiter has to be scheduled with flight para-
meters and aircraft wing sweep (Fig. 9).
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An open loop pull-up during turning flight is always combined with an open loop wings
level command, which is a function of the bank angle at the instant of pull-up/wings
level initiation. In cases of a failure during manoeuvres with high roll rate, the wings
level command with this type of control law is either too weak or too large to achieve
a satisfactory levelling out of the aircraft. In order to improve the wings level perform-
ance under dynamic conditions, provisions have been made to include roll rate in the wings
level command generation.

Signal discrepancies between the two computers are detected by the various crossfeed
monitors, if the monitor thresholds are exceeded. This normally leads to an automatic
autopilot disconnect. Since the detection and disconnect are controlled by software, a
delay of up to one program cycle between exceedance of threshold and operation of output
switches cannot be avoided. To prevent nuisance disconnects, the autopilot is disconnected
only if a threshold is exceeded for a number of subsequent cycles (approximately 100 msecs).
In case of a hardover in one computer, the commands will go right to the maximum value
before disconnect. In the pitch axis, a positive hardover would, due to the more nose-up
logic, appear on all three output channels and charge the fader stores. Such a hardover
is not constrained by the normal acceleration limits and would lead to excessive transients
of normal acceleration or angle-of-attack.

To protect the aircraft against hardovers, a hardover monitor has been introduced

(Fig. 10). This monitor (one in each computer) is mechanized in hardware and reacts within
nsecs. At detection of a hardover, the monitors open the output switches and thereby pre-
vent the hardover being transmitted to the CSAS and stored in the fader stores. The per-
manent disconnect is carried out as before with a 100 msec's delay. Therefore single spikes
are suppressed but do not lead to nuisance disconnects. Fig. 11 shows the size and duration
of discrepancies which are tolerated by the monitoring system. Discrepancies exceeding the
given boundaries lead to error suppression and/or disconnect.
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FIG. 10: BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF "ARDOVER MONITOR

DISCREPANCY
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MONITOR
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) I DURATION OF

DELAY T ME TO DISCREPANCY
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FIG. 11: AREA OF ERROR TOLERATION
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The hardover monitor gives protection against common channel hardovers in the oatput
lanes due to single failures of hardware components. However, it would not cover the case
of a simultaneous hardover on all output channels due to a discrepancy in the autopilot
software, which is common to both autopilot computers. A nose-down hardover of this kind
could lead to excessive height loss and possibly a loss of the aircraft during low level
flight.

To protect the aircraft and crew against such a remote possibility pending completion
of all software testing, authority limits on the autopilot outputs were introduced and
the disengagement characteristic was optimized. The general requirements for this design
change were as follows:

The pilot's authority should be as high as possible compared to the autopilot. The auto-
pilot authority can only be reduced to a level which still ensures full performance during
normal operation including safe recovery after any kind of failure.

o The task of the output faders is to reduce normal disengage transients. However, the
faders also oppose a pilot's recovery stick input. Therefore, the fader time constants
can only be reduced to a level which still ensures adequate suppression of transients
after normal autopilot disengagement and at the same time gives the pilot immediate control
over the aircraft if an emergency recovery action is required.

The authority limits were determined to allow for a 3 g incremental command during
closed loop pull-up and a -1 g pushover command during normal TF.

It has been demonstrated by simulation that the authority limits and the reduced fader
time constants would considerably reduce the height loss during recovery after a common
channel nose-down hardover. Therefore, the introduction of this change was an important step
to get the aircraft cleared in the automatic low level modes.

6. MEASURES INTRODUCED TO ENSURE SYSTEM INTEGRITY WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE PROGRAM

The introduction of autopilot authority limits and minimization of output fader time
constants was an important contribution to safety in the presence of multiple channel
failures, but was never regarded as a replacement for rigorous testing of the software.
The verification of error-free software was a prerequisite for getting the aircraft re-
leased down to minimum set clearance height.

To be able to detect any possible discrepancies within the software program, a so-called
Cross-Software Test System was developed (Fig. 12). For this purpose, the autopilot control
laws and mode and failure logic were once more programmed in a dissimilar manner, i.e. by
using

An independent programming team,
0 A dissimilar programming language, i.e. High Order Language C with floating point

arithmetic,o A dissimilar computer, i.e. a PDP 11/70.

The test computer Deside the autopilot model includes stimulation functions and evalu-
ation routines to compare autopilot and model outputs against each other.

POP.

START .
TEST

STIMULATION - ~

AUTOPILOT AUTO
MODELPILOT

EVALUATION TEST

FPROTOCOL

FIG. 12: BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF CROSS-SOFTWARE
TEST SYSTEM
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In particular, tests were carried out in the following areas:

o Variation of input parameters within full range,
o Initialization of integrators, filters and limiters,
o Mode switching.

A complete test included 50 hours of testing with a total of 5.6 million test points.

The efficiency of the cross-software test method was demonstrated by the fact that a
number of minor software discrepancies were detected with this test, which fortunately
had no significant effect upon safety and performance. These discrepancies had not been
found during years of ground and flight testing. The confidence in the software gained
by this test was the necessary final step to obtain full clearance of the low level modes.

7. CONCLUSION

The following measures have proven to be effective to ensure survivability of the
aircraft after failures:

(1) As a basic requirement safety critical subsystems (autopilot computer, sensors) have
to be made redundant to allow for cross-monitoring and detection of single component

failures. After detection of a significant failure emergency procedures must be automatic-
ally initiated, i.e. automatic autopilot disconnect, automatic pull-up and wings level
manoeuvre and adequate warnings to the pilot.

(2) The effect of failures must be suppressed or reduced by command limits in the software,
hardover protection and output authority limitation. Automatic recovery manoeuvres

must be optimized to give the pilot optimum conditions for take-over.

(3) Software integrity must be verified by efficient testing.

Practical flying experience has shown that the above safety measures are efficient
to ensure flight safety during automatic flying including low level modes.
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SUMMARY

This paper briefly describes the digital Integrated Flight Control System (IFCS)
developed for the Jaguar Fly-By-Wire (FBW) demonstrator programme, iaentifying the
specification requirements, resultant architecture, implementation and the incorporated
self test capability. The redundancy management aspects of the IFCS are described
together with the techniques for providing the pilot with relevant information to
determine the IFCS redundancy status. Particular emphasis is given to the software
definition and preparation procedures, and the comprehensive integrity appraisal leading
to flight clearance of the system.

Following the extensive rig proving of the system, the early phases of flight test were
very successfully carried out using the fixed gain control laws. During this period a
major software update was commenced to incorporate the scheduled gain control laws ann

to enhance the self test capability. The software segregation introduced at this stage
is described, together with the experience obtained in recertifying the system. Flight
testing of the scheduled control laws is continuing, and the minor problems encountered
are mentioned. A further software revision to include the control Laws for the
statically unstable aircraft is wekl advanced, and the benefits of software segregation
identified during this revision are described.

The reliability of the aircraft and IFCS have proved, to date, to be excellent. Thus
practical in-flight results of the systems ability to absorb and survive fault
conditions are minimal. The redundancy management and integrity experience provided by
the programme has therefore principally been in the theoretical analysis supported by
controlled experimentation on the rig. These exercises have highlighted key areas of the
system and software design techniques which enable these aspects to be fully and
economically evaluated. These areas are described, with mention of how these techniques
are being developed to simplify and improve the exercise for future high integrity
digital flight control systems.

1. AIRCRAFT AND SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION

1.1. Aircraft

The FBW Jaguar demonstrator aircraft is a modified single seat SEPECAT Jaguar. Internal
modifications were made to accommodate the IFCS computers and extensive instrumentation,

and all of the original mechanical control rods, autostabiliser equipment and powered
flight control units were removed. A third Transformer Rectifier Unit (TRU) was added to
cover the additional loading of the fly-by-wire system and instrumentation, and revised
power distribution was introduced to meet the power supply integrity requirements of the
IFCS.

Three independent 28V bus bars, each battery backed, are supplieo by the three TRU, and
each computer of the IFCS consolidates power from two of these bus bars as shown in
Figure 1.

The two engine driven hydraulic pumps were replaced by units with greater capacity, and
the emergency electrohydraulic pump was replaced by two pumps of greater capacity each
driven by one of the independent, battery backed, 28V bus bars. These provide two
independent hydraulic systems, each with an emergency supply primarily to power the
flying control actuators, the system including provision for priority valves if founa
necessary. The standard power transfer unit, allowing transfer of power but not fluid
between systems, is retained.

Externally the aircraft is Little changed, though Later in the trials programme leading
edge strakes will be fitted along the air intake boxes. Provision is made for fixed
ballast to be carried in the rear fuselage, and this together with fuel management

procedures enable the centre of gravity to be moved aft to give a manoeuvre point of
-3Z" to -5%T. The leading edge strakes will move the centre of pressure forward to give
a manoeuvre point of -10XT.
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POWER BUS FC POWER BUS P2 POWER BUS P18

PC5P POWER SWITCH 3 POWER SWITCH 2 POWER SWITCH 4 POWER SWITCH 1

FCC I

FCC?2

FCC 3

ADMC I

FCC 4.

ADMC 2

Figure 1 Flight Control System Primary Power Distribution

1.2. Integrated Flight Control System

The system architecture shown in Figure 2 was evolved to meet the following
specification requirements.

* Overall system Loss probabiLity (including first stage actuation) shall be no
greater than 10-7 per hour.

* Any two electrical failures in the system shall be survived.
* The electrohydrauLic first stage actuation would have only two independent

hydraulic supplies with no interconnection between them.
* The system shall survive a hydraulic system failure followed by an electrical

system failure or an electrical failure followed by a hydraulic failure.
* The system shall rely on majority voting of the redundant elements for failure

survival rather than self-monitoring within each redundant element.
* Similar redundant digital implementation shall be adopted without any reliance on

any back-up flight controls (e.g. mechanical or analogue links).
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Figure 2 System Architecture

These requirements led to the incorporation of the duo-triplex actuation system,
developed by Dowty Boulton Paul, to drive the rudder, two taileron and two spoiler
control surfaces. The five Powered Flying Control Units (PFCU) are essentially similar,
with variations in valve ports, jack strokes and diameters. Each PFCU, schematically
shown in Figure 3, contains six flapper nozzle servo valves which convert electrical
inputs from the Flight Control Computers (FCC) and Actuator Drive and Monitor Computers
(ADMC) into hydraulic signals which are then used to drive a pair of first stage
spool/control valves. Each servo valve is connected to two pairs of opposing pistons
inside one of these first stage actuators. The pistons act on flanges mounted on the
actuator spools, two pairs being used to prevent assymmetric loading. Both flanges are
therefore driven by six pairs of opposing pistons, two pairs from each of three servo
valves. A mechanical link between the two actuators ensures that the spools and thus
the flanges move in unison, so that all six servo valve outputs are effectively summed
together. In this way failures in at least two lanes can be absorbed within the
actuators, the four good lanes overriding the failed lanes.

A separate hydraulic supply feeds each trio of servo valves associated with the first
stage actuators and is also routed through the first stage actuator to the corresponding
jack of the conventional tandem power control unit. Thus failure of either hydraulic
supply can be tolerated by the PFCUs in addition to at least one electrical failure that
affects the computing driving the side of the actuator unaffected by the hydraulic
fault.

This actuation architecture requires 6 independent drive signals to each actuator, out
the remaining integrity objectives do not necessitate the cost and complexity of a full
six lane system. The Flight Control System (FCS) is therefore essentially a quadruplex
digital system with special facilities to provide the additional independent drives to
the actuators. ALL mechanical rods downstream of the trim and feel units have been
removed, thus there is no mechanical or independent back up reversion.

Quadruplex Position Sensors (QPS) are used to sense pilot control demands in terms of
stick, pedal and trim inputs and quadruplex rate gyros sense aircraft pitch, roll and
yaw rates. Four identical digital FCC are used to process these signals together with
those from other sensors. The resulting command signals are used to control the
actuators. To convert the quadruplex signals from the FCCs into the sextuplex signals
required by the actuators, the FCCs are supplemented by two ADMC.
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Figure 3 Duo-tripLex Actuator Scheme

Figure 4 shows the schematic of an ADMC which receives opticaLLy coupLed signaLs from
aLL four FCC, converts them to anaLogue and votes them to provide a consoLidated,
essentiaLLy independent output.
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input sensors, sensors of Lower redundancy are used for those functions which may be
necessary for opt imum handl ing qual ities but whi ch are not necessary for sa,- f Light .
These are dynamic pressure, s ta t ic pressure, incidence and s id e s Lip w h ich are aL L
triplex sensors; and Lateral acceleration, flap position and airbrake position which are
duplex sensors. Triplex dynamic and static pressures are provided by three pilot static
probes (the standard nose boom and two side mounted probes) . T r ip lex incidence ano
sideslip signals are provided by four Airstream Direction Detector probes (ADD) mounted
around the nose of the aircraft.

The FCS also uses a number of quadruplex and duplex discrete inputs for switching

functions. A simplified overall system configurat ion is illustrated in Figure 5 . Cross
Lane data transmission is achieved via dedicated, optically coupled serial data Links as
shown in Figure 6. Voting and failure rejection Logic in each computer maximises the
system failure absorption capability and} ensures the the system is able to survive two
sequential failures of aLL primary input and feedback sensors. The system is designed to
run synchronously. but has been operated assynchronously for considerable periods
without observable degradation of performance. A more detaiLecl description of the system

architecture and the system LRUs can be found in reference 1.

The system includes comprehensive BuiLt-In-Test ( B IT) features which were specified to
provide an accurate, decisive, and repeatable method of measuring equipment functional
characteristics. In particular the BIT is used to clear the system in the aircraft prior

i to each flight thus its integrity and fault detection ability have to be compatible with

the overall integrity of t he system. The facility developed has met the objectives antd
provides an invaluable aid to FCS commissioning on the aircraft and reclearance of the
FCS following Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) changes. A pilots Control and Switch Panel,
shown in Figure 8, provides system status indication to the pilot. Status signals from
the F Li g ht Control Computers are consolidated to illuminate a STATUS amber warning
(first failure) or red warning (similar second failure). The pilot may attempt a reset,
when an amber warning is given, by pressing the STATUS button. If the detected disparity
is no longer present the system will return to full operation status and the warning is
extinguished. A red warning inhibits the status reset facility. Separate status

indicators are provided for the secondary sensors. The panel also carries the autopilot
engage buttons, the BIT i n it ia te button, a facility to select different control Law
gains, and power switches to isolate the supplies to the computers to enable pre-flight

~check of the power supply consolidation within these units.

The FCS Equipment has been developed to production standards, as shown in Figures 7. 8,
9 and 10, and qualification tests have been completed.

DC, ,'A '1..±... . . . . . . .... . .
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Figure 9 TypicaL Computing ModuLe



Figure 10 Power Supply Unit
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2. FLIGHT RESIDENT SOFTWARE

2.1. Introduction

Both the system specification requirements, and cost/timescaLe considerations oictated
the use of common high integrity soft-ware in aLL Lanes of the FCS. There is, therefore
the possibility of introducing design Limitations via the software that coulo result in
a common mode malfunction of the system and a subsequent safety critical Loss of
control. To contain this problem software structures and design procedures have been
evolved over several digital FCS programmes. These maximise the visibility of the
software to facilitate thorough test and functional audit during the design phase. These
are supplemented by clear requirements definitions, detailed documentation, and rigorous
production and configuration control procedures.

2.2. Flight Software Organisation

The real time control is achieved by a hardware Master Reset Timer which calls a non
interruptable Executive. The Executive then calls the Frames (processing time slices
containing related functional modules) in a defined sequence to provide the required

iteration rates for the various computing paths. Each Frame typically contains control
laws, with related signal selection and logic module functions, and consists of a set of
program modules each defining a function that is easily defined, implemented, tested and

audited. The worst case run time of a Frame is controlled at the design stage to ensure
that the computing task is completed before the Master Reset occurs. Should any fault
occur that causes the Frame run time to exceed the Master Reset time interval, this is
detected and flagged as a computer fault.

The structure of the flight resident program is shown schematically in Figure 11.

CONTROL FLOW - EXECUTIVE & FRAMES

SYSTEM MASTER
START RESET

I FEO 'LI LOA I

I L

T e P m tE Ir

STO

I FEI I LO L - ,
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2.3. Flight Software Development Process

The key documents controlling the software design are the Software Requirements Document
(SRD) and the Software Structure Document (SSD), prepared in conjunction with BAe from
their basic software specification, control Law definition and interface documents.

The SRD uses English language and program statements to define the design
implementation. These statements are formed to eliminate definition ambiguity ano form
the basis of definitive software design specifications which are testable to prove the
accuracy of the definition.

The SSD defines the running order of the modules within the program segments. The
structure is designed to ensure that chronological flow of data from input, through
processing, to output is in strict sequence.

An important aspect of the initial software design process is the definition,
optimisation and validation of the frequently used algorithms, particularly those
associated with system integrity such as signal consolidation and monitoring. MAv
developed 6 different voter monitor algorithms to cover the range of analogue and
discrete signals at various redundancy levels, together with many other filter and
schedule routines.

The codes of practise used in designing and testing the Flight Resident Software FRS are
defined in the Programmers Manual and the Testers Manual. These also define the
procedures and documentation requirements for configuration and quality assurance
control.

The target processor structure, input/output requirements, and the task orientated
instruction set, are also rigorously defined.

The overall software developm -* process is shown diagrammatically in Figure 12. The
software requirements documents 3re interpreted to produce software module Design
Specifications, which include definition of the module implementation in the form of
FORTRAN statements. These high level language statements are then coded into the macro
assembler statements used by the FCC processor, supported by FORTRAN comment statements
to improve code visibility. A library of well proven macros has been established which

iolDESIGN SPEC
REVIEW

MODULE

ESTIMAESJ CODE ASSEMBLER

CHECKS

ASSEMBLE CONGTON

MODULSJ J CHECKS

SOFTWARE SOFTWARE
- INTO INTEGRATION

HARDWARE TES

~Figure 12 Software Devetopment Process
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covers some 70% of the data management and control Law software requirements. A
corresponding Design Report is produced listing the assembled code for the module
together with details including run time, storage requirements, design programmer,
module ident, progress card reference, and relevant design calculations. A Module Test
Specification is written by another programmer who has neither designed nor coded the
relev3nt module. This procedure minimises the possibility of carrying a module design
error through to the test specification. The module code is then tested on a host
computer using the specified test harness, and the results are recorded in a Module Test
Report.

The module documentation is audited by senior programmers to ensure that the code
accurately represents the design requirements and that all design rules such as single
entry, single exit, all decision logic in the forward direction etc. have been observea.
The audit also ensures that the test rules have been followed including all paths
through the module have been exercised and that sufficient intelligent testing has been
defined to check overflow/saturation conditions for the module. The test results are
correlated with the test specification requirements to ensure all tests are complete and
accurate, and the documentation is checked for completeness.

When all the modules are completed the code is assembled into the frames and then the
full Flight Resident Software (FRS) with similar testing, reporting and audit at each
stage. End to end tests are carried Out on the fully assembled programme using the host
computer before generation of the PROM device code for transferring the FRS to the
target computers. At this stage the Quality Assurance department complete their audit of
the software preparation process, check the PROM device code review the design and
configuration documentation, and if all is satisfactory release the software for formal
issue.

The development and testing of high integrity FRS for Flight Control Systems has been

carried out on several host computers using Iin house' developed software tools
progressively enhanced, and proven by duplicate assemblies on successive host computers.
The result is a suite of well proven support programmes. These programmes include the
macro expander, assembler, simulator, PROM code generator and test result annotator.
Each includes routines to check valid usage of instructions, storage, work space, run
time etc. Any deviation from the rules in these areas inhibits the generation of the
final code and the PROM device code.

The SRD, SSD, design and test documents, Programmers and Testers Guides, the generated
code and the host computer software are under strict configuration control from the
initial issue. Changes can only be introduced by formal Change Requests which are

authorised by the Chief Programmer and the Project Manager. Build Standards identify the
documentation issues and Change Requests applicable to each issue of the software.

The production of the software is controlled using Progress cards which are identical to
those used for controlling manufacture of hardware. These cards create a historical
record of all stages of the software development, and the identities of the programmers
completing each task. AlL relevant Change Requests are recorded on the card which can be
used to trace the development of the module through all design, test and analysis
phases.

Strict adherence to the above techniques generates highly visible FRS, fully audited,
well tested and inherently of the required integrity.

3. INTEGRITY APPRAISAL

The complexity, novelty and specified requirements for the IFCS necessitated a major
work programme to appraise the resultant integrity. The technique employed analysed the
system integrity assuming perfect implementation, and subsequently audited the
implementation to assess the effects of possible faults and design defects.

The integrity of the IFCS is primarily determined by the system architecture. Therefore
the elements of maximum concern are the points where the redundant lanes are
consolidated or otherwise connected, together with the potential for common mode safety
critical design defects in the hardware, firmware or software.

The appraisal was carried out using both 'bottom up' and 'top down' analyses, and since
some of the issues involved could not lead to useable quantitative estimates of risk,
qualitative assessments were also necessary.

The main elements and interactions of the appraisal/audit methodology are shown in
Figure 13 and included:-

i) 100% coverage single fault Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA).
ii) Multiple fault FMEA for specific combinations.
ii) Flight resident software audit.
iv) Appraisal of special areas.
v) Configuration inspection.
vi) Qualification programme.

vii) Burn-in programme.
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Figure 13 Integrity Appraisal

These primary elements were supported by

a) Module, chassis and LRU FMEA.
b) Microprogram appraisals.
c) Voterlmonitor appraisals.
d) Tolerance analyses.
e) BITE coverage analyses.
f) System architecture analyses.
g) Reliability analyses.

During the course of the appraisal detailed technical evaluations of various features
and functions of the IFCS were made. The requirements for these evaluations were
generated mainly from the FMEA activity, and by BAe as a result of their test
activities. These evaluations were reported as a series of Technical Appraisals appended
to the overall integrity report, and their results incorporated into the risk
assessment.

The integrity appraisal was conducted by a team with specialist knowledge of the
equipment design, but to ensure rigour in the appraisal they reported to an independent
authority consisting of senior engineers from MAy and BAe.

An essential part of the system clearance depended on the extensive emulator, rig and
aircraft testing carried out at BAe, Warton. During these exercises, any unexpected
observation that could not immediately be explained by the personnel involved in the
test resulted in the raising of a formal query. A written response to every query,
approved by both BAe and MAv, was a mandatory requirement for final Q.A. clearance of
the aircraft for flight.

A fully detailed description of the system integrity appraisal can be found in Reference
2.

4. FLIGHT TESTING

Following extensive rig and aircraft ground trials, including a considerable amount of
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and power supply transient testing, the first flight
took place on 20th October 1981. Flight testing of the fixed gain control laws was
completed in 13 flights, compared with the 14-22 flights budgetted. The aircraft proved
easy and straightforward to fly with excellent FCS reliability. The flying rate of the

aircraft was never Limited by any problems within the FCS but solely by the Large
amounts of data to be analysed between each flight.

During this 4 month period only one FCS LRU was exchanged due to a defect. The LRU
change was prompted, during routine servicing, by BIT detection of a spurious cross Lane
data transmission malfunction. No In-flight computing malfunctions occurred throughout
these trials. A single inflight FCS failure warning occurred just prior to Landing on
Flight 13, caused by a delay in the quadruplex switch on the undercarriage selector.
This switch is a standard Jaguar part, and the possible delay between operation of the
two pairs of switch contacts could exceed the time specified in the interface documents.

The FCS detected this delay on a slow undercarriage selection and correctly diagnosed a
virtually simultaneous similar double failure resulting in an FCS RED warning to the
pilot. However the redundancy management Logic successfully dealt with this situation
and provided the correct mode selection to the control Laws and an otherwise uneventful
Landing was achieved. After this particular flight, the in-flight BIT failure
identification table (FIT) was interrogated via the system Diagnostic and Display Unit
(DDU) and immediately identified the cause of the warning. Recurrence of the problem was
prevented by a software change to increase the acceptable time delay between the
aperatlon of the switch contacts. Pilot confidence in the serviceability of the system



prior to each flight was enhanced by the thoroughness of the BIT function which is a
pre-requisite for system engagement. For this demonstrator aircraft, the BIT requires
pilot interaction which could be automated to a large extent in a production aircraft

environment. However, even this BIT could be completed in about three minutes.

For further details of ground and initial flight testing of the IFCS see reference 3.

5. SOFTWARE REVISION AND FURTHER SYSTEM TESTING

5.1. Scheduled Control Laws for Stable Aircraft

Immediately following certification of the initial issue of FRS, a revision was
commenced to incorporate scheduled gain control laws, to enhance the BIT function and to
rectify problems encountered during the early trials which had not necessitated
immediate correction. This proved to be a very extensive modification exercise resulting
in changes to some 75% of the 400 modules comprising the FRS. However the timescale ano
cost of preparing the new issue was very much Less than for the initial issue, and by
building on the system integrity appraisal techniques established for the previous
system standard, the certification was achieved with Less than 20% of the effort
required previously. The major changes in system performance required were achieveo with
only the single hardware modification which changed the contents of the programme store
devices.

Recognising the problems of cost, timescale and integrity, associated with software
modifications, it was agreed at this stage to be cost effective for additional software
segregation to be introduced to the FRS. The 21K words of software required were
partitioned across 26K words of store. This was organised not only to provide software
segregation at module and segment level, but also to contain different sections of
software within separate programme store devices. The objective was to enable future
software changes to be contained to a minimum number of software modules and programme
store devices. Thus bit for bit comparison of successive FRS assemblies would easily
identify the change areas and enable subsequent verification and validation to be more
Localised than could be justified if the new assembly changed all of the programme store
instruction Locations.

5.2. Lightning Testing

Lightning protection measures were designed and built into the FCS and it's aircraft
interfaces, and extensive EMC susceptibility, bulk current injection and transient
testing carried out before the first flight. However, the effects of a lightning strike
on an aircraft are unpredictable due to the complex interactive effects of the
structure, equipment layout and cable runs. Thus. for the early flight trials the
aircraft was prohibited from flying in areas where lightning activity was likely.
Subsequently a series of simulated whole aircraft lightning tests were carried out to
evaluate the effectiveness of the design to protect the FCS from large electromagnetic
pulses and thence to obtain a relaxation of the flight restrictions.

In conjunction with the Lightning Studies Unit from Culham (UKAEA) and RAE Farnborough,
the tests were carried out by BAe Warton. The simulated lightning pulses were produced
by discharging a high voltage, high di/dt generator into the aircraft at the base of the
pitot probe. Conductors forming a frame around the aircraft were connected to various
parts of the aircraft structure, e.g. tail cone or fin tip, to form the return path for
the high current pulses and create the required electric field around the airframe.
Extensive monitoring was employed with the measured results being transmitted to the
screened recording room via fibre optic data links. Further details of these tests can
be found in references 4 and 5.

Test pulses up to 80KV and 1OOKA were discharged into the aircraft configureo into an
effectively 'flight-ready' condition, with electrical and hydraulic systems powered and
the FCS operating. These pulses represent moderate to severe lightning strikes yet there
was no measurable or observable corruption or interference of the FCS function. This
has generated considerable confidence in the design techniques used to provide lightning
protection for the FCS on the Jaguar aircraft, but extrapolation of the results is
necessary to prove the case for rescinding the flight restrictioha. MAy are extending
these tests by subjecting representative interface circuits to transient voltages
defined by Culham as a result of the measurements taken during the whole aircraft
lightning tests. These transients are essentially single pulses but with controlleo
rise, decay and damping characteristics to accurately simulate the extrapolated effects
of an extreme lightning strike.

The Jaguar Fly-By-Wire Demonstrator subsequently became the first aircraft to fly after

being subjected to whole aircraft simulated lightning tests.

5.3. Flight Test of Scheduled Control Laws

The rig and early aircraft ground trials of the scheduled control Laws detected several
peculiarities and faults. Intermittent data transmission errors were detected during
BIT, and an initially inexplicable incorrect FCS status was occasionally seen at the end
of the pre-flight BIT. Several in-flight secondary sensor failures were also recorded.



The majority of these problems were easily identified and diagnosed by use of the BIT
and interrogation of the Failure Identification Tables. These were corrected by
attention to screening and changes of secondary sensors. However, after several early
observations the problem which caused the incorrect post BIT status of the FCS became so
infrequent that efforts to capture the history of events leading up to it were
unsuccessful. Resolution of the problem prior to commencing the flight testing therefore
became dependent on theoretical analysis of the software to predict the possible
causes. The structured form of the FRS, and the achieved visibility of the code, enabled
the investigation team to establish that there was only one possible way for this
situation to develop. Subsequent review of the recorded facts on the incidents, and
controlled tests, demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that this analysis was correct.
The situation was caused by occasionally adopting an incorrect procedure that could only
be initiated when particular test equipment was connected to the system, and therefore
could not occur in flight.

The objective of this phase of flight testing was to assess the aircraft handling with
scheduled control laws, check training and spin recovery modes and complete the flutter
envelope expansion with a modified standard of tailplane actuator. Testing of the
aircraft continued with stores to reduce the manoeuvre margin in preparation for
subsequent relaxed stability and unstable flight trials. At the time of writing this
paper these trials were approaching a successful conclusion.

5.4. Scheduled Control Laws for Unstable Aircraft

Further revision of the software was required to incorporate the control laws to
optimise aircraft performance in the unstable configuration created by addition of
ballast and fuel management techniques. This revision required much less change than the
previous revision, therefore overall comparison of the tasks cannot be used to assess
the benefits obtainable from the introduction of segregation. However at the individual
change level, clear benefits have been observed. This 's particularly the case for late
changes or corrections which could be isolated to a single programme store device
change.

Significant reduction in FRS modification time, PROM code generation and hardware
reprogramming has been achieved. Combined with increased confidence in the fidelity of
the unchanged parts of the programme, these have dramatically reduced the time to
introduce and prove late changes immediately prior to the formal validation and
verification process. As yet the programme has not reached a stage where formal
recertification of the system after a small FRS revision has been attempted. It is not,
therefore, possible to state the benefits that segregation provides for this activity,
but it is predicted that these could be very significant.

Flight trials of the unstable aircraft control Laws are scheduled to commence in June
1983, with aircraft centre of gravity being progressively moved aft to introduce
negative static stability.

Further minor changes to the control laws are now being defined to optimise the system
for flying the aircraft with the leading edge strakes fitted. These trials should take
place later in 1983.

6. EXPERIENCE OBTAINED IN DIGITAL FCS DEVELOPMENT AND
CERTIFICATION

The principal aim of the Jaguar Demonstrator aircraft programme has been to establish
the feasibility of high integrity digital fly-by-wire systems for future production
aircraft, and hence reduce the development timescales and risk for such programmes. In
fulfilling this aim, -jmprehensive development, validation and certification activities
have been completed to a depth that has confirmed the major problems and identified
practical if not optimum solutions.

The novelty of the system is essentially the use of digital computing therefore the
principle experience gained has been associated with software design and certification
for very high integrity applications. This is summarised in the following paragraphs.

6.1. Software Requirements Definition

Analysis of the 1300 Change Requests raised during the early phases of FRS development
shows nearly half were required because of changes to the specification or
misinterpretation of the requirements documents. Significant cost and time savings can
therefore be achieved by ensuring an accurate and unambiguous definition of requirements
early in the programme. Since some changes of definition are inevitable, particularly
for a toally new aircraft programme, structuring and segregation of the software to
minimise the rework necessitated by the more probable areas of change also improves the
efficiency of producing the FRS.

6.2. Software Segregation and Visibility

Visibility of the FRS structure and code is a pre-requisite to subsequent modification
potential, analysis of problems found during system testing and subsequent integrity
audit of the software. The production of structured, modular software with stringent
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procedural, documentation and configuration control can be tedious and is expensive, but
no other technique has yet been established which can enable adequate integrity of the

resulting software to be determined.

6.3. Programme Store and Run Time Contingency

Minimising programme store and run time constraints reduces the problems 9f producing
the first issue of a real time software programme. Even greater benefits are found when
modifications are subsequently required. Therefore to keep total development costs to an

acceptable level, and also maintain visibility of the final software, considerable
attention must be given to hardware capability and software design and structure. Cost
effective contingency allowances must be made available within the segregated programme

store and the segmented software run time structure to allow future modification without
the knock on effects of restructuring hardware and/o' software or total re-atlocation of

the programme within the store devices.

6.4. Integrity Audit

The Jaguar Fly-By-Wire programme has developed integrity audit techniques and procedures
which have enabled the aircraft to be cleared for flight without having to compromise
any of the original requirements. The success of this aspect of the programme has been
dependent on many factors including:-

* Independent auditors

0 Structuring the integrity analysis to assume perfect implementation, then
assessing the probability of defects in the identified critical implementation
features.

0 Correlation of results from both 'top down' and 'bottom up' analyses
* Constructive se of emulation and control flow analysis techniques
* Dedicating Senior engineering resources to complete a thorough integrity

appraisal.

6.5. Development Tools

Tne task of developing and validating high integrity digital systems can only be
achieved in practical timescales if adequate tooLs are made available. Powerful,
efficient and well proven software tools are necessary to contain the task of software
production, testing and configuration control. Sophisticated rig facilities are
essential to enable thorough testing of the full system executing representative flight
tasks in real time. Reliable hardware, with dependable BIT, supported by comprehensive
data )cquisition and processing facilities enable extensive testing to be carried out in
realistic timescales. The hardware and software techniques developed by MAy,
complemented by the BAe developed rigs, emulation and data acquisition systems, have
identified and assembled a powerful capability for developing future systems.

7. DEVELOPMENTS FOR THE FUTURE

Plans are now being considered for extending the role of the Jaguar Demonstrator
aircraft beyond the strakes flight test programme. However any resultant programme is
likely to use the aircraft to investigate control techniques rather than concentrate on

FCS development. in general, therefore, further software development is expected to be
cost constrained to minimum changes within the existing definition, structure and
production techniques.

Extensions, adaptations and enhancements of these techniques are therefore being
associated with new programmes such as P110/ACA. Building upon the experience
established prior to, and during, the Jaguar programme, the following software
specification, organisation and coding concepts are now being evaluated.

7.1. Software Requirements Definition

The software requirements definition can introduce problems in three ways - errors,
omissions and ambiguities. Improving the methods of definition can do nothing to prevent
errors resulting from incorrect assessment of the aircraft characteristics or the

control task, but it should be possible to reduce the remaining sources of problems.
Most of these are introduced at the boundaries between data bases. Transfer of

the detail software control specification and eventually the code and test processes,
all potentially introduce translation errors, misinterpretations and omissions.
Consideration has, therefore, been given to techniques which improve the visibility of
these translation processes and provide scope for more automated correlation between the

initial requirements and the final code. Writing the initial requirements document in

machine executable statements enables the definition to be exercised against the

aircraft model, and subsequently the performance of the final code can be checked
against the same model. Correlation of the results should then rapidly detect any errors

that have been introduced. Adoption of a more 'top down' approach to producing software

requirements documents should minimise omissions within the definition and should also

provide a more ordered and perhaps more efficient structure.

i . . . . :.. . I Ir I n i .-
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7.2. Segregation

Extension of the software partitioning already practised can provide further benefits,
particularly where the FRS development is to be carried out by more than one
organisation e.g. task sharing between avionics supplier and airframe company. As a next
step, segregation of the software into two or three essentially autonomous sections is
proposed. These would cover for example Executive and Data 1/0 (type A), Data
consolidation and system monitoring (type B) and Control Law tasks (type C). Each would
be allocated segments of the programme store and frame run time, with communication via
nominated locations within the scratchpad. ALL work space locations would be read/write
protected to minimise illegal data transfer in the event of hardware faults or software
design errors. With this structure the software can be developed by separate teams with
reduced short term interaction. Since the type A, and to a slightly lesser extent the
type B, software will change very little for a given system, the control Law changes can
be contained within the type C software (perhaps 30% of the programme) with very high
confidence that the integrity of the remainder of the programme has not been
compromised.

7.3. Task Orientated Programme Language

The standard macro library used for the Jaguar FBW software is being extended to cover
the majority of the tasks required by the control law designer. By using macro names and
parameters which are familiar to the control Law designer, incorporating scaling
functions, and providing data fetch and store facilities a task orientated Flight
Control Language (FLICOL) has been created. Figure 14 shows an example of a control Law
path written in this language demonstrating the visibility that can be achieved.

Kr:=0"2

KXI-=O 6

KODoy:= 005

GETr

GAIN (Kr)

FO WASHOUT (3"33)

SCALE (5"0)

PUT HOLD 1
FO SCALING

GET XI 3slGI

GAIN (KXI) _3'

SUM (HOLD 1)

PUT HOLD 2 F12 F13

GET ay+ 1
GAIN (KDOay) 7

Fll WASHOUT(20-O)

SCALE (20) Fll SCALING

SUM (HOLD 2) [ Is

F12 LAGi (004)

F13 SCHED1 (150-0,4000,10,0.1,650 0,V)

PUT ZETA

Figure 14 Example of FLight Control Language (FLICOL) Statements

The support tools for this language are based on those presently developed and well
proven, providing a relatively simple translation to the selected instruction set of the
target processor. These tools can include engineering calculations to relieve the
programmer of tasks associated with defining filters, voter monitors, rate limits etc.
which are functions of iteration rates.

FLICOL can aLso be developed as a systems simulation language. This could lead to a
situation where the control Laws developed on the simulator can be directly translated
to the programme for the target processor without the need for source code changes and
thus reduces the possibility of introducing errors or misinterpretations.

7.4. High Order Languages

The macro assembler Language is considered a highly visible, efficient and safe approach
to producing high integrity software, particularly for special purpose processors with
instruction sets optimised for flight control applications.



The use of general purpose microprocessors, high order Languages and compilers for high
integrity applications has caused concern because of the Lack of visibility of the
device structure, microprogram and compiler 'optimisation' routines. With the
development of task orientated microprocessors such as those implementing MIL-STD-1750A,
and corresponding languages with more formal verification such as JOVIAL and perhaps ADA
these Limitations are being minimised. Future use of these, in applications where
standardisation of hardware and software production methods are very significant, is
being pursued.
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-en eval, des appareillaqes divers, tubes cathodiques de
plariche de bard essentieliement, collimateurs de pilotage, instr'-msnts iso1ds, sous-
ensembles techniques comme icc commsndes de vol 6lectriques;

-pour le dialogue direct enfin entre l'6quipege et le cal-
culateur (dens las deux saris, ordres et questions, introduction de donn6es dens le
sens homme-machine et r6ponses dens le saris machine-homme) des unit6s de dialogues
dutes "C.D.U." (commnd/dicpley units) composdec d'un clavier de touches de fanctian
et alphanumtriques et d'un tube cothodique h lecture alphanum(Irique.

Bien entendu, le cch6ma cimplifi6 ci-dascus n'ect pas apparu
globelement dens son ensemble. Les r6alisatians du d6but dec ann~es qustre-vingts sont
partiellas: las tubes cethodiques de planche de bard sont doubies dlinstruments mndi-
viduels "de secours", lec cassandes 6lectriques cant doubl~es de "cecaurs" m~caniques
(servo-tabs).

Maic Is tendance, 6 l'horizon qustre-vingt-dix, est celle
ci-dessus dtcritc.

Dens is suite de l'expasdI cant sbord6c tour I tour les
(ifferents caspocents de I' interface de Is fin du siLcie. On y rnontrere pour chacunl
l'ttat ties 6tudec, Ie tendences et lea r6elisstionc.

12. LES TUBES CATHODIQUES DE PILOTAGE

2.1. TECHNIQUE ET PREMIERES REALISATIONS.

Lid6e de base cysnt conduit 6 I 'apparition des premiers
tuhes cathodiquas de pilotage cci qu'il act I) is fois plus fiabla et plus souple de
treveiller Stir de l'6lectranique que cur du m~cenique.

On a donc imaqint de rempiacer Les instruments Oiectro-
mtcrrriqn~eS de pilotage per des tubes cathodiques A balsysqe (caries de petits pastes
de ttltvision installds sur Ia planche de bard).

Pour qtie cCci coit rdalissble, ii a fallo cur le plan techni-
que rtsoudre un certain nombre de problbmec, quaon cite pour emaira

-obtanir uric trbs granda finesse de dassin (par augmentation
du nambre de lirIriec de baleycqe;

-pauvoir jouer cuir de nombrauses couleurs bier, individualis6es
* artn arrive au~jourd ' hi ) line dizaine da cauleurs ) consarvani laur contracte relat if en

ccc de parnne ri'ur des cartons monachromat iquac de base;

-avoir uneP luminasit6l apparente constant a, ind6pendante des
4 condit ion ambienlas (qun le tribe sait dens I.' mbre au su colcil)

- avair uric cadence de reriouvellemeniL de I' imae cufficaminent
tlcv6e pour quc legF parties; mobiles 6Voluert dte favan lisible pour l'oeil (cc qui act
abtenu par des frdquei'cc de rafralchiccemant de 50 Hart z ou plus).

la technique 61 sit au paint , an a dens on premier teamps
recap i6 purement at s;ispl1ement icc instruments de vol princ ipeinx ( ADI au "attIit ude
director indicator" at 0151 ou "horizontal situat ion indicator").

Perst ce qni a 6t(; felit per example cur 1401I cathodique dec
(A01/H51 'tubas catnaodiqucs de pilotage) dec 6.757 at B. 767 (avac mequette, horizon,
dircctcirr de vol * "fast -slow" , (carts loc et glide) OW cur la, H151 des Ff15 (tubes
cat hadiqiicg de pilot sire de l'4.310 , en mode "rose" (race des caps, rapbre haut de'
cap, tIcarl laidral VIP at' IM'r , ciqil leg ADF

2.2. CONCEPTION D'IJNE NOUVELLE SYMBOLOGIE

Los i mmcrisc puss ib ilit 6c of fart as par las tubes cat hadiqucs
ont pa rm is W'er ixisaifer des f; mba lag ic cnii 'ramant " reperrcds" , qui aura ient 6t6
impns;s iileg sliJr digl inrs t r nsr' Is 61c 1romtcan iue (llacass i qies

La teridarice cci ccll Ic une coincantrat ion des informat ions
fir tr in i' itiliqle . 411151
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-sur lIADI cathodique des EFIS de 11A.310, on a regroup6,
autour de l'horizon classique et de son directeur de vol, 6 gauche un an~mom~tre
6VOIU6 (plus "riche" qu'un an~mombtre classique), b droite une information (sommaire)
d'6cart d'altitude;

-sur les HSI cathodiques des EADI/HSI des B.757/B.767 et des
EFIS de l'A.31fl on a fait apparaitre des "cartes" (avec trac6 de l'itin~raire pr~vu,
dessin de circuits dattente, localisation daides radioou dla~rodromes) avec, en sur-
impression, des informations (synthdtiques) issues du radar m~t~orologiiue.

?lais la concentration nest pas le seul r~sultat auquel on
a pu arriver grace sux tubes cathodiques de pilotage. On a pu faire apparaltre des
informations absolunrent in~dites dont on cite ci-dessous quelques-unes parmi les plus
intdressantes

- nc~mombtre lin~sire (EFIS A.310) 6quip6 des limites de
domaine actuellos r~elles 61abor6es par le calculateur central, haute (fonction de la
configuration actuello) et basse (function de l'incidence actuelle) et d'une "pr~vi-
sion" de vitesse 6 10 secandes (61abor~e A partir de l'6nerqie totale actuelle);

-horizor artificiel (EFIS A.310) b allhgement de symbologie
slertant b l'spproche d'attitudes anormales;

-acc~s plus direct A la trajectoire par reprdsentation sur
l1ADI (FF15 A.310) d'un "vocteur-vitosse sol" persettant de suivre en approche, en
l'absenco do mayens radio6lectriques perforinants, une pente sol et une route vraie
canstantes, ind6pondamment des conditions ext~rieures (variations de vent en parti-
c ulIi e r

- indicateur de d~rapaqe 6lectronique couple b l'indicateur
d'inclinaison latitrale (FF15 A.310).

-indicateurs tridimonsionnels (Ai 16tude) d'approcho MLS
(6tudes du systbme "VEGA" et associ~es au Centre d'Essais or Vol de Br~tigny, Etudes
de la NASA b Ames).

2.3. LE TOUT-CATHODIQUE DE PLANCHE DE BORD

Certains concepteurs vont plus loin et, suivant en cela
certains projets avanc~s (parmi lesquels on pout citor le JAS su~dois do SAAB), onvi-
saqent de recouvrir Is totalit6 de la plancho do bard psr des 6crans de t~l~vision h
grsndo surface portant Ia totalit6 des informations n6cessaires su pilotage.

On peut citer parini les 6tudes en caurs pour Ilaviat ion
commerciale les tube s cathodiquos int~gr~s A grande surface de Smiths, qui volont
depujs plus dun an sur umi BAC.Ill dti HAF en Grarde-Hretagne.

La virage vers do tels tableaux de bard nest pas d6finitive-
sent pris, mais los orientations prises par les secteurs classiquement de pointe en
ce domaine (on pout ici citor la navette spat iale) laissent A pensor quo l'avenir des
tubes cathodiquos do planctie do bard reste entier dams l'aviation commerciale.

2.4. LES PROBLEMES POSES PAR LES TUBES CATHODIQUES DE PILOTAGE,

Les tubes cathadigues do pilotage sont dt~jA en service Sur des
avians commerciaux certifi6s do la 'grondo" aviation (B.757/767, A.310) casino do
l'aviatian d'affaires.

Paurtant, tons los problbmes no sont pas r~solus putur autant,
et les services officiols des diffdromts pays concern~s art A so perchor d'urqenco Sur
cortains probl~mes essentials gnu'i carviamidra do r6gler rapidemort saus peino d'abon-
tir A des situations inextricablos:

- misc au paint d'une r~glementation intornationale (FAR ou
JAR?) fixant les rL~fjles do concept ion ot do r6alisation des tubes de pilotage, qui Wn
ost encore qu'an stade des C(tudos pr~paratoires;

-accord Stir uno semi-standardisation sur los symbolos (en
partictilior Pour los param~trer mauvellement pr~sent~s) voire sur los couleurs et
d'autres principos do figuiration (symboles momentawsment repr~sent~s en tirot~s. on
cli Igot arts);

-accord Sur une nouvelle conception globale do Ia planche do
bard - coest-h-dire stir los positions relatives dos nouveaux symboles our les nouveaux
tubes do pilotage, ot do ces tube!- do pilotage eux-m~mes, comme on lavait fait pour
los instruiments classiques ("T de planche do hard pour los quatre instruments do
base)
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3. LES TUBES CATHODIQUES DE GEST ION DE SYSTEMES

3.1. TUBES CATHODIQUES DE CONTROLE MOTEURS

D~e m~ine qu'il a 6t6 vite tentarit de remplacer des instruments
de vol 6lectro-m~csniques par leur recopie sur des tubes cathodiques couleurs, de m~ine
on a rapidement envisag6, avec l'avZnement de ces tubes perfect ionn~s , de remplseer les

* instruments de contr6le des moteurs par des tubes cathodiques les recopiant.

C'est ce qui a 6t6 fait en version de base sun lea B.757/767,
obi des tubes cathodiques, installfss au centre de ls plariche de bord, entre les deux
pilotes, reproduisent les instruments classiques de contr~le des moteurs.

In fait, ces tubes appontent sur lea instruments 6lectro-
m~caniques plusieurs avantaqes aur le plan de linterface

- 'aspect analogique eat coriserv6 en s'allt~qeant
(une "aiguille" se d~place devant des secteurs color~s classiques vert-ambre-rouge,
d~poujills de graduations et de chiffres);

-une seule valeur num~rique apparalt, la valeur actuelle,
qui a elle-m~me one couleur cod~e (vent en A~chelle d'utilisation normale, abre en
zone rarginale et rouge en secteur dangereus), avec d'autres avatars possibles (aug-
mentation de taille, cliginotement).

11 reste que ce type d'information sur on tube cathodique,
en amont duquel on dispose de calcolateors performarits, reste trbs en-de~b des
possibilit~s actoelles.

OIn donne ci-dessous deux exemples de tubes cathodiqoes asso-
ci~s A des programmes de qestion de syst~mes:

- les tubes descriptifs de systbmes
- lea tubes de qoidage d'action (tubes de pr~sentation de

"do-lists" ou de "check-lists").

3.2. TUBES DESCRIPTIFS DE SYSTEM'ES

tin des deos tubes du systtme de gestion des syst~mes de
l'A.310 ([CAM), congo et r~alis6 par THOMSON-CSF pr~sente en permanence un des circuits
essentiels de lavion (par exemple: circuits freinage, hydraulique, 6lectrique,
carburant, etc ...

Chaque circuit eat repr~sent6 de fagon assez simplifi~e,
as de faqon A faire apparaltre les "lignes" essentielles, avec un code couleurs
(lea circuits en service, sous tension ou sous pression, 6tant repr~sent~s d'une
couileor diff~rente de celle des circuits isol~s), les vannes (ou contacteurs, robinets
disjoncteurs, etc . .. ) avec lea repr~sentations ouvert/ferm6 et certaines valeurs
nuJm~rigeS (et parfois aussi analogiqoes) en certains points cl~s.

Lin seul coup d'oeil sur chaque circuit permet de d~celer
lea d~faillances Oventuelles qui le pt~naliient, et on peut rapidement y lire le
r~sultat d'op~rations qu'on y fait par ailleurs (is fermeture volontaire d'une vanne
y eat "vue" instantan~ment, avec l'isolement des parties de circuit qu'elle provoque).

Pour chaque circuit, one figuration unique sur le tube
cathodique permet de reaplscer avantaqeosement la consultation de nombreox instruments
classigoes.

Comae dana ce type de tube un seul circuit peot Lstre repr6-
sent6 A la fois, il importe de d~finir une logique d'apparition des circuits aur le
tube unique. Cette logique, pour lea [CAM de l'A.310 est la suivante:

- en vol normal, le circuit pr~sent6 eat celui gui inst le
aimox adapt6 h ls phase do vol en coors (circuits moteurs b ls mism en route, circuit
freinaqe ao roulaqe, circuit dm pressurisation -climatisation en croisi~re);

- l'6quipaqe conserve A chaque instant la possibilit6 d'appe-
len le circuit qu'il d~sire consulter;

- en cas de panne sur un circuit, le circuit concernO eat
pr~sent6 en prionit6 (avec une pr~sentation s~goentielle bas~e sur lea orgences reapec-
tives en cas de panne multiple).
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3.3. TUBES "DO-LIST" OU "CHECK-LIST"

Un tube cathodique subordonn6 au calculateur (ou au programme)
de gestion des systhmes peut 6tre r6servd h Is presentation d'une liste d'op6rations
effectuer ("do-list") ou A contrbler ("check-list") par I'1quipage.

La presentation de telles listes sur tube cathodique pr~sente
de nombreux avantages par rapport aux check ou do-lists papier

- elles sont appelles automatiquement en fonction de Is phase
du vol en cours (en conditions normales) ou de la panne (en conditions anormales) -
avec enchalnement relatif des deux dana lea cas critiques (feu au d6collage par exemple);

- le graphisme (taille des lettres , soulign6) ou ia couleur
peuvent attirer 1'attention sur les actions les plus urqentes;

- un code couleur particulier peut permettre le contr6le par
le systbme de Ia bonne extcution des op6rations prescrites par l'tquipage: si la "do-list"
pr~voit sur une ligne l'ouverture d'un rohinet dlintercommunication, la couleur de la
ligne ne changera (pour prendre la couleur "op6ration effectuhe") que lorsque le calcu-
lateur de gestion aura effectivement requ d'un capteur l'information que le robinet
a bien 6t6 ouvert. Doi une s6curit6 accrue.

4. LES SYSTEMES DE GESTION DU VOL

4.1. LE PROBLEME DE LA GESTION DU VOL

G6rer un vol commercial de faon efficace, c'est le conduire
d'un point h un autre dans lea meilleures conditions de s6curit6 et d'6conomie.

Dane la pratique, cela implique h la fois la qestion optimi-
sae d'une trajectoire et celle du carburarit, avec lea interf'rences permanentes qu'il
y a entre cex deux gestions.

Dana lea premiers temps de l'aviation commerciale, l'tquipa-
ge avait h assurer la totalitt du travail de gestion. Pour prendre un exemple
seulement dans la gestion de la trajectoire, il ne disposait que des valeurs brutes de
parametres isolts (cap maqnttique, vitesse antmomttrique, rel~vements radiotlectriques),
h partir desquels il devait dtterminer continuellement sa position, et dtfinir les
corrections propres A le rapprocher de sa trajectoire idtale.

Plus tard, des calculateurs analoqiques aux performances
limittes ont permis d'alltger son travail en calculant des paramtres plus 6laborts
(vitesses propre et sol, route vraie, position radiotlectrique en radial/distance).

L'avnement des calculateurs num~riques A grande capacit6 de
calcul et de mtmoire a permis, dts le dtbut des anntes soixante-dix de rtsoudre Ie
probltme de ia gestion de la trajectoire en plan (guidage automatique de l'aiol. Sur
une trajectoire prtdttermin6e b deux dimensions).

L'tvolution rapide des performaices de ces calculateurs a
permis d'envisager la ijestion de la trajectoire A trois dimensions (profil de vol
vertical en plus), pubs quatre dimensions (seec is variable tempsl, at d'y inttgrer
enfin la gestion optimiste du cerburant.

Ces difftrents systbmes de qestion du vol sont abordts
tour 5 tour ci-aprhs.

4.2. LES SYSTEMES DE NAVIGATION DE ZONE

Les premiers systbmes de gestion du vol b avoir 6t6 optra-
tionnels ont 6t lea systbmes de gestion de Is navigation.

Un hon exemple en est l'"Areanav" de Collins,propos en
option sur Ie DC.I0 ds 1970. Le principe en est le suivant :

- un calculateur central dispose en mtmoire de toLtes les
informations de navigation et de circulation atrienne concernant Ia rtgion couverte
par lea vols de la Compagnie;
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Daris leur d6firtitiun actuelie et, a fortiori, dans lea
kernioins encore amesijoriies gui verront le jour danas lea anndes h venir (et qui aunt
di jZh 'I 1 '6ttde), lea F .M.5 permettent

-i' augmenter ia sftcer itd6 en dtgageartt 1' 6quipaqe d'une
chargle tin t ravail I un len calculateura peuvent assumer minux gue ui , et en is laissant
disportib in pour t raiter den proh~bmea graves en can de r6ceaaitA6 (ii est d' ailleura
;tmpt omat igIe title - eni dehors tie i mite poidmigee - I apparition den F .M.5. corresponds

Uu rddct ior tde I 'tg(iiipatje minimal de conduite nur lea avions de premier rinu

d IdauImetter is rentahi lit6 par une opt imisation de la
ra jec to ire ions t otten 1 len d imns iorts , aver lea ldronomi en- en carburant gui en

LESVISEURS DE PILOTAGEI

5.1. PRINCIPE DE BASE DES VISEURS DE PILOTAGE

Litte analyse ddiailltn du comportement d'un pilote dalls lea
phse devintio a iii-ij tc o ( ddcollage et , nurtout, atterrissags) montre

gi 'tin temps eonsiid~rah In est pe cdti pour In traitsfe rt de I 'att ettionl ent re

- In monide e'xttrieur dune part, vu ati t ravers du pare-brise,
monde via-5-yin tinguel, en, i'Aiat actuel tins chosen, commence et s'achbve tout vol. par
cri contact vise dire-ct,

_ inn instruments de piiotagle d'anire part, permettant d'-
a\voir aectis an I raters3 tie partmti s et tir, certain symbolism(- h une trajectuire non
directetment accessible.

[lien gee Ct-! phases de dticollage et d'atterrissage nie cortati-
tierit eli poit icenit age( ie temilpt gu ' uit pa rt inrf imn dn vol , inur importance rest e pr imor-

diale. I Ilies sant en part icel icr in sibije tir itLcrnante majoritd des accidents atiriess,
et sont (t e fait ) t railer avi'c tote at t ent iotn part icnlire,.

line mattilre 61itit t, ie, diminnen is perte de temps en tranafert
tin I ' atteti ion corisiste .-I faire- apparsit re carts in champ V1udl tons lea 6l6ments ndcss-
saires a erie, honnie apprlheniont de is trajectoire. L.-'onil du pilute n's plus alora qu' n
object if Stir legtiel acco-imatier: ln muntie exttiner , stir legnuel. viennent an auperposer
Inn irit urinal ions apprspri~es.

Cceci est possible techiigement an travers de cullimatnurs
nO 'il~i~ Heid ttp displays- 1 tort ilt definit iot pent 6tre ainsi faite:

TI- une glace semi r~fidchiassante, situde anl voisinag-e du pare-
brine, laisn3e anI pilote is1 yie t otale suir in motnde extdrienr;

- ein caicelateur tlaborn, an travers d'nn q~n6ratenr de
;ymbhoien, tieSa SiinttaX htJmlntciix $ iinhoins sea iogigtten Ott informat ions numdriques ) qui
'olt pr oji 's An I ' mti ini rlci face dn pilot e , e t v lenrient an superpose r pottr lI an
motide extAr inn r , no6 il~ It ne "pnr-;its" on "ins" satns accommodation part icc 1 i !rs

A pairt i r tic c pr ireipe , et cite foiS len dif flenI tdS tech-
nit~tres stirmotite Ancrhanrp nisei t zitte, oh-tenti par lea nouveaux visenra "b diffraction",
titeritr' , oit t ente par tiesi;i iiiai'ti Iacialearnt ef faiahlen, vol re des project ions direr te-
merit darts In pare-urine, finesise die is sahboluttin, adaptat ion de Is lttmiosit6,
'ouiiirs, nit' . . tiviy'nn slit ions prat igunn'aort posaibles.

fill en inrt' ei'tiir'int ci-teSSOits diLx graiir types, Pour
wont rer len dtireci ti; tiarit leittic ins petit an,( itveiopper i '6Atutioi den visurs
Ine p iio nitnj

5.2. LES VISEURS "ft1ENTAIRES"

4 ~arts cis pre~miers vi setrs , dort in d6vsl oppement a commenc6
t r?'s lt 8tie I marten t16:; la f irt, diit art Ar's; soixtnt', programme [(RA anl Centre d'Essais
e-r Vol iii RP[i TI tiY), oii a tritA (in, otirtir ai pi link'dties paranri-tres 6l6mentairs,
A' iaboren ht part i r dIt nap tvur!a m Ic ji prtseit As sous forme ana iogi qee plum imm6-
rustvnmenit tii ili!inaimit e-n pi lot atn-mr t i'lvei.
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Ces premiers viseurs ant permis de repenser d'une certaine
mani~re le prablbme du pilotage, en faurnissait au pilate des paramittres en prise
directe sur la trajectoire (inicidence, vecteur citesse, pente tatale) h la place de
param~ttres clossiques cerniant cette cette trajectaire de fat~an plus indirecte ('vitecce"
an~'momdtrique, assiette, cap, citesse certicale, paramttres figuratifs de la pauss~e
des moteurs).

Stir le plan de l'a~ranautique cicile commerciale, le premier
ViSeur de cette tendance k avair 6t6 commercialis6 a 6t& le viseur C.".1F. 193 guji,
jest aII6 cur l1 sian ilercure , at permis ties le d6but der, arites saixarite-dj x d 'en
absisser dIf fat~an spectaculaire les minimums d'apprache (en approche de pre-cisiar, de
cat6garic 111) par laido gulil appartait b la transitian val aux instrudments - val Zi
vue.

Actuellement, le viseur ie cette teridarct IL, plus uigriticat if,
b ten qu xl nWait pas 6t6 coiame r i aIics S I encant re Wilr1 de sec haiTa lagucs inst a 1 1
cuir Super-[ tendard) cat le THOMS(Th-CSF TC. 125 IA. De numbreuses caspaoret; (1 6valuat ian,
aucertes 6 de raombreux constructours, utilisateurs et services afficiels, ant ntis ell
6vidence les perfarmanices part icul i~reeet iet6rocsantes dec cc v iseur.

Ssc caractdristiques scammaireca sant Ies suivanites

f iguratian de parametres C-lemriotaires directs de pilatage
intidence, vecteur v itesse , petite tataic) 61abar~s Sj part ir fio mayens simples (sunde

d'inciderice, accdi~rom~tres, r~f~renct- inortielles );

-figuratian d'une piste synth~tique qui vient de superpaserI la is cram piatV ell VOIl V Ue, ii partir des signaux 11-5 lice par inertic);

- pilat age au tracers de baucles laqiques racco :icc dans
lesquolles le pilnte rocte Lin 6ldmeit ossetiol;

-technique de val plus simple, identique enl canditions de
vol ) tue AINC et do val aux in)struJments .f1lW);

-mcii leuire rctponse , jrAce ) ties temps de r~panse plus courtsa,
enl cas de pert urbat ions e\t ernec "gradient do vent o jnen- (msporte d'un mateur)

-remarguable adapt atio br la irarisit ior vol ax instruments-
cal a true, came ii a (;t6 (litt

5.3. LES VISEURS "DIRECTIFS'

-' Per gue' les t iseurs 'Y16mrrtairesa" ci-dessus proscnto c
picsoer~t appartor do prafanid! sar. ~taqes Par beum Pricipe nlmfm , cc no caont pa;; forcb-
merit cnn gui sI irnpaseront ler premier!; dat.;; It, ioma icie do 1 'ak iat ioni commrciale.

1) an~t rca i. inciurs; it mi kic d0%veloppemert paral lhle, elr
part icul ier saus lea auspices tic is, 1,'A, it orit abouit i Si ries r~al it;;t ios cammercia-
lesc, came le iiseur Sundstrarnd prtrpw;tA or opt icr s;ir lo 1)C .9 -)l hl;; pdrali 15e par
Faril absence doe r~fdreece inert riloI

U'i' t, morr, itont Ict- ispur A.P~. Pf Rfi~ POL 15 (prache du;
%.acoer utu fliragle 2000 onl cv qui coccirne les faruct ionsa pi lot ageo) oct in, des plus

5sirnif icat ifs, pouvent sair Ien cararot'r i!;t igiosn cuitait oi:;

- figlurat ion do ptarambt recs dc tol plua "c lI; gues"
asiet te et "tit escov' ani'mom(Itr iquei par vnempic;

- f ir(tiat Lot. (I t ure ~ctoeur-t iterse 'caol'', mail,,; fac 1Ie dea-
tiarat jari tite le tocterur-v itoessc "sir" ties tiseurs "(ilAment airco", ot pits at tra~arit
pour I 'ntit ilIisat eur m~me ci parfois moins fiable;

-prescritat ia, (A'n titAirecteur do vol', sorte do "halte" darts
laquol le ii cancvient (le pi later le vectour -\ it esef pour reoairidre vt SUivrP une t rajec-
taire niamiriale - ant pr ix deo 1'ilimxinat ian do pi late tie la baucle de pi lot age act Lil
calculateur le rempisce;

- pr6sentat ioni A' Lin "irect vur de pouss~le" , carte do "bal to"
darts laquelle i I convipnit de "pilater" Iea replbca d16rergie taotale tde Il'avian, enl

s'aidart des Al16menrts aqlissait stir le hi Ian poutsdo-t rai iee, marlet t es des gin? err part i-

- n1ahorit ion d ' ite pistev s~nthtique Lit ile ?i la transit ion
vol aux irnatrumertq-vl A cue.
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5.4. LES VISEURS DE LA FIN DU SIECLE

('ant rairemerit aUX ault ron; caCImartCie d I I at loar conmmercial
"de lanr 2000ttV, qiui profreorsitrerrrrt se iot t ent ell place sur len nteauI pru~dirtin do
IIindUstrif, arornaut ique. len v. iners, t ott ort cort litart )i prurqresnt'r darn le dunirFe

de l'6tude , surt out en f ranrco, aur Cenitre dl 'InLais ell lol , et aux ttatn!-U~rins, it A\' A,
rrarquerrt Iv pas darin JV itOITrir des rdalisatlorns prat iqLUe.

'ela ont dOl Li plunjeurs rainornl, orl Part iculier ii Ia I, C ,: i 1-
t6 pour len corist ruct eurn damortir (It- coOtetines 6dtdr' stur It' n plot en atoiat iqnel,

qUi seomblent dlaris (in) premelr I etrpn toncurrerreer len seturn I ara innemerlt reilat if
1' di coot desdin spi lotoC' attOmat iqient ritec I Iatxirterit dtu rrurrrrriqu, a I ret icer cc

errfirt d'itt ilinate'Urn anne, content lorrepIn h des pani err t arit t rap r'c'forrrrattC'rrn.I

lucji q' il er, suit , et I ononiple- de la rotet to epat inle pi.
ent qi at. onoriple parmi d'aut ron, Ion mosturn de' pilutaqoe aururi prattablerert un
place essertielle dlang Il'interface' iomime-niachirip (toI laviori commercial (I n1 fin( d u
sitrcle - bico qi il nait diff icile WIon prdt air auJaitrdiinij icI 1-01rr11o XaCte!.

6AUTRES ASPECTS DE L'INTERFACE DE DEPMA1N

6.1. LES POSTES DE COMMANtDE MULTIPLEX8S.

rI IprIII! dir; Iratrrrtr terrrtricr's prdnr'rrit pn pln; rant , I1 irA t r-
f ace hommo-rrrchinre don; iti orin; commr iCaa\ dto Ia proctraine rjdrrdrat iorr ,a prdnorrter den
rrOUeaiit&3 qJUI , pour ('t re' 19riir import alirt esn, ro n anrorit pan mairro dtes rot ombdon qui
nioaitiirort prof orddri'rrt I outi irarirromorit clanniire .

'armri I, Iones, Iton postes de corimardo ririlt iploedr;

to ePrirncipe (It, con postes , dart cort air,! snrt drejl r nor, ice
do fCarorr Ijrritee daon Ilat iat ior. dIf Ifalrer, et Ion plus 6kiolud o pintn ent Ie
suit alrt

toC,; c-ockp it 5 act Li'ln gorri orrcomtirrdn ric pant de carrrmarrdoe
ditern itait Ia wrrtrrpilat iont Wrrrter'iit que pr'rrdart urirroaritii I r?,!; lir'itee, pour
no pas dire rrrI iqi'atrl' ItII ,ol. Par ouimplo, nur Liii at ian (Iuip6 do trini pantesn
ktH.. 1P lo .1 .' (it 11lind pour otilier-a if Ir6u~rreC rio dut resso 121 ." tilit ire nera
pa -1 r~iir -di7'(II )1) 61( t oLut Ii to k tor 0 1i accape rirt place trt rr'tl ieaule darrn 1e
coc'kpit

ttrr a drirc irraqrir den pont ri (it, commarrdi', qai rre goar
t . ant ri

quo dtes. t'.t.tI. part ictrljorn, (11_1 perirrtterit die s'adrenser, au tratorniti at, proigrammne
simple', ;) diffitrorrir post(,'n corrcornarrt lei; carrrImnriCat lonsg I~ It.~ lou; rroN orrn
ito nat irat ionr \ OP , D111i, AiF , I NS) et ite rlujrtrtro ,ILS , M I) log moornl' (if inualisa-

1 irt radtar , Hilt) C, c .

orrSi(u('i ides mrrrnitrris rt~quipago k out modifier rirr aff icraue
purar e X p Mr J) I a f rdilrorct di rut e itt .2), ii 'appelle ce pastp a'7 sort FP , i I% a kit,

C.t).1. te cc type par pilate", trrrif iv l fs Cr(uorrfCi err sertice vi 6tontiol lemeni LIa
f r(dquenco aIFffi chd' en r~norrve ) , Ci p r orbd par f rappo ( au c1at, icr a lpharatrr r iC ot
iinert i ar pou r ii f i ctror urre native Ie CIF r 6qaect.

tov (. D .U. itr paSStC do commando mal t iplex6 s nadrrari u urr
calcul atoar r quip6 IoI mdma ire, air pout mt!'m imarsooer , pour 6 1 iminer dies errouru
pat int tiel 1g e, do Cai r' a Cf i cii'r par Il' rirmbre (it I qu iparje-opd rat our:

- air indicat. if die 'L11/Or)MC et not) une f r6quence pour af f icr
I a f r 6que nc e coarrvur pouaIti ntC au paste lii.%At2;

u aIr i nd ic a tif d Ia 6rodIfram e e t doeQ [I ( pa r e xe mpl1o L F P 27
Pour Ie tI[ 27 5 PARtIS-COGC) pour afficher hi la fois la fri'quonce ILI; correspandarie
air pasrte 

1
I;, ei Ins pararrritres de In piste 'orienitationi exacte, lanrineur, Poole du

qlidit) atu paste dot commando du till pour 1'r"lahorat ion ite la piste syntut i que.

lea pastes do commaurde miiit iple'n~s permet tront Clang les
anni6es A vonir 6 la Coja do d16qarjer les cockpits et nie permet Ire an (ja irr do pouts
no table.



6.2. LA TECHNIQUE "POUSSE-BOUTON"

Pans is perspective de 1'al lbiement tdes cockpits, on tie,

peut passer :1003s silence If- proqjrbs spectaculaire apportd par is technriqute dite
"poosse-routoi", qol a 6t6 part icoliremertt ddveloppec sur l'A.3ltJ.I. P~~ans 1'interface ciassiqoc ties scions cormerlXi , one

anomalic (oL one pannec) cot sirgnailfe par 1'aliumaise d'uri voyart lursireox.
Poor identifier I 'anomalic, I 'Pqulipaqje cot conduit ht relever lea itidicat Inoits d ' ur' ou
plusieura instruments, et it proctidcr pour faire dioparsitre I anosali Ic L ine act ion
sor oin actionnieur tlect ro-tnficanique (houtot, basculeur , rObmrtet ou aol re)

lions ]s technique "poosc-outort" , or; respiace I 'eLris e mbILe,
voyant /inst rurnent /act iOrrnettr par orn boutor-poussoi r it 6c la iraqe i tittttrd un ique .
ILor s qLie tooLlt vsa Piesn, cce bouot rip ooLtss o ir east t Pci n t . 351I ieri15'a1 u0 it , oe r , i II
siqtlif ic qoJ 'oLne panne a 6t(, drtcct~e , ei qo 'one pression our Iui-me proditira l es
act ions propres bt resddier t Ii parttne.

Ita procedtne I' tit il isat iun tre cc s s>ttt tot tlric lit suit anti:

- bootonl-poussoi r 6diit =iout vs tiert

- ltour-potrsooir allUm(" =On 1V p)reooe2, ii o ' te t ,t 00 reote
alIlIU M6 ( d'u ne vCo0uLevifr c o n venrt in ritLl Ie soiqiIr i f isrtt " (;t a t d dq9r ad d" = 1la p ari nte a 6 t6 cur ,t r 6e.
Poor p Ls, de rcnse iqnemrents stir I I &tat r(5sidiei diu syst bme concertid , 11ii o ouf it de se
reporter zt on tutbe csthodiiluc tiescriptif dui s~ottmt, cosine. pr6srti6 plus ltaot

line idlef techniquie pt'ttncl ' la fun ; d'aIlt~jcr Ie cockpit
Pt de disirtoer Ia ctrarqe tde travail et leo risctits['rtitcI'tiptc

COLULS I7ON]

5' il est nit, domains aor it fait bier se qartler de f aire LIPS
priddictions, et de d6pcindrc Pitenir Liqit PSs, voirs' di\ oL rit Isaice, scast
Pie VCcVIlii d e 1'a 6rOnastiiq iVe. ti n c fortlP\t to SeSPlt itIi l-ttit chattticlrt , as IU ilosairte
technique miais sasS I dans It, tima iris 6cutimrtitpie , r t'nd sltstiirs t Out L prtv ision b lotq,
voire -') noyeni terse. Gui sorait pit pr u air , )t 1 'tppuri t ion des uAptr7- UOWistellat ionl,
qJuc ceo appareils seraxent pitritds a,,tr e d ;tir mol5, (let zilti lat potsde ito d t ratis-
port .-' rdaction I QGui aurait pi pr6\.oir , I I1' alppatit It;1 tl t ( Ioiie fl c eIr.rapr
S Uip er s otI(Ii lf1 l i t d ev o ir at t vnid r e ert cor vs sotri , tinir e tI UPeIqtiss (t ilc etttri i'Vs

lajs Ir6 ,s Inse vr It kIdevS s' l' atomerr, i I n'e st pas interdit
do re lever des tocrdatises , ei de p rd o ir ate c cr ta i- . chanices deV soceibs que cc r t i nes
scront irrdvcrsitdcs. t t taians lc donairie tic I'irterfie honne-mchirt, oPj Ia conitiuitC
des teniarInces seMbte pltitot O tF re Is rflIC, on; prot illtairiter quc leo point s shordta plus
Poult, tutter coathodiques de ploritr tIe tlo!, smtb6m e I Ptes i ur. Li Ik0 , solli1mtteors de
pilotaqle Pt dout res enrcore ;t pointe iessirids soist iturrort Irs lities de force fir poste
tic pilotaqle ties avionts cornrectirntt tic Pan; 2000.
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Summary:

0 " The classification of human errors (H.E.) by category and conditions of occurence
is presented. According to the conditions and causes of H.E. occurence different means of

Spreventing H.E.'s by ergonomic design, by manning, selection and training are considered.
In flight deck design - besides conventional ergonomic design - two strategies are pro-
posed:

(1) Provision of sufficient feedback to allow the pilot to detect and correct uninten-
tional performance errors before they affect system performance.

(2) Introduction of "fail safe and fail ops. ergonomic designP by means of H.E. detec-
tion and correction functions designed into the man-machine interface intelligence.

The last generations of aircraft are compared regarding their task and system com-
plexity. The increased complexity formed the need, and the advances in electronics pro-
vided the means for the new integrated flight deck, based on a cockpit data management
system that includes 'error monitoring capabilitiesP. Finally the pilot's cockpit re-
quirements of fire/flight control and post-stall-manoeuvring modes are discussed, requi-
ring increased automation, information feedback loops and a 4reconfiguratiore of the
pilot's task load.

Introduction

Increasing capabilities of to-day's fightsr aircraft are based on fly-by-wire and
digital electronics technologies, and on improved weapon and sensor concepts. We are de-
signing poststall, coupled fuselage aiming, and other flight characteristics into the

aircraft and are including advanced radar and electro-optical sensors and weapons into
the weapon system. These modes and techniques require a flight deck enabling the pilot/
aircrew to fly them, and - besides that - to handle all systems appropriately to effec-
tively fulfill the mission.

The flight d-ck design task is:

To provide a work environment and situation equating the pilot's capabilities and
needs.

This can only be done by a highly sophisticated Cockpit Data Management Concept,
which provides:

o display functions selected by task and phase of mission

o display feedback on system and sensor functions selected

o control feedback to the pilot on control authority states in the new control modes

o task load monitoring

o fail safe/fail ops. monitoring of pilot's performance whereever applicable.

To achieve this design goal a certain knowledge on the nature of human errors and
the conditions of their occurence is required.

Classification of Human Error (N.E.)

In the research concerning human reliability quite a number of classification

*schemes of H.E.s have been developed. All are based on one of the dimensions:

o category and/or type of H.E.

o cause conditions

o conditions of H.E. occurance

* (1) Classification by category

Most classifications can be subsumed under the following categories:
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a) Action error (substitution, reversal, adjustment etc.)

b) Sequence error (e.g. mix up of procedure steps)

c) Time error (out of phase or execution too slow etc.)

d) Omission error (forgetting of check, default action, step etc.)

e) Addition error (unintentional, unneccessary, unrequired, superflous action)

This line of thought is followed by Swain (1963), Meister (1964) and by others.

This classification deals with the error as such, not with the cause factors in-
ducing the error. This approach of discriminating distinctly between a fact (e.g. inci-
dent or accident) and the cause or chain of cause factors behind that fact is known from
accident research already (Seifert et al, 1980).

(2) Classification by cause conditions

Swain (1980) distinguishes between "Situation Conditioned Error" (SCE) and "Human
conditioned Errors" (HCE). Embrey (1976) discriminates the "predisposing factors"
as "Situational" or "Idiosynchratic".

As far as flight deck design is concerned, we have to consider how to prevent such
situational conditions to manifest themselves in the cockpit design or in the wea-
pon system operations. However before we discuss this task, we should highlight the
third classification, which overlays the SCE/HCE classification, and concerns the
conditions of H.E. occurance.

(3) Classification by conditions of occurence

Rigby (1969) distinguishes between systematic, random and sporadic H.E.S.

a) Systematic H.E.s

Both SCEs and HCEs can be conditioned systematically.

A typical example for a systematic SCE is: Substitution error between flaps and
wheels lever. In the classic study by Fitts and Jones (1947) this error amounted
to 31 % of the controls substitution errors. This is a systematic error induced
by cockpit design. Even to-day there are aircraft of one manufacturer on the
market, which are inducing this systematic error by their cockpit design.

Systematic SCEs can occur due to inappropriate selection methods and due to in-
appropriate training as well.

Systematic HCEs occur due to a bias in human performance caused by loss of fit-
ness or motivation, by fatigue etc. That means a systematic out-of-tolerance de-
gradation of human performance.

b) Random H.E.

Random H.E.s occur due to the randomness in the variation of human activity and
performance. Even a fully qualified, trained, experienced, and practiced opera-
tor shows variations in performance. Random errors are explainable. They occur
inevitably, due to overlooking, slipping, forgetting, erroneous retrieving, er-
roneous concluding etc.

They can not be excluded by conventional ergonomic optimization of the design,
not by personnel selection and not by training and practice.

Random H.E.s are random only in terms of interindividual occurance. Intraindivi-
dually there is a non-random bias due to personality traits.

The "sporadic errors" as defined by Rigby (1969) are errors, that cannot be
explained. They "just occur". Davis (1948) described them as "apparently
unreasonable, and stupid mistakes", and named them "lapses".

With regard to flight deck design the sporadic errors or "lapses" can be treated
as random errors. The only difference between the two is: random errors have
causes which are more or less apparent, the lapses have not.

To summarize: A systematic H.E. is predictable, because identical situations
(design failures etc.) result in the same type of error.

Random H.E.s are not predictable. They require a new approach within the system
design task.

- -_ A



Treatment of a.I.s in flight deck design

Fig. I shows a general breakdown of H.E.s occurence and their dependency. In the
lower part the responsibilities for H.E. prevention are named.

In conventional flight deck design systematic H.E.s are prevented by the applica-
tion of ergonomic design procedures. With this conventional ergonomic design, we do our
best to provide equipment functions, man-equipment interface, handling qualities and
operating procedures, being in compliance with ergonomic requirements. This, however, is
not enough in the light of the design of an "integrated cockpit", and the design of "new
control modes" as specified for future fighter aircraft weapon systems.

Even if we are able - by ergonomic design - to preclude systematic H.E.s to occur,
random H.E.s will happen to occur with a frequency of I in 100 to I in 1000 per unit mea-
sure (tasks, events, time cycles). Random H.E.s can not be prevented to occur. They hap-
pen - as has been stated above - due to normal variations in human performance. To reduce
effects random H.E.s may have on system performance, a new strategy is required in flight
deck design.

It is known that "humans" normally "operate" as closed-loop system, detecting and
correcting their own errors (J.A. Adams, 1982). Consequently one design strategy is, that
we provide feedback loops in the system or equipment functions, which support the human
operator in detecting and correcting unintentional performance errors, before they can
affect system performance. There is a second strategy, which can be applied in all cases,
where human performance errors can be detected and evaluated by the system. For those
H.E.s an error correction function can be designed into the system. This task is called
"fail safe and fall ops. ergonomic design" (in Fig. 1). The goal of this second strategy
is to achieve a certain tolerance of the technical system against human performance er-
rors.

By the application of this design strategy we do not tolerate design failures, per-
sonnel selection or training failures, which lead to predictable systematic H.E.s. We
only tolerate those human performance errors, which occur in spite of the compliance of
the system and its interfaces with the defined human performance capabilities.

The design goal for new flight deck design is to provide mutual monitoring of man
and the technical s,'stem. The human operator monitors and controls his system and his own
performance, and in addition the technical system monitors the human operator performance
whereever applicable.

Flight Deck Design Concepts

In the past new design concepts ofte-n were realized by simply adding new techniques
or systems to those already installed. This resulted in extended flight capabilities and
in greater mission flexibility. However, the pilot's workload increased as well.

Fig. 2 to 4 show block diagrams of aircraft of different generations. The blocks of
new systems and those in which new functions (tasks, subsystems) were added are marked
(0) with a dot. The increase of functions by number (displays, controls) is known from
previous investigations (Ostgaard, 1981, and Lyons and Roe, 1980).

Fig. 5 and 6 show the follow-up from F-15, Tornado and F-18 to th, 1990 fighter air-
craft. It can be seen that the "cockpit integration" leads to a reduction of displays
ranging from 40 % to 50 %. The controls are reduced only by 20 % to 25 A. This supports
the conclusion drawn in earlier investigations (Seifert, 1981, and AFFDL, 1977) that
multifunction controls are even more important and intricate in terms of success of t'),
"digital cockpit" than multifunction displays.

For the future fighter aircraft this additive concept is no longer acceptable. The
F-18 represents the first generAtion of aircraft with a flight deck, to which the term
"integrated cockpit" applies. Yet even the F-18 does not mark the end of fliqht dock ,1-
sign and aircraft capabilities. The future fighter aircraft has the following features:

Flight deck with high functional flexibility, based on the installation of a "cock-
pit data management system" (CDMS), as presented in Fig. 7 and 8.

o New performance modes "coupled fuselage aiming" , "post stall manoeuvrability" and
possibly "direct lift control", "drag modulation", or other manoeuvre enhancement
modes.

Extended digital avionic and digital flight control systems using Mil-Bus data
highways.

The resulting tasks for the flight deck design are:

a. Monitoring of task load and information flow in the cockpit, to limit pilot's work-
load in all flight and mission phases.

b. Provide information feedback to the pilot where appropriate to enable him to mnnl-
tor the validity of this performance.
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c. Provide appropriate information to the pilot, in order to avoid undue reactions
(even spatial disorientation) by strange motion cues during new extended mode
manoeuvres.

d. By allowing for ergonomic design, decrease the probability of systematic H.E.s
(pilot errors".

e. Increase the ability of the system to tolerate and compensate H.E.s (pilot errors)
where applicable.

Only if these tasks are accomplished by the new flight deck design, the pilot will
be enabled to fully utilise the extended system and performance capabilities of the fu-
ture fighter aircraft.

Cockpit Data Management System

A first concept for handling the data management in an integrated cockpit was pre-
sented in an earlier AGARD conference (Seifert, Denkscherz, 1977). This concept included:

a. Moding by flight or mission phase

b. Integrated display and display information flow management

c. Pilot's authority to operate individual systems within or outside the mission mode
selected.

Meanwhile the concept was realized. However, with the realization new ideas are
formed to upgrade this concept by an error management feature for pilot command and data
input functions. The block diagram of the cockpit data management concept is presented in
Fig. 8.

From Fig. 8 it can be seen, that the new flight deck design is based mainly on mul-
tifunction displays and controls, and on the MIL-BUS application. With increasing confi-
dence in and proof of the reliability of MIL-BUS systems, the "direct wired" data flow
between aircraft systems and cockpit will decrease further. Even th backup instruments
and warnings may be wired through the MIL-BUS by then.

From the multifunction concept follows, that the ergonomic design tasks are more
and more encompassing both, the hardware and the software specification. In this context
the terms "error management" and "error tolerant" in relation to human error emanated and
became meaningful. Recently "error management requirement of such software dependent man-
machine interface" were defined by S.L. Smith (1981).

Smith defined 16 basic error management requirements. If you closely look at them,
they can be categorized as follows:

(1) H.E. monitoring with automatic correction and display feedback, or with feedback

for correction by operator.

(2) Protection of system (store, stack) against H.E.

(3) Allowance for the operator to correct self-detected errors.

(4) Interface functions logic layout requirements

We transformed this information to allow their incorparation into the requirements
for new flight deck design:

(1) H.E. monitoring with automatic correction and feedback, or with feedback for
correction by the pilot.
This capability should be installed in conjunction with command entries and
data entries regarding certain typical H.E.s:

o Action errors
Entries which are logically inappropriate, unidentifiable (e.g.voice), or
ambiguous

o Sequence errors
Invalid step within an entry sequence, e.g. in navigation data entry or sys-
tem functions command-sequence.

o Omission errors
Default command or data entry.

o Addition and Time errors (according to H.E. classification) are obviously
subsumed under the above action errors in Smith's repertiore. They have to be
considered here, e.g. a function command that is out of phase within the sys-
tem control in a given mission phase.

AI ' '
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(2) Protection of system against H.E.

Certain data manipulation actions should be made safe against human decision
and command error. Smith (1981) recommends an operator self-check.

In critical situations concerning integrity of program and data store the sys-
tem requests the operator to "confirm" a command entry before it is executed by
the system.

This is recommended to be done in case

o an extensive change (e.g. deletion or mission planning alteration) of stored
data is commanded

o of log out command is given (e.g. out of a check procedure) before other pen-
ding transactions were performed.

(3) Allowance for the operator to correct self-detected own errors.

This is based on the "closed loop performance" characteristic of man, as detai-
led by Adams (1982), which was mentioned earlier.

The system shall allow for:

o Immediate correction of entry i.e. while the entry is still in mind and the
source data still at hand.

o Easy return to previous steps for c,)rection of data or sequence error or in-
troduction of desired change, e.g. extended command entry.

(4) Interface layout

This category d,-ss with the availability, consistency and flexibility of use
of entry functions:

o Layout and consistency of ENTER function

o Feasibility and layout of a CONFIRM function

o Flexibility of data change and function command entries within a master mode.

o Data entry consistency over the displays and keyboards in the cockpit.

All these design tasks are typical software ergonomic tasks. It is not "error
management" in terms of H.E. monitoring thrugh the cockpit data management
system. According to the classification of H.F.s as shown in Fig. 1, this
interface layout shall ne such, that "systen induced H.E.s" are prevented to
occur .

To summarize, th'. error monitoring tasks within the CDMS, this system shall in this
priority Sequence:

0 detct and cotrrect pi lot ntry errors

o detect ontry errors, and display me ;sage for the pilot to take corrective neasajres

detect potential loss( of stored data due to pilot action, and ask pilot for advice

1) by information f,,edback on pilot actions make allowance for pilot's capability to
correct self-deteacted own to rots.

Advanced manoeuvrability modes

Since the "advanced fighter technology integration" (ArfI) grogam has been initia-
ted (MartLn, 1973, Wetmor, ,

e 1976), a number of projects evolved, aimin3 at nigher man-
o,,ivrabil ity and more sophisticited weapon system capahilities. There are the "F-15 Inte-
grated Fire Flight Control" (IFFC) prograim, the Advancel Manoeuvring Attack System
(AMAS), and similar Europpan programs.

Not a I I of the programs inclode a ca)ability for a six-degr-e-of-freedom control.
HoFwever, any enhanced manoeuvrability has to rely not only on an advance, display/control

i,nc-pt, but also on a hi;gher degre of alutomation.

This increased automation in trajectory and attitude control requires new
information feedback loops, to keep the pilot informed about system states, processes,
-nI.s and about thp authorithy range and limits, in which he is operating. This has been
r.,',nmended alr ady in the report of th, "Committee on Automation in Combat Aircraft"

wnd'' , 1982).
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In to-day's aircraft we have installed emergency-prevention devices: Examples are:

o angle of attack and g-force limiters (F-16)

o stall indicators (F-ill)

o stall prevention and incidence limiting system (TORNADO)

With these devices installed, and with the application of the fly-by-wire techno-
logy for flight and propulsion control, we have the means available, to give the pilot
all the information he needs, and to relieve him from tasks, he no longer is able to ac-
complish.

(1) Fire/flight control modes

In this mode the following control functions are automated:

o attitude and trajectory control after lock-on

o target detection, acquisition and identification

o target priorization.

o weapon launch (missiles)

By this automation greater system effectiveness is achieved. The pilot's workload
does not decrease. However, the automation of the continuous control functions al-
lows to "reconfigure" the workload of the pilot. He is enabled to keep his mind
free for tactical and attack monitoring tasks. The manual functions left are:

o mode selection

o propulsion control (if not automated)

o sensor system control

o weapon launch (gun, rockets)

o override of automatic control and of target priorization.

Besides these manual functions, there is a definite requirement for information
feedback to the pilot regarding the automatically controlled functions. These feed-
back display requirements include:

o attitude and trajectory (flight director) information

o target and sensor information

o authority limits of fuselage aiming

o shoot range.

In case propulsion control is automated as well, additional feedback information is
not likely to be requirei.

(2) Poststall mode

This mod.: requires automated

o attitude control

o g-load and angle of attack limitation.

In thi ; mode the information feedback to the pilot becomes extremely critical. The
reason therefore is the extreme departure of the trajectory from the attitude of
the aircraft. This results in an excessive incompatibility of the visual and the
proprioceptive sensational information of the pilot. To prevent pilot disorienta-
tion, this mode requires:

o proprioceptive feedback about going into and leaving the poststall mode

o display of information on the relation between att-itude and trajectory

o display of information regarding the state of the aircraft within the mode's
alJtority limits.

Concluding Remarks

New sensor, flight control and attack functions require cockpit integration and a
considerable amount of automation. Therewith the pilot's task is reconfigured and the
workload is kept on an acceptable level. To enable the pilot to fully deploy his skills
in such a system, further cockpit system functions are required, such as: pilot error
management, and display of specific feedback information in conjunction with data hand-
ling, and with the new flight control and attack modes. -These cockpit system function
requirements are discussed.
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Human Errors

Main Situat;, conditioned errors Human
cause conditioned errors

System conditions Work conditions Personnel conditions

Cause System design Work environment Personnel requirements Intraindividual

categories * Work system e Weather * Selection performance variations
* Wurk position * Threats * Manning * Perception

* Mission task load * Instruction * Processing
Equipment design e Training * Storage, retrieval

* Hardware Work organization * Practice * Output action
* Software * One man work e Arousal level
* Tools e Teamwork
" Manuals * Command. control

communication (CCC)
Task design

" Sequences
* Task alternation
* Time consumption

Prevention Ergonomic design Specification of 1) QQPR") specification "Fail safe, fail ops"
by 1) Mission requirements 2) Selection ergonomic design,

2) CCC requirements 3) Training Error management system

3) Effectiveness and design
reconfiguration

requirements

Qualitative and quantitative personnel requirements

Fig. 1 Human error classification
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MODERN FLIGHT INSTRUMENT DISPLAYS AS A MAJOR
MILITARY AVIATION FLIGHT SAFETY WEAKNESS

by

J. F. Farley
Chief Test Pilot

British Aerospace Public Limited Company
Dunsfold Aerodrome

Godalminq

GUB 4BS
England

SUMMARY

Consideration of the major causes of flying accidents over which the airframe and engine manufacturers
can exert a powerful influencc shows the following list

1 . Structural Failure

2. Engine Failure

3. Flying Control Failure

4. Instrument Failure

5. Pilot Error.

With the first three of these causes - Structural, Engine and Flying Control failures - while
mistakes do occur, the manufacturers have a reasonable record, there is no evidence of complacency, and
in addition there is a large well established, government controlled, national bureaucrecy offering
valuable checks and advice on testing and airworthiness certification. Pilot error in different, Dut
appropriate ways, also attracts much effort aimed at its reduction. Most importantly, so far as the
purposes of this paper are concerned, the accident trends related to the first three causes, as well as
those due to pilot error, do not appear to have changed fundamentally during the last decade. The same
cannot be said of instrument display related accidents.

Since the advent of Head Up and computed displays in general, and the operator's real need to expand
the non-visual manoeuvre envelope, there has been a marked increase in display related accidents/incidents
in both operational and development flying.

This note suggests that attempts at curing the problem have been based on a false assumption that has
ignored the reality of the piloting task in modern high performance jet aircraft. Proposals are offered
to improve the situation by both engineering and organisational changes.

i. THE SITUATION IN THE 1950's

Service aircraft used traditional mechanical and electromechanical direct reading individual
instruments with well understood limitations and failure modes. Some accidents occurred due to
misreading particularly of altimeters. The operators asked for a greater manoeuvre envelope while
flying on instruments as well as improved display forms to reduce pilot error problems.

2. THE SITUATION IN THE 1960's

Head down OR 946 instrument displays started to be used extensively. These were easier to read and
with the usp of Master Reference Gyros gave an improvement in manoeuvre capability. They brought some
new failure problems and aircraft fitted with them were at times restricted to visual conditions while
improvements were incorporated. However, the overall situation was not fundamentally changed from that
existing in the 1950's.

3. THE SITUATION IN THE 1970's

The first aircraft to be fitted with Head Up Displays as a primary instrument flying reference entered
service in 1969. The head down instruments were limited in nature and number and were conceived as get
you home standbys to be used in the event of HUD failure.

Head Up Displays as fitted to the aircraft in the early 1970's showed quite fundamental differences
from previous flight instrument displays. These were

(a) The symbology was very easy to use and for any given manoeuvre gave a large reduction
in instrument flying pilot workload.



(b) The freedom from roll and pitch limitations given by the inertial platform
attitude reference sources encouraged pilots to manoeuvre, without visual

references, more violently than previously.

(c) The data displayed could be wrong without this being in the least apparent

to the pilot. (For instance because the display wave form generator correctly

processed an input that was itself incorrect.) Such correctly WRITTEN information

looked totally valid to the pilot.

(d) 'The displays could be quite compelling.

(e) The reliability of the overall display system proved to be very low. It was not
unusual for individual pilots to experience some sort of failure each month.

4. REACTIONS TO THE SITUATION IN THE 1970's

The reaction of all interested parties to this unprecedented lack of reliability was to stop
considering the HUD as the primary flight instrument display and to call for the pilot to cross refer

between the HUD and the standby instruments.

In the writer's view this is where we went wrong.

This solution, which called for the pilot to cross check various displays to establish which were

serviceable, ignored several important facts :

(a) In conditions of high workload the pilot will abandon all but essential tasks and

revert to the easiest display from which to get the information he needs.

Unquestionably this will be the HUD symbology since it includes nice easy to use

items such as inertial vertical speed, climb dive angle, velocity vector and so

forth. THIS LEADS AUTOMATICALLY TO THE LEAST RELIABLE INFORMATION BEING RELIED

UPON AT ALL TIMES OF CRITICAL PILOT WORKLOAD.

(b) At times the head down instruments can topple, as they tend to have restrictive
manoeuvre limits, leading to confusion if cross reference is used, and the chance

that the pilot will believe the more reliable head down displays which are this

time wrong because the original manoeuvre was one that only the HUD system could cope

with.

(c) Cross reference between several displays makes instrument flying HARDER NOT EASIER.

It can force good old fashioned mistakes associated with scan failures between

various parameters BECAUSE THE PILOT WAS SCANNING FOR CROSS REFERENCE PURPOSES

between head up and head down examples of the same parameter.

The writer firmly believes that it is unrealistic to rely on the pilot cross checking various read

outs of nominally the same information in order to establish serviceability. One recent classic example

of where a 3 man crew equipped with I attitude references did not notice that the handling pilot was

following an incorrect one, was the Air India ;47 that rolled inverted and crashed, shortly after a night

take-off out of Bombay.

5. GENERAL PROPOSALS TO IMPROVE THE SITUATION

(a) Engineering

Ideally the flight data should he multiplexed, the validity of data should be decided
automatically in the back of the aircraft and the pilot sh, !d be presented with this

reliable data throuqh both heid up and head down displays. There is no justification
for treating cockpit display ita as somehow less important than, say, wing spar strength

or the siqnal to the tailplane ack in iuto terrain following or auto land cases.

Since the ideal solution will requiret much time and cost to icorporate, an interim
solution offering some level of improvement (over the present case of hoping the pilot

spots which instrument or symbol is out cof step with the rest) is to have duplex

systems with a monitor lane that warns the pilot through an audio warning that a display
disagreement exists. Leaving him to use his skills to diagnose which display is at

fau t.

In this c,,nne t ion the, Royal Aircrift Establishment Farnborough have stairteld work on how

to tell the pilot visiually thalt i flight instrumeint system f.ilure 1has happened. Even

this task has been hird,,r than expectvi', 1t t instance, writing a large cross on the

display is certainly atlention ge.ttint, but in same fliuht trials pilots have momentarily
tried to use the fa ilure indicating cross as a reference. Merely removing the invalid

information from the display has been shown to is' too weak. In this case to much time

can lass before the lot realises it has been rem-,l. Time which had h, been AI.ERTEP,
coi II have teeni used to avoid a subsequent cii t ie-l situoat ion.



(b) Organisat ional

Because modern displays can use several diiscrete black boxes in series to produce the

end result, NO ONE MANUFACTURER/DESIGNER MAY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR MORE THAN ONE ELEMENT.

Because each component manufacturer is in turn only interested in showing that his
element meets the specification requirements placed on him, the full interactions of
th2 total system may not be appreciated, especially the knock on effect of any chanqes
that may be made in isolation in one box. By its nature, this sort of problem is

less likely to occur in Structure, Engine and Flying Control disciplines (But watch

out for fly-by wire).

The effects of limited responsibility for one link in the chain can only be mitigated

by instituting an overall system co-ordination function that must itself exist in all
of the interested organisations - manufacturers, airworthiness authority and customer -

if the full checks and balances that we have come to rely on for Structures, Engines and

Controls are also to be available for Flight Instruments.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

At present it is a sad fact that with some modern aircraft only the President of a Board of Inquiry

has the motivation combined with the authority, to investigate the total system operation so far as

displays are concerned.

We must develop the deep infrastructure for displays that exists in other aircraft design disciplines.

From the standpoint 'f aircraft survival, instrument displays merit at least the level of emphasis accorded

to structural, engine or control factors.

No relevant authority, research establishment, licencing organisation, manufacturer or operator

should be content with the present situation. It is no longer responsible to keep telling pilots to

cross check better, and to imply that if they crash through a displays problem, then they are in some

way not professional enough in their approach to flying.
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